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PREFACE
Things made on the loom are called tc\rtilcs, from the Ijatin word

for cloth; and cloths used to dress the walls and furniture of rooms

are called decorative, by contrast with architectiu'al, which refers

primarily to the structin-es decorated. So that, when it was decided

to publish this book on rugs and carpets; tapestries and endjroideries ;

damasks, brocades and velvets; chintzes and cretonnes; drapery and

furniture trimmings, the inevitable title seemed to be "Decorative

Textiles." Xor did the addition of chapters on Wall Papers and

Illuminated I^eathers render the title less appropriate, because both

are also decoratively used, and rely for their success largely upon
texture effects borrowed from textiles.

This is the first comprehensive book on the subject to be pub-
lished. Eml)odying, as it does, the residts of many years of intimate

acquaintance with weaves ancient and modern, it appeals equally to

those who buy and use, and to those who make and sell. Written in

simple, direct .style, even when treating technical questions technically,

it will be foimd invaluable not oidy to those who study and teach in

schools and colleges, but also to those who read for personal culture

and domestic practice.

The need for such a book is patent. Decorative Textiles consti-

tute the most important and beautiful part of the furnishings of our

homes. Upon them we are princi])ally dependent for our .esthetic

environment. Upholsteries and draperies with their interwoven pat-
terns in rich colours appeal greatly to both sight and touch, and trans-

form palace and cottage alike from cold to comfortable. Damasks,
brocades and velvets, after centuries of aristocratic seclusion, have by
modern industrial methods and by modern machinery been brought
M'ithin the reach of even the comparatively jjoor. All of us are con-

stantly surrounded by ornament in the form of Decorative Textiles

on chairs and couches and floors and walls and windows.

The information on the subject embodied in dictionaries and



encyclopn?f]ias and cither books of reference, in all lanjjfuao'es and in

all countries, is often incorrect, generally anti(jiiated and always inade-

quate. Automobiles and aeroplanes bave tbeir up-to-the-minute his-

torians; Init Decorative Textiles, with the exception of Tapestries
and Oriental Rugs, have been slighted.

More than I can express, I am indebted tf) my publishers for the

wealth of pictured examples, many in colour. To an unprecedented

degree do these examples reflect on printed paper the texture of

woven fabrics. In an extraordinary manner do they render it possible

for me, in my text, to present clearly to the public and to the trade,

the interesting facts. Delightfidly easy do they make it for anyone
to become familiar with the Decorative Textiles of all countries and

all periods.

The main text of my book is of course Textin-e. The word is

Latin for rccrrcc, and as might lie expected, it is produced most richly

on the loom. It is of Textiles the most distinctive quality, and when

api^lied to other materials such as wood, marble and brick, iron, bronze

and gold, paint, paper and cement, is merely a borrowed and imita-

tive term.

Conse(iuently, while keeping design and pattern and colour and

their historic development constantly before me, I have in every chap-
ter accentuated the importance of Textvu-e. I have shown that

texture is not only the (piality which distinguishes Textiles al)ove

other materials, but is also the ciuality which distinguishes Textiles

from one another. It is the quality which distinguishes a damask from

a brocade, a jilain weave from a twill, a satin from a madras, a velvet

from a burlap, a domestic carpet from an Oriental rug.

For a descripti\'e bil)liography of the most useful handbooks, and

the most valuable reference books. I refer my readers to Chapter XXI.

New York, June, 1018 G. L. H.



EDITOR;S NOTE
Decorative Textiles i.s the first in ;i series of authoritative books

on the modernised house fiu-nishing arts. The material presented in

the present volume constituted, for the most part, a series of articles

which appeared in Good Fiiniifiirc Mdga'Jne during the years 1915,

191G, 1917 and 1918.

So rapid has been the progress in many departments of the

textile arts in America since the war, that constant additions and

revisions have been necessary in the present volume, especially in the

chapters on Damasks, Brocades and Velvets and on Chintzes and

Cretonnes and Laces. This has occasioned the introduction of more

than one hundred plates not originally contemplated, including four

colour plates of great importance, showing painted cottons from India,

i-ecently rediscovered by Stewart C'ulin. Cm-ator of Pvthnology, of the

Brooklyn ^Museum of Arts and Sciences.

In the preparation of the plates no expense has been sjjared to

exhibit, to the fullest extent possible by the most improved printing

and engraving processes, the dominant (luality of textiles, 'ciz.. texture,

of which the author treats from first to last. The textiles illustrated

have been assembled from many sources. Without the intimate

contact established by the nuthoi- and by the publishers with the fore-

most textile markets in the world and with America's wonderful

textile mills. Decorative Textiles would not have been possible.

The editor appreciates the wai-m friendships which his collabora-

tion in this work has won him, on the part of the author and of those

in the textile trades whose devotion to the subject is so fully exjiressed

in the solution of the many technical difficulties, which, with their

generous co-operation, have been so happily overcome.

Grand Rapids. September. IHis Hexky AV. Fkohne
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DECORATIVE TEXTILES
CHAPTER I

DAMASKS, BROCADES AND VELVETS
PART I

Damasks, brocades and velvets are the aristocrats among sliuttle

fabrics made for the decoration of walls and furnitm-c. Primarily

they are silk weaves, thongh often enriched with gold or cheapened
with linen and cotton.

The history of damasks, brocades and velvets is the history of

ornament in silk. When the less exjiensive materials are employed,

they are usually hidden beneath the surface, except in linen damasks

(Plate B 4 of Chajiter IV), that on accoimt of their brilliant sheen

and immacidate Avhiteness (and also because they can be washed)
have won the kingdom of napkins and tal)lecloths tov their own, and

also except in woollen damasks and mohair velvets and flax velours,

that attempt in weight and strength to make up for what they lack in

essential beauty. Cotton brocades, with or without the mixture of

mercerised, are, of course, mere imitations, that by their very exist-

ence glorify the superior virtues of what they imitate.

As everyone interested in decorative art is aware, the terminology
of textiles is in a particularly imsatisfactory condition. Dictionaries

and encyclopaedias in all languages are filled with definitions that were

evidently comi)osed by editors far from a knowledge of the actual

facts. One justly famous dictionary in the English language defines

tapestry as "not made Avith a shuttle like other textiles, but with a

needle." Evidently the editor was translating from the French and
mistook broclie for needle instead of hohhiu.

Another famous dictionary also published in America defines

damask as "a rich silk fabric Avoveu in elaborate patterns having a

raised appearance." Certainly this is misleading. The distinctive

characteristic of damasks as compared with brocades is flatness.

Fiu-thermore, damask as compared with brocade patterns are simple.
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Even the great textile authorities, while agreeing on funda-

mentals, differ seriously in their definitions of terms like brocatcllc

and lainpas. Even our great museums attach labels that are often

misleading and sometimes false. And as for the trade, it seems to

be the ambition of many manufacturers and importers to demon-

strate the distinctiveness of their goods by means of the false dis-

tinctiveness of the terms they employ.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE LOOM

Tapestries and their imitations I define and describe in Chapter
XII. Of real tapestries I say that "they are ribbed or rep fabrics

with surface consisting cntirclj/ of tecft threads." Between real

tajiestries and the weaves that I am now discussing, the difference is

fundamental. Th,e sm-face of damasks, brocades and warp velvets

consists largely of warp threads. Moreover, these are not bobbin

fabrics like real tapestries, but shuttle fabrics in which the lessened

control of the weft, caused by the substitution of shuttle for bobbin,

is made up for by increased ability to control and manipulate the

warp. (See second paragraph of Chapter VIII.)
The first great step in the mechanical development of the loom

was the invention of treadles that freed the left hand from the duty
of pulling leashes (Usses) to form each new shed of the warp.

The second great step was the invention of the shuttle to facil-

itate the passing of the bobbin through the shed.

The tliird great stej) was the substitution for treadles of a drarc

bojj (hence the term dratv loom) who was mounted on a platform
above the warp, where he pulled cords or leashes that raised or lowered

the warp threads as the pattern re(iuired. vastly increasing the pos-

sible complexities of weave. The draw loom, invented and devel-

oped by the Chinese to meet the exigencies of weaving the exquisitely

fine threads of silk, fii-st made possible and practicable the production
of damasks, brocades and velvets.

The fourth great step was the invention of the .Tac(|uard attach-

ment in the time of Xapoleon. This attachment was merely a

mechanical contrivance, but it supplanted the draw boy. just as the

draw boy had supplanted treadles, and just as treadles had sup-

planted the weaver's left hand. It vastly increased the speed and

aeeiu'acy of weaving, and so lessened the cost of producing intricate

patterns that ever since then intricate patterns have been available

2
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for the least expensive purposes, provided the (juantity used is suf-

ficiently large. Once the pattern is punched on a series of Jacquard
cards, and the loom is mounted, it is just like playing a pianola or

working a hand organ. Kepetition is easy and costs little. Diligence
is more important than intelligence, and the weaver need not have

the slightest art knowledge or feeling.

The /?//// great step was the application of jxirccr (water, steam

or electricity) to do the work of both draw boy and weaver. Tliis

greatly increased speed, while relieving the weaver of most of his

manual laboiu', and setting him free to superintend the operation of

several looms. However, the more complicated and exquisite velvets

and brocades continue to be woven on iKdid loains, l)ut -cltli the

Jacquard attachment.

THE AVEAVE OF DAMASKS

The f 11)1 (1(1 mental and modern xveaves I shall analyse and illus-

trate in Chapter IV. Suffice it here to say that damask is a satin

weave (Plates I, II. Ill, D. of Chapter IV) sometimes with taflfeta or

grosgrain or twill or weft satin figures on warp satin ground; some-

times with warp satin figm-es on ground of contrasting weave. The

basis of damask is satin with a surface that consists of parallel threads,

whose parallelism causes the smooth shiny surface that is character-

istic of satin, and that makes satin the weave most characteristic

of silk.

For example, the damask illustrated on Plate VI has grosgrain

figures on a satin ground. This means that the ground consists of

parallel threads running the way of the warp, while the figm-es show

ribs that are perpendicular to the surface threads of the groimd, and

hence contrast strongly with it, producing the light and shade efi^ects

that are characteristic of damask, and that distinguish it from most

other fabrics, although not, of course, altogether from the novelty
weaves that imitate it. What I wish most of all to make clear at

this point is that damask is not an accident, nor a chance term the

application of which can l)e left to the whim of manufacturers or

dealers. Damask /.v a fU/ured fabric with the lines of the ground
rnuning in one direction xvhile the lines of the fif/ures run in anotJier.

When the surface is a twill, we have diaf/oual line ert'ects or ribs

that, of course, make a weaker contrast than a\<iu1(1 the ribs of gros-

grain. For exam[)le, the figiu'es of l)rocatelle are in satin, and the
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ground is a twill, the figiirt's rising in 1)()1(1 relief because of the coarse

linen or cotton weft threads that are buried beneath the surface. The
easiest damasks to analyse are those made for the table in white linen

and imitation in cotton because in them the effect of the contrasting
threads of ground and figm'es is not complicated by colom-s as in

Jampaa, the ground of which is in one colom* and the figures in

another; or, in one-coloin* silk damask (Plate D 2 of Chapter IV)
where the contrasting lines produce a difference in tone between

figures and ground, though the threads of both are actually of the

same tone.

Moreover, in all the damasks, coloured lampas as well as white

linens, the tones change as the point of vision changes. Figures that

look mat from one point of \'iew become glossy from another, while

the ground is transformed in the o])]iosite direction. It is this fas-

cinating interplay of tones due to the contrasting surface of parallel

lines in relief, which constitutes the character and charm of damask.

THE AVEAVE OF BROCADES

Brocade (Plate G2 of Chapter IV) might be described as

end)roidery made on the loom. It consists of eml)roidery effects \n-o-

duced by floating wefts on the surface of damask or other weaves.

Some of the most magnificent Renaissance tapestries woven in

Brussels in the sixteenth century, have brocaded effects jiroduced on

the garments of personages by floating wefts in groups over se\'eral

warps, with the relief heightened by couching. While the figures of

damask tend to be flat and large and continuous and of the same coloiu-

though different in tone from the ground, the figures of brocade tend

to be in relief and small and detachetl, and in several colours.

In other words, the figures of brocades are such as would be

usually produced on a draw loom by the use of crfru })()})hi}i>i

(crochcs); hence, brocade that is English for the Spanish form of

the French hrochc (brocaded). AVhile broche really means the same
as brocade, it is connnonly applied to light-weight silks only, the term
brocade (French brocart) being reserved for brocaded damasks and
other heavy silks of elaborate design.

THE WEAVE OV VELVETS

Of velvets there are two fundamentally different types, those

with pile formed by exti-a wefts and those with pile formed by extra
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warps. The former, like real tapestries, originated on the bobbin

loom, while the latter, like damasks and hrocades, originated on the

shuttle loom. Furthermore, just as real tapestries are vastly more
ancient in their origin than damasks and hrocades, so tccft vclvctn

are much older than tcarp vclvii^i, and we have examples of them

dating as far back as the third century A. D. I refer to the Coptic
fabrics with coarse uncut pile of wool and linen. The sin-face is very

open, the rows of loojjs being far apart with plain canvas between.

The loops consist of weft threads that go over and under alternate

pairs of warjjs. Many of the linen loops are particularly long and

shaggy; all of the woollen loops, short and thick and soft. These

Coptic velvets I regard as the primitive form, not only of weft velvets,

but also of hand-knotted rugs. The step from a weft that loops up
between alternate paii's of warjjs, to short pieces of weft that are

knotted around each pair of warps is direct and obvious. The so-

called "finger rugs" still made in I^ondon and elsewhere are a siu--

vival of the ancient pile fabrics of the Cojjtic velvet variety, and get
their name jjrimarily from the fact that the finger is used in forming
the loops. ^

One of these ancient Coptic velvets in the Metropolitan Museum,
dating from the fourth or fifth century after Christ, is illustrated

on Plate XIV. The dark parts are in wool, the light parts in

linen. It will be noticed that the rows of long linen loops are twice

as far apart as the rows of short woollen and short linen loops, and
that the figures are formed by contrast of dark-brown wool and cream-

white linen. Notice also that where the pile wefts pass, the canvas

is corded with three extra fiat wefts in order that the loops may be

firndy held. IVIodern examples of weft velvet with cut j)ile are

velveteens and corduroys.

However, ordinarily by velvets we mean warp velvets of the

kind originated in silk, and do not even include the coarse woollen

and worsted velvets woven for fioor coNerings, such as brussels and
wilton carpets and rugs. Upholstery velvets are usually called

velours (the French word for velvet), whether the pile be in silk or

flax or wool or cotton. The pile of most warj^ velvets is formed by

looping extra warps over wires inserted weft-wise in the shed. When
all of the pile is to be cut, the cutting is done upon the withdrawal

of the wires by knives at the end of each. When only part of the

pile is to be cut, in other words when the velvet is to be cut and

7
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uncut, the cutting is done with a hand knife. Plain velvets have a

uniform surface of solid colour. A modern way of making velvets

without the use of wires is to weave two cloths together face to face,

with sjjccial })ile warps working l)ack and forth l)etween them and

joining them. The cutting of this common j)ile by a knife that travels

back and forth across the loom, produces two velvets economically
and with a minimum of effort. Recently, an American manufac-

turer has invented a way of figin-ing these double-woven velvets in

two-tone, by inserting the pile warps thicker in the figures than in

the ground (Plate XVII). All of the more complicated velvets,

such as those developed in Venice, figured by using pile of two dif-

ferent heights; and Genoese velvets having cut pile that contrasts

with uncut pile and often with flat satin or twill or taffeta ground,
the last sometimes in gold (Plate X of Chapter IV), are still woven
on hand looms, like many of the more complicated brocades, but

usually with the Jacquard attachment.

MADE IN AMERICA

One of the best evidences of the rapid progress of the United

States in silk weaving is the fact that all of the examples illustrated

in connexion with this chapter (except the one on Plate XIV) were

made in ^l in erica. Plate I is a red damask reproduced from an

ancient Italian cluu'ch vestment of the fifteenth century.

Plate V is a brocade based on an Italian original in the Brus-

sels jNIuseum, illustrated and catalogued by ]Madame Errera as

No. 29, attributed to the "thirteenth or fourteenth century," and

woven of silk, linen and gold. The pattern shows two hares addosse

et regardant, inside the circle. Samples of the same fabric are illus-

trated by Cole on Jiage 6.3 of his "Ornament in European Silks;"'

by Fischbach in colour on Plate IjXXX of his "Wichtigsten Webe-

Ornamente;" and ])y Dupont-Aubcrville in colour on Plate 14 of his

"Ornement des Tissus." There are actual examples preserved l)oth

at South Kensington and in the Cluny INIuseum.

Plate II is a satin damask copied from an ancient Louis X^'I

piece that has long been in the possession of the manufacturers, as

part of the upholstery of n chaii- whicli is said to be one of a set pre-

sented by the French King to his queen, JNIarie Antoinette, for use

in the Petit Trianon. The musical tro])hies are characteristic of the

period, and the execution of the fabric is l)eyond cavil. I have used

8
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the term satin dam ash- merely to specify that it has a satin ground,
while the figures are in grosgrain (coarse taffeta). If the ground
were in grosgrain and the figin-es in satin, like Plate IX, I should

not hesitate to speak of it as a grosgrain damask.

Plate X is a gold hrocade copied from a thirteenth century orig-

inal that is A^o. 32 in INIadame Errera's catalogue mentioned above,

and that is pictured in colour by Fischbach on Plate XXI of his

"Ornamente der Gewebe." Fischbach quotes an inventory of the

Cathedral of St. Paul in London to show that in the year 1295 a

fabric like this was called diaspre, from which is derived the modern

diaper (pattern, especially one of small diamonds or fret work).
Plate III is a soft and drapy soic hrochee (broche silk), with twill

figures on taffeta ground. The pattern suggests INIoorish iron work

of the fourteenth century. Plate IX is a damask with large and

heavy satin figures on a grosgrain ground. Plate XVI shows a

rei^roduction of an Italian or Siianish damask of the sixteenth

century. The Renaissance character of the design stands out

strongly by contrast with the Gothic of Plates V and X. The

original in the Brussels Museum is in red and blue on yellow, and is

catalogued and illustrated by Madame Errera as No. 254. There
are also ancient examples in several other museums: At Oldenburg,
Tm-in, South Kensington, Rome, the Crocetta in Florence, Diissel-

dorf. Plate XI is a damask reproduced from a Sicilian one that is

catalogued by Madame Errera as Xo. 91 and that dates from the

fifteenth century. A similar example is reproduced in colour on

Plate 297 of his "Gewebe-Sammlung des K. Kunstgewerbe jNIuseums

Berlin" by Lessing, who describes it as "Spanish about 1500." Fisch-

bach calls it "Italian or Spanish of the thirteenth or fourteenth

centuries;" and the Hambiu-g JNIuseum, "Spanish of the fourteenth

or fifteenth centuries." The differences of attribution indicate what
is true, that much expert work still has to be done on the textile col-

lections of our various nmseums, and that it will be an herculean

task to eliminate errors based on the ignorance of the nineteenth

century.

Plate XV is classed by the makers as a silk tapestry and will

serve as a definition of that term. It has a surface of coarse silk

wefts tied with slender warp binders, and cotton warps buried

beneath the surface. In appearance it resembles jacqiiard verdure

tapestry (see Chapter XII), being comparatively flat with merely

9
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line effects to suggest ribs running the way of the wefts. Plate XX,
though sometimes called a silk tapestry, is properly classed with

brocades. It has a Persian pattern of peacocks, butterflies and

cypress trees, richly expressed in polychrome weft floats on a cotton

ground. Plate VI is a satin damask with grosgrain figures that swell

in high relief because "loom finished"—that is. left as they come

from the loom, without ha\ing their spirit crushed by rollers that

make them level with the ground of the damask. Plate XIII is a

brocade with pattern unusually large. Plate XII is a Louis XVI
brocade of a type that is both excellent and popular. Plate XIX
is an Adam armitre, with typical vase and small figures, executed

in warp floats on grosgrain groimd.

THE GROWING OF SILK

Silk, wool, linen and cotton are the princijial food for looms,

although hemp, jute, ramie and other fibres are occasionally

employed as cheaper substitutes. Each of the master materials

owes special allegiance to a special country. From time immemorial,

China has been famous for silk, Egypt for linen, India for cotton,

and Flanders for wool.

The Chinese have a legend that the silk industry was founded

2698 years before Christ, by Si-ling-chi, wife of the great Prince

Iloang-ti. She was instructed by her husband to examine the silk-

worms and see if their cocoons could be made useful. So she col-

lected many of them, nurtured them with the greatest care, and

finally succeeded in making silk thread out of which she wove beau-

tiful cloths. As a perpetual reward she received divine honors and

is known as the "Goddess of Silk." Over 2,000 years later the art

was carried to Japan by four Chinese maidens, who instructed the

Japanese court and peoj^le how to weave both plain and figured

goods. In their honor a temple was erected in the province of Settsu,

and the industry was encouraged and developed until it became of

national importance. About the same time, tradition has it, a Chinese

princess carried the eggs of the insect, and the seed of the mulberry

tree, on the leaves of which it feeds, to Khotan in her head dress and

instituted the culture of silk there. From there sericulture spread

southward to India and westward to Central Asia and Persia.

The first notice of the silkworm in Western literature is by
Aristotle wlio speaks of it as: "A great worm whicli has horns and

11
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I'late XII— Louis X\'I hrocadc, made in America
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so differs from others. At its first inetaniorphosis it produces a

caterpillar, then a bonibylius, then a chrysalis
—all the three changes

taking place within six months. From this animal, women separate

and reel off the cocoons, and afterwards spin them. Tt is said that

silk was first spun in the Island of Cos, l)y Pamphile, daughter of

Plates." Aristotle, it will be remembered, was the pupil of Plato,

and the teacher of Alexander the Great, and lived in the fourth

century before Christ.

Soon, allusions to silk became common in Greek and Roman lit-

erature. But even Pliny in the first centmy after Christ told less

about the silkworm than could be learned from Aristotle. The
Chinese origin of silk was indicated clearly enough l)y the Latin

name for it, scricum, derived from Seres, the Roman name for the

Chinese, which itself was borrowed from the Greeks. The word is

evidently connected with the Chinese sse (silk), the French sole, the

Italian seta, the Spanish sedo, the German seide, the Russian sheik,

the English silk.

Always the silks that found their way to Rome brought high

prices and their use by men was considered effeminate luxmy. It

would seem from an anecdote about the Emj^eror Aurelian, who
lived in the third century after Christ, and who neither used silk

himself nor woidd allow his wife to have a single silk dress, that a

pound of silk at that time was worth a pound of gold. Nevertheless,

it was stated a century later by the historian Ammianus Marcellinus,

that silk had already come within the reach of the common people.
Not until the reign of the Emperor Justinian in the sixth

century after Christ, two centiu'ies after Constantine had trans-

ferred the capital of the Roman Empire from Rome to Constan-

tinople, was the groming of silk permanently established in Europe.
The story goes that two Persian monks, who had lived long years

in China, and learned the whole art and mystery of rearing silk-

worms, visited Constantinople and told what they knew to the

Emperor. He bade them return to China and attempt to smuggle
thence the materials necessary for the cultivation of silk. This they

accomplished by concealing eggs of the silkworm and sprouts of the

nudberry tree in their pilgrims' staffs made of bamboo.

Rapidly the culture of silk S2)read through the Byzantine

Empire, especially to Syria and Sicily, where it continued to flourish

after the Mohammedan conquests. In the twelfth century it was

13
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made in America
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especially encouraged in Sicily by the Xoniiaii, Roger II. From

Sicily it was carried northward throughout Italy, and silks soon

became one of the most valuable agricidtural products of that coun-

try. Into Spain the Mohammedans introduced not only the wear-

ing of precious silks but also the culture of the silkworm, and by the

tenth century Spain had a large siu-plus of raw silk for export. In

France, Lyons early became an important centre of silk weaving,
and is said to have employed 17.000 weavers in the sixteenth century,
but the efforts of Charles VIII in 1405 to promote the growth of

silk do not appear to have been especially successful. A centurj'

later Henri IV took great pains to encourage the growing of mul-

berry trees and the culture of the silkworm, and succeeded in free-

ing France from dependence on other coimtries for raw silk.

Francis I had encouraged the industry at Lyons, giving unusual

privileges to Italian weavers who settled there. One of the four

large mural paintings in the Crefeld Textile Museum in Germany
depicts the occasion of his visit to I^yons with his wife, Eleanor, the

sister of the Emperor Charles V. The other three paintings show

(1) the Reception by Justinian and Theodora of the monks who

brought the silkworms from China to Constantinople. (2) The

Reception, by Roger II of Sicily, of the Greek weavers from Athens,
Thebes and Corinth. (3) The Reception by Napoleon of Joseph
Marie Jaccpiard, iu\entor of the Jaccjuard attachment that revolu-

tionized the weaving of elaborately figured fabrics.

Today the countries that rank first in the production of silk

are China, JajKui and Italy; those that rank first in the manufacture

of silk are the United States, France, Germany, Switzerland, China,

and Japan. Although no silk is now grown in America, the attempt
has often been successfully made: by Cortez in Mexico in the six-

teenth century; by James I in Virginia in the seventeenth century;
in Georgia, South Carolina and Connecticut in the eighteenth

century.

At the beginning of the nineteenth century Manchester, in Con-

necticut, had become an important centre of silk growing, and many
families of Connecticut and Pennsylvania, as well as some of New
York, New Jersey, Delaware, INIaryland and Virginia produced
from five to fifty pounds yearly. In 1882 the legislature of Connec-
ticut offered a bounty for mulberry culture and fixed the price of

raw silk at fifty cents a pound. Maine, Massachusetts, New Jersey
15
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DAMASKS, BROCADES AND VELVETS

and Pennsylvania soon offered similar bounties. In 18;3<5 a "silk

mania" broke out resembling the famous "tulip mania" of Holland.

INIulberry cuttings two feet long sold at from $2.5 to $.500 a hun-

dred. One nursery man ordered i5.000,000 trees from France,

making an advance payment of $80,000. Everybody was about to

acquire a fortune growing silk, and other crops were neglected.

After three years the bubble burst and thousands were ruined. By
1840, nndberry trees were selling for five cents each. Blight of the

mulberry trees completed the ruin of the raAV silk enterprise and

now, although the United States stands first in the quantity of silk

manufactured, it grows none at all.

Credit for illustrations: Plates I, 11, III, V, VI, IX, X, XI, XII, XIH, XV, XVI,
XVII, XIX, XX, to Cheney Bros.; Plate XIV, the Metropolitan Museum of Art.



CHAPTER II

DAMASKS, HROCADES AND VKIA KTS
PART II

The DEVELorMKXT of Patterns

The names most famous in the history of damasks, brocades

and velvets are China, Japan, Persia, the Byzantine P^mpire (i. e.,

the Roman Empire after Constantinople sncceeded Rome as the

capital, 830-14.53), Sicily, Italy, Spain, France. In all f)f these

countries, patterns of distinctive style were developed, and actual

examples are preserved in European and American collections, which

afford inspii-ation for modern designers as well as facts for dec-

orative historians. Among the most important collections are those

at Lyons in France; the JVIusee des Arts Decoratifs, and the Cluny
Museum, in Paris; South Kensington in England; Crefeld, Ham-
burg, Oldenburg, Xiirembiu'g, Dresden, Diisseldorf and ^Munich in

Germany; the Kunstgewerbe Museum in Berlin; the Kunst and

Industrie Museum in Vienna; the Musee des Arts Decoratifs in

Brussels; Florence, Milan, Rome and Venice, in Italy; the Metro-

politan Museum of xVrt, and the IMuseum of Cooper Institute, in

Xew York; the Pennsylvania Museum in Philadelphia; the Art
Institute in Chicago.

At an early period the Chinese began to weave elaborate silk

tapestries, damasks and brocades. In the thiid century after Christ

the monk Dionysius Periegetes wrote: "The Seres make precious

figured garments, resembling in colour the flowers of the field, and

rivaling in fineness the work of spiders." An account of the designs
used by the Chinese in their silks woidd illustrate richly all their

other arts, as these designs have constantly supplied motifs for the

decoration of other materials. At least ten per cent of inodern

Chinese porcelain is adorned exclusively with In-ocade patterns, and

a writer on Chinese ceramics estimates that no less than two-thirds

IS
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Plate II Plate III
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DAMASKS. BROCADES AND VELVETS

of tlie designs used on porcelain during tlie Ming dynasty were

taken from ancient silk brocades or embroideries, the remaining third

being taken direct from nature or reprothiced from old bronzes. This

exi)lains the freiiueney on enamels and porcelains of designs in

foliated panels and medallions, on brocaded grounds.

A general history of Chinese art written in the Ming period in

the first half of the seventeenth century, devotes its twelfth book to

silks. It states that many of the ornamental designs of the ancient

Ilan period (206 B. C. to 221 A. D.) were still in use, such as

dragons, phoenixes, birds and flowers, peachstones and grapes, and

that in the third century after Christ the Emperor Ming Ti of the

Wei dynasty sent five rolls of l)rocude with dragons woven on crimson

ground, as a present to the Empress of Japan. Under the Sung

dynasty (9(50-1279), the names of more than flfty famous brocade

designs of the period are given, among them: Dragons in Water,

Pearls and Grains of Rice. Cherries, Lotus and Tortoises, Musical

Instruments. Lions Sjiorting with Balls, Tree Peonies, Peacocks,

Wild Geese Flying in the Clouds. Storied Palaces and Pavilions,

besides numerous stripes and small geometrical designs, groups of

symbols, and decorative combinations of Chinese letters. The same

patterns are still wo^-en and exported.

Many of the first Chinese designs are floral, but the flowers are

always more naturalistic than in Persian and Saracenic art. In the

famous hundred flower brocade (compare the Flemish milleflcur

tapestries) it is not difficult for anyone familiar with Chinese flora to

identify each and every plant. As in porcelain, so in textiles, the

chrysanthemum and the peony are favorite flowers.

The chrysanthenmm is often found in combination Avith butter-

flies artfully conventionalised, but yet very realistic in effect. The
lotus ( iielumbium) is often much idealised but recognisable by the

characteristic seedpod in the middle of the flower. It is often used

on a field worked with leaves and stems in rococo scrolls, bordered

with swastika and fretwork bands whose angles sometimes grow into

forms that suggest dragons' heads. It is also combined exquisitely

with jjairs of wide-winged bats.

SASSANID PERSIAN PATTERNS

Persia, after being subject to the Parthians for four hundred

years, recovered its indeiJendence in the third century after Christ,

21



DECORATIVE TEXTILES

and floiirislied under the Sassanid kings until the seventh century,

when it was subjugated by the followers of Mohammed. The

greatest of the Sassanid kings was Chosroes I, contemporary with

the Byzantine Emperor Justinian. During his reign the arts of

peace flourished, especially the art of weaving. Interesting Sassanid

silks are preserved in the Berlin Kimstgewerbe Museum, and in the

Victoria and Albert INIuseum at South Kensington, as well as in the

treasuries of several ancient German churches. Most of the designs
show large circular bands standing in vertical columns, one directly

over the other. The circles are often tied together at the sides as

well as at top and bottom, by small circles and roses and polygons,
and the designs within the large circles are often doublets like those

on the ancient Assyrian bas-reliefs, the personage or group on the

right being an exact duplicate (reversed) of the personage or group
on the left.

This arrangement or grouping is also characteristic of Byzantine
fabrics. A brilliant specimen of Sassanid Persian weaving preserved
in the church of St. Servatius at Maestricht, shows circles each of

which enclose doublet Persian kings on horseback, himting doublet

lions with bow and arrow. Another in blue silk preserved in the

Berlin Kunstgewerbe Museum (Plate III), shows doublet cavaliers

on winged horses, enclosed in a circle whose border consists of stags

and dogs enclosed in tiny circles.

Two of the most important motifs in Sassanid decorative art

were the fire altar (pyre) and the tree of life (horn). Especially
characteristic of Zoroastrianism—^that was the national religion of

Persia for seventeen hundred years until the Mohammedans came,

and that had been established by Zoroaster (Zarathustra) on the

basis and as a reform of the ancient Iranic superstitions
—was the

worship of fire. In this religion the place of temjjles was taken by

towers, on the top of which burned the sacred fire, a visible sign at

night of the faith that helped cement together the Bactrians and

Medes and Persians and other tribes of Iran (about the same ter-

ritory as modern Persia). The fire altar appears on a reddish purple
silk that is preserved in the Church of the Couture in Le Mans,
between doublet lions that lick the flame and face each other with

tails rampant. On the flank of each lion is a circle containing a cross-

shaped eight-pointed star of the kind that is found on many Byzan-
tine tissues. The ho in, that for the Persians was the svmbol of the
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eternal renaissance and reincarnation of persons and tilings, started

as a date tree, but as time passed assumed various forms, many of

them fantastic. It appears most interestingly on a silk from the

Church of Saint Ursula in Cologne (Plate II), now in the Kunst-

gewerbe INIuseum in Berlin, flanked by doublet cavaliers who face

away to repulse the attack of doublet lions that spring upon them,

while doublet cherubs lean from the trefoil-patterned foliage to render

aid. Beneath the group are huge doublet lions that face each other

reclining, while above are doublet wild goats that leap away from a

small three-branched tree topping the tree of life. On account of the

ornament upon the heads of the cavaliers—a crescent surmounted by
a star between the two wings, which is also found upon the coins of

Chosroes II (591-628)
—

Lessing dated the fabric as made in that

monarch's reign.

BYZANTINE ROMAN PATTERNS

The reign of Justinian (.527-565) was a revival of success in

war and prosjjerity in jjeace, for the Byzantine Empire. His armies

reconquered Italy and Africa, and he encouraged agriculture and

manufactures in every possible way. He not only promoted the

weaving of elaborate fabrics, but, as I said in Chapter I, introduced

the cultivation of the nuilberry tree and the silkworm, so that the

^Vestern world might no longer be completely dependent upon the

Orient.

Byzantine art is of course based upon Roman art. But it is

Roman developed in a Greek, a Christian, and an Oriental direction.

When Constantinople succeeded Rome as the capital of the Empire,
in the fourth century, the Greek language began to replace Latin as

the language of the Court, Christian symbolism began to crowd out

classic and pagan ornamental forms, and Persian as well as Syrian
and Egyptian began to influence decoration and costume and archi-

tecture.

By the time of Justinian, Byzantine art had become the dom-
inant art of the Mediterranean world. One explanation of the great

similarity between Sassanid and contemjjorary Byzantine silks is the

fact that many of the Byzantine weavers were imported by Justinian

from Persia. However, for at least two centuries before this, the

weavers of Constantinople had been converting raw silk received

from the Far East, into elaborately patterned cloths. Bishop Asterius
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DAMASKS, BROCADES AND VELVETS

in the fourth century speaks of their extraordinary abihty, saying
that they "rivalled jjainting and knew how to exjiress the figures of

all the animals by combination of warp and weft." But he was
scandalised to see depicted on the fabrics scenes of the New Testa-

ment. He was indignant at the frivolous and haughty persons who
wore the gospel on their cloaks instead of carrying it in their hearts.

Paid, the Silentiaire, in his poetic description of Santa Sojjhia
—

the famous cathedral built by Justinian, which still siu'vives in Con-

stantinople, having been transformed into a Mohammedan mosque
when the Turks captured the city in 1453—makes it clear that the

altar hangings were not embroidered but woven, when he speaks of

their ornamentation as "not produced with the aid of the needle intro-

duced laboriously by hands through the tissue, but with the bobbin

that constantly \'aries the size and color of the threads furnished by
the barbarian worm."

The Byzantine weavers were not content to take the ancient

Greek and Roman mythological and historical pictures and decora-

tive motifs and reproduce them in Byzantine style; they sought
rather to express the dominant characters and characteristics of

Christianity, the splendor of the triumphant religion, the divine

majesty, and the protecting role of the Saints. From Syria and
Persia and still farther East, came the tendency to interpret nature

motifs decoratively, to show fantastic animals and strange flowers

quaintly transformed or almost transformed into pattern. There
was an Asiatic wealth of griffins and unicorns and basilisks and pea-
cocks and eagles and wild ducks and leopards and tigers and lions

and elephants, framed in circular bands and geometrical compart-
ments, or arranged horizontally between parallel bands.

From Roman chariot races that were continued as one of the

favorite public anuisements of Byzantine Rome, came the frequent

representations of the quadriga. One of the most important, now in

the Brussels Museum (Plate IV), is a long band of silk adorned
with three tangent circles, each of which displays the Emperor
crowned and with a whip in each hand driving a chariot, the four

horses of which rear and plunge in pairs to the right and to the left.

A flying cherub on each side of the Emperor offers him a crown. A
similar pattern appeai-s on a purple silk now in the Cluny jNIuseum

(Plate VIII), once at Aix-la-Chapelle. The driver holds the reins

of four horses ready to dash into the arena, while two slaves above
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DAMASKS, BROCADES AND VELVETS

present liini with wliip luul erown, unci two personages helow precede

the (luadrigu with horns of plenty, from which they pour money upon
an altar. Circus combats were also a favorite subject. A small

fragment of purple silk at the Cluny Museum shows, surrounded by
a white floral border, a warrior who tramples a lion beneath his feet.

An ancient cloth from the collection of Canon Eock, now shared

between the nmseums of South Kensington, Lyons and the Cluny,

shows between parallel floral bands, combatants clad in short tunics

and sandals, with legs bare. Each combatant strangles a lion, and is

the "doublet" of another combatant whom he faces, and of whom he is

the exact rejjroduction reversed in direction. Another rich fabric at

Maestricht (Plate V), part of the garment in which Saint Servatius,

the patron of the church, was buried shows circular bands nine inches

in diameter, each containing the Roman Dioscuri standing upon a

short Doric fluted colunm whose base is adorned with a festooned

bucranhun, while on either side a bull is about to be slaughtered for

the sacrifice, and above a winged cherub pours the libation. The

small circles that intersect and connect the larger circles contain each

four flem-s-de-lis that alternate with trefoil anthemions. This cloth

recalls the scenes found on the walls of the catacombs of the early

Christians.

One of the most beautiful of the non-symmetrical subjects is

the Annunciation that appears in large circular medallions on a

purple silk, at the Vatican in Rome (
Plate VI

)
. The \"irgin is

seated on a lofty chair with circular back, a stool beneath her feet

and on each side a wicker backet, one holding the wool that she has

spun, and the other the wool that she is about to spin. The Angel
advances towards her with right hand extended, k)ng timic, and

enormous wings, and hair bound in a Greek fillet. Both personages

have eyes dilated and enlarged, but mouths barely indicated. This

cloth is important for the information it gives about costumes and

furniture as well as about fabric pattern.

A subject that suggests "Daniel in the Lion's Den" appears
in blue, white and yellow, on chamois ground, on a fabric at the

Cathedral of Sens. In high elliptical medallions, a long-haired

jiersonage in diamond-diapered jacket and short timic, chokes back

two lions erect on their hind legs that threaten him from either side,

and tramples two others Ijeneath his feet. The magnificent cloth

from Aix-la-Chapelle (Plate \\\) that once enveloped the bones of
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Charlemagne (crowned F^niperor of Western Europe by the Pope
on Christmas Day 800 A. D.) bears an inscription in Greek as well

as large circular bands, each of which contains an elephant. The

inscription gives the names of Michael. Lord High Cluimberlain of

the Byzantine Court, and of Peter, the Governor of Xegrepont.

In the church at Siegburg is a large piece of purple silk decorated

with lions and bearing the names in Greek of two Byzantine Emperors
of the tenth century. The lions recall those pictured on the great

frieze of the palace of Nebuchadnezzar at Babylon, and that of the

Persian Darius now at the I>ouAre. The .siidarium of Saint Germain

in the Church of Saint Eusebius at Auxerre (Plate X), is a thick

purple silk covered with large yellow eagles, each of which is diapered

with rosettes; in Plate XI is a similar eagle, green ring in mouth, with

suspended pearl. This suggests the "hlatti/ii bi/zaiitea cum rosis et

aqtiilli.s" mentioned in ancient inventories, as well as the one the

Emjiress Galla Placidia is said to have placed on the body of Saint

Germain, who died at Ravenna in 448 A. D. It also suggests the cope

now at Metz, made from the mantle of Charlemagne, which displays

four large eagles with wide-spread wings, and has tiny griffins, cres-

cents and serpentine scrolls to fill up the vacant spaces and adorn the

geometrical wings and tails.

COPTIC PATTERNS

While a large proportion of the numerous so-called Coptic stuffs

woven in Egypt from the third to the eighth century for use as dress

trimmings, and preserved uninjured and unfaded in the graves and

tombs, were made of linen, or wool and linen, the weaving of silk was

also an important Coptic industry as shown by the collection in the

Kaiser Friedrich Museum at Berlin, and by Strzygowski's able book

on the subject. All the Coptic fabrics, of whatever material, sug-

gest their Greek-Egyptian ancestry, as well as the successive influ-

ences of Roman, Byzantine Roman and Mohammedan dominioti.

Strzygowski has also utilized many of those that in style are a

degenerate form of Byzantine, to demonstrate the influence exercised

by China on the textile art of Egypt and Western Asia.

MOHAMMEDAN PATTERNS

In the first tjuarter of the seventh century, in the year 622 A. D.

to be exact, occurred an event that was to transform the world—the
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Hegira (flight) of Mohainnied from IMecca to Medina. Before a

century had passed, the rehgion thus estahhshed by an humble Arabian

priest had assimihited to itself millions of followers, and with sword

and Koran had brought Syria and Persia and Egypt and the rest of

Byzantine Africa, and most of Spain, beneath the rule of IVIoham-

niedan Caliphs, faithful to Allah (God) and to his prophet ]\Ioham-

med. Even across the Pyrenees, from Spain into Prance, swept the

enthusiastic conquerors, but were finally checked by Charles JVIartel,

the grandfather of Charlemagne, at the battle of Tours in the

year 732.

Henceforth the Mediterranean world was separated into three

divisions: the Byzantine Empire with capital at Constantinople, the

Christians of Italy and Western Europe, the Mohammedans. At
the end of the eighth century Charlemagne temporarily united the

Christians of Western pAu-ope into an empire from the fragments of

which the Holy Roman Empire later was assembled, and the king-
dom of France created. In the twelfth and thirteenth centuries

these western Christians were moved with a religious fervor which

resembled that of the early followers of IVIohammed, and went on

crusades to Jerusalem and other parts of the East. For a time the

Christians beat back the Mohammedans, but as they came to know
them better they hated them less, and the ambition to extirpate them
because of their heresies was less keen.

In the middle of the fifteenth centmy, the Turks once more

pushed forward the standards of JMohanuned and captured Constan-

tinople, that in spite of the attacks of barl)arians and Saracens

(Mohammedans) and the treachery in the thirteenth century of the

Crusaders from the West had remained for over a thousand years
the cajjital of the world's art and civilisation.

However, it is only fair to state that among the ]\Iohannnedans,

art and science had flourished marvellously. Compared with them,

the Crusaders were uncouth and illiterate. The Mohammedans
absorbed nuich of the ancient Greek civilisation of Pjgypt and Syria,
and developed it marvellously along lines that created a general
Mohammedan style, as well as distinct divisions of the Mohammedan

style, like Moorish (Hispano-Moresque) and Persian. Vitally sig-

nificant was the influence of Mohammedan upon liyzantine art, as

well as of Byzantine U])()n ^Mohammedan. But vastly more significant

and vastl}' more important was the influence of both upon the art of
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Western Eurojjc. Indeed, much of what is often attril)uted to the

native artistic genius of the descendants of the Franks and Lonihards

and Saxons and Goths and Burgundians, is merely the result of

borrowing from Byzantine and Mohammedan sources. Avith modifica-

tions often due to imperfect understanding and inferior slvill.

From the decoration of their damasks and brocades, the Moham-
medans naturally enough banished the Christian subjects and symbols

developed in Asia INIinor and Syria and Egypt under Byzantine
dominion. But the basic frame-work and arrangement of circular

bands and geometrical lines was retained, because it harmonised with

the Arabic character. Distinctive of the Mohammedans are the

inscriptions in Arabic letters, sounding the praises of him for whom
the cloth was woven, or repeating some verse from the Koran, or

the names of the Prophet and other jNIohammedan princes. Especially

popular in the part of the Mohammedan world of which Bagdad was

the capital, were the war and hunting scenes borrowed from Sassanid

compositions. The fabrics of Cairo, the capital of Mohammedan

Egypt, showed much less Persian and more Cojitic influence, and

the decorative floral forms were stiffer and much less naturalistic.

MOHAMMEDAX SPAIN

An especially interesting silk in the Royal Academy of History
at Madrid shows medallions containing the seated figures of a king
and a queen, ujjon a ground adorned with birds, lions and other

animals. It bears a Cufic inscription, with the name of Abdallah

Hicham, who was Caliph in the year 976. A splendid example in

the IMorgan collection shows sphinxes facing each other on either side

of a tree of life. Plate XII is an interesting thirteenth century
damask with "doublet" pattern inside of Avheels. Characteristic of

the later Hispano-Moresque damasks and brocades and silk tapestries

is the predilection for line effects and geometrical motifs. Horizontal

bands of ornament often alternate with bands of inscriptions. Small

repeat patterns suggestive of tile work are common.
An indication of the importance of the ancient Mohammedan

looms is the fact that our word iniislin is derived from the name of

the city of Mosul, do mask from Damascus, and gauze from Gaza

(Plate H of Chapter IV).

Credit for illustrations: Plate I, P. \X. Frendi & Co.; Plates IX, Xlll, Xl\', X\', XVI,
the Pennsylvania Museum.
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CHAPTER III

DAMASKS, BROCADES AND VELVETS
PART III

Thk Dj:velopmext of Patterns

In the thirteenth century Chinese and Central Asiatic influences

once again made themselves felt strongly in Mediterranean textiles.

Jenghiz Khan, at the head of innumerable hordes of Mongols and

Turks, traversed a large part of Asia with fire and sword and laid

the foundations of a mighty empire. He conquered northern China,

Turkestan and Persia, jjart of India and part of Russia. His son

extended the conquests in the East as well as in the West, where he

ravaged pitilessly Russia, Poland and Hungary. But their famous

successor, Kuhlai Khan, invited peace instead of war, and made his

capital at Pekin, where he was visited by ambassadors and travellers

from all parts of the world, among them the Italian, Marco Polo,

whose book describing his residence there, and his trips back and forth,

is a fascinating narrative as well as a mine of valuable information.

A natm-al residt of this opeiiing-up of China to the West was

the profound modification of INIediterranean textiles due to Chinese

influence. As this influence was most strongly felt in Persia, and

reached the West thiougb Persia, the modification was more in the

direction of Persian-Chinese than of ])ure Chinese. The circular bands

and geometrical compartments and figure groups disappear, and are

succeeded in the fourteenth century by a wealth of flowers and leaf

motifs, at first stiff and highly conventionalised, but later naturalistic

though arranged in repeats and without the freedom and freshness

of design that Hourislied in China. Parallel with this and doubtless

influenced by it, was the development of verdure ornament in French

and Flemish tapestries, from the crude rectilinear shapes of the

thirteenth and fourteenth centuries to the varied and vivid miUe fleurs

of the late fifteenth and early sixteentli. Indeed, the designs of many
32
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of the animal rugs w()\ en in Persia in the sixteenth century are merely

another version of the miUc jicur tapestries of the West, while

tapestries like the "I.ady with the Unicorn," set at the Cluny Museum,
are simply alive with Saracenic suggestion. Important to note at this

point are the many Chinese "cloud hands" and ribhon knots, and

other Chinese motifs that appear on Persian rugs and silks from the

fourteenth to the sixteenth century, easily recognisable altliough

obviously reproduced by weavers ignorant of their meaning.

ANIMAL PATTERNS

It has long been the fashion to attribute the lack of animal and

liuman life seen in modern Oriental rugs and other fabrics to the

jjrohibitions of the Mohammedan religion. Mohannned, in his eager-

ness to suppress the worship of idols, rejieatedly forbade the repre-

sentation of life. But the expounders of the Koran did not find it

difficult to evade the law, and while preserving the ban on naturalistic

animal forms, permitted conventionalised fanciful or fantastic treat-

ments. Moreover, they did not hesitate to have their Christian slaves

and subjects reproduce imorthodox designs, reasoning that the

Christian weaver and not the Mohammedan wearer, might be expected

to receive the pimishment. Also the prohibition against the weaving
of silk was held not to extend to silk stuffs with Uncn or cotton warp.

In other words, the fidelity to the sacred law varied in different

Mohammedan countries, being strictest in Moorish Spain.

The same condition prevailed in Christian countries. Certainly

the making of images and pictures of persons and animals is pro-

hibited definitely enough in the Jewish and Christian Ten Command-

incuts, yet sculpture and painting do not on that account suffer

greatly in Christian countries, although animal forms have been

banished from most European woven fabrics (except tapestries).

Protestant churches admit jjictures into stained glass only, and that

grudgingly and usually with little art.

Undoubtedly the religious prohibition had an important influence

not only in the iconoclastic movements of the Christian Empire of the

East and the West (the Byzantine Empire and that of Charlemagne)
in the eighth century, but also in the jNIohammedan world at various

jjeriods. Moreover, the religious influence against woven pictures in

silk was powerfully supplemented by other influences—by inability to

weave figm-es that were both representative and decorative; by the
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Plate VI—Cope in Persian sixteenth century hriicMdeil

velvet, in the Metrn])oIitan Muscnm of Art

Plate X'U— Ancient Persian \el\ct in tlic .Mctrii]iolitan .Muscnm of Art
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introduction of a wealth of motifs from the East, which, as they trav-

elled West, lost their meaning and became formal small repeat pat-

terns instead of large, living ones; last, and most important of all, by
mechanical improvements in the loom which made it easier to produce

pattern and harder to produce design.

MOHAMMEDAN PERSIAX PATTERNS

Noteworthy are the damasks and brocades and velvets of

Mohammetlan Persia (Plate VIII) in the fifteenth and sixteenth

centuries, alive with personages and animals in the midst of luxiu'iant

flora. Especial fame attaches itself to the city of Kashan that had

been foimded by the wife of Caliph Harim-al-Raschid, Charlemagne's
heroic Saracen eontemi)orary. The favorite flowers were the jacinth,

the tulijj, the eglantine, the pink, and the peach blossom. The manner

of their expression and composition was a marvel of decorative art.

Long stems describe graceful curves, and the fabrics seem like rich

gardens of paradise in which man and the animals appear newly
created after centuries of stiff" and con\'entionalised rejjresentation.

In these wonderful fabrics, many of them rich with gold, are sug-

gested the fascinating scenes of the Arabian Nights. Here we see

the poet reciting his verses to his sweetheart; or some Persian Or])heus

searching for her whom he has lost among the trees; or the chief

surrounded by his cavaliers pin-suing the lion, or launching the falcon;

all with an elegant grace and refined naturalism that far excelled the

most ambitious attempts of Sassanid predecessors. From Persia,

this wonderful activity spread to the West, to Asia Minor and Syria
under the dominion of the Turks, and thence to Italy.

SICILIAN PATTERNS

Although Sicily came under the control of the Normans at the

end of the eleventh century, the INIohammedans preserved their

religion, their customs and costumes and industries. Pispecially were

they encouraged to continue to practice the art of weaving. Roger II,

the Norman king of Sicily, in the second quarter of the twelfth cen-

tury, is also said to have brought l)ack from his victorious expedition
to Greece (then part of the Byzantine Empire), Corinthian, Thel)an

and Athenian weavers to instruct his own subjects in growing as well

as in weaving silks, and to swell the fame of his tiraz at Palermo (tiraz

being the name used to designate the weaving factory which most
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Mohammedan jjrinccs suppoi-ted at their courts). Soon Sicily began
to Avea\e silks for the Crusaders who ac(juired in Asia a taste for

Oriental luxury. From Palermo the shi])s of the Venetians, which

at this i)eriod almost mono])oh'sed the trade of the Mediterranean,

bore away the famous Sicilian silks and distributed them throughout

Italy, Austria, Germany and France.

INIost famous of the Sicilian silks are those preserved in the

Im])erial Treasury at Vienna, once the coronation vestments of the

Xorman kings of Sicily, then for six centuries the official robes of the

head of tlie Holy Roman Empire, brought to Cxermany in ll!).j by
the Emperor, Heiny VI, who married Constance, the heiress of the

Two Sicilies (Sicily and Naples). The mantle that is divided into

two (piadrants by a tree of life, on each side of which is a lion that

lias downed a camel and is about to devoiu- him, has the design not

woven but embroidered, and bears the inscription, "Part of what was

worked in the royal factory, in the capital of Sicily, in the year
of the Hegira 528" (A. D. 1133, at the beginning of the reign of

Roger II). The richness and lieauty of the mantle are indescribal)le.

The alb of white silk taffeta and the pin-ple dalmatic have als(j been

preserved.

The designs of the Sicilian figured silks were rich and full of

symbolism, inheriting from Ryzantine as well as from Saracen sources.

A lion seizing a duck that an eagle has pursued, suggests that the

owner of the garment was valiant enough to snatch his booty from

the eagle, the eagle signifying good fortune and riches; the lion, power
and government. Another silk shows a woman regarding a hare,

and holding in leash a hound and a spotted cheetah, while diagonally
below is another woman with an eagle that holds a doe fast in its

claws. Another Sicilian design often reproduced for modern church

vestments shows two facing stags that look heavenward into the ravs

of the sun u})on which sit two eagles, all framed in an hexagonal
band of tiny hexagons like those that modern oilcloth has borrowed

from tiles. Another silk shows a lion and a hoopoe between two bands

of arabesque ornament that contain the inscription in Arabic, "The
Wise Sultan," which is particularly a])propriate because the hoopoe
is a bird that symbolises wisdom. Another design shows crowns

alternating with large pin-wheel stars, and beneath each crown a

[)igeon above a twisted ribbon is conspicuously placed bearing an

inscription in Arabic.
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LUCCA, VENICE AXl) CiEXOA

In the thirteenth century the cities of northern Italy l)e»;ui to

compete with Sicily, first among them Lucca, whose products were

shipped to Paris. Bruges and London. Soon the example of Lucca

was followed in Pisa, Siena, Milan, Florence, Bologna, Venice and

Genoa. As many of the weavers were Sicilians who tied from Palermo

to seek refuge from the persecutions that succeeded the so-called

Sicilian Vespers in 1282. when all the French in the island were massa-

cred, the Italian patterns were at first quite as Oriental as the Sicilian.

But before long the Saracenic designs and inscriptions began to lose

their meaning and to be copied merely as ornament without regard

to their special significance (Plates II to V). With the borrowed

forms were mingled Italian creations—cartouches, escutcheons, castles,

fences and weird fantastic shapes. Gradually each city began to

develop along indi^'idual lines, and became famous for some specialty.

Lucca wove religious subjects, scenes from the Xew Testament, with

wnnged cherubs and angels carrying the instruments of the Passion,

and tabernacles and relicpiaries flanked by angels and cherul)s. The

ribbon ornament, employed by the Chinese to symbolise Heaven,

was used at Lucca with the same significance. Siena also wove Xew
Testament subjects, usually to take the place of the orphrey embroid-

eries on church vestments, and with light ilesigns on a dark ground,

commonly red.

Venice is said to have learned the art from families that fled

from Lucca during the political trouliles there at the beginning of

the fourteenth centin-y. But we have literary evidence that the art

of weaving cloths of silk and gold had already been practised in

Venice for over half a century, which was, of course, to be expected

on account of the direct conmiercial relations of ^^enice with Palermo

and with Constantinople. However, it is for velvets that A'enice was

especially noted (
Plate I

) . in the fom-teenth century reproducing
Persian designs so faithfully, with the same palmette motifs and

scrolls of tulips, pinks, eglantines and jacinths, but with perhaps a

little less freedom and inspiration, that it is sometimes difficult to

tell them from the original. The Venetians also created a special

kind of velvet in which the designs rose in slight relief above the

ground, both in cut velvet. At the end of the fourteenth century,

designs of Gothic ii-onwork and ornament deri\'ed from stained glass

windows began to appear in satin upon cut velvet ground.
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Genoca also reproduced Oriental designs, and its specialty during
the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries was ciscle velvet, which is the

combination of cut witli uncut. The designs were conparatively small

and dark upon a satin ground, at first slender trees with birds perched
in the branches, animals rampant and crouching and walking. The

compositions were no longer synmietrical, and the uncut part was

often different in colour from the cut part.

GOTHIC rO:\IEGRANATES

During the fourteenth centui-y the slender and graceful tendrils

borrowed from the Orient were converted into knotted branches that

formed a pointed oval, inside of which was placed a group of animals.

From the lower angle began to sprout the pomegranate (the apple
of love) that was to be the chai-acteristic oi-nament of the fifteenth

century. At first it was small and subordinated to the animals, but

it ended by crowding out the animals altogether, and being trans-

formed into the imposing pattern that dominated the fabrics of the

fifteenth century and the first quarter of the sixteenth. It is com-

posed of a central fruit seen from the side, and placed in a cluster of

leaves around which grow flowers and lea\es siu'rounded by various

ornament. The pomegranate in the centre symbolises Christian love;

the surrounding blossoms and fruit, that love by the aid of faith brings

forth tlie fruit of everlasting life.

In the last half of the fifteenth centiu-y a new style of pome-

granate pattern became popular, particularly at the Burgimdian
Court, to which Flanders was then subject, and which set the Gothic

decorative styles that were followed by France, Germany and Eng-
land, and to some extent by Italian weavers. The pomegranates grew
from a broad, wavy, decorated band, each on a wa\'y stem with blos-

soms and leaves
(
Plate I

)
. During the fifteenth century Italian

weavers began to emigrate to France, Flanders and Switzerland, and

by the beginning of the sixteenth the industry was well established

to the north of the Alps.

RENAISSANCE TASES

In the sixteenth century the vase replaced the pomegranate as

the characteristic pattern. At first it was a very modest vase, out of

which the pomegranate grew, but it ended by displacing the pome-

granate altogether, just as the pomegi-anate a century before had
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Plate XI lUilian liai'cjqucj damask in silk and liin'ii I'late XII—German Henaissance damask,

figures on red satin ground

H-dld taftVta

I'lali' X 1 1 1 l.iiiiis \lll damask, miidern rej)roduetii>n Plate XIV—l.ouis Xl\' damask, miidcrn iipioilnctiDU
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Pliite XVII—I.Diiis X\' l)rno;ute, iiKKlern reprodiictinn

^^?.

Plate X\'I— I.iiiiis X\ il,iiii;i^k, imihUmii rciu-dductioii

t^

?^

Plate XVIII—Italian Kcic-oco liriica<li', niiMk-rn i-c)ii-()(hH'tiiin
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Plate XIX—Louis XVI velvet, modern reproduction

?^ri

^fm^

Plate XX—Louis XVI brocade, rich and ebiliorate in

many colours, modern reproduction

;0 ;i.v\-Ji'

I' *.

.
^ --^^

Plate XXI— Italian lain])as in live colours,
modern rei)roduction

Plate XXII—Typical French directoire lampas in two
tones of grey on blue ground, modern reproduction
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displaced the animals. Gradually the \'ase assumed elegant and elab-

orate Renaissance forms from which grew blossoms and flowers as

they previously did from the pomegranate (
Plate X

)
. Patterns tend

to become smaller (Plate XIV of Chapter II), as the long Gothic

robes are replaced by the shorter garments of the Renaissance.

Instead of vases we sometimes find palmettes treated in similar

fashion, or small clusters of flowers loosely framed with blossoms

and leaves. Colours become less brilliant and, like the patterns, less

assertive. The grotes(iuc ornament of ancient Rome is copied and

used as a source for motifs antl method. Architectural forms and

frames become Renaissance (Plate I of Chapter XVI) instead of

Gothic or Oriental in style, and the vertical effects of Gothic are

supplanted by the horizontal (Plate XII; also Plate XIV of Chap-
ter II) and other treatments characteristic of Classic conception

and practice.

THE BAROQUE SEVENTEENTH CENTURY

During the period of transition from the Renaissance of the

sixteenth century to the Baroque of the seventeenth (Plates XI,

XII, XIII), the framework of the motifs began to disappear. The

symmetrical form in the centre was displaced by an unsymmetrical
branch with blossoms and leaves, and Anally developed into the typical

seventeenth century pattern of detached branches, in vertical series

leaning alternately to right and left. There was great variety in the

manner of drawing and in the interpretation of botanical details as

well as in the size of branches, which were from two to ten inches

long. At the same time the vase patterns of the sixteenth century,
but often without frames, were repeated throughout the seventeenth

century, with the heavier shading and stronger contrasts that are

characteristic of Baroque (Plates XIV, XV). Especially rich and

luxurious were the velvets of the period of Louis XIII.

Din-ing this period were eliminated the Gothic and early

Renaissance tiny repeats on the one hanil, and the splendid picture

effects on the other, and motifs were employed that were inferior to the

latter in interest and to the former in decorative value. It was the

exaggeration of jjarts at the expense of the whole, and jn'oduced

patterns that dazzle with their heavy boldness, even though they weary
with their loudness. As in architecture, painting and tapestries, so in

damasks, brocades and velvets—Baroque was a sculpiund style.
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riate XXIII

JlDileni Aincricnii figured velvets with ehaiijieiilile

Plate XW Italian liriicaded daiijask. s(\ iiiti-iiitli eeiili]i\ I'lale XX \1 .Modern Anieriean limn-e<l \il\ct
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Patterns did not please unless they rose strongly in relief against

the ground. The line and coloin- l)eauties of Oriental and Gothic and

Renaissance were sacrificed in order to produce the illusion of "in the

round." In the attempt to express on flat surfaces the conihination

of line, colour and relief, confusion often resulted. Jispecially honi-

bastic is the Baroque of Italy. Flanders and France, of the first half

of the seventeenth century (Plate 1 of Chapter II). That style at

its best, and as inter])reted by a genius, is seen in the ])aintings of

Rubens.

i.ouis xn^

But the style of the last half of the seventeenth century
—that

is to say the style of I.ouis XIY (Plates XIV, XV), which was

extensively copied and imitated in the other countries (Plate XI),

though not always skilfully and usually with local accent and

tone—was Barotpie pruned of its excrescences and brought within

the reign of law. Under Charles Lebrun the decorative arts of

France were co-ordinated and France instead of Italy became the

decorative centre of the world, and the style of Louis XIV became

siqjreme. Immediately the interpretation of flora became much more

realistic and the modelling of lights and shadows more just. The
antithesis of Gothic and Oriental was reached, and instead of the

strong line effects of the foiu-teenth and fifteenth centuries, and the

flat strap work of Renaissance, we have ponderous and rigidly l)al-

anced details, with design marked and accentuated by contrast of

tone. Earlier ages had employed tiny conventional forms diapered
over the surface of velvets and brocades, side by side of the larger

jjatterns. Where the style of Louis XIII had been oppressive, that

of Louis XIA" was impressive. The perfection of its execution and

the justness of its 2)roporti(ms compel admiration, even though one

is not in sympathy with "heavy pedal" effects. The style of Louis

XIV is a "finished style," complete in all details, with a wealth of

damasks, brocades and velvets, to match its tapestries, paintings,

fiu'niture and architecture. It is a Classic style, but Classic made

thoroughly French.

LOUIS XV AXl) CHIXESE

The style of Louis XA^ (Plates XVL XVII, XVIII) is a

reaction from Classic in the direction of Romantic, from grandeur
towards grace, from formalism towards naturalism, from heroic to
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human. It is above all a feminine style, and a style vivid with life and

movement (Plates X, XI of Chapter XV). The tendency was

already perceptible fifteen years before the death of Louis XIV, in

1715, after a reign of seventy-two years. Already lace motifs and

Chinese motifs were beginning to introduce themselves into brocades.

Already Rococo motifs were beginning to disturb the balance of

designs with their naturalistic twists. Let us note the derivation of

the term Rococo. It is evolved from the first syllables of rocaiUc and

coqiiillc. and hence literally means "rock-and-shell," but with long
use the meaning of Rococo has broadened from "rock and shell"

naturalism to include natiu-alistic motifs borrowed from trees and

plants and other objects, especially when the treatment is unsym-
metrical. The tapestry chair back of Plate IX in Chapter XVI
is a comjjlete definition of Rococo.

The importance of Chinese influence on the decorative art of the

eighteenth century is usually underestimated (Plates X, XV, XVII,
XVIII, XXXvi of Chapter VI ; Plate VIII of Chapter XVI).

An important revival of commerce between France and China

was one residt of an embassy sent by Ijouis XV bearing Gobelin

tapestries and other splenilid gifts. In retiu-n the Chinese Emperor
sent back wonderful pieces of porcelain and rich brocades. To these

apparently is due the remarkable development of colour perception in

Europe in the reign of Louis XV.
Brilliant Init without delicacy even Avhen mellowed by gold, had

been the colours of Gothic and Renaissance; not until Europeans had

a chance to study the wonderful wealth of hues and tones in Chinese

silks and porcelains were they able to produce the charm that is the

I^rime characteristic of the French eighteenth century, that is to say

of the styles of Louis XV and Louis XVI.
The style of Louis XV was, above all, an interesting style. It

was full of variety. Chinese vases and dragons, quaint Chinese land-

scapes without perspective, pigtailed Chinamen in swings and boats,

Chinese pagodas and bridges and gardens and parasols, combined

with motifs copied directly from nature to relieve the ennui of an

age more anxious for thrills and new sensations than for glory and

great accomplishment. Delightful beyond words is the capricious

introduction into textile jjatterns of Rococo architectural fragments,

together with cascades and rocks and trees fancifidly treated. Shadows

are no longer accentuated, as under I^ouis XI^", but light and shade
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and colour are rendered with all the delicate gradations that nature

has given in such profusion to flowers and fruit.

LOUIS XVI

While the style of Louis XV was a "hack to nature" style, that

of Louis XVI (Plates XIX. XX )
was a "hack to classic" style. But

it was classic of an entirely difl'erent character from Ijouis XIV. It

retained most of the grace and more tlian the delicacy of Louis XV
(Plate XV of Chapter II) . It was a style based not upon the public

buildings of ancient Rome, like Renaissance and Baroque, but upon
Roman domestic architecture and decorations, especially those of

Pompeii and Herculaneum, that became available through excava-

tion about the middle of the eighteenth century. Many books were

published illustrating Pompeiian form and ornament, and the popu-
lar phrase in decorative circles was "in the antique style."

The style of Louis XVI is above all a symmetrical style and a

gentle style. From it is banished all violence of line, shape and hue.

Especially soothing are the colours with their subdued greys and lack

of brilliancy. The decorative motifs are small, usually smaller than

nature. The variety of tiny-figured broches and brocades and

velvets originated was extraordinary. The basis of arrangement is

the vertical straight line, carrying tiny roses and other florals, baskets

of flowers, and vases (Plate XIII of Chapter II) , medallions, musical

and gardening instruments, and especially ribbons gracefully twisted

and knotted. Stripes (Plates XIV and XV of Chapter II) and oval

shapes of various kinds are common, and parallelism of motifs is

frequent.

DIRECTOIRE AND EMPIRE

While the Empire style is also Classic, it is classicism of an

entirely different kind. It was a reaction from the delicate and the

graceful to the grand and the bombastic. It possesses the kind of

showy magnificence by which the multitude is impressed, and for that

reason its influence was dominant long after Napoleon met his Water-

loo. It is the least French of all the French styles, and copied classic

ornament boldly and baldly instead of adapting it to modern con-

ditions. It apes the severity of republican Rome and the grandiosity

of imperial Rome. It is essentially a warlike style. Flaming torches,

eagles, stars, triumphal wreaths and mythological emblems like the
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Plate XXVII I'liiti' XWllI

MODERN AJIKRICAX KKUHEl) VKI.VKTS Willi fllAXGF.ABI.K GUOUXOS.

Plnte XXIX Plate XXX

MODERN AMERICAN EIGIKKD VELVETS.
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rialc XXXI Plate XXXII

MODEHX A.MI'.HKAX FUil KKD VKLVKTS

'! P

k>»

Plate XXXIII Plate XXXIV

MODKRX AMERUAX FIGURED VELVETS
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Plate XXXV Plate XXXVI

Plate XXXVII Plate XXXVIII

UPHOI.STKRED FURMTURK IN THE MORGAN COLLECTION AT THE
METROPOLITAN MUSEUM

On the left, tapestry; on the right, aliove, lanipas; below, velvet
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helmet of Minerva and the thunderholt of Jupiter are repeated over

and over. Other common motifs are Greek vases, anthemia, harps,

cornucopias, swans, hons. ciipids, caryatids, rosettes. The small-

figiu'cd fabrics are hard and monotonous, with tiny detaclied motifs

geometrically arranged. Shiny fabrics were especially admired—
large-figured damasks and sombre velvets with relief effects almost

Baroque in their character.

The possibilities of tlie newly invented Jaccjuard attacliments

were perverted. Apparently the overcoming of textile difficulties was

more sought than the production of beauty.

Colour schemes became heavy and sombre. The ex(juisite pastels

of Louis XVI were supj^lanted by deep greens, reds, blues, browns

and purples.

In other words, the Empire period was as much distinguished for

lack of taste as the French periods immediately preceding for the

possession of taste. The period of transition between Louis XVI and

Empire is Directoire (Plate XX ; also Plate XV of Chapter XVII )
.

THE NINETEENTH CENTURY

This lack of taste continued to overshadow Europe during the

whole of the nineteenth century. The poverty of individuals and of

nations caused by the Napoleonic wars turned the efforts of men away
from beauty to necessity, and the extraordinary material progress and

accumulation of wealth due to the development of steam power and

railroads kept the attention of the world concentrated on quantiti/

rather than qitalif//. The various Gotliic, Queen Anne, Empire, Louis

XIV and Louis X^" revivals did little to raise the general standard

of appreciation. Even the pre-Rajihaelites and William Morris

found it hard to make themselves understood. But at last, with the

twentieth century, we began once more completely to assimilate the

past and once more to understand what styles really are and wliat it

means to create a new style. Already oiu- damasks, brocades and

velvets show wonderful ability in the I'eproduction of the most beau-

tifid historic textiles, and enough that is new has been accomplished
to demonstrate that a new style ])eri()d is about to begin. [Note: For
other illustrations of period designs, see especially Chapters XVII
and XVIII. ]

Credit for illustrations: Pliite I, P. W. French & Co.; Plates 11 to X and XXX\' to

XXXVIII, the Metropolitan Museum of Art; Plates XIII to XXII, F. Schumacher & Co.;
Plates XXIII, XXIV, XXVII, XXVIII, W. E. Ro.senthal.
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CHAPTER IV

FUXDAMEXTAL AND MOUEKX \\ EAVES

X'othiiig- is more fasciiiatiug- or more difficult tliuu to analyse

weaves from the decorative and the use point of view. Even designers

who can accurately plot the fabrics on design paper, or punch them

on jacquard cards, hesitate and stammer when asked to put their

technical knowledge into popidar form, and to transmute their

recondite formidas into phrases that will help the man behind the

counter as well as the woman in front of it. Part of the difficulty is

due to poverty of terminology. AVords like tapestr//, as explained in

Chapter XII, are employed in meanings that vary according to the

time and the place, and the intent of the seller.

A word that suffers almost as much as tajjestry from catholicity

of meaning is plain. A plain fabric may be one of plain weave in

the sense that there is complete alternation of warps and wefts, or it

may be a faliric of twill or satin weave in solid color, or it may desig-

nate a woven fabric, even one that has been figured on the loom, by
contrast with one that has l)een printed. In this chapter it will be

used in the first sense only.

The fundamental weaves are plain, txvill and satin. Given an

understanding of these, and one has already gone far towards the

comjjrehension of com])licated double-cloth and jaccpiard effects.

Without them, one is perplexed and bewildered by comparatively

simple webs like those of taffeta, rep and denim.

At this point it may be well to emphasise the fact that in weav-

ing, the warp threads are mounted on rollers and strctclicd the long

way of the loom, whilst the weft threads (also called jillinc/ or tram )

are tlirutcn in the shuttle across the loom from right to left, and back

again; also that a prerequisite to weaving is a loom, and that without

a loom there can be no weaving; also, that a loom in its sim])lest form

is merely a frame to hold the warp threads taut and parallel and
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enable the warps to lie iiioved. some
ii])

and some down, so as to leave

the ojJening or .sited through whicli the hohl)in or shuttle passes.

In plain tceave there is eomplete alternation of warps and wefts;

that is to say on the way out, across the loom from right to left, the

shed through M'hich the bobbin ])asses has the odd threads below, and

the even threads above; whilst the shed through whieh the bobbin

passes on the way back has the even threads below and the odd threads

above. This shifting of sheds in plain weave is produced most simply
on the high-warp tapestry loom, where the cross-stave holds the warps

open in the first position, exce])t when the lisses or looped strings

attached to the odd wai'ps are pulled by the Aveaver's left hand so as to

bring the warps into the second position. On the low-warp tapestry

loom, the odd warps are threaded through a harness that is moved

up and down l)y a treadle which is worked by the weaver's left foot,

whilst his right foot handles the even warps in the same way. On all

real tajiestry looms, the weft is passed on the bobbin, and there is no

shuttle. The shuttle to carry the l)obbin was introduced when the

wefts began to be thrown or knocked the full width of the warp,
instead of being passed only as far as the pai'ticulai' coloiu- went.

The simplest form of plain weave is where warps and wefts are

of the same size and the same distance apart, so that they show equally

on the surface. An illustration of this is the cotton etamine, pictured
on Plate A 1, where the fact that the weave is comparatively open
with the threads far apart makes it easy to analyse the structure.

Other examples of textiles of simple, plain weave are the burlap
on Plate A 4, and the crash on Plate A 3, both in jute with very

rough and irregular weft threads that give interesting variety to the

sin-face. An even clearer illustration of the complete alternation of

plain weave is the monk's cloth in Plate B 1, where both warp and

weft are worked in pairs. Much less obvious is the plain weave of

the jaspe cloth on Plate A 2, where the coarse blue wefts are buried

beneath the fine brown warps, but shine through enough to jilay an

ini])()rtant part in the jaspe effect, that is secured by the use of con-

trasting warps, some light brown, others dark brown. With Plate

B 3 we come to a cotton rej), the fine Avarps of which are so numerous

as completely to cover the coarse wefts that make their presence
obvious in the form of ribs. In Plate B 4 the wefts are so uneven that

the result is a shikii rej). the vivacity of the surface of which is height-

ened by the fact that the dark red wefts are not comjiletely co\ered,



FUXUAMEXTAL AND MODERN AVEAVES

and shine tlirougli the light red warps in spots of colour. In Plate B 2

the fine warps are assembled in groups of four over alternating pairs

of wefts so that a honeycomb or basket-weave warp-covered surface

is produced. Keps that have coarse wefts covered with fine warps are

called xcarp rcp.s; those that have coarse warps covered ^vith fine wefts,

xccft reps. But just as the fine-thread effects on a bobbin loom

(real-tapestry, high-warp or low-warp) are produced with the weft,

so on the shuttle loom the fine-thread eflfects tend to be produced with

the warp; and whilst real tapestries are weft reps, shuttle reps and

shuttle ribbed tapestries are usually warp reps. Warp reps can. of

course. l)e figin-ed in stripes 1)y grouping the warps in different colours,

but plain weaves like etamine, where wefts show equally with warps,

or where the wefts show through between the warps, are merely

spotted or toned when warps of different colours are used.

TWILI, AN'D SATIX WEAVES

AVith Plate C we come to txcill and sdlin weaves where the loss

of flexibility and control over the pattern that results from the sub-

stitution of shuttle for bobbin is made up for by increased manipula-

tion of the warps. In plain weave, the warps divide into two systems,

one of the odd warps, the other of the even warps. In twill weave,

the w^arp is divided into at least three systems ; in satin wea\e, into at

least five systems. The result is that whilst the surface of plain weaves

consists of horizontal lines intersecting vertical ones, as in etamine or

burlap; or of coarse horizontal ribs entirely covered with fine warps,

as in rep ; or of fine and often hardly perceptible horizontal ribs only

partly covered with fine warps, as in silk taffeta and silk grosgrain

and the jaspe cloth illustrated on Plate A 2, the surface of twills shows

diagonal ribs, as in Plate C 1, and the sin-face of satins, fine warp
threads only that lie smooth and flat with a characteristic gloss or

shininess produced by their even parallelism, as in Plate C 8.

A characteristic one-two ttdll is the denim in Plate C 1. In weav-

ing it, the war2)s are divided into three systems. A, B and C—the

A system including warps 1, 4, 7, etc.; the B system warps 2, 5, 8,

etc.; the C system Avarps 3, 6, 9, etc. For the first jjassage of the

shuttle to the left, the A warps are depressed and the B and C warps

elevated, so that the weft covers the A warps but is covered by the

B and C warps. For the retin-n of the shuttle to the right, the B
threads arc depressed and the C and A threads elevated. For the
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DAMASKS, BROCADES AXD VELVETS

next passage of tlie shuttle to the left, the C threads are depressed and

the B and A threads elevated, and so on to the end of the web. The
result is, of course, that twice as many warps as wefts remain on the

surface and make their jjresence apparent in the form of diagonal
ribs. When the wefts are compai"atively coarse, as in the case of

Plate C 1, they lie comparatively Hat and the warp ribs on the face

of the fabric are high and sharp, whilst the back of the fabric consists

of coarse wefts only partly covered with fine warps, the effect resem-

bling that of jilain weave, as in Plate A 2. Of course, a twill may
also be under one over three (a one-three twill), or under txvo over

ttvo (a two-two twill), etc. When warps and wefts are of the same

fineness, the fabric can be figiu'ed in stripes by letting the warp pre-
dominate in some (for instance, a one-two twill), and the weft in

others (a two-one twill) ; or in blocks or checks similarly. Then if

the warps are red and the wefts green, the fabric will be chequered
red and green on the face, as in some Scotch plaids, and reversed on

the ba-ck. When the wefts are coarse as compared with the warps, as

in Plate C 3, the diagonal effect is minimised in the weft stripes by
the horizontal effect of the wefts. In Plate C 4, which is a strij^ed

denim, the warps are dark green and the wefts light green, so that

we have dark green warp stripes alternating with light green weft

stripes. Plate C 2 is a sateen, a twill satin with diagonally ribbed but

satiny surface, owing to the large predominance of weft over warp.
It is a four-one twill and the wefts are coarser and smoother than the

warps. On Plate C 3 we have a satin Derby (the trade name for a

cotton or mercerised satin) which is a one-four twill, the surface con-

sisting of fine mercerised warjjs, whilst the back, on account of the

coarseness of the wefts, reseml)les plain weave, the horizontal effect

of the wefts minimising the diagonal effect of the sparse warps.

DAJIASK AXI) BROCADE WEAA'ES

Table damasks are the simj)lest of all damasks to understand

because the contrasts of texture, that is to say, of warp siu-faces with

weft surfaces, are easy to see.

Just as tapestry is the most elaborately figured and character-

istic product of the bobbin loom, so damask is the most characteristic

figured product of the fully developed sJiuttle loom, whilst brocade is

bobbin weft figuring superposed on shuttle loom effects, the word

brocade being in its origin equivalent to bobbin or bobbin-figured, and
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FUNDAMENTAL AND MODERN WEAVES
also to the French hrochc, which is derived from brochc. the word
that designates the pointed hohbin of the high-warp tapestry loom.

Real tapestry dejiends for its figures upon contrasts of coloured

threads, whilst damask depends jirimarily not upon colour contrast, but

upon line contrast, i. e., the contrast of the ribs of partly covered

wefts with warp satin ground, or of warp satin figures with gros-

grain or rep or twill groimd. Plate D 2 is a typical silk damask with

figures that have the horizontal ribbed effect of grosgrain taflfeta

because of the coarseness of the partly covered wefts, but that are

really in weft twill, as can be seen from the back that is a pronounced

warjj twill with sharp diagonal ribs. We have then in the figures

both diagonal rib and horizontal line effects that contrast boldly with

the vertical line effects of the satin ground, giving the peculiar con-

trasts of light and shade cliaracteristic of damask. If the wefts were

a ditt'erent colour or tone fi'om the warps, the figiu'es, being tndy partly

covered with thin warps, would follow largely the colour or tone of the

wefts. On Plate D 1 the figures are in warp satin and the ground in

warp rep so that the wefts do not show at all.

In Plate D .3 we have one of the cleverest sim])le creations of the

modern loom, called "antique damask." The figiu'e of the dog whose

head is decapitated in our illustration, is in fine rep, and the flowers

are in coarse rep, both outlined by short weft floats against the satin

ground. This means, of course, that all the siu-face excejit the out-

lines consists of the fine mercerised warps that cover the ribs of both

the reps and form the surface of the satin. To form the coarse rep
the wefts are, of course, covered in pairs. This, however, is not all.

The designer was working on the inspiration, roughly and remotely
if you will, but nevertheless definitely, of ancient medianal damasks,

and instead of keeping the warps all light in tone, made enough of

them dark in small groujjs to diversify the tone of the outlines and

also of the ribs through which the Avefts show onhf a little l)ut enough
for the dai'ker wefts to make their presence felt in relieving the other-

wise monotonous surface of the dog's body, that is also subtly and

agreeably broken by isolated warjj floats. This "antique damask" is

utterly and completely unlike the rich silk and gold creations of the

twelfth and thirteenth centuries, but it shows a feeling for texture

that is just as important when working in cotton as when working in

silk and gold. It is a beautiful proof of the fact that some modern

designers are able to see beyond the design paper and really feel the
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FUNDAMENTAL AND MODERN WEAVES

threads in which their ideas are to be expressed. Plate E 3 shows

satin stripes in one colour, alternating with fine rep stripes of another

colour. The surface of l)oth is a warp surface, the difference of colour

being produced by having warps in groups of different colours.

MODERN WEAA^S

With Plate F 1 we come to another weave characteristic of the

shuttle loom (I almost wrote icarji loom, because the tendency on

the shuttle loom is to produce intricate tigiu-ed effects liy the manipu-
lation of fine warps, just as on the bobbin loom by the manipulation
of fine wefts). The wea\e of Plate F 1 is an armiire weave, related,

I think, to the word (irmiirc that the French use to describe the

scheme of a Avarp system, and not, as has sometimes been said, to the

armurc that means armom-. An ariniirc shows small, conventional

figures formed by floating short lengths of warps on a rep ground,
so that the surface consists entirely of warps. The figure on F 1 is

a fleur-de-lis framed in a diamond. Plate F 2 is an armure in rose,

with silvery lace effect introduced by bringing white wefts to the

surface and tying them down with warps so sjiarsely that they are

hardly covered at all, and toned towards rose only a little. The

diamond mesh effect, produced by floating warps in the lace-framed

large diamonds, is delightful. Floated effects in combination with

basket weave and jjlain, parth- covered weft ground, are employed in

the black stripes of the "crinkled casement cloth" of I'late E 2, a

feature of which is the crinkle of the white stripes in jjlain weave.

^^'hy the fabric illustrated on Plate G -i is called cotton taffeta

no one knows, unless because it resembles silk taffeta in having partly

covered wefts. The tiny figiu'cs certainly bear no resemblance to silk

taffeta and are formed by A\eft floats. Plate G 1 is a typical silk

hrocM with twill weft figures in high relief upon a finely ribbed warp

ground. Just as tyjjically what among modern silk fabrics is called

a brocade, is Plate G 2. with its detached figures mostly in coloured

wefts that float irregularly upon a ribbed warp ground, and with

stripes that are figured by floating extra warps as well as wefts.

Plate G 3 shows geometrical floated black weft figures upon a blue,

finely ribbed warp ground throvigh which the black of the wefts

shines, stippling the surface agreeably.

Now we come to Jacquard tapestries that consist of tAvo or more

sets of warps and wefts (double cloths in fact), but that are tied on
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MODERN AMERICAN' JAC(^rAUD WEAVES

Plate VIII Plate IX
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Plate X

Plate XII Plate XIII

MODERN' A.MKHICAX XOVKI.TIKS
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FUNDAMENTAL AND MODERN WEAVES
the surface so as to jjrodiice the effect of plain weave ribbed as in

Plate F 3, or lined both ways (i. e., in square point like cross-stitch

needlework) as in Plate F J-. F 3 has a system of light coarse wefts

with fine coloin-ed war])s. and also a system of I)IacJ,- coarse wefts with

fine coloured warps. The figures are formed by bringing to tlie sur-

face sometimes the light wefts, sometimes the black wefts, and modify-

ing their colour by warps that cover them partly, toning them towards

red or blue or green or whatever tone is desired. While F 3 reseml)les

real tapestry surface in being ribbed, the effects possible are limited

as compared with those of the fine scpiare points of F 4 in which

complicated picture, as well as verdure effects, are produced. The
same idea applied in coarse point, or in coarse combined with fine

point, to the imitation of old cross-stitch needlework is wonderfully
effective. Plate E 1 shows a most ambitious weave in cotton called

"striped Antoinette." In it tapestry stripes alternate with black

damask stripes, from «'hich they are separated by cording formed of

coarse warps loosely tied on the sm-face by slender weft binders. The

points of the tajjestry are very fine and the coloiu's are many ujjon a

cream ground. The figures of the damask stripes are in rep on satin,

the surface being, of coiu'se. entirely warp.
In gauze weaves warp threads twist in paii-s around wefts, hold-

ing tliem finnly and ])eriiiittlng the structure to be more open and

more lace-like than the structure of other shuttle-woven fabrics.

Plate II I is a grenadine with mercerised warps and artificial silk

wefts, and is figured with plain weave flowers upon gauze ground.
Plate H 3 is a gauze figiu'ed by omitting groups of warps. Plate H 2

is a coarse net with large open mesh, figiu'ed by twisting ])airs of warps
around ytaira of wefts. Plate H 4 has large squares outlined l)y double

cables upon a rectangidar-mesh. gauze-net ground.
A very delightful fabric suggestive of the ancient gold damasks

is shown on Plate II. with coarse gold Avefts tied loosely down u]K)n
a plain blue jaspe cotton ground. The contrast between the hori-

zontal gold wefts and the fine vertical warp threads of the ground is

pronounced, but the colour contrast is softened not only by the grey-
ness of the jasjje surface, and the blue that shines through the gold
wefts from beneath, but also by the didness of the gold, which con-

sists of coffee-coloured strijjs of thin, tough paper gilded on one side

and each twisted into thread after the fashion of the Japanese.
Plate III is a cotton-backed damask, that is to say, a red and
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FUNDAMENTAL AND MODERN WEAVES

gold damask with coarse cotton wefts that do not come to tlie surface

except m short fioats to outhne the satin figures on rep ground, both

of which are, of course, executed in silk warps. However, there are

also gold figures, executed in supijlementary wefts of gold whicli come
to the sm-face in plain weave and are toned only a little, but agreeably,

by the slender red silk warps that tie them at intervals. The red of

the rep ground is darkened l)ut enlivened by the twinkling through
of the black of the cotton wefts, and the red of the satin figures by
the twinkling through of the gold wefts.

Plate IV is a lace .stripe ddiuask. with filet lace stripes that

alternate with damask stripes, the latter having rep figures on satin

ground, both jaspe and executed in fine warps of lilac silk. In the

lace stripes there are also coarse cotton warps and wefts brought to

the surface and so tied with slender liinders as to simidate the square
mesh effect of filet lace, on a ground of lilac silk, whilst other coarse

cotton wefts fill ujj the meshes of the darned jjart of the lace.

Plate V is the "stri2:)ed Antoinette," illustrated for texture on

Plate E 1. Plates XIV, XV, XVI are all mercerised "derby
damasks," which is the trade name for cotton damasks. Plate XIV
is an old style one shown in order to make clear the vast improve-
ments in weave and texture that have been accomplished in the past
ten years, as illustrated by Plate XV, which is a uetv ntylc derby
damask. Plate XVI is a derby damask with small figures.

SILK VERSUS CHEAPER :MATERIALS

Whilst many of the fabrics so far discussed in this chapter exem-

plify the use of cheaper materials than silk to produce or supplement
silk effects, it is not just to dismiss them with contempt as "cheap
imitations." Many of the results obtained equal or siu-pass, but in a

different way, the results obtained with silk, especially where there

have been understanding and appreciation of the texture effects pecu-

liarly possible to cotton and to mercerised, as in the derbies and the

cotton-backed goods; of the texture effects peculiarly possible to

linen, as in table damask; or to jute, as in burlap; or to artificial silk,

as in several of the gauze weaves; or to gold, even pajjer gold, as in

Plate II. The value of a work of art does not and should not depend
upon the value of the materials that compose it. Human intelligence
and human effort are what create art, and the success with which they
are applied is the measure of the beauty attained. A well-planned
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FUNDAMENTAL AND MODERN WEAVES
and well-woven jute or cotton is vastly more important than an all-

silk textile put together badly. Only when the result is unsuccessful

t'ronl the use and beauty point of view should the reproduction of silk

damasks and brocades in cheaper materials be harshly criticised.

There should be no real competition between them. Silk has

many qualities that in all other materials are not only inimitable but

even absurd. It can afford to help educate the weavers of cotton to

the possibilities of cotton.

FABRICS ENKICHEl) WITH GOLD

I have in this chapter illustrated a number of fabrics enriched

with gold, and it is with much gratification that I note the increased

use of gold tinsel in the fabrics of today, both those wo\'en for dress

goods and those woven for upholstery stocks. Gold skilfully handled

mellows and blends companion colours wonderfully. The highest proof
of this is the gold used in famous tapestries of the Golden Age, like

the Mazarin tapestry, the Dollfus Crucifixion (Plate VIII of Chapter

XIV) and Saint 'N'eronica, formerly in the Morgan collection. But
almost equally inspiring is the way in which gold was used in the

damasks and brocades and velvets of the Middle Ages.
The velvet which is illustrated in Plate XVII is one of the most

exquisite creations ever made in France and brought to this country.
It is Sassanid Persian in style, one of the ancient tchccl patterns, with

personages and animals like those in Plates III to ^'III of Chapter II.

But the original (Plate III of Chapter II), dating from the sixth

century A. D., which was discovered in 1898 in the treasury of the

Church of Saint Cunibert in Cologne, and is now preserved in Berlin,

is not a velvet but a "damask enriched with gold." The figures

of the velvet reproduction are in gold and red-gold wefts on a red

jaspe velvet ground, the redness of the red gold being produced by

bringing more of the red warps to the surface as binders. The

Byzantine original is described on pages 70 and 71 of Falke's Seiden-

weberei. On dark blue ground, inside the wheels, under a date pakn,
are two mounted huntsmen with drawn bows whose arrows have each

pierced two animals, a lion and a wild ass. Blossoms, eagles, hunting

dogs, stags and hares fill the background. On the wide-spreading
lower branches of the palm tree are clusters of fruit with blossoms

and leaves of various shapes. In the upper branches are birds.

This modern velvet reproduction illustrates the same principle
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DECORATIVE TEXTILES

(
but in the finest materials and the most intricate and exquisite hand-

loom work) that is illustrated in many of the cheaper and simpler

fabrics treated of in this chapter (notably that of Plate II), and is an

object lesson in the adaptation of ancient ideas effectively to modern

conditions. Ujjon such adaptations, and upon the original ideas

developed with them as a background, depends the textile future of

this country.

Credit for illustrations: Plates I, X, XI, the Metropolitan Museum of Art; Plates VI,

VII, VIII, IX, XII, XIII, XIV, XV, XVI, XVIII, XXI, XXII, XXIV, Plates D 3,

K 1 and H, the Orinoka Mills; Plate XX, Collins & Aikman; Plates XIX, XXIII, XXV,
Stead & Miller.



CHAPTER V

LACES

USE, ORIGIN, NAME AND DEVEI.OI'.MENT ; MACHINE LACES

AND LACE CURTAINS

One of the modern distinguishing marks of civihsation is the

use of laces for residential and personal adornment. Fifty years ago
lace curtains were a luxury in Europe reserved for the few, and on

this side of the Athuitic, rarer still. Today they are in more general
use in the United States than in any other country in the world, and

every year sees an imijrovement in designs and also in texture and
material.

Yet there are decorators and architects who declare themselves

opposed to lace curtains, for sanitary and decorative reasons, and
seldom or never employ them in their practice. Occasionally writers

for the newspapers even announce that the day of the lace curtain

has passed, and that in the future our homes will he comjjaratively free

not only from lace but also from other textiles such as damasks,

velvets, brocades, embroideries, cretonnes, tapestries, carpets and rugs.

Nevertheless, the use of laces and other upholstery and drapery
goods continues to increase. People generally realise that textiles

are quite as necessary and approjiriate for the inner covering of houses

as for the outer covering of bodies; and that, as far as sanitation is

concerned, the dust that is caught and held by a textile, until removed

by the cleaner, is innocuous as compared with the dust which unclothed

walls and furniture allow to rush for Iniman limgs whenever the air

is set in motion by the opening of door or window.

From the decorative point of view the use of openwork textiles,

light alike in tone and texture, is highly to be approved. But, of

course, the designs should harmonise with the other furnishings
—

sometimes merely plain net hemmed wide at the edge, sometimes

elaborate combinations of filet italicn. pohif de x^enisc, flanders
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LACES

guipure, or even the geoiiieti'ieal and primitive needlepoint reticclla.

Especially to he commended is tlie fact that lace curtains tone

the light Avithout quenching it. Xothing is more uglj'^ or more

injurious to the eyesight than the burning glare and shadow of

uncurtained windows, or of windows where the amount of light is con-

trolled only by opaque roller shades.

Daylight is usually bearable out of doors where distant vistas

relieve the vision, but daylight for indoor use requires quite as much
skill to control and temper as does artificial light.

THE ORIGIN OF I,ACE

At this point the question naturally arises: What is lace? How
is it distinguished from embroidery and from the product of the loom?

The answer, of course, is: It isn't. Some lace is embroidery
and some lace is produced on the loom. The only satisfactory and

complete definition of lace is:

Openwork made with needle, or bobbin, or by knitting, knotting,

tatting, or crocheting. ^Vhether the work is done by hand or

machine makes no difference, except that the term real lace is reserved

for the hand-made laces. Also, it is well to jioint out that lace effects

range from plain net with regidar meshes, to animal and human or

conventional figures, in close textin-e and contrasting sometimes with

net ground, sometimes \N'ith open ground that is intersected only by
the slender brides that hold the motifs together. Also, whilst most

laces are white or cream, some are jjolychrome, or black, or gold, or

silver.

The origin of lace, like the origin of most arts, is hard to deter-

mine. We have hair and breast nets that have been safely preserved
in the graves of ancient Egypt since over a thousand years before

the time of Rameses the Great, who was Pharaoh in the thirteenth

century B. C. We have many plain and fancy nets of the Greek-

Roman-Egyptian type known as Coptic, dating from the third to the

seventh centuries A. D., as well as ancient nets made in America,

some of them on the loom, with interrupted or irregular weft, which

have been preserved in Peruvian graves since the time of Columbus

and before.

Nevertheless, of lace as we know it the creation and develop-
ment is due to Italy, just as entirely as was the development of j^icture

tapestries due to the French Netherlands, of Gothic architecture and
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Plate 111—Swiss hrussels liut- iiiiptils lur luitaius

\

ty^*uy

H ^ ^ lit ^^^^^^A. --^ ^
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I'liitc I \' Oil tlic rifilil. hniilcric aiifilaist- (pieri-ed work, which is the sim]>l<-st fonii of eiit-

work) with retieella centre; on the left, outwork fipure of man
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a—Clunv venise lace

I)
—Filet italien figure panel

c—Filet insertion lace

Plate V—EXAMPLKS OF REAL I.ACES
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1—Venetian rose point. 3—Englisli point. 3—Argentan. 4—Angleterre Louis XVI.
5—Burano point. (>

—
Alen<;on. 7—Venetian rosaline. S—\'enetian

raised ivory point. 9—Venetian rose point.

Plate VII—KX.VMPLES Ol- KE.\L LACKS
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a— Flanders lace ])anel

b—Bruges lacr ])anel. .Similar to I'laiulers lace but
fuicr in texture

Plate \III~KXAMPLKS OF RF.AI, [.ACE MOTIFS
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LACES

stained glass windows to France, and of silk to China. The develop-

ment began in the fifteenth century, as illustrated in the paintings of

the period and occasionally referred to in wills and inventories, and

reached its height in the sixteenth century. Venice (Plates I, 11),

perhajis inspired by primitive laces and trimmings of the Roman

Empire of the East, and of Sicily, led in the development of lace made
with the needle, but was soon outstripped by Genoa in the produc-
tion of lace made with bolibins. Another Italian city famous for

bobbin lace in the sixteenth century was INlilan. A majority of the

designs were outlined in braid scrolls with openwork edge, held

together by slender plaited brides. The Genoese laces largely repro-

duced the styles of Venetian reticella and other needlepoints.

ORIGIN or THE NAME

The history of the English woi'd lace follows closely the develop-
ment of the fabric in Italy. Before the sixteenth century, lace meant

fringes and trimmings, and cord and tape lacings. The ancient usage
is still continued in the htccs of corsets, waists and shoes. (On this

point consult my article on Lace in the new edition of the New Inter-

national Encyclojjaedia. )

The word is derived from the Latin laqueiis, meaning loop or

noose, which is also the meaning of the derivatives, the French lacs,

the Italian laccio, the Spanish lazo. and the English lassoo. Equiv-
alent to lace of the kind that forms the subject of tliis chapter are

the French dentelle, guipure, point ; the German Spitzen and Kanten;
the Spanish encajc; the Italian frina. merletto. punfo, pizzo: and the

Latin opus reticulatuni et ilentieulatum. The French lacis means net,

and the French lacet cord or braid.

EARLY ITALIAN LACES

The earliest of the im])ortant Italian laces were reticella, filet

italien, and huratto. The first was a development of drawn and cut

work (Plate I), but the name was retained for similar lace made
with the needle without cloth foimdation. The designs are geometrical
and simple, and arranged in small scjuares.

When needle lace so completely freed itself from its reticella and

cut work ancestry (Plates 1, II and IV) as to be worked in bold

and irregular patterns like those of Plate II, it began to be called air

point (puuto in aria), the highest type of Venetian laces.
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LACES

Filet italien starts with a coarse hand-knotted square-niesh net

foundation, on which the closed or toile parts of the pattern are darned

in (Plate V b, c). Buratto is a woven substitute for the knotted

net—a square-niesh net made in gauze weave with warps that twist

in pairs around the wefts. Dratoncork net is made by drawing the

alternate threads of scrim or etamine, and binding the intersections

with the needle.

BOBBIN VERSUS NEEDLE

Bobbin lace (Plate VI) like punto in aria is made on a pillow

carrying the pattern that guides the worker; but instead of being

made with a needle that in buttonhole stitch ties together the dif-

ferent outline threads, it is made with numerous bobbins that twist

together or plait the threads without the limitations imposed by the

loom, or by the needle. Moreover, bobbin lace is much less expen-
sive to make than needlepoint.

The German claim to the in\ention of bobbin lace is not sup-

ported by the facts, although in 1884 at Annaberg, in the Hai'tz

Mountains, a monument was erected to "Barbara Uttmann. died Jan-

uary 14, 1575; inventor in 15(57 of bobbin-made lace which made her

the benefactress of the neighborhood." Already in 15(i() the author

of the text of a book of bobbin-lace designs published by Froschower

at Zurich had said: "From among the divers arts invented and prac-

tised for the good of humanity, we wish to mention the art of making
bobbin lace which arose in our coimtry about twenty-five years ago
and quickly took root amongst us. It was imported into Germany
from Italy for the first time l)y Venetian merchants in 158(5."

Especially interesting is the comparison the same writer makes

between needle and bobbin lace. He says:

"When, years ago. the method of trapunto and relief was in

vogue, there is no telling how much time was taken in making a collar

or ])ib or anything of the sort, joined to heavy expense to the person

by Avhom it was ordered. On the contrary, now. a bol)bin lace may
be acquired for little money and in much less time, because tlie cost

of production is so much reduced. Formerly, too, collars and other

articles were adorned with threads of gold and coloured silk, occasion-

ing vast expense and trou])le in cleaning or washing with soap ; now
all this is reformed and trimmings are of thread capable of resisting

the wear and tear of the wash tub."
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Plate XI\'—Above, tilet aiiti(|iie; below, niarhiiie Cluiiy

I'late X\'—On the left, inoileni "Arabian" laee; on the right, sehiffle lace motif

KXAMPl.F.S OF HKAI. I, ACM", MOTIFS
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LACES
FRENCH AND FLEMISH I.ACES

The early Venetian laces were flat, and not till about UiiO did

rose points (raised points) with corded and relief eff'ects begin to be

made (Plate VII, 7, 8, 9). Those of boldest design and highest
relief are called gros points de venise. About the middle of the six-

teenth centm-y Flanders began to be a lively competitor of Italy in

the making of lace; and soon after, France attempted to follow suit.

Henri III (157.3-89) appointed a Venetian, Frederic Vinciolo, court

patternmaker of linen embroideries and laces, and some of his designs
were published in book form. Finally, in the last half of the seven-

teenth century, in the reign of Louis XIV, the importation into

France of Italian and Flemish laces was forbidden, and Venetian lace

workers were secured to help develop the industry at Alen9on, Arras,

Rheims. and other centres. These French imitations were called

points dc France (Plate VII, .'3. (!) . The Alen^on designs were more

fanciful, and less severe, than the Italian ones, and were widely copied

by the Flemish makers. Both French and Flemish laces laid par-
ticular emphasis on fineness of thread and delicacy of texture, thus

leading taste away from the standards that had made Italian laces

famous and beautiful.

About the middle of the seventeenth century the Flemish guipure
bobbin laces with bride grounds (Plate VIII a, b) began to be called

])oints dc jlandrcs ("Flemish lace," now called Flanders or Bruges);
while the scroll patterns on net ground were designated as points

d'Anglctcrrc. Among Flemish cities of high reputation for indi-

viduality in bobbin lace was JNIechlin, with its hexagonal mesh and
corded effects, and Brussels with an even more elaborate hexagonal
mesh and Avith natin-alistic designs based on needlepoint Alen9on.
The English Honiton is a simijler and cruder form of Brussels.

Most of the hand-made laces used in Aiiieriean interior decora-

tive work come from France and Belgium, and most of the machine

laces from France and England. While the laces made at Burano

(Plate VIL 5), a suburb of Venice, where the industry was revived

about forty years ago, are worthy of the best traditions of the Italian

Renaissance, they are too expensive for most modern drapery work.

MACHINE LACES

The first lace machine was based on Lee's stocking machine, as

modified by Strutt and Frost in 1764 to produce net. By 1769 Frost
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Plate X\'I—Oil tlie left, retii-cUa necdlf lace; iiri tlit- riglit, M-liitftt-

imitation reticella \ave

Plate X\'II—On the left, C'luiiy veiiise lace; on the rijilit,

Russian drawnwork

l-'.XA.MPl.KS OK RI-'.AI, LACK .MOTIFS
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LACKS

was able to make figured net, and by 1777 net witb square meshes

tliat were fast. The sccofid lace machine is the warp frame, so ealled

liecause for each warp thread there was an indivithial needle which

loojjed the thread first to the right and then to the left. l?y 1795 this

machine produced plain net and soon afterwards figured net in an

almost endless variety of meshes and patterns. The ihird lace machine,

brought to perfection by continued improvements din-ing the past

centmy, is the so-called Leavers machine, originated by John Heath-

coat (1809) and John Leavers (1813). The application to the

Leavers machine of the jacquard attachment (see Development of

the Loom in Chapter I) vastly increased the range and intricacy of

patterns possible, and the operation by water and later l)y steam and

electric power vastly increased the speed and quantity produced. In

the Leavers machine warjj threads and bobbin threads are used, some-

times more than 9,000, making ()9 pieces of lace at once, each piece

requiring 100 warp and 48 bobbin threads. The warp threads are

stretched i^erpendicularly (as on the tapestry and Oriental rug high-

warp loom), just far enough ai)art to admit the passage between

edgewise, of a twenty-five cent piece. The bobbins are so flat and thin

that they pass without diflficulty. Ingenious mechanism varies the

tension of warjj and weft threads as desiralde. As the bobbins swing
like pendulums through the warp threads, they are made to vacillate

and twist around the warps, and the twistings are driven home by
combs. If the bobbin threads are held taut and the warp threads

loose, the warps will twist on the bobbin threads, and vice versa.

AVhilst many of the laces and nets and nottinyham lace curtains

made on the Leavers and the lace ciu'tain machines are exceedingly

attractive, their imitation of real lace is far surpassed by the new

Nottingham circular lace machine which produces cluny insertions

and edgings that are in every way identical with those of hand-made

cluny (Plate XIV).
The most important embroidery machines used to make laces are

the hand-emhroiderii machine that midtiplies automatically the work

of the operator who executes the master pattern, and the schijfle or

power embroider// macliine that employs shuttle as well as needle and

has an output many times larger than that of the hand machine. On
these two machines are made the world's imitations of rose point and

c/ros point laces, and to machine nets are added embroidery effects of

the most pleasing type (
Plate XVIII

)
. The open-ground laces made
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3, t, 6, 7, 8, !), figured in the weaviiip; 1, 5, emliroider

seliiffle miu'liine. (Reproduced at actual size)

•cd with tli(

I'latc XVIII—GROUP OF MODERN FAN'CY NETS
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LACES

on the scliitHe nuichine are embroidered on a silk or woollen ground
that is rotted away eheniically after weaving, leaving the boldest

possible guipure effects (Plates VII a and VIII a).

The bonnaz machine is used principally in the making of the

so-called fiwiss lace curtains. There are also sewing machines that

Ijroduce a buttonhole edging and drawnwork effects.

Most machine laces are made of cotton, thus rendering it easy to

distinguish them from real laces that are usually made of linen.

Fifteen years ago uottiuf/Jiam one-piece lace ciu-tains, in large

scroll designs, most of which were bad, were the bread-and-butter of

American drapery departments. Ruffled and fluted nuislins, and

novelty curtains with nottingham laces applied as insertions and edg-

ings on ruffled and plain nets, were carried for the better trade, but

for the ]){)orer residences and for all hotels of every class the notting-

ham was the thing. Xow the old-style nottingham is welcome

nowhere, and the nottingham manufacturer, American as well as

English, is rapidly becoming merely a su^jplier of i-aw materials to

the converter. Of course, I shoidd add that for many years prac-

tically all of the nottingham lace curtains used in America have been

made in America. In this connection it is interesting to note that the

first nottingham lace machine to come to America was set up at Ford-

ham, in Xew York City, in 188.5.

VARIETIES OF LACE CURTAINS

The principal varieties of lace curtains are:

(1) French Lace Curtains.—A general name for those

made with real lace mounted on machine net, or on silk, or on scrim,

as well as for the few that are made entirely of real lace.

(2) XoTTiNGHAM Lace Curtains.—A general name for those

woven in one piece on the lace curtain machine, usually w'ith an

embroidered buttonhole edging added after weaving and sometimes

with an appli(jue cord, as in the once popular "corded arabians."

(3) Swiss Lace Curtains.—A general name for those made

by embroidering designs with the bonnaz sewing machine on machine

net. The principal varieties are tambour, brussels, applique and irish

point. The tambours are so called from the embroidery frame that

formerly held the net while the embroidery was put in by hand with

the crochet hook. The bnts.sels have the held of figures filled in with

bonnaz stitch of finer yarn (Plate III). The appliques have thin
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LACES

muslin appliques filling' the gi-ound of the figures. The //7.s7; points

have openwork spiders in addition to the nuislin appliques. Besides

these four varieties there are numerous ctdininc, doiiJAc net and

coloured noi'cltics, many of them in arehiteetiu'al and period designs.

(4) JMadhas AXi) Othf.k Gauze and Faxcy Weaves.—Made
on a gauze loom with openwork effects. In gauze weave (Plate H of

Chajiter IV) the warps twist in pairs around the wefts, making pos-

sible the jjroduction of extremely laci/ effects. Madras has broche

figures with the floats trimmed off. Polychrome madras has l)een

succeeded in popidarity by the creams and ecrus. Crete is heavier

than madras and has an etamine instead of a gauze ground. Also

the cut side is the right side of madras but the wrong side of crete.

(5) Novelty Lace Curtains.—A general name for all kinds

of effects produced without the use of real lace, by the ajiplication and

insertion of nottingham and other machine laces and braids on net, or

scrim, or muslin; sometimes, but rarely }Knv, with ruffled net or muslin

or cretonne edging. The once popular renaissance laces made in

imitation of Flanders and Hruges lace (Plate VIII) by tacking

together woven braid with brides and spiders have nt)w practically

disappeared from the shojis; even the arabian motifs made in imita-

tion of the hand-made arabe lace (Plate XV) by using corded braid

are also being crowded out. Princess lace, like renaissance, starts

with woven tape but is of finer (juality and has more hand-work intro-

duced. Scrim, especially the better (jualities with di'awnwork effects,

is constantly increasing in popularity, and constantly the (luality of

net demanded by even the cheaper trade is improving.
I would sum up by saying that all laces, machine as well as hand,

divide into two great classes: (1) those made with the needle or

crotchet hook, (2) and those made with the bobbin or otherwise; that

is to say, (1) those sewed or embroidered, (2) those plaited or woven,

or knotted, or knitted, or tatted.

Credit for illustratii)ns: Plates I to X\'III. Jolm F. Patcliing & Co.; Plate XIX, Bromlev
Mfg. Co. and Patclioguc Mfg. Co.; Plate XX, Quaker I.ace Co.; Plates XXI 1 and -2, K. C.

Carter & Co.; Plate XXI 3, Loeb & Selioeiifeld.



CHAPTER VI

EMBROIDERIES
Origin, Byxantine Roman^ Sicilian', ExciusH, Flemish,

Florentine, American, East Indian. Chinese

Most of the embroideries made today are either copies of ancient

ones, some intended for sale as anti(|ues, or conventionaHsed patterns

produced in (piantity on the bonnaz or the schitfie machine. This is

so in spite of the fact that in the latter part of the nineteenth century
such distinguished artists as William INIorris, Burne-Jones and
Walter Crane supplied English end)roi(lerers with original designs.

However, too much cannot he said in praise of some of the petit point
and crewel work now being done by hand in England. It is faithful

in sjjirit as well as in letter to ancient traditions, and, like the best

work of old, is based on or adapted from ancient models. In the

Ignited States there has been a remarkable development of schiffle

work since tb.e war began.

Embroidery is the art of ornamenting cloth and other materials

with the needle. But embroidery on net and cutwork belongs with

lace. Embroidery was probably applied to skins almost as soon as

needle and thong were first employed to jdin ])ieces of skin together
into garments. The I^aplanders embroider their reindeer-skin cloth-

ing with needle of reindeer bone, thread of reindeer sinew, and

ap2)lique of strips of hide. Among the primitive tribes of Central

Africa the girls embroider skins with figures of flowers and animals,

supplementing the eft^ect with shells and feathers.

Of the textiles of ancient Babylon and Assyria, no fragments
have survived. But the Nineveh mural reliefs in the British Museum
show Assyrian robes with both geometrical and floral ornaments, and
the famous relief now in the Eouvre from the ])alace of the Persian

king. I^arius 1 (4.8.5-321 B. C), shows rol)es with diaper patterns.
These ornaments, like those of the hangings of the Jewish tabernacle
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EMBROIDERIES

described in the Rook of Exodus, may all have been tapestry but it is

probable that most of them were embroidery.

Among the ancient Greek textiles exhumed from Crimean

graves are both tapestries and embroideries now preserved in the

Hermitage at Petrograd. One of the embroideries attributed to the

fourth century B. C. is in coloured wools on wool, and shows a cavalier

with honeysuckle ornament. Another piece has a stem, and arrow-

head leaves, richly and elegantly worked in gold.

Martial, in the first century A. D., writes that the embroideries

of Babylon have been driven out of fashion by the tapestries of

Egypt (victn est pectinc NUiaco iaiii Jiabi/luiiis aciis). The common
Roman name for embroidering was "painting with the needle" (acu

pingere). Virgil uses it in speaking of the decoration of robes, and
Ovid describes it as an art taught by Minerva. Pliny says that the

first mention of embroidered garments ( pictas vestcs) is in Homer,
and that the Phrygians were the first to ornament robes with the

needle, which is why they are called Phri/gioniae. He adds that gold-
embroidered garments were named Attalicae from Attains II, King
of Pergamum (159-138 B. C), to whom he wrongly attributes the

invention of the art of embroidering in gold.
The oldest large collections of ancient textiles are those called

Coptic because executed in Egypt from the third to the eighth cen-

turies. Such collections exist in the Metropolitan Museum of New
York, and in the Boston INIuseum of Fine Arts, as well as in

numerous European museums. Most of the designs are Roman in

style and show birds, animals and human figures, vases, fruit, flowers

and foliage, besides geometrical and interlacing ornament. But most
of these are tapestry-figured, only a few of them having part of the

ornament outlined in embroidery.

BYZANTINE ROMAN

The most extraordinary example of Byzantine Roman embroid-

ery that is still preserved is the "dalmatic of Charlemagne" in the

sacristy of Saint Peter's at Rome (Plate II). The ground is of

purplish-blue satin. The garment is said to have been worn by
Charlemagne when, vested as deacon, he sang the Gospel at high mass
on the day the Pope crowned him Emperor (Christmas Day, A. D.

800). On the front is shown the youthful Christ enthroned with

saints below and angels above
;
on the back, the Transfiguration. The
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'I'lic iiinst famous embroidery in the world
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Plate I^'—"JOHN THE BAPTIST"
One of the "Golden Fleece" embroideries,

the niobt magnificent set in existence

I'late \'—Seventeenth centnry embroidered panel
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••ISirtli (if .IhIiii the linptiNt" "Hci-odi.is l{i-,L-i\cs thi' Head of .Inlm tlu- HMptisf'

I'l.ik- \l-TWO OF A SET OF FIFTKKXTIl C'KXlTliV
FLOREXTIXK KMBROIDKH IKS

Plate \I1— KF.XAISSAXfK ( ()l ClIKI) K.\l BK( )ll)Km
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(a) The Triumph of Protestantism with Henry \'III on tlic tlirniie

(h) Philip II of Spain and his wife, Queen Mary of KnglancI

Plate VIIl KXc;i.l.SH li KN A ISSAXC?: EMBHOIDKKIES
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Plate IX—linglish crewel wurk of tlie seventeenth eentiiry

I'late \ l''.nf;lisli ciisliioM cover in crenels

[.inhroidcrcd in coloured worsteds on H.d Iwiil iiroiuid

Modern rc])roductioii
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EMEKOIUERIES

embroidery is mostly in gold, the drajieries being executed in basket

weave and laid stitches. The faces are in white silk split-stitch, flat

and outlined in black silk. The hair, the shadowy jjart of the draperies,
and the clouds are in especially fine gold and silver thread with dark

outlines. A noteworthy featui-e of the patterned background is the

crosses inside of circles.

SICILIAN

In the twelfth centin-y the Sicilian city of Palermo, under

the Normans, rivalled Byzantium (Constantinople) as the world's

embroidery and weave centre. 'JMie styles were largely Saracenic

because of the many IVIohanunedan workmen employed. One of the

magnificent coronation robes at Vienna, embroidered in gold with a

date 2)alm, and two lions attacking camels, and enriched with jjcarls

and tiny enamelled plaques, bears an Arabic inscription stating that

it was made in the royal factory at Palermo in the year 528 (A. D.

1130). Another of the coronation robes bears an inscription in both

Arabic and Latin stating that it was made in the city of Palermo in

A. D. 1181.

BAVKrX TAPESTRY

The most famous and best-known embroidery in the world is

the so-called Bayeux tapestry, which is not a tapestry at all, but a

band of linen 2S0 feet long embroidered in coloured wools with the

story of the Xorman concjuest of England (Plate III). The earliest

mention of this eml)roidery is foimd in 147(5 in the inventory of the

cathedral of Bayeux, the walls of the nave of which it exactly equals
in length. It is now kept framed and glazed in a building erected

especially for it. and has been removed from Bayeux only once, by the

command of Xapoleon for exhibition in Paris. Tradition says that it

was the work of Queen Matilda, the wife of William the Conqueror,
but others think it was made for bis granddaughter, the Emjiress
Matilda, and still others that it was made on order of Bishop Odo for

the decoration of his cathedral of Bayeux, which was rebuilt in 1077.

At any rate, the eml)r<)i<lery is an historical as well as an embroidery
document of prime imj>ortance. I^ight and shade are entirely

neglected and distance effects are secured by contrast of line and

colour, a green horse, for example, having his off legs red, a yellow
horse having them blue. The figiu'cs are filled with threads laid flat

side by side and bound at intervals by cross-stitches, the seams, joints
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Plate XI—A SIXTEKXTH CENTL'KV SPAXISH COl'K
With elaborate gold-embroidered orphrey

Plate XII l.Ul IS XVI PICTLHKS
Embroidered in chenille and silk
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Plate X\'I—Petit point pillow top with silver wire
St. Peter witli keys, tlie cool< on the eolunin hehind him

Miideni re[ir(iductiiin

Plate X^II—Chinese monogram designed and embroid-
ered with Ixirniaz maehine, for nse on a Chinese chair

Made in America

Plate XV— (At left and rif;lit):

English hell pnlls in the Chinese Chippendale style
Modern reproductions
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Plate XVIII—Bench cover in petit point on gros point, English Chinese style
Modern reproduction
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l*hite XIX— ("harlcs 11 stit'a I'dvci-cd witli ancicnl pt-til ]>oint cnilii'iiidcry
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EMEROIDKRIES

and folds being indicated in twist. The faces and hands arc merely

ontlines. The first of the two scenes illnstrated shows Harold and

his men riding to Bosham (cqvittiiit ail Bosham). Harold, mounted

with falcon and dogs, approaches tlie church (ecdcs'm). The scene

below shows William and his army crossing tlie Channel and arriving

at Pevensey (et venit ud Pivcucsac).

ENGLISH, FLEMISH AXD FLOKENTINE

In the library of the English cathedral of Worcester are frag-

ments of thirteentli century gold embroidery on silk taken from the

coffins of two of the ])ishops, besides other similar fragments in the

British Museum and in the South Kensington Museum. At this

period, English sacred embroidery was so famous that we find it con-

stantly ajjpearing in the inventories of western Europe as "dc opcrc

angUcano." The most splendid example that has survived is the

Syon cope, now exhibited in the South Kensington INIuseum. The

endjroidered medallions show Christ on the cross, Christ and Mary

Magdalen, Christ and Thomas, the death of the Virgin, the corona-

tion of the Virgin, Saint Michael, and the Twelve Apostles, whilst

the spaces between the medallions are occupied by winged cherubim.

The ground of the cope is embroidered in green silk, the medallions

in red and the figures are worked in gold, silver and coloin-ed silks.

The lower border and the orphrey, with its coats-of-arms, are of

later date.

At the head of all embroideries, however, stands the set of vest-

ments and altar hangings in Vienna associated with the Order of the

Golden Fleece that was founded in the first half of the fifteenth

century by the Burgundian ruler of Flanders. Duke Phili]) the Good.

About the identity of these embroideries there is not the slightest

doubt, as they were recorded in detail in the inventory of the treas-

ury of the Golden Fleece made in 1477. I have selected for illus-

tration the one that pictures Saint John the Baptist (Plate IV).
Plate Yl illustrates two Florentine embroideries of the fifteenth

century, part of a John the Baptist set, designed by the famous

painter Antonio del Pollaiuolo and still preserved in the Florence

cathedral. The illustration makes clear the details of the technique,
• and especially the way in which the horizontal threads are couched.

The scene on the left shows the birth of John the Baptist; the one

on the right, the delivery of his head to Herodias. The illustration on
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I'latc XXI I'ire soi'eon ]iMiielled in Louis XI\'

petit point

i^iS<«C««v«..sr»*S:/;iS»iS«is,-i,-4..s-'

^c5ty?^-* :m
Plate XXII -Seventeenth eentury Italian emliniidereil altar tnintal
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The ,Iu(l;>rnent of Paris

Kiifilisli l'e;irly Stiiiiipwdrk

Plate XXIV—SEVENTEENTH CENTURY ENGLISH STLAH'WOU K
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rUilf XX\' I'uniitiii-L- covei-iuj; dusitincd :iiiil cNilnnKlLTL-d liy

an Englishwoman

I'latc XX\I—Pillows emhioideied with wool. Desifrned
and executed bv Mrs. Buntinij
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KMHHOIDKHIES

Plate VII is of a Reiiai.s.sance t'iiil)r()idery lent to the Cincinnati

Museum by Mrs. Ida E. Nippert. The technique of the work is

worthy of all praise, and tlie design is interesting. The Virgin, with

unicorn, sits in the closed garden (ortiis conclvsvs), while the Angel
Gabriel, with foiu- do-j^s on leash (INIercy, Peace, Justice and Truth),
blows his horn outside and tlic prophet in the distance announces Kcce

Virgo concipiet, the whole story being announced in the Latin

captions. The portraitin-e of the Virgin and saints in the frieze above

is of extraordinary merit. A Spanish Renaissance armorial applique

embroidery is illustrated on I'late XXVIII.

ENGLISH RENAISSANCE AND LATER

Plate VIII illustrates English picture embroideries of the last

half of the sixteenth century, the upper one from the collection of

the Corporation of ^laidstone, the lower one a petit point in the

Metropolitan INIuseum. The upper one is interesting though crude

and represents the Triumi^h of Protestantism, Henry VIII being
seated in the middle with his foot on the neck of the Pope, whilst

Edward VI stands on the left and Elizabeth on the right. On the

extreme left is Mary pictured as the I'ajiist Queen. The subject of

the lower embroidery on Plate VIII has been variously identified but

seems to me to be j^i'obably Philip II of S2)ain and his wife, Queen

Mary of England.
An English synonym of worsted yarns used in embroidery is

crewels (Plate IX). An excellent reproduction of old English crewel

work is shown on Plate X. The bell pulls in the Chinese Chippendale

style on Plate XV are also modern re])roductions. I had hoped also

to illustrate a modern reproduction of one of the famous Hatton
Garden set of crewel draperies but was disajipointed. There are six

of these draperies 7 feet 9 inches high by 4. feet wide, each named
after the animal pictured at the bottom. They were made in the last

half of the seventeenth century and have great dignity because of the

architectural background of colunms and arches, and great grace
because of the birds and floriation. The canvas ground is completely
hidden by the coloured wool embroidery. When these precious
embroideries were discovered a few years ago. they had been hidden

for generations behind an accumidation of wall papers.
Excellent modern reproductions of old English petit jtoiiit are

those on Plates XVI and XVIII, the former enriched with silver
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Hand embroiderv in silk on Siiteeii

\l;i.liinc ciiiiirciidci-y in nicl.il .iiiiiiiiiin'
on \cIimii-

I'liilr X.Wll AIM' |-:.\1IU{(III)I-.H1I:S MADI'; IN A.MKKICA
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Plate XXVIII—SPANISH APPI.IQIK WORK OF THE SIXTKKNTH CENTURY
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I'hitc- XXIX—SIXTEENTH CKNTL'UV SPANISH
CHASUBLE

Ciold picture enihroiilerv on velvet

I'hite XXX—KKNAISSANCE AIU'LIQLE EMBUDIUICKV ON DAMASK
Made by hand in America
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Plate XXXIl—EMBHOIDERY FROM INDIA

Ancient Chuiiiba work, alike on lioth sides

Plate XXXIII—DECOUATKD lUlAiAKlAX SCAlil'
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EMBROIDERIES

wire and showing Saint Peter with his keys, wliilst the eoek that

crowed thrice perches t)n the column behind him. The hitter is a

bench cover in petit point on gros point, and in the English Chinese

style of the eighteenth ceiitiny. An English petit point of the seven-

teenth century is illustrated on Plate XIX.
The jac(juard woven reproductions of old embroideries on Plate

XX are not mere imitations but have a technical merit of their own,

less undoubtedly tlian tiiat of the needle, but still interesting. The

one in the upper left corner is after an Elizal)ethan Gothic original;

the one in the upper right coi'ner shows a German bear hunt; the

lower two are crewel reproductions, the left one on silk.

AMERICAN, EAST INDIAN AND CHINESE

/Vmong the best executed art embroideries made in America are

those illustrated on Plate XXVII. The one above is hand work in

silk on sateen; the one below, bonnaz work in metal applicjue on

velours. Plate XXV shows a Renaissance embroidery made by hand,

also in America. Plate XVII shows a Chinese shou or monogram
embroidered on velours by the bonnaz machine with its artful trail

of Vs.

Plate XXXI illustrates one of those samplers the making of

which taught so many of our fair Colonial forebears to write and S2)ell

and draw. The lady responsible for this one signs herself Mary E.

Rulger. If the sampler habit were revived, it would do more for

the art of eml)roitlerv than can in any other way be accomplished.
India (Plates XXXII and XXXV) has long been famous for

the silk and cotton embroideries that are part of the costume of ahnost

every native. The most famous are those of Kashmir. Excellent in

design and workmanship are the pludkarica from the Punjab and

the Hazara frontier. The coloiu-s of the Cutch phulkaric.s are pai-ticu-

larly attractive. The tinsel embroidered stuffs of Delhi, Agra and

Madras are used for gowns, drajjcries, bed and table covers, cushion

and pillow covers. ]\Iost Cashmere (Kashuiir) shawls are embroid-

cj'ies in wool. Rugs richly embroidered with gold and silver are

made at Benares and IMurshidabad.

Tlie Chinese (Plate XXXA'I )
are perhaps the most labourious

and elaborate hand embroiderers, principally in silk combined with

gold and silver tinsel. Sometimes the figures of men, horses and

dragons are outlineil in gold cord and filled up with shaded silk. The
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Plate XXXIV—SIXTKKXTH CENTl'RY KMBROIDERED PERSIAX COVER
Patterned like a riitr of tlie period

Plate XXXV—A SIND BAG
With tiny mirrors appliqu^
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PlMte XXXVI-CHINESE EIGHTEKXTH CENTURY EMBROIDERY
Picturing the emperor Kieii-lung « itii his empress and their ):ourt
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I'UiiL- WWII—Tiirl-iisli (iiihriiidfrfcl comt

Plat.- XXXVIII Turkish .-iiilHoiilfn of th.-

iMjrhtceiiUi (ontiivy

I'late XXXIX— Persian eiiibroidi-reil nig iit' tin-

iiinctceiith ccnturv
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DECORATIVE TEXTILES

Persians (Plate XXXIX), Turks (Plate XXXVIII) and Hin-
doos (Plates XXXII, XXXV) sometimes use beads, spangles,

coins, pearls and even precious stones to heighten the effect. Some-
times feathers, nuts, pieces of fur, the skins of seri^ents, the claws and
teeth of animals are also added.

TOOLS AXD STITCHES

The tools of the hand embroiderer are very simple; needles to

draw tlie different kinds and sizes of threads through the work, a

frame to hold the material, and scissors to cut the thread. A stitch

or point is the thread left on the surface after each ply of the needle.

The most common forms of can^'as stitch are cross stitch, tent stitch,

Gobelin stitch. Irish stitch, plait stitch. Crewel stitch is a diagonal
stitch used in outlining. Some of the other principal stitches are chain

or tambour, herringbone, buttonhole, feather, rope, satin, darning and

running stitch. About the twelfth centiu-y the modelling and padding
of figures became common, i. e., embroidery was made by sewing onto

as well as into the material. Hence we have the couching stitch, when
one thread is sewed on with another, and applicjue work, when pieces

of cloth are sewed on (Plates XVIII, XXVII) ;
to give relief to the

ajjplique, the figures are often padded, as on Plate VII.

Credit for illustrations: Plate \', K;irl (1. liiikcv; Plate \'II, the Cincinnati Museum;
Plates VIII h, IX, XI, XIV, XIX, XXI, XXIV, XXVIII, XXIX, XXXI, XXXIV, XXXVI
to XXXIX, the .Metri.i.olitan Museum; Plates X, XV, XVI, XVIII, XXVII, Arthur H,
Lee & .S(ms; Plates XII, XXII, .Mrs. James W. .Mexander; Plates .XVII, XX, XXX,
B. Sauhiae & Son; Plates XXXII, XXXIII, XXXV, .M. J. Blunugaia; Plate XL, Brooklyn
Mu.seum of Arts and Sciences



CHAPTER VII

CARPETS AND RUGS

Hand-Made Spanish, English, Axminster, Savonxerik,

American, Aubusson Tapestry

Just as tapestries are the fundamental wall covering, so pile

rugs are the fundamental floor covering. Just as the horizontal ribs

and vertical wefts and liatchings of the former, lock decoratively into

the fundamental lines of the architecture of rooms, so the surface of

the latter is solid and agreeable beneath the foot, because the pile

swallows up instead of reflecting the liglit, and consecpiently seems to

advance to meet the foot, more ob\'iously than woidd any other kind

of surface.

However, fundamental fitness does not always govern the

actions of men. Propinquity is apt to exercise an amount of influ-

ence not always appreciated by ])]iilosophers and historians. So that

we must not be surprised to find pile rugs hanging on the walls of

Persia and central Asia, where the weaving of pile rugs originated;

or tapestries lying on the floors of western Europe, where tapestry

weaving reached its highest development.
In England a large rug is a carpet, and in the United States a

large rug is often described as "of carpet size;" but commonly in the

United States, the idea suggested l)y the word carpet is of a floor

covering sewed together out of strips of carpeting twenty-seven

inches wide, which conceals the whole of the floor and is, as a rule,

tacked to it.

Until the last half of the eighteenth century the floor idea and

the large idea were not uppermost in the word carpet. Chambers's

Encyclo25a?dia defines carpet as "a sort of covering worked either with

needle or a loom, to be spread on a table or trunk, or cstradc, or even

a passage or floor;" estrade being an old word for dais or raised plat-

form. Indeed, the table use of the word has survived in the phrase
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DECORATIVE TEXTILES

"on the carpet," that. Hke the French, ".sitr Ic t(tj)i.s," means not on

the floor hut on the table; whilst the ancient floor use of the word is

seen in "knight of the carpet." so called because dubbed not on the

field of battle, but on the carpet or cloth usually spread before the

throne or estrade of the sovereign or lord in the sixteenth century.
Also in olden time when servants were summoned before the master

for reprimand, they were said to "walk on the carpet."

si'AXisir

In the fifteenth century, in Italy. France, Flanders and Ger-

many, as is shown by the picture paintings and the picture tapestries

of the period. Oriental pile rugs and Occidental flat tapestry rugs,

as well as Occidental flat rugs of the ingrain type, were all in use.

It is doubtful whether pile rugs were made in western Europe before

the sixteenth century, except in southern Spain and perhaps Sicily,

where the weaving of pile rugs in the Oriental fashion had been intro-

duced by the Mohannnedans. That S])ain produced pile rugs before

the twelfth centiuy. is indicated by the following lines of a mcdi.eval

I^atin poet quoted by ]Michel from INIeril:

Tunc operosa siiis HispaiKi tajnlia villis,

Hinc ruhras, 'ciridcs indc fcniiit species,

which translated, reads:

Then Spanish carpets, with their elaborate pile,

Bear patterns that here are red and there are green.

The Spanish origin of carpets, as far as England is concerned,

is suggested by the contempt with which the ancient historian

Matthew Paris speaks of their importation by the Spanish ambas-

sadors who in the thirteenth century arranged the marriage of Eleanor

of Castile to Pidward eldest son of Henry 111. He says that when

Eleanor arrived at Westminster she foimd the floors of her apart-

ments carpeted after the fastiioii of lier (ncn con lit r//. This annoyed
the citizens of I^ondon, who ridiculed the Spanish luxury and empha-
sised the fact that while the lodgings of the ambassadors at the

Temple were hung with silk and tapestry, and even the floors covered

with sjjlendid cloths, their retinue was vulgar and disorderly and had

mostly mules instead of horses. In the foiu'tecnth century, a few

carpets were made at Kamsey in Huntingdonshire, but mainly for

churches. Whilst parlors were occasionally carpeted, the poets of the

period sneer at them as "tapets of Spayne" laid down for "pompe
I Ml
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CARPETS AND RUGS

and prvde." A rare dejjarture from custom is the bedroom men-
tioned in the "Stoi-y of Thebes," the floor of which was covered with

cloth of gohl. Only in the fifteenth century did carjsets become gen-
eral in the private rooms of the rich, and on the dais or throne plat-
form of great halls. The main floor of great halls, outside this dais,

still emijloyed rushes or straw, or grass, often upon the soil itself,

without wooden or tile flooring, and was ajjproprlately called the

marsh, because of its usually filthy condition.

Of ancient Spanish jjile carpets, one of the most remarkable is

in tlie Xew York INIetropolitan ]Museum lent by ]Mr. C. F. Williams.

It bears three times repeated as a medallion in the field, the coat-of-

arms of the Henriques family, hereditary admirals of Spain, which

explains the foiu- anchors. The border consists of two main bands

with a stripe outside. The inner band is co\'ered with an allover lace-

like repeat. The outer band is divided into compartments carrying
as the main motif, bears at the ends

; and at the sides, two bears under
a tree, two swans facing each other, a wild man dancing with bears,

a lady wearing a farthingale of the extreme balloon type, wild boars,

etc. Across the ends of the carpet are extra bands composed of

details borrowed from the outer band of the border. The dominant
colours are yellow and blue, with red to heighten and cream to soften

the contrasts. The pattern of the field, with its tiny octagons, sug-

gests tiled flooring. While this carpet is attributed to the first half

of the fifteenth century, it would aj^j^ear to me to be of the sixteenth.

I also doubt the thirteenth or fourteenth century origin some-

times attributed to one of the Spanish carpets in the Berlin Kaiser

Friedrich Museum, while admitting that it probably does date from
the fifteenth and is perhaps the oldest still preserved. The field bears

a small rej^eat, with two medallions carrying coats-of-arms in the

middle. The two main borders of the border bear quaint humans,
horses and birds, resembling closely those that occur in Uaghestan
rugs.

The most famous of the ancient Spanish carpet factories was
that of Alcazar, which existed as late as the middle of the sixteenth

century. According to the tradition believed by Spanish carpet
weavers of today, it was of Moorish origin, and after the conquest of

the INIoors M'as carried on by INIoorish slaves under Christian manage-
ment. When the Emperor Charles \ died at Yuste in 15o8, he left

four Turkey carpets and four of Alcazar. The Victoria and Albert
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CARPETS AND RUGS

Museum in London contains a splendid collection of Alcazar and

other Spanish pile carpets of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries.

EARLY ENGLISH

While I am postponing the discussion of emhroidered carpets
until Chapter A^III, because of the fact that they are to be classed

with sliuttle-made goods, being constructed on a shuttle-woven ground,
I think it jjertinent to introduce here what Lady Sussex, one of Van-

dyke's sitters, said in the first half of the seventeenth century about

Turkey work, which is an imitation of Oriental pile rugs, made by

threading worsted yarn through a coarse cloth of open texture, then

knotting and cutting. This Turkey work was a home industry requir-

ing less skill than hand-knotted cari^ets. that were either imported
or made in factories at Wilton, Kidderminster and Axminster. Lady
Sussex's remarks illustrate the varied use of carj^ets, for beds and

windows as well as under "fote."

"The carpet truly is a good on * * *
if I can have that and

the other for forty ponde or a littell more I would by them, and
woulde bee very fine for a bede but onlie if one may have a very good

peniworth. For the carpets if the gronde be very dole and the flower

or works in them not of very plesent color i doubt the will be to dole

for to suet with my hanginges and chers. * * *
Concerning the

choice of a small carpet: If it will not sarve for a windo it will sarve

for a fote carpet."

While it is possible, even probable, that pile carpets may have

been made in England in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, we
have no positive evidence to prove it. The carpet belonging to Lord
Verulam that bears in the centre a large medallion with the royal
arms of England, the letters E R (E,lizabeth Regina), and the date

1570, may have been made at Norwich by weavers from Spain or with

Spanish training; but it is equally probable that it was woven in

Spain on order from Eiiigland. It bears the arms of the borough of

Ipswich and of the family of Harbottle.

Equally Spanish in style is the carpet in the Victoria and Albert

Museum with the inscription: "Feare God and Keep His Command-
ments, made in the yeare 1603." It bears the arms of Sir Edward

Apsley and his wife Elizabeth Elmes and may also have been made
in England. It resembles closely the carpet that ajjpears in the

painting by Marc Gheeraedts, in the National Portrait Gallery of
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CARPETS AND RUGS

London, of the conference at Old Somerset House in 1604, of a num-

ber of Knglisli and Spanish plenipotentiaries.

ENGLISH EIGHTEENTH CENTURY

Towards the end of the seventeenth century we begin to get

definite evidence of carjiet weaving in England. In 1701, King
AN^illiam granted a charter to immigrants from France settled at

AVilton, to manufacture carpets after the French style (savonnerie),

and the charter was confirmed in 170(5 and 1725. The special patron
of the industry was the ninth Earl of Pembroke, who persuaded many
of the skilled French and Flemish weavers to come to England.

A few years later, in 1751, Pere Norbert, who naturalised him-

self as an Englishman and changed his name to Peter Parisot, started

a factory and school at Fulham. In 1753 he published "An account

of the new manufactory of tapestry after the manner of that at the

Gobelins, and of carpets after the manner of that at Chaillot

(savonnerie) now undertaken at Fulham l)y Mr. Peter Parisot."

After describing the Chaillot factory as "almost altogether employed
in making car])ets and other fui'niture for the French King's Palaces,"

he tells the story of two Chaillot weavers who came to London in

1750, and finding themselves in difficulties, applied to him. He real-

ised that it was necessary to prociu-e as patron "some person of

Fashion who actuated by the JNIotive of Pul)lic-spiritedness might
be both able and willing to Sacrifice a Sum of Money." The Duke
of Cumberland came forward with fimds, and work begun at West-

minster was continued at Paddington. The first carpet completed
was presented by the Duke to the Princess Dowager of Wales. Later,

other weavers were In-ought over and the plant was moved from

Paddington to Fidham. The French government became disturbed

and tried to check the emigration of weavers. Orders were given to

intercept all letters from "Padington or Kensington, addressed to

workmen or other persons of humble station in the quarter of the

Gobelins or the Savonnerie," as well as all letters to "M. Parizot in

Foulleme INIanufactory a London." In spite of the patronage of

His Royal Highness the Duke of Cumberland, and of the fact that

the factory employed one hundred workmen, the industry failed to

become established and in 1755 Parisot was obliged to sell at auction

the entire works of the Fulham Manufactory, among which were:

Eight seats for stools, manner of Chaillot; a carjjet, manner of



Plate VI—TAPESTRY RUG MADE IX AMERICA
Renaissance style, with Byzantine field, coarse texture

Reverse side
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Phile \' SECTION OI'- A TAPESTRY RIG
Full size, nine ril)s to the inch
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CARPETS AND RUGS

Chaillot, seven feet six inches by fi\e feet six inches; a pattern for a

screen or French chair, with a vase of flowers, in the manner of

Chaillot; a beautiful rich pattern for a screen, two Chinese figures,

flower pots and trees, Chaillot; a pictm-e of the King of France, most

exquisitely done, in the manner of Chaillot in a frame and glass; a rich

and beautiful carpet eleven feet by eight feet six inches, etc., etc.

In 1913 there was sold at Christie's in London a savonnerie panel

bearing the signature of Parisot.

AXMINSTER

The year of Parisot's failure, a Mr. AVhitty established the indus-

try at Wilton, and the Annual Register of 1759 says that:

"Six carpets made by Mr. Whitty of Axminster in Devonshire,

and two others made by Mr. Jesser of Fi'oome in Somersetshire, all

on the principle of Turkey carpets, have been produced to the Society

for the Encouragement of Arts, Manufactures and Commerce, in

consequence of the premiums proposed by the said society for making
such carpets, and proper judges being appointed to examine the

same, gave it as their opinion that all the carjjets produced were made
in the manner of Turkey carpets, but much superior to them in beauty
and goodness. The largest of the carjiets produced is twenty-six feet

six inches by seventeen feet six inches."

The transactions of the same society for 1783 state that, as

a result of the premiums, the manufacture of "Turkey carpets is now
established in different parts of the Kingdom, and brought to a degree
of elegance and beauty which tlie Turkey carpets never attained."

Whilst these English factories produced carpets in both Oriental

and European designs, tlie latter were preferred by the great architect,

Robert Adam, and many of his contemporaries, and as in France it

became common to base the floor decoration on that of the ceiling,

reproducing in the carpet, arcliitectin-al moiddings and details of

plaster ornament. For example, in the drawing room of Osterly,

the elaborate Etruscan ornament of the ceiling is repeated by Robert

Adam in the carpet, and in his design for the tribune at Strawberry

Hill, the centre of the carjjet repeats the coloured glass roof overhead.

The making of hand-knotted pile rugs has survived in England
at Wilton only, but the rugs produced are called Axminster. In

Ireland hand-knotted rugs are made at Donegal, and as Donegal

rugs have attracted attention in the United States and Great Britain.
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.Miidc at tlie S])aiiisli works in Madrid
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Plate VIII—OVAL HAXD-TUFTEI) KUG .MADE IX AMERICA
For one of the partners of .Marshall Field & Co.
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Plate IX—Above, a modern Aiilms^uii tapestry rug designed in America
for an ancient Colonial mansion; below, sections of modern

Italian Renaissance, and Louis XIV Savonnerie
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CARPETS AND RUGS
SAVONNERIE

The finest hand-knotted European pile carpets arc tlie Frencli

snvonneries (Plates I and II) that get their name from the soap-

works (Savon is French for soap) at Cliaillot in Paris, where the

industry was established three centiu-ies ago by Pierre Dupont and

Simon Lourdet. The story of the foundation is told in Dupont's

Stromatourglc on dc VEd'ccUciicc dc la manufacture dc.s tapis dits de

Tiirfjiiic, pul)lished in Paris in KiJVJ.

Dupont liad in 1004 been estal)lished in the I^ouvre by Henri IV,

and Lourdet was his pupil. Dupont's success on a small scale had

been of such an encouraging natiu-e tliat it was promptly decided to

increase the size of the plant largely, but the death of the King in

1610 postponed the execution of Dupont's ambitions. Dupont's

claim, moreover, to have been the first to propose the establishment

of the industry in France, was successfully disi^uted by Jehan Fortier,

whose jjrojjosition made in 1608 had been approved by a royal com-

mission in 1604-. I)ut had, for some unknown reason, sto})ped there.

The building near Chaillot that had been leased by Henri IV
in order to establish the manufacture of soap, was in 1615 turned into

an orphan asylum tlu'ough the mimificence of Henri IV's widow,

Marie de Medicis, mother of Louis XIII. In 1626 the property was

purchased, and ])rovision made for enlarging the ([uarters of Simon

Lourdet, who bad already been making carpets tliere in a small way.
In 1627 a royal decree gave to Dupont and Lourdet in association,

the right to make carpets at the Savonnerie, on condition that they

train one himdred of the orphans as six-year apprentices. The part-

ners, however, quarrelled and Dupont continued his work at the

Louvre, without sharing actively in the enterprise at Chaillot, that

was finally awarded to Lourdet alone.

Under Colbert the industry at the Savonnerie was encouraged,

and in 1668 Philip liOurdet. who liad succeeded his father, began tlie

celebrated set of carpets for the grand gallery of the Louvre, the

cartoons for which had been painted at the Gobelins by Baudrin,

Yvart and Francart. The set consisted of ninety-two pieces (one of

which is illustrated in Plate II) ornamented with medallions, coats-

of-arms, trophies, verdure, panel flowers. Two of the pieces did not

reach the Louvre, lieing sent as a present to the King of Siam in

1685. From 1064 to 1683, the widow I^ourdet, who succeeded her

husband as director of the establishment in 1671, received 280,591
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livres as payment for these earjjets only, in tlie execution of which the

Dujjont factory at the Louvre collaborated. In 1()72 the Louvre

factory was moved to the Sa\-onnerie by Ijouis Dupont, who had

inherited his father's privileges, and in 1()72 he is described as director

of the Savonncrie. Besides carpets, there were also made in Ixjth

factories furniture coverings, screen panels (Plate III) and portieres,

all in savonncrie.

During the eighteenth century the output of the Savonncrie

was important, especially in furniture coverings like the one on the

bench till recently on exhibition at the Metropolitan ^Museum in the

Morgan Loan Collection, and in porti-aits like that of the Emperor
Joseph II in the Hoentschel Collection at the same museum. The

Empire, being a period especially fond of velvety and shiny surfaces,

restored to the Savonncrie its se\enteenth century 73rosperity, and

snjjplied it with designs by Percier and Fontaine, and by Lagrenee.
In 1826 the plant was moved to the Gobelins and has since been

operated there on a small scale, serving principally by the perfection
of its work, as an inspiration to the makers of ha!ul-knotted rugs at

Aubusson (where the industry was established in IT-iO) and other

places in France, the rugs from which are also called savonncrics,

having borrowed the name from the Chaillot product. Plate I shows

part of a modern Aubusson savonncrie in colour.

Exceedingly interesting is the account of a visit made by two

young Dutchmen to the I^ouvre factory in the time of Louis Dupont.

They wrote: "We saw, on entering, a khid of tapestry that he called

fashion of Turheij, because it resembles it, but is much more beau-

tiful. * * * He showed us several portraits that he had made,

among others of the 'Adoration of the Kings.'
* * * 'Yha father of

this excellent workman brought the secret from Persia wheie he passed
several years, and it was he who established the manufacture at the

Savonncrie."

AMERICAX

Hand-knotted rugs are made in both Germany arid Austria, but

of quality inferior to the French savonneries. Xo hand-knotted rugs
are made today in the Ignited States. The price of labor, even of

young girls, makes it hnpossible to conduct the industry here success-

fully. The j^lant established in Milwaukee akout thirty years ago,
and later moved to Xew York, was in operation for twenty years
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IH-actically without profit. A branch factory esta])H.shed at EHzal)eth-

port, N. J., by tlie proprietors of the Enghsh factory in Wilton was
in operation five years.

AUBI'SSOX TAPF.STKV RUGS

For over a century the httle luoinitain city of Aubusson in

France, two hundred and fifty miles south of Paris, has been the com-
mercial centre of the weaving of tapestries for the floor, as well as

tapestries for furniture and for the wall. One result of this is that

the name "Aubusson rugs" has become attached to tapestry rugs, and

they are commonly called that even when woven elsewhere. In tex-

ture, tapestry rugs are exactly like wall tapestries, but coarser and
heavier and of simpler design. Until the eighteenth century, they
were called "Brussels rugs" because made mostly in Brussels, and the

machine imitation of them is still known as "brussels" carpeting and

rugs. Having a ribbed surface that is comparatively flat, they are

not as suitable as pile rugs for large high rooms; but for many low
rooms, they are even to be preferred because they do not swallow ujd
the light, and do not decrease the ap])arent height of a room by seem-

ing to rise to meet the foot. The lining should be heavy.

Tapestry rugs are made just like wall tapestries, and probably
have been woven in most tapestry factories, even those established

primarily for picture weaving. There have been many important

tapestry rugs woven in the United States, mostly in French designs
like Plate IV, but a few like Plate VI, in designs of varied char-

acter, even Art Noiivcaii. I approve particularly of tapestry woven
in coarsest texture, far coarser than that commonly employed at

Aubusson, and in millc flciir or other detached floral jiatterns. For
illustration of tapestry rug texture see Plate X. A Spanish tapestry

rug is illustrated on Plate VII.

One thing that brings tapestry rugs vividly before thousands of

Americans is the fact that there are two at Mt. Vernon, one in the

dining room, and one in the library, made in Aubusson, the latter

illustrated on Plate X.

Credit tin- illiistrMtidiis: I'lates II, III, tlic Fi-Piioh Gnvcniiiipnt; Plate l\. Vt'm. Bauiii-

garleii & Co.; Plates \', \I11. X, the Persian Hug Mamifaetciry; Plate \"I, the Ilcrter Looms.



CHAPTER VIII

CARPETS AND RUGS
European and Americax ^Iachixe-Made

111 Cliapter Vll I discussed European and American hand-

knotted and tapestry-woven floor-coverings
—that is to say, those made

without the use of a shuttle. In Chapter VIII I shall confine myself
to shuttle-made goods

—to those in which a shuttle loom is used to

prepare the hody fahric as in cross-stitch, hooked, and other embroid-

ered rugs; or in which a shuttle loom is used to prepare a special furry

weft, as in chenille axminster; or in which the whole process takes

place on a shuttle loom, as in ingrains, brussels, wiltons, tapestries

and velvets.

The distinction between looms with a shuttle and looms without

a shuttle, is fundamental. The shuttle marks a great advance in the

machine direction. The invention of the shuttle—which is nothing
more nor less than a pointed box or carriage to carry the bobbin and

enable it to be easily thrown or knocked through the entire width of

the warp shed—increased speed of weaving at the expense of control

of the bobbin and of weft threads. But this was more than made up for

by in\entions that gave increased control over the warp threads. So

that on a shuttle loom the tendency is to jjroduce by maiiijjulation of

the warp the eft'ects that on the more primitive looms are produced

by manipulation of the weft. (See Development of the Loom in

Chapter I.)

The ancient Egyptians made jjile fabrics in which the pile was

a weft pile looped around pairs of warps. (
See the Weave of Velvets

in Chapter I.) This is the most primitive form of pile weaving, even

more primitive than hand-knotting to jjairs of warps with short pieces
of yarn, as in Oriental rugs; or than hand-knotting to single warps
around a short knife-bearing rod, as in savonneries. In all of these

the pile is held in place by warp threads. Brussels and wiltons, on the
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contrary, and the tajjestry and velvet iniitation.s of them, have a zccirp

pile looped around rccft threads—a pile formed like the jjile of silk

velvets liy looping warp threads over wires and under wefts.

CHEXII.I.E .VXAIlXSri.li AM) S.MVUXA

The most aristocratic of the shuttle-made carpets and rugs is

the chenille axmiustcr, sometimes called Scotch axminster hecause it

is said to have l)een first successfully produced in Scotland and pat-

ented in Great Britain in 1839. The finest grades are quite as

expensive as Oriental rugs of similar j)attern and texture. The great

success of chenille axminster rugs is due to the fact that single ones

can be made to order quickly in one ])iece (seamless) and in all sizes

and shapes, provided the field be plain or mottled or a small repeat.

Especially successful have been those in two tones (sometimes three

or four) of one colour. As repeats grow large and complicated and

colours numerous, the cost of making chenille axminsters in small

quantities becomes prohibitive. The process is a double one that

requires two looms, one to produce the strips of chenille, the other to

make the body, and with linen warps lock the chenille stri])s into it.

Plate II shows the chenille in the various stages. In a. it is a

flat cloth, just as it comes from the first loom, excejjt that it has

been cut to make clear how it is divided into strips. In b, it has been

steamed and shaped so that the fur points all in one direction, instead

of in two o])posite directions, as when Hat. In c. the finished fabric

appears with chenille strijjs locked into ])lace; but with several

removed in order to reveal the linen war])s that do the locking. In

the finer chenille axminsters, the body as well as the chenille is almost

entirely of wool. In a, the cloth is shown at right angles to the way
it is wo\'en. The loom on which it is woven is warped with grou])s

of from four to six cotton or linen sti'ings (one group for each strip

there is to be of this chenille ) and the coarse worsted weft that is later

to form the pile is inserted by the weaver from shuttles, one for each

colour that is to a2)pear in the design. Of course, all the strips in a

single weaving are necessarily exactly alike, antl the process becomes

economical in proportion as many strips of the same kind are required.

Of course, the length of each of the strijjs is etjual to the width of the

rug, and each strip represents the exact succession of colours that

occurs in the width.

A few- years ago one of the most pojjular rugs on the market was
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Plate I—SECTION OF AMERICAN-MADE CHENILLE AXMINSTER RUG
In four tones
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the s-mi/rtni. named after the city in Asia Minor from which many
Oriental nigs are shipped. However, f}u'se Smyrna rugs are not

Oriental at all, but made like chenille axminsters except that the

chenille is very coarse and heavy and is inserted in the body while still

flat, so that the fur points down as well as up, and the back of the rug
is just like the face. Retail salesmen used to say to visitors to whom
they were trying to sell smyrna rugs: "When it is worn out on the

face, turn it over and wear tlie back out." Of course, this remark was

misleading, for the back of a smyrna rug wears out nearly as fast as

the face, and l)y the time the face pulls loose, the hack is gone also.

The heel that scrapes the face also causes the back to scrape against
the floor. But the stain that soils one side does not necessarily soil

the other; and reversing the rug occasionally keei)s the colours fresh

longer. Smyrna rugs in Kazak, Guenje and other Oriental jjatterns,

have great merit and are comparatively inexpensive. I recommend
them for use in rooms where Mission furniture is suitable, and in

rustic and modern homes where extreme delicacy of tone and texture

gradation is not desired.

OLD-FASHIOXED IXGRAIN

Fifty years ago iiic/rain carpeting "all wool and a yard wide"

was the pride of American homes. The patterns Eagle Head, Henry
Clay and Martha Washington not only appealed patriotically but

jjleased decoratively. These {)atterns are illustrated opposite page 82

of my book entitled "Home Furnishing," and can still be purchased
for use in Colonial rooms and old-fashioned cham])ers. AVhen prop-

erly laid, ingrain carpet is very durable (I remember some in my
grandfather's jjarlom- that had resisted the feet of a large family for

over thirty years, and was still in fair condition). It also looks very
well in an appropriate environment—with mahogany or black walnut

furniture and flat, smooth draperies. Plain ingrain (in solid colour)
is still used even in city homes as a background for small rugs where

floors are rough and badly flnished; flgured ingrains are confined for

the most part to the rural districts, and to the "stage carpets" of

theatrical companies that seek their revenue in small towns. Never-

theless, ingrains (called Kidderminster in England fi-om the city that

is the most important centre of the manufactiu'e) have been popular
for centuries, and can be identified in picture tapestries of the Gothic

period, when the only other floor coverings were "real tajjcstry" rugs
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and rare and expensive Oriental rugs. Of course, ingrains have no

pile like Oriental rugs, and eonsetiuently, are less luxurious to the foot.

They are the product of the shuttle that corresponds most closely to

real tapestries, and have a flat instead of a pile surface, but coarse

instead of fine wefts. Plain ingrains are in weave almost like rag

carpets, i. e. coarse wefts, with slender string warps that serve as

binders and that are comparatively subordinate. Figured ingrains

are double or treble cloths (two-ply or three-ply) bound together

where warps and wefts from the upper cloth are woven into the lower,

and vice versa.

The artistic possibilities of ingrain were largely developed by
AVilliam Morris who did much to revive its use. He preferred the

three-ply ingrain in which one of the cloths (webs) is always buried

in the middle. Stage carpet illustrates the construction of two-ply

ingrain very clearly. l)eing almost entirely red on one side and almost

entirely green on the other, with only a few small spots of the other

colour showing through where it is necessary to bind the two cloths

together by interweaving. The reason for stage carpet is that it can

be used in one act as a red floor covering, and in the next act as a

green covering, thus giving double service. Plate Y is a full size

reproduction, to show textiu-e, of a small piece of two-ply ingrain

carpeting. One of the two cloths consists of alternate red and black

wefts, with alternate red and black. warp binders; the other cloth con-

sists of two white wefts treated as one, alternating with a green and

a yellow weft treated as one, and held together by alternate white and

yellow binders.

Where the carpeting is in two separate cloths, one is of plain red

and black; the other plain white and green and yellow. The figures

are formed by interchanging the positions of the warps and wefts,

so that a portion of the upper cloth is woven as the lower, and

ince versa. Where the two sets of cloths meet or pass through each

other, they are firmly l)ound together, and in order that they may be

finnly bound together into a durable structure, it is desirable that the

points of intersection be frequent. Strong colours are dangerous in

ingrains, u ''.'dly "spotting or scratching," but when skilfully com-

bined produce results that appeal to persons of large decorative

experience and keen colom- percejition. A feature of the two-jily

ingrain is that the ct)loin-s on the l)ack of the carpet exactly reverse

those on the face.
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BRUSSELS AXD WILTON

In tlie weaving of silk velvets as originated in China centuries

ago, the warps that are to form the pile are looped over weft wires

and under weft binders. Then the wires are withdrawn, leaving rows

of uncut loops where the velvet is to be uncut, and cutting the loops

where the surface is to be cut velvet. Brussels and wilton carpets

and rugs represent the application to wool of the warp velvet method

of weaving (see the Weave of Velvets in Chapter I). The applica-

tion was made in both Flanders and France in the seventeenth cen-

tury; in France under I.ouis XIV at Abbeville in 1667; in Flanders

at Tournai, which became so famous for cut-pile carpeting as to

give its name to it, a name that in Germany is still used for what

we call tcllton after the English town in which the industry was first

established. Both in German and English speaking countries the

uncut cari^eting of this type is called brussels, jiresumably because of

its resemblance to real tapestry of which Brussels was the chief centre

of manufacture for so long. The French call brussels nioquette

IxmcU, and wilton moqucttc vcluute. As everybody knows, the

standard width of most American carpeting
—

except ingrain and

borders—is 27 inches. This is due to the fact that the width of the

old Flemish ell formerly used in both the Netherlands and Great

Britain to measure tapestries and other cloths, was 27 inches. In

weaving carpeting, it was only natural to take the nearest round

number that was convenient. A greater width was too difficult to

weave by hand on a velvet loom. Only recently has it become prac-

ticable to weave wiltons up to 12 4 width (12/4 meaning 12/4 of a

yard, just as 27 inches is 3 '4 of a yard and 27-inch carpeting is known

as 3/4 goods )
. That is why all brussels and wilton large rugs form-

erly, and most of them still, are sewed together out of carpeting,

in other words are seamed. A famous example among seamed rugs

is the one in the west parlour at Mt. Vernon, a characteristic Colonial

i-esidence that in 1860 was preserved and restored through the

patriotic efforts of the Mt. Vernon I^adies' Association, to which we

should all feel grateful for the opportunity to see George Washing-
ton's home in nearly the same condition as during his lifetime, some of

the furniture being what was actually his ; the rest with a few excep-

tions, appropriate and of the period. The rug to which I refer is said

to have been made by order of Louis XVI for Washington, and

then, as the President was not j^ermitted to receive presents from



Plate III—CHENILLE AX.MIN'STER MADE IX AMERICA
To match a large Kermansliali rug-

I'lil. I\ \\||,lil( \N I lil.NILI.I. WAIINSriJi
Plain centre «illi I'.lizalietlian licirder
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foreign powers, to have been sold to Judge Jasper Yates of Lan-

caster, Pa., whose great-grand(hiughter presented it to the associa-

tion in 1897. It is typically Empire and ugly in style, and consists

of 27-inch widths of moqiicfte vcloute (wilton) sewed together to

form a rug that on a dai"k green groimd sprinkled with stars carries

a huge centre medallion bearing the American eagle. The texture is

very velvety and agreeable, and age has worn the pile down most

pleasingly. Across each end is an eight-inch strip to match, evidently

made at a later date, and of inferior material and dye.

In weaving brussels the worsted warp has as many "sjilits" as

there are "points" across the fabric, and is divided into as many hori-

zontal layers (from 2 to G but commonly 5) as there are frames at

the end of the loom, each frame carrying bobbins of a single colour.

In each split, one thread, and only one. is raised by the jac([uard

in prejjaration for each "shot," thus forming a horizontal layer that

corresponds in colour to the points of that row of the design. A wire

is then jtassed luider this horizontal layer, which descends forming

loops over the wire. Hetween the rows of loops are inserted weft

threads to bind them to the body of the fabric. Wilton is made in the

same way but the wire is oval to give a deeper loop and allow of

closer packing, and has a knife at the end, which when withdrawn,

cuts the loops, forming a velvet or cut pile. The cut surface of wilton

swallows up much more light than the uncut surface of brussels, and

consequently is much darker with the same worsted. This contrast

is illustrated by the silk velvets that have part of the iiattern cut, the

rest uncut. Additional colours can be introduced into brussels and

wilton by "planting" the frames, that is, breaking up one or more of

them into "stripes," and having two colours instead of one in a frame.

Of coiu'se, the original colour is omitted in the stripe that carries the

additional one. Saxony brussels and saxony wilton differ from the

others in texture, being coarser and less velvety in appearance, but

more din-able in use, because of the thread employed. In other

brussels and wilton, the worsted thread consists of several fine

strands loosely twisted together; in saxony, the thread is coarser and

the strands unite to form a unit as in Oriental rugs.

TAPESTKY BKUSSELS AND WILTON VELVET

Of course, in brussels and wilton only one thread in each split

shows on the surface. The others are buried in the body. In a five-

Kir.



Plate V—OLD-FASHIUXKD IXGKAIX CAUI'LJING

Plate \-I—VELVET CARPETING MADE IX NEW YORK

Plate \ 11—TAPESTRY CAKPETIXCJ M\\)K IX XKW VURK
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frame fabric, four-fifths of the worsted is useless as far as show is

concerned, althougli it does help to make the stuff more elastic than

a body entirely of jute and cotton. Tapestry brussels, patented in

England in 1832, was invented by Richard Whytock to prevent this

burying of worsted. There is only one frame, the threads of which

are printed with the pattern before weaving, but with the pattern

elongated so that the looping up merely restores it to normal shape.

Characteristic of tajiestry brussels is the tendency of the colours to

run into each other and blur slightly. Wilton velvet bears the same

relation to wilton that tape-strjj brussels does to brussels. In order

to distinguish brussels from tapestry brussels, it is often called body
brussels. Just as tajsestry brussels and wilton ^eIvet are cheap imita-

tions of brussels and wilton, so now we have an even cheaper imita-

tion of them, printed not before but after iveaviny, in other words

piece-printed as contrasted with warp-printed. Rugs in both piece-

printed and warp-printed tapestry and velvet are commonly seamless.

Srooi, AXMINSTER

In brussels and wilton the number of colours that can be used is

limited by the number of frames
(
never more than six frames, which

limits the colours, even with "planting," to 12) . In the printed imita-

tions of brussels and wilton, tlie number of colours is limited by their

tendency to "blur" and the impossibility of printing sharp line effects

on a pile surface, or a surface that is to become pile. In spool

axTTiinster there is no such limitation. Each "point" is an individual

unit quite as much as in a hand-knotted rug, and the j^rocess is not

a silk velvet process but an actual inserting of short pieces of yarn.

Consequently spool axminster has always a cut pile, never the loojjed

pile of brussels. Instead of frames, as in ])russels, there are spools

the width of the fabric, eacli with a series of sliort projecting tubes,

one for each point of the design. Wound on the spool and project-

ing through the tubes, are worsted threads of the "saxony" type,

corres2)onding in colour to the fii'st row of points of the design. For
the second row of points of the design, a second spool is prepared ; a

third spool for the third row; and so on imtil the rei^eat comes. These

spools are then arranged in the loom in an endless chain, so that each

projecting row of tufts is presented in turn just above the place
where it is to be inserted in the body of the fabric. The tufts are

seized by a row of nippers, drawn out to the proper length, and cut
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Plate VIII—SPOOL AXMIXSTER PICTURE HUG MADE IN NEW YORK

Plate IX—SPOOL AXMINSTER CARFKTING MADE IX XKW YORK
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off. Tlie nippers then bend down and place the tnt'ts in position, one

in each "spHt" of the warp. A shot of weft is next thrown across,

partially binding the tufts in place. At this stage the tufts are

straight, one end being in its final position, the other projecting at

the back. These back ends are next bent, by a series of mechanical

fingers, around the shot of weft, so that they take a U shape, and

thus form a complete row of two-pointed tufts of pile. Another shot

of weft binds them and the process is complete. Succeeding rows are

added in the same way, a fresh spool being presented for each row of

the pile.

At first sight, it seems strange tliat wilton should not be sup-

planted, at least for Oriental patterns, by spool axminster. The tex-

ture is softer and more Oriental and the back much more pliable,

with less waste of material. Rut pi-actical experience shows that the

cost of preparing the sjjooIs and mounting the loom is so great, for

the elaborate patterns the ability to accomplish which forms the

special achievement, as to be prohibitive except, in large quantities.

Plate VIII illustrates the kind of thing at whicli the spool axminster

loom is most successful, elaborate and complicated picture designs for

whicli there is a market in himdreds, in other words which appeal to

the multitude. Similar small rugs are made in wilton velvet, but

less perfectly. Plate IX illustrates one of the most successful pat-

terns in sj)ool axnn'nster carpeting, one of the kind where delicate

shading gi\es the roimdness of shapes that makes the flowers and

other objects realistic, but which is objected to by those who maintain,

like William Morris, that underfoot design should be flat.

SEHNA AXMINSTER

Until very recently, it seemed that the spool axminster process

was the last word that could be uttered on the subject of weaving

elaborately patterned carpets and rugs by machinery; but the sehna

axminster loom, as I choose to call it in this article, though without

the sanction of the manufacturers, has accomplished the impossible.

It actually produces seamless rugs of all sizes, the pile of which is

not looped around wefts, as in spool axminster, and in brussels and

wilton and their imitations, but is tied around pairs of ivarjjs witli the

sehna knot exactJy as in Oriental rugs. The process is interesting.

Suffice it to say that the loom controls each point of the design with

the jacquard; and makes the knot by manipidating the warps, some-
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Plate X—AMERICA X CHKXILLK AXMIXSTER
Mottled field with pin in stripe border

I'lali- XI Wll.TOX CAKl'KTIXC; .MADK IX M ASSACHLSETTS

Plate XII—BRUSSELS CARPETIXc; MADE IX MASSACHUSETTS
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what as they are maiiipidated on tlie nottinghani lace and hice ciu-tain

machines. The result is to all intents and purposes an Oriental rug
of the ]\Iahal or Muskha])ad type, l)ut of superior quality. The
texture and the back are the same, and the fringe is a self-fringe made

by knotting the warjjs by hand after the rug comes from the loom.

No one unaware of the existence of this loom would suspect that the

10 by 12 rug illustrated in Plate XIII was not made by hand-

knotting. The result is identical. There is no difference. Injured
and stained spots can be rejjlaced by hand-knotting, just as in Oriental

rugs, and rugs can be cut down and reshaped at will. I was over-

whelmed with surprise when I looked over 50 of these sehna axmin-

sters in large sizes. There can be little doubt that they will ultimately

supplant some of the "modernised and standardised" Persian and

other Oriental rugs formerly imported into the United States in

enormous quantities.

SPANISH AXD OTHKK E:\IBR0IDERKD RUGS

Among embroidered rugs, the most interesting are those that

have come down to us from the Spanish Renaissance, like the one

in the main hall of the I^ecorative Arts Wing of the Metropolitan

Museum, illustrated in Plate XIV. The colours are characteristic

Spanish greens, blues and yellows, and the design is interesting and

well connjosed. An example of "Turkey work," of the kind referred

to in Chapter VII, is the bedspread signed "M. B. 1809" in the

Colonial Room in the basement of the Metropolitan jNIuseum. An
interesting cross-stitcli end)roidered rug in the same room is the one

made in Northeastern New York about 1810, and lent to the nuiseum

by JNIiss Mygatt. It was made in strijis a yard wide, which were then

sewed together. The bordei- has Nhell-l)caring ])ands (m each side of

a fret band, and the field consists oi' diagonal wavy bands of roses

intersecting one another at right angles, with plain squares between

the intersections.

As for rag carpets and fil)re rugs and grass rugs, everybody
knows them. They are all made on the same plan, big heavy wefts

with slender cotton binders. Twenty years ago the rag carpet indus-

try was an important one, and housewives all over the United States

used to sew their rags into long strips to be woven into rugs at the

local factory. Now rag carpets are mostly made out of new rags, as

are the round and oval carpets sewed together out of pleated braids
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CARPETS AND RUGS

of rags. The hoiiic industry part has mostly disappeared. There are

to be seen examples of both kinds of rag carpet in several rooms at

Mt. Vernon. I^ast but not least come the Colonial "hooked rugs,"

many of which artistically are worthy of coniparison with fine Oriental

rugs, and also neai'ly etjual them in cost. The modt-rn examples are

less interesting than the ancient ones.

Credit tor illustrations: Plates I, II, 111. 1\', X, the Persian Kni;- Manufactory; Plates

VI to IX, the Alexander .Smith & Sons Carpet Co.; Plates XI, XII, M. ,7. Whittall; Plate XIII,
the United States Persian Carpet Co.; Plate XIV, the Metropolitan Jlusenni of Art.



CHAPTER IX

CHINESE AXD BOKHARA RUGS

Most things Oriental are mysterious, especially Oriental rugs.

Not luitil the publication of the great Vienna book, of which Sir C.

Purdon Clarke was the English editor, did order begin to be evolved

from the chaos of Oriental rug classification. Since then many popu-
lar books have been published on the su])ject, some of which shoidd

have been suppressed, as they only multiplied the confusion already

existing. Among the volumes in English that deserve serious consid-

eration are those by Mr. Mumford, Mr. Hawley and Dr. Lewis. As
far as America is concerned, Mr. Mumford, blazed the path along

which others have followed. Mr. Ilawley's book is especially to be

commended for its painstaking marslialling of facts and details, and

for its line illustrations of motifs and borders. Among the Eurojseans

who have done most to increase knowledge about Oriental rugs are

Dr. Martin, Dr. Bode and INIr. Vincent Robinson.

In studying Oriental rugs, one should begin with the great

divisions. One shoidd learn to distinguish Chinese rugs from Bokhara

rugs; Caucasian rugs from Turkish rugs; Persian rugs from those

made in India. After that, it is time enough to begin to separate the

different \ arieties of Caucasian from each other, Dagbcstans, for

example, from Cabistans; or in the Turkish group, Ghiordes rugs

from Kidahs ;
or in the Persian group, Fereghans from Kirmans.

In this chapter I shall confine myself to the Chinese group and

to the Bokhara group.
Chinese rugs have an especially distinctive cliaracter. The weave

is so loose and coarse, the colours so pale and delicate, with all strong

reds absent, and with blues and yellows pi'cdominating. The designs,

with few exceptions, are of native Chinese origin, found also in

Chinese silks, porcelains and other Chinese works of art.

However, until the last quarter of the nineteenth century, Eurojie



CHINESE AND BOKHARA RUGS

and America were not aware that beautiful rugs luid been produced
in China. Not until then did a few seventeenth and eighteenth

century cxainples begin to attract attention and admiration in Paris,

London and New York. Since then, as a result of the Boxer Revo-

lution, and other internal Chinese troubles, thousands of Chinese rugs
have been sold at auction as well as at private sale in both Europe and

America. Much of the important literature on the subject of Chinese

rugs has been in the form of sale catalogues. Among the best of

these are the three prepared by Mrs. Ripley for the Tiffany Studios,

and published in 190(5, 1U07 and 11)08, respectively. To these three

de luxe catalogues, the editions of which were small and the circula-

tion limited, I am indebted for valuable material.

A large jjroportion of the detached motifs found on Chinese rugs
are based on the three great religions of China—Confucianism,

Taoism and Buddhism (Plate II). Most of the designs and symbols
that belong to the literati (learned men), as well as those that illus-

trate the religious worship required of the Mandarins who on festival

occasions represent the Emperor, and have charge of the ritual of the

state, are of Ct)nfucian origin. Among the symbols most often used

are scrolls, chessboards, inkstands, brushes, lutes and other musical

instruments, together with the "eight ordinary symbols": hollow

lozenge, solid lozenge, sounding stone, rhinoceros horns, coin, books,

round ball or i^earl, leaf. Taoism, the religion of fear, has supplied

weavers with many designs that illustrate belief in astrology, lucky

signs and geoniantic influences. Those most frequently found in rugs
are the "emblems of the eight immortals": castanets, flower baskets,

flute, lotus 2)0(1. sword, fan. bamboo musical instrument, gourd.
Buddhism has also influenced the decorative arts of China materially,

and we are apt to find some suggestion of its influence, even when

the origin of the main features of a design can be traced to one of

the two earlier religions. The "eight Buddhist symbols" are: wheel,

knot of destiny, canopy, umbrella, lotus bktssom. urn, conch shell,

twin fishes.

Chinese naturalists divide the animals into five classes, the first

three of which are headed by fabulous creatures: (1) the hairy

animals headed by the unicorn (kilin); (2) the feathered animals

headed by the jjhoenix (fiiughtcatig); (3) the scaly animals headed by
the dragon (lung) ; (i) the shelly animals headed by the tortoise. At
the head of the naked animals

(
5

)
stands man.
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CHINESE AND BOKHARA RUGS

The Chinese (h-agoii is a uiii(iue creation. In its archaic form it

appears as a huge hzard in old fret borders of rugs. The Imperial

dragon has five claws on each of his four feet, and only the Emperor
and princes of the first and second rank arc allowed to use the five-

clawed variety. The dragon is often pictured as regarding or hold-

ing a round jjearl (chin). This is said to symbolise the effort of the

dragon to seek and guard wisdom, and protect it from the attack of

demons and evil spirits. Here we have the origin of the claw-and-

ball foot so often found on English chairs of the Georgian period.

The Imperial dragon of Japan has but three claws.

The Chinese phoenix is a kind of iiheasant with silky-feathered

neck and peacock tail, that lives in the highest regions of the air, and

only approaches men to aimoimce happy events and prosperous

reigns. The stork (ho) is one of the most common emblems of

longevity, and is fabled to stop eating at the age of six hundred years,

and at the age of two thousand years to turn black. The bat is an

emblem of happiness. Common all-over ])atterns for the field of

Chinese rugs are the "tiger stri])e," and the "rice grain."

Of the large, roimd medallions used in the field of many Chinese

rugs, sometimes one, sometimes three, four or fi\e, ]\Ir. Hawley gives

an interesting page of illustrations in his book named above. Many
of the oldest medallions were coi)ied from mirror backs, and have

straight-line designs except as embellished by conventional dragons.

During the last half of the seventeenth century, scrolls began to

replace the straight lines, and these in tin-n were replaced in the

eighteenth century by naturalistic leaves and flowers.

Often on the field of Chinese rugs appear Chinese lions or lion

dogs jjlaying with a ball. Sometimes all the twelve animals which

stand in China for the signs of the Zodiac are introduced in the field,

or border of rugs. These signs are: the ox, the tiger, the hare, the

dragon, the serpent, the horse, the goat, the monkey, the cat, the dog,

the bear, the rat.

Important to the student and the dealer in Chinese rugs is a

knowledge of Chinese coloin- symbolism, black standing for water,

mercury, iron, etc.; green for wood, tin, etc.

Colours
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CHINESE AND BOKHARA RUGS

The warp of Chinese rugs is iihnost always of cotton. Conse-

quently the end selvages and the fringes are unimportant, as cotton

does not make interesting selvages or fringes. Of course some of the

very finest rugs, those with woollen as well as those with silk pile have

a silk warp. In Chinese rugs of the seventeenth century, the spinning

of the wool is less regular, the texture apt to he coarser, the colour

tones apt to he darker than in those made since. Especially frequent

are dark hrowns that have often rotted away the wool hecause of the

destructive quality of the dye. The designs of seventeenth century

Chinese rugs are more geometrical and rectilinear than those of the

eighteenth centurv. Thev are also distinctly archaic, especially those

of the first half of the century, belonging to the Ming period.

In the last half of the seventeenth century the influence of

Persian rugs begins to make itself apparent in Chinese rugs. Also

in the last half of the seventeenth and the whole of the eighteenth

century, there is a very curious and interesting parallelism between

Chinese and French rulers and styles. The Emperor Kang-hi corre-

sponds to the French King Ivouis XIV and to the Rcgcnce. The

Emperors Yung-cheng and Kien-lung correspond to the French Kings

Louis XV and Louis XVI. Compared with the style of Louis XIV,
that of Louis XV is a naturalistic and unsymmetrical style. So is the

style of Kien-lung as c()nq)ared with that of Kang-hi. This general-

isation is based on observed facts and will be found very helpful in

classifying Chinese rugs, and in correcting errors of classificatit)n that

may have been made by others, although it must be remembered that

in all periods the Chinese have always been especially ft)nd of repro-

ducing the glories of the past, in other words, of ct)pying the successes

of their ancestors. Undoul)tedly many of the Chinese rugs sold in the

past few years as antique are late nineteenth or twentieth century

reproductions. Today ancient Chinese rugs are lieing copied not only

in China but also in India and Bulgaria.

Noteworthy about Chinese rugs is the fact that most of the

designs are less continuous than in Persian and other Oriental rugs.

The motifs are apt to be detached, and separated from each other by

spaces of solid colour. This is especially true of the rugs that show

the signs and synd)t)ls of the literati. Also, the borders of Chinese

rugs are much less important than those of most other Oriental rugs.

This is particularly true of Chinese rugs of the seventeenth century.

The narrowest borders of all are those woven in the first half of
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Patterned with sviiibols of the Literati
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Plate V—CHINESE RUG OF THE MING DYNASTY
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CHINESE AND BOKHARA RUGS

the seventeenth centnry, that is to say, of rugs of the Ming period.

Tlie pile of Chinese rugs is comparatively high, so that it leans

over even more than the pile of Kazak rugs, and gives the Chinese

rugs a peculiarly silky lustre.

Whilst Samarcand is now in Russian Central Asia, it was once

a part of Chinese Turkestan, and subject for centuries to Chinese

dominion. Consequently one should not be surprised at finding that

Samarcand rugs are Chinese rugs, though with a strong leaning

toward Persian. In other words, Samai-cand rugs might l)e described

as Chinese-Persian rugs. The designs are apt to be more continuous

than those of other Chinese rugs, and the borders more important,

although the weave is almost like that of other Chinese rugs, and the

knot is the same ;
that is to say, the knot used is the Sehna.

GHIORDES AND SEHXA KNOTS

At this point I should perhaps explain that an Oriental rug knot

is tied around a pair of warps. To make a Ghiordes knot, lay a short

piece of wool over a pair of warp threads; then draw the ends up

through hetxoeen the two warps and pull tight. The result is a

Ghiordes knot. In the Sehna knot, one of the ends twists the other

way around its warp, so that it comes up outside, instead of inside

the pair of warps. In other words, when the Sehna knot is used,

single knot ends alternate with single warps, when the Ghiordes knot

is used, pairs of knot ends alternate with pairs of warps.

BOKHARA KUGS

Bokhara rugs are also woven with the Sehna knot. Bokhara

rugs are just as nuich distinguished for rich reds as Chinese rugs are

l)y the absence of them. Bokhara i-ugs are much more closely woven

than Chinese rugs, and the pile is trimmed much shorter. Bokhara

rugs are woven in Russian Centi-al Asia east of the Caspian Sea,

along the line of the Transcaspian Railway and also by the wandering-

tribes of Afghanistan and Belouchistan. The patterns of Bokhara

rugs are radically different from those of Chinese rugs. They are

without exception rectilinear, and the favourite motifs are the octagon

and other polygonal shapes based on the patterns of marble-tiled and

iidaid floors. Instead of cotton warps, they have woollen warps, and

frequently long end selvages, and fringes. Often these selvages are

ornamented with embroidery or tapestry or broche figures.
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chinesp: and Bokhara rugs

The jn-iiK-ipal divisions of tliis oroiip are Royal. Princess, Tekke,

Yomud, Afglum, Reloiielie, Eeshir. Piiule. The cliaraeter of the dif-

ferent designs is made elear by the accompanying ilhistrations. The

finest and most exquisite rugs of the Bokhara grouji are tlie so-called

Royal Eokharas made in the Khanate of Bokhara, in the vicinity of

the city of Bokhara, which is the capital of the Khanate and is situ-

ated on the Transcaspian railway, and has always been the most

important shipping point for Bokhara rugs. Whilst octagon motifs

are characteristic of Royal Bokharas, crosses or katclilis- are equally

distinctive of Princess Bokharas. As the illustration shows, the field

of a Princess rug is di\'idcd into four (luarters by a cross intersecting

at the centre of the rug. Rough and crude as compared with these

rugs, but nevertheless interesting, are those woven by the Tekke and

Yomud semi-nomadic tribes that inhabit the country between Bokhara

and the Caspian Sea. Of Bcshirs not only the designs, but also the

brick red colouration arc distinctive. The Belouche Bokharas woven

by the tribes of Belouchistan are a varied group in small sizes, many
of them of inferior (juality. The end selvages are apt to be very

wide and often interesting. Camel's hair often appears in its natiu-al

colour in the field. Of all the Bokhara rugs, the only kind that comes

regularly in large sizes is the Afghans. The traditional pattern con-

sists of three rows of large octagons, almost in contact. The (juar-

ters of the octagon usually alternate red and blue.

Very diflferent are the backs of Bokhara rugs from those of

Chinese rugs. On the backs of Chinese rugs the coarse weft threads

that pass back and forth after every two rows of knots, are plainly

visible. In Bokhara rugs these weft threads are comparatively fine,

and almost hidden by the woollen knots that encircle the wai-ps.

Credit for illustrations: Plates I, II, III, IV, V. the Tiflfany Studios; Plates Vl to XI,
A. U. Dilley.



CHAPTER X
CAUCASIAN AND TURKISH RUGS

Turkish is the proper name for Oriental rugs woven in Turkey.
Caucasian is the proper name for Oriental rugs woven in tlie Caucasus,

which is the part of Russia hetween the Caspian and the Black Seas.

In Em-ope. in the eighteenth century, Turkish rugs was a general

term for all Oriental rugs. The great central market for Oriental

rugs is still Constantinople.
The Turkish Kmpire was at the iicight of its splendour in the six-

teenth century under Soliman the ^lagnificent, the contemporary of

the Emperor Charles V. It had been founded at the beginning of

the fourteenth century by the Ottoman Turks, on the ruins of the

P^mpire of the Seljuk Turks in Anatolia. During the next century

and a half it was extended westward into Europe, and Adrianople

became its capital. In 1453 the Ottoman Turks captured the last

stronghold of the ancient Roman Empire, Constantinople, which

since then has been ^Mohammedan instead of Christian.

By 1840 the power of tlie Turkisli P'.mpire had so declined that

only the interference of the Quadruple Alliance prevented its down-

fall. Again in 1853, and still again in 1878, the European powers
intervened to prevent the Russians from crushing Turkey. Egypt,

formerly tributary to Turkey, is now British, having been acquired

in order to control the Suez Canal and the route to India. Among
other territories, the control of which had been taken from Turkey

by the European powers, are Bulgaria, Bosnia, Crete and Cyprus.
The Turkish Empire is a medley of races and of religions, the dom-

inant Turks being much in the minority, and not over half of the popu-
lation being jNIoIiammedan. Other important races are the Arabs,

Armenians, Kurds, Greeks, Jews, Slavs, Albanians.

The Caucasus might be described as a Russian isthmus connect-

ing Europe and Asia, bovmded on the east by the Caspian Sea and on

18()



Plate I—AN ESPECIALLY FIXE LADIK UlC
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Plate II—KAZAK ItUG
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CAUCASIAN AND TURKISH RUGS

the west by tlie Rlack Sea. The Caueasus Mountains, seven hundred

and fifty miles long, and loftier than the Alps, eross the eountry from

northwest to southeast, separating Northern Caueasia from Trans-

caueasia. The capital and principal rug market is Titlis. A railway

six hundred and twenty-one miles long connects Batum on the Black

Sea with Baku on the Caspian Sea. via Tillis. Nowhere else in the

world is there such a confusion of races and languages, the number

of dialects being estinuited at sixty-eight. A majority of the people

belong to the Russian Church, though JNIohammedans are many. The

area of the Caucasus is three and one-half times that of New York

State, and the population about the same. The Russians first

entered the Caucasus in 1770, and by 1800 had acquired practically

all of Northern Caucasia.

In 1813, having con(|uered Persia in a two years' war instigated

by France, the Russians acquired Daghestan, Shirvan, Baku and the

right of navigation on the Caspian Sea. In 1828, as the result of

another war with Persia, they accjuired the l)idk of Persian Armenia.

In 1878, as the residt of a successful war with Tin-key, they acquired

the most inq)ortant part of Turkish Armenia.

Next to Constantinople, Tiflis is the most important rug market

in the world. It is the political and military capital of the Caucasus,

and has been developed by Russia in a manner worthy of its impor-

tance, having wide, paved streets, liglited by electricity; large and

handsome shops, street cars rinming in all directions, inqjosing public

buildings, a magnificent cathedral, an elaborate opera house, an

interesting museum of natural history, and excellent hotels. But

whilst one-half of Tiflis is Iiandsome, safe and civilised like Kurope,
the other half is purely Oriental—narrow streets, mysterious houses

with shuttered windows and closed doors; merchants grouped by

trades, the rug dealers in one (piarter, the makers of weapons in

another, and so forth.

CLASSIFICATION OF OKIENTAL RUGS

It is perhaps unnecessary to annoimce here that the classifica-

tion of Oriental rugs is not an exact science. Every dealer has liis

own system, based upon his personal experience and reading, and

the more experience he has the less likely he is to attach su2)reme

importance to minor subdivisions. I shall endeavour to introduce into

these chapters only terms that are commonly accepted and used.



Plate IV—DAGHESTAN RUG
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CAUCASIAN AND TURKISH RUGS

One might as well admit at the start that it is impossible to learn

a great deal about Oriental rugs from books or magazine articles, no

matter how excellent they may be, unlc.s.s the book knowledge be

backgrounded by nuich actual experience with rugs. Photographs

only remotely suggest the rugs themsehes. They entirely eliminate

the texture, which is what makes Oriental rugs really worth while.

CAUCASIAN RUGS

The weavers of Caucasian vugs have a passion for the straight

lines and the mosaic effects that have put Caucasian rugs in a class

by themselves. Caucasian rugs illustrate the highest development of

the extreme conventionalisation of primitive design. Primitive peo-

ple easily and natm-ally interiiret nature forms in simple Init charac-

teristic straight line figures, and it is always reserved for the art of

civilisation to express itself in the curves and flowing lines of nature.

Caucasian designs have remained true to the flrst inspirations, though

elaborating themselves in the most complicated and delicate patterns.

The colom-s, too, are distinctive—blue, red, ivory, yellow, green
—

intricately and interestingly combined, though seldom or never Avith

the jjerfect feeling for colour that is characteristic of Chinese and

Persian rugs.

Among the Caucasian rugs, the most individual and striking are

the Kazaks (Plate II). They have an extraordinary lustre, particu-

larly the fine old pieces, which is not sin-passed by that of any other

type of Oriental rugs. Yet they are exceedingly coarse in texture,

and very loosely woven out of very coarse wool, that is left very long
so that the surface of Kazak rugs might be described as shaggi/. The

extraordinary silkiness is due to the coarseness of the weave, and to

the length of the pile. Because of the loose texture, the pile cannot

stand up straight but leans far over, thus reflecting much of the light

as does satin, instead of swallowing it up as do rugs of closer weave

and finer texture. Coarseness marks the design as well as the weave.

Kazak rugs have bolder figures, and stronger colourings than other

Caucasians. While the motifs are similar, the scale of the design is

much larger. Most Kazak rugs are nearly square in shape, and they

come in small and medium sizes only. The predominating colours

are red, ivory, blue and green, much richer in effect than the colours

of other Caucasian rugs. The name Kazak is the same as Cossack,

and the rugs are made by Cossack tribes who live in Southern
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Plate V—SHIRVAX RUG
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CAUCASIAN AND TURKISH RUGS

Caucasia, in the district of Erivan near JNIoimt Ararat, wlicre Russia,

Persia and Tin-key meet, and wliere Xoali's iVrk is said to liave landed

thousands of years ago, and where the faithfid say it can still be seen

by those who are sufficiently spiritually gifted.

Guenje rugs (Plate III) take their name from the city of Ganja
(now Klisabeth2)ol) ninety miles southeast of Tiflis, where they are

marketed. Guenjes resemble Kazaks in design, colour and texture,

l)ut are usually thinner and coarser, and the colours are generally
much inferior. For purposes of ready reference and quick identifica-

tion, Guenjes might be described as "poor Kazaks/' and Kazaks as

"fine Guenjes."
Between Daghestans (Plate IV) and Shirvans (Plate V) there

exists much the same difference as between Kazaks and Guenjes.
Both Daghestans and Shirvans have a comparatively short pile

—not

long and shaggy like the Kazaks and the (iuenjes
—but the designs

of the Daghestans are nuicli finer and more intricate, and the weave

is much finer with from forty to sixty per cent, more knots to the

square inch. Daghestans also tend to be squarer in shaj)e than

Shirvans. Both come in small sizes only.

Ijong and narrow rugs of the Daghestan group are called

Cabistans (Plate VIII) from the city of Kuba in the Province of

Daghestan. These Cabistans vary greatly in type, some of them

having a hard texture like other Daghestans and some having a com-

paratively soft texture, with designs that show more Persian influence

and feeling.

An interesting feature of many rugs of the Daghestan group
are the tiny human and animal figures, drawn most crudely and rudely
in straight lines, and scattered at random here and there over the fields

of the rugs. The rugs of the Caucasian group that show most Persian

influence are the Karadaghs, which might almost be described as

Caucasian Kurdistans. They are j^articularly distinguished by their

magenta reds.

Chichis (Plate Yl) separate themselves from other Daghestans

by their olive greens, and by the fact that their designs are the most

intricate and crowded of all the Caucasians. Noticeable in most of

the Bakus (Plate VII) are the washed-out blues and the large pears
of the designs, resembling roughly the pears that are so frequently
found in Persian rugs, j^articularly in Serebends. Noticeable in the

so-called Lesghian strips (Plate X) are the yellows.
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Plate VI—CHICHI RUG
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CAUCASIAN AND TURKISH RUGS
CASHMERES AXD SOUMAKS

The Cashmeres (Phite XI), otherwise called Souniaks, are in

a class quite by themselves. They have not a pile sin-face like other

Oriental rugs, but a flat surface. They are made not by tying short

pieces of wool around pairs of warps, but by twisting woollen yarn
around the warp, over fom- and then back under two, then over foin*

again and back under two again, which operation continued indef-

initely and varied to produce certain \ ariations of surface texture, pro-

duces one of the most durable, thougli not the heaviest, of floor cover-

ings. The process is a kind of modified tapestry weaving, half-way
between tapestry and pile rug knotting, and like tapestry weaving
leaves many loose threads on the back. Because of these loose threads,

and the consequent resemblance of Cashmere rugs to the Cashmere

shawls from India so famous during the nineteenth centiu-y, these

rugs got the name Caishmere. It is certainly a much more poetic

name than Soumak, derived from the name of the town where they

are marketed. Because of the peculiar texture, the line effects—and

particularly the white-line ett'ects—of Cashmere i-ugs are extraordi-

narily accentuated.

TURKISH RUGS

The principal types of Tui-kish i-ugs are Ghiordes, Kidahs,

Ladiks, Melez, Oushaks. Bergamos. These are the rugs that a few

years ago were the especial pride and joy of the American collector.

His status as an amateur was determined by the number of Ghiordes

prayer rugs that he possessed; and if in addition he had a few Kulahs,

two or tln-ee Ladiks and one or two Bergamos, he was almost entitled

to quality as an expert. It was easy then to get romances believed.

American knowledge of decorative art was slight and the very eager-
ness to be informed made Americans an easy prey to Oriental and

American importers of rugs. It was not sufficient then merely to say
that a rug was a "genuine anticpie," and then descant upon its beau-

ties of texture and colour; every important piece then seemed to have

had some remarkable career, to have been the property of some famous

sultan or some famous mos(iue. Nor was it sufficient then to claim for

rugs an age of fifty or one hundred years; nothing less than two or

three hundred years would do. Some collectors claimed to have as

many as ten or fifteen Turkish rugs dating from the seventeenth or

sixteenth century, or even from the fifteenth. We know now that
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CAUCASIAN AND TLTRKISH RUGS

with a few exceptions, all of these remarkable antique rugs dated

from the eighteenth or nineteenth century.

Turkish rugs have designs that are largely formed of straight

lines. In this they resemble the Caucasians and the Bokharas, and

are unlike the Persians and most of the Chinese. IJut they do not

have the rigid octagons of the Bokhara group, or the spiky points of

the Caucasian group. Turkish rugs occupy a design position inter-

mediate between Caucasians and Persians. They excel Caucasians

in grace of outline and in warmth of colour, and they excel Persians

in strength of pattern. Especially in prayer rugs were the weavers

of Asia Minor successful (Plates I, XII, XIII, XIV and XVI).
In this work they had the inspiration of the most enthusiastic piety.

In many of them is pictured in considerable detail the mihrab of a

Moslem chapel, with its hanging lamp. Human figures, however,

and animals of the type found in Daghestan rugs, never appear. The

Mohammedans of Turkey are Sunnites, who are very strict in their

obedience to the INIohammedan law against the picturing of animnl

forms, unlike the Persians who are Shiites. (See Animal Patterns

in Chapter III.)

GHIORDES AND KULAH RUGS

The town of Ghiordes that gives its name to Ghiordcs rugs

(Plates XII, XIII, XIV) is the ancient Gordium where Alexander

the Great is said to have cut the Gordian Knot.

Especially in the eighteenth century were the rugs of Ghiordes

worthy of comparison with the best that were produced in Persia,

although in no respect etjual to the great Persian rugs of the sixteenth

and seventeenth centuries, liut the Ghiordes rugs woven in the last

fifty years are so inferior to the ancient pieces in weave, colour and

pattern as not to merit serious attention.

The ruffs that most closely resemble the Ghiordes are the Kulahs

(Plate XVI), bearing about the same relation to them as Shirvans

to Daghestans. Like the Ghiordes, a large proportion of the Kulahs

Jiave architectural or prayer niche patterns, but the field is usually

filled with pattern instead of plain as in the Ghiordes rugs, and the

borders consist of many stripes alternating in colour, instead of one

large band with a stripe on each side, as in most Ghiordes rugs.

Both Ghiordes and Kulahs have a comparatively short pile, and

the designs are in every way richer and warmer and more floral than
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CAUCASIAN AND TURKISH RUGS

those of Caucasian rugs, in s])ite of the fact that hke tlieni tliey are

rectihnear.

On tlie ruins of ancient I^aodicea is the nuid-walled town of

Ladik, once the centre of an important rug industry. The pieces now

woven there imitate the ancient rugs l)ut poorly in weave and colour.

Of the few ancient Ladiks that still survive, that illustrated in colour

in Plate I is one of the finest. Note particularly the broad band in

the border, with its Rhodian lilies. The field of Ladik prayer rugs,

like that of Ghiordes prayer rugs, is usually in solid colour.

Compared with Ghioi-dcs, Kulah, and Uadik rugs, those made in

Bergamo—that is the ancient and famous city of Pergamum—are

like Kazaks as compared with other Caucasians. In other words,

they have a deep pile, strong rich colours, and comjiaratively coarse

designs. At Oushak in the sixteenth century were made some of the

finest rugs that survive in European and American collections. But

the modern Oushaks with their coarse pile and strenuous greens are

uglier even than the machine rugs based on them.

In Chapter IX we noted that whilst Chinese rugs have cotton

warps, Bokhara rugs have woollen warps. Both Tm-kish and

Caucasian rugs have woollen wai-ps, that sometimes form rather

attractive knotted fringes, especially in Daghestans and Bergamos.
We also noted in Chapter IX that both Chinese and Bokhara

rugs are tied with the Sehna knot, which tends to produce a closer

and more velvety siu'face than the Ghit)riles knot. It is interesting

to note here that both the Turkish and the Caucasian group are tied

with the Ghiordes knot, in which the two points of the knot come uj)

together, instead of being separated by a warp.
One of the earliest types of Turkish rugs with which we are

familiar gets its name from the great painter Holbein, because pic-

tured in his paintings, notably in the celebrated portrait of George

Gyze that hangs in the Berlin Museum (Plate XV) . The tabic upon
which he rests his hand is covered with a rug that in type seems half-

way between Caucasian and Tm-kish. The border is one of the

so-called Cufic borders, based upon an early straight line form of the

Arabic alphabet. As Holbein flourished in the fii-st half of the six-

teenth century, and as other similar rugs appear in the works of

Flemish and Italian painters of the same period, we may reasonably

assume that some of these rugs were made before the end of the

fifteenth century and that examples found their way to Kuropean
1.9.9
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Plnte XV PORTliAIT OF GEORGE GYZE BY HOLBEIN
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DECORATIVE TEXTILES

centres. Several iiiiportaiit examples of this class are now in the

Metropolitan ^Museum of Art, two of them lent by Mr. C. Y. AVillianis.

Credit fur illustrations: Plates I, III to VI. VIll. X, XI, A. U. Dillev; Plates II, VII,
XIII, XIV, XVI, the Tiffany Studios; Plate IX, the .Metropolitan Museum of Art; Plate XII,
James P. Ballard.



CHAPTER XI

PERSIAN AND INDIAN RUGS '

For centuries the world's finest rii<4s have been woven in Persia,

where the best wool for the purpose is grown. The designs are both

interesting and intricate, and l)ased nuiinly on flower and leaf forms,

although in the sixteenth century many animals appeared, especially

in the so-called "hunting rugs." The designs of Persian rugs are not

detachetl, as in so many Chinese rugs, but usually tied together into

all-over patterns that usually cover every inch of the surface with

detail. The designs are also peculiarly suited for interjiretation in

rug textm-e, being flat without relief shading, and also being vivid

with life, though not naturalistic to the extreme extent of many
ancient Indian, and eighteenth century Chinese rugs. Compared,
however, with Bokhara rugs and Caucasian rugs and Turkish rugs,

Persian rugs have designs that are full of curves and decidedly natm-al-

istic. Kxcept in a few isolated groups, like the rugs of Shiraz, rec-

tilinear forms of the Caucasian variety never appear.

Among design motifs often fovind in Persian rugs are the Pear,

the Shah Abbas, the JNIina Khani, the Guli Hinnai, the Ilerati. The

figm-e that on cashmere shawls has been known in America and Eng-
land for more than a century as the cone, because api^arently rejire-

senting the cone of a pine tree, now gets a new name from every-

body who writes about Oriental rugs. It is variously called the pear,
the jjalm, the palmette, the river loop, the loop, the crown jewel, the

flame. A common form of this "cone" or "pear" is shown in the Sere-

bend illustrated on Plate XIII. The real basis of the motif is prob-

ably a leaf.

The famous Shah Abbas motif (Plate IX) consists of a large
and mature but not (piite fiflly opened flower, seen from the side, and
often framed by the outlines of a large and symmetrical pointed leaf.

This motif bears a curiously close resemblance to the pomegranate
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forms so niudi used in Western Europe in the fifteenth eentiuy und

the early part of the sixteenth. It appears l)otli in the horder and in

the fiehl of the ancient rug ilhistrated on Phite III.

The ]Mina Khani niotif shows a large diamond-shaped figure with

bright flowers seen-from-the-face, on the vertices and in the centre five

of them in all. (See description of Plate Y below.) The Guli Hinnai

motif shows a central stalk parallelled l)y thi'ee l)lossoms on each side.

The famous Ilerati or "fish" pattern consists of a rosette between

two slightly curved leaves. This is sometimes called the "twin fish"

pattern because of the resemblance of the leaves to the backbone of a

fish. The Ilerati motif appears in both the border and the field of the

Sehna rug illustrated on Plate XII. It also appears in the field of

the small Fereghan rug illustrated on Plate XIA", but here is grouped
in sets of four around small diamond-shaped medallions, the vine

outlines of which are much accentuated.

Most Persian rugs, ancient as well as modern, have cotton warps,
and consequently fringes that are comparatively unimportant. The

principal Persian rugs with woollen warps are those that bear the

name Shiraz, Kiu'distan, Karadagh, or Bijar. Persian rugs that are

tied with the Sehna knot, so called from the Persian city of Sehna,

are those that bear the names Sehna, Kirman. Khorassan, Kashan,

Fereghan, Saruk and Scrape. The other \arieties of rugs made in

Persia are usually tied with the Ghiordes knot. Rugs tied with the

Sehna knot are apt to have a shorter pile and a less silky surface,

but design of greater intricacy and more definitely outlined.

A sjilendid example of Karadagh is the one belonging to ISIr.

Howard Greenley illustrated in colour on Plate V. The name comes

from the Karadagh Mountains in the extreme northwestern part of

Persia where the rugs are woA-en, close to the Caucasian border. So
it is not strange that Karadagh rugs often show rectilinear and geo-
metrical forms resembling those of Daghestan anil other Caucasian

rugs. The rug before us, however, with the Shah Abbas motif in the

field and a variant form of the Mina Khani motif in the border, and

with its rich and brilliant colouration, suggests at once the Kurdistan

runners that have their long fields filled with the JSIina Khani motif.

PERSIAN ANIMAL KUGS

Of all the ancient rugs shown in the Metrojjolitan Museum of

Art in New York City, I personally like best the ancient sixteenth

'Mi



Plate 1- PKK.SIAX PHAVKK UUG OF THE SIXTEEXTH CEXTUKV
Woiillcii niul uotton pile, broche with gold, on cotton and silk well

In the Bavarian National Museum at Muuieli
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I'lat,- II—PERSIAN RUG OF THE SIXTEENTH CENTURY
Wodllcn pile on silk web. In the Imperial Austrian CommereiMl Miiscuin

Note the imposing Chinese cloud hand across the middle
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Plate III—AXCIEXT ISPAHAN RUG, SHOWIN'G CHINESi: Cl.Oin HANDS
In the Metropolitan Museum
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Plate IV—PKHSIAN KIG OF THE SEVENTEENTH CENTURY
In the Imperial Austrian Commercial Museum
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century animal rug illustrated in Plate VI. It was formerly in the

famous Yerkes Collection, from which it was purchased at the auction

sale in 1910 for the Metropolitan Museum at a cost of $15,200. The

pile is of wool, l)ut hoth warp and weft are of silk, thus making pos-

sihle the extraordinarily fine texture of four hundred and eighty

knots to the square inch. The length is 10 feet 11 inches, the width

5 feet 10 inches. The ground of the field is red, the border ground
dark blue.

The rug is sometimes called the Ardebil rug because, like the

famous larger piece at the Victoria and Albert JNIuseum at South

Kensington, it is believed once to have adorned the floors of the

Ardebil Mosque. The main motif of the rug before us, ten times

rejieated in two parallel rows, shows a lion and a jackal attacking a

black Chinese deer spotted with yellow; and the intervening spaces

are tilled with wild boars and other animals and with many floral

forms, some of them peonies executed partly in silver. The main

band of the border is a fascinating composition of Chinese cloud band

combined with flowers and with vine tracery.

Another sixteenth century Persian animal rug also pin-chased for

the Metropolitan Museum from the Yerkes Collection is the one illus-

trated on Plate VII. The middle band of the border of this rug is

unusually wide, and the guard stripes particidarly narrow, thus

reminding one \'ery definitely of the Renaissance borders that appear
on Flemish tapestries woven in the sixteenth centm-y and the early

part of the seventeenth. The unusually large medallion in the centre

has itself a wide border of birds in red and blue, perched on slender

stems comiecting floral motifs on yellow groimd; and a field of floral

and vine tracery in red. bi-ight yellow and blue, on dark blue ground.
The corners of the main field of the rug show flower and fruit trees,

with birds in the branches, on dark green ground. The rest of the

main field is covered witli numerous animals, the Shah Abbas motif,

and numerous florals in orange, dark blue and other colours, on a red

ground. This rug is a magnificent illustration of the extraordinary
success with which the Persians were able to use not only brilliant

colours, but many brilliant colours in close contrast, toning and blend-

ing them into rich but gentle harmonies.

In the Altman Collection at the Metropolitan Museum are three

large rugs with silk pile woven in Central Persia, probably in the

neighbourhood of Kashan, in the last quarter of the sixteenth century.



Plate V—AN EXTRAORDINARY LARGK KAR ADACll HUG
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PERSIAN AND INDIAN RUGS

In each square inch of these three rugs there are from ti\e to seven

hundred knots. The one that is illustrated on Plate VIII has a field

extraordinarily rich with animal and floral forms, and a horder of

larn-e flowers and beautiful birds artfully combined into running dec-

oration. The outer band of the border is made up of Howers com-

bined with the Chinese cloud band.

On Plate IX is illustrated the texture of a sixteenth century

Persian rug. that although still in com])aratively good condition, has

been worn down, until the weft shines in l)right cross lines through the

figures of the Shah Abbas and other florals, and of the birds and

animals.

CHISELLED EFFECTS

At this point it is interesting to note that different dyes are apt

to affect the wool differently, and that the wool dyed in some colours

wears down faster than wool dyed in other colours. Consequently,

in a large proportion of ancient rugs the j^arts of the design in one

colour will stand out high abo\'e the parts of the design in another

colour, so that a relief, or chiselled effect is produced.

COJIPARTMEXT RUGS

Another extraordinary sixteenth century Persian rug acquired

for the jNIetropolitan jNIuseum from the Verkes Collection is the one

with "compartment fields" illustrated on Plate X. The price paid

for this rug was $19,600. The pile is of wool, with 600 knots to the

square inch, while the weft is of silk and the warp of cotton and silk.

The size is 16 feet i inches by 11 feet 2 inches. There is a similar rug
in the Commercial ^Museum at Lyons, and another similar one is illus-

trated in the great Vienna Rug Book. The nine main compartments
are large rounded octagons picturing the traditional fight of the

Chinese dragon and phoenix, on blue ground. Tangent to each main

compartment are eight radiating escutcheon panels alternating red

and blue, the former containing Chinese ducks, the latter vine tracery.

Between the blue escutcheon and alternating with the large octagons,

are smaller octagons, each with four rimning lions on blue ground.

The background of the main field of the rug is patterned with vine

ornament, florals and Chinese cloud bands, in blue, orange and red.

The main band of the border has a ground of dark blue, and consists

of rounded octagons alternating with round-ended rectangles, the



Plate VII—A SIXTEEXTH CEXTl'RV PERSIAN KL'G
In the Metropolitan MuMiiin

I'lale \'lll A .SIXTEENTH CENTLKV PERSIAN SII.K RUG
111 the Metropolitan Museum
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octagons richly decorated witli flowers, and liirds, and vine tracery;

the rectangles with Chinese cloud l)ands and floral ornaments.

FA^MOUS AMMAN PRAYER RUGS

From a literary point of view, perhaps the most interesting rug-

in the Metropolitan Museum is the famous Prayer Rug (Plate XI)
in the Altman Collection which shows Arahic and Cliinese side by
side. In the prayer niche of this rug hangs a mosque lamp amongst

red, yellow and jjink flowers, outlined in dark brown on green ground.
Below are graceful flowing trees in yellow with pink blossoms, and

other flowers introduced in pink, yellow and dark red. Filling the

parts of the field not occupied by the niche are vine and leaf forms in

brown and in white, on claret red ground. The rug has two borders;

the outer one, the wider. The inner border consists of an Arabic

inscription in red on yellow, supplemented with leaf pattern below.

The inscription reads: "May the blessing of God rest upon us all.

There is no God but Allah. Mohammed is the Prophet of God. Ali

is the Saint of God. God, The Exalted says: 'Verily God and His

Angels shower their blessings upon the Prophet. Oh, ye faithful,

send your blessings unto Him as well as also your salutations unto

Him.'
" The outer border consists of foui- rounded octagons pat-

terned with forms tliat suggest archaic Chinese lettering; and five

rectangles with rounded ends containing (juotations in Arabic from

the Koran in black on grey; and four other rectangles containing

Chinese cloud bands, florals and vine traceries in red, yellow and black

on orange and white grounds. This rug formerly belonged to the

Bardini Collection in Florence, is five feet five inches by three feet

three inches, and was illustrated by Doctor F. R. IMartin in his splen-

did book entitled, "Oriental Carpets."

SEHNA, SEREBEND AND EEREGHANS

A tyjiical Sehna rug is that illustrated in Plate XII. It has the

Herati motif, in both l)order and field ; pile of silky wool clijiped \ery

short, and a very fine textiu-e. Instead of the Herati design, some

Sehnas have the pear motif or a central diamond or medallion. Whilst

Sehnas excel other modern Oriental rugs in fineness of weave, the

knots are tied so tight that the edges of the rug are likely to curl and

pucker. Warp and weft are usually of cotton, but sometimes of silk.

Sehnas have narrow end selvages, finished with loose fringe.
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Plate X—EARLY SIXTEENTH CENTURY PERSIAN RUG
Of "compartment" design

Plate XI—SIXTEENTH CENTURY PERSIAN PRAYER RUG
With Aral)ic inscriptinns. In the Altnian Collection
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Plate XII A TYPIC.VL SEHNA RUG
With Herati motif in border and field

Plate XIII—TYPICAL SF.HEBEXD RIC.
With "pear" field and border of many strii)es
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One of tlie most easily recognised Persian rugs is the Serehend.

A typical example is illustrated in Plate XIII. The field is filletl with

horizontal rows of small pear motifs, alternating in direction. The
border strijjes are narrow and numerous. Serebends are less exquisite
in design and weave than Selinas, but are thicker, firmer and much
more durable. The fields of Serebends have a ground of dark blue

or wine red.

Probably nine-tenths of all Fereghan rugs ha\'e the Herati motif

covering the field in one form or another, although the Guli Ilinnai

motif and small floral diaper designs are also found. The Fereghan
rug illustrated in Plate XIV shows the Herati motif in groups of

four, connected by a diamond-shaped lattice or framework of \ines in

between. In many respects, Fereghans resemble Sehnas; they come
next to them in fineness of textm-e and shortness of pile.

Even easier to identify than Serebends are Ilamadans, so called

from the modern name of the Persian city that was anciently
Ecbatana. Nearly all of them have an outside band of camel's-hair

"in the natural," which means that it is undyed and light brown or

coffee colour in tone. Undyed camers-hair is also often used in con-

nection with coloured wools in the fields of Hamadan rugs. Char-

acteristic of most of them is the two-tone trellis that backgrounds the

pole medallion, as in the example on Plate XV, where only part of

the rug is shown, because of its length. A pole medallion, it should

be exjjlained here, is a medallion with extensions. The pile of

Hamadan rugs is comparatively thick, and the weave comparatively
coarse.

MOSUL

Although the city of JNIosul is not in Persia but in 'I'urkey
—to be

exact, on the Tigris two hundred and twenty miles northwest of Bag-
dad, and near the ruins of the ancient Nineveh, capital of Assyria—
Mosul rugs are properly classed with those of Persia. The rugs
marketed at JNIosul by nomadic weavers from the north, from the

east, from the south, are the products of many different races and

natin-ally show great diversity of character. Indeed, the only char-

acteristic common to all of them is the nature of the weave, thoutih

they are prone to yellow and russet hues and the wool is soft and
lustrous. Many Mosul rugs show Caucasian motifs, such as stars and

latch-hooks; others show Kurdish i)atterns, with but little change
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I'late XIV—SMALL FEREGHAX UUG



Plate XVI—OXF. OF TIIF. .MANY TYPES OF MOSII. lU'G

Plate XVII—SUPKRB SARUK RUG
With "tree of life" design
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riate XVIII IXTIUCATELY PATTl'.KXKD AI.I.-SILK KASIIAX KUG

Plali- Xl\ 'l^l'ICM, MODl-.liX KII!\I\X U UG
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from the way in whidi they appear in Knrdistan rugs. Always the

Caucasian motifs are rounded and softened in the Persian direction,

whilst usually the Persian designs are coarsened and sti-aightened in

the Caucasian direction. A large proportion of the Mosul rugs now
on the market have a cotton warp. The JNIosid rug illustrated on

Plate XVI shows the conflict of Caucasian and Persian influences.

Saruks are often sjjoken of as the modern Ispahans. The reast)n

why is clear from the nature of the design shown on Plate XVII.

Fortunately, Saruks ha\e an exquisite and velvety texture quite

worthy of the designs that they interpret. They are woven in the

same part of Persia as Sehnas and Fereghans and, like the Sehnas,

sometimes curl on account of the tightness of the weave.

Kashan is the centre of the Persian silk industry. A fine example
of the silk rugs produced there is the one shown on Plate XVIII.

KIRMAN AXl) TABRIZ

The wool of southern Pei'sia is particularly soft and fine. Conse-

quently one shoidd not he surprised at the softness of the texture of

Kirman rugs. The example illustrated on Plate XIX is a typical

modern Kirman with medallion centre, and the greyish tinge that is

characteristic of modern Kirmaiis. Kspecially in the hlues and in the

greens is this greyness attractive, and almost lends iridescent effects

to the surface. The Kirman illustrated on Plate XX is an anticiue

M'oven over a centin-y ago. The pile has l)een worn short hut the

colours, especially the exciuisite roses, are as fresh as ever. This rug
is a wonderful creation, thickly patterned \\ ith floral forms that leave

not a fraction of an inch of the plain ground wliich is so much affected

hy those modern decorators who lack coloin- sense.

The small rug illustrated on Plate XXI is a typical Tal)riz

(named from the city of Tahriz. the ancient Tauris, in extreme nf)rth-

western Persia), in texture hut not in pattern. The grounds of

Tabriz rugs are apt to he jjlain, between the corners and the centre

medallion of the main field. Some twenty years ago the manufacture

of Oriental rugs was begun at Tabriz with the idea of producing there

the equal of Kirman rugs, but the hardness of the wool, and the stiff-

ness of the designs supplied to the weavers by European designers,
or designers under Ein-opean contrf)l, resulted unsatisfactorily. Rugs
were produced of exceedingly fine textiu'e that curled and even broke.

The prices were necessarily high because of the fineness of the weave
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Plate XX—ANCIENT "FLOWKH GAHDKN" KIK.MAX HLG

I'hilc XXI—SAIAJ-L TABKl/. HLG
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and the expense of the niuiiagement, hut the American ijuhlic pre-

ferred, and rightly, the coarser and .softer texture and less formalised

designs of Gorevan and Serape rugs from the Herez district.

KHOKASSAX

Khorassans are wo\en in tlie Province of Khorassan that occu-

pies the northeastern part of Persia, and once included also the

western part of Afghanistan in which is situated Herat, now the

capital of Afghanistan. The wool of Khorassan, like the wool of

Kirman, is soft and silky, and Khorassan rugs, like Kirman rugs,
ha^e a greyish iridescence of surface that is most pleasing, hut the

background of the field is in dark tones, instead of light tones—
usually in purplish blues or blue-blacks. Especially interesting from
the jjoint of view of design is the Khorassan rug illustrated on Plate

XXII, with its flower-filled vases that have been cond)ined into an

all-over pattern, so delightfully as to secure all the virtues of repeat,
without any of its weaknesses.

The rug illustrated on Plate XXIII is full of Caucasian motifs,

and makes one wonder how saw-toothed and straight-line effects of

this type ever wandered from the western shore of the Caspian Sea
down into southern Persia. For the rug before us was woven not in

the Caucasus, but at Shiraz. The story goes that the Shiraz weavers

actually are Caucasians, or rather descendants of Caucasians, having
been brought here from their native land l)y a victorious Shah of

Persia. Characteristic of Shiraz rugs are not only their Caucasian

rectilinear motifs, sometimes modified by Persian influence, but also

the edges overcast in bright contrasting colours, and the wide end

selvages embroidered in bright colours. Of course, the warp is of

wool, and the end fringes interesting.

INDIAN RUGS

The weaving of Oriental rugs in India became important in the

latter half of the sixteenth century, when Persian weavers were

imjiorted and Shah ^Vkbar, following the examj^le of Persian princes,
set up looms in his palace. A number of other Indian dignitaries
imitated his example, and rugs of the highest tyjje were woven, in

designs that were based on Persian designs, but were apt to be much
more naturalistic, as is illustrated by the splendid examples in the

Altman Collection in the Metrojjolitan Museum. In the last half of
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Plate XXII—KHORASSAX lUt! WITH "VASK" DKSIGN

riiilc XXIII (^lAIXT AM) t I Kims SlllUA/, lU G



PlateXXIV—THK GUKAT AUDKJill, HUG IX THK SOUTH KKXSINCITOX MUSEUM
17 feet 6 inches by 37 feet 10 inches. Woven at Kaslian in Persia in IjMJ,

and signed witli place and date

Plate X\\ - PI
Woollen pile 1

;KS1AX KAKl.V SKNEXTEEXTH CEXTUUV RUG
liroche with gold and silver on silk well. Collection of

Prince Alexis Lolianof-Hostowsky
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the nineteenth centuiy, however, the industrial development of India

under English rule, and espeeially the introduction of rug weaving
into the jails, suhstituted modern factory for primitive methods, and

twenty-five years after the International Exhibition of 18.31 in

London, where Indian rugs of extraordinary merit had been exhibited,

the rugs in India had become a factory product. Western designs

had been introduced, bad dyes were common, and prison-made fabrics

flooded the English market. It is only fair to add that during the

last few years the quality of India rugs has greatly iini)r()ved, and

reproductions not only of Persian but also of Chinese rugs, are made
that compare favom-ably with the originals.

Credit for illustrations: PUites III, \l to XI, Mctro])olit;iii Miisciini of Art; Plate V,
Howard Grcenley; Plates XII to XXIII, A. U. Dilley.



CHAPTER XII

TAPESTRIES AND THEIR IMITATIONS

Of all textures, tapestry is the most durable. The complete

interlocking of warp and weft jn'oduces a web that will not ravel,

and that violence and dust and moths destroy with difficulty. Whilst

no large picture tapestries sm-vive to us from Greek and Roman

times, we have, a wealth of them from the fifteenth and succeeding

centuries, and some from tlie fourteenth. Of small decorative and

2)rimitive tapestries, without elaborate picture effects, and xdthout

a highly developed system of hatchings ( Jiaclnircs), we have many
ancient Peruvian and Coptic, and some ancient Greek and Egyptian
and Chinese examples, the last in silk.

Tapestry is a broad word. In its narrowest and most exclusive

sense, it means woven pictures with horizontal ribs and vertical hatch-

ings, of the type developed in the Netherlands and northern France

diu'ing the fourteenth, fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. In its

broadest sense it includes all coverings for floors, walls and furniture

—even pile rugs, and wall })ai)er, and leather—and in this sense might
have been correctly used as the title of this volume.

Its meaning varies according to the place where you find it. It

ranges in New^ York from ten thousand dollars a yard on Fifth

Avenue, to ten cents a roll on Sixth Avenue. A Van Orley "Last

Supper," or a Beauvais-Houcher like the one illustrated in colour as

the frontispiece of my book on Tapestries, is much better value at

the former price than bad wall paper badly printed with a bad design
is at the latter price.

IMITATION TAPESTRIES

If you ask for a tajiestry in a wall paper shop, the salesman will

show you a paper called taj^estry or \erdure, because modelled after

jacquard verdure tapestries. The jacquards themselves you can see
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in the upholstery section of any large department store. (For illus-

trations of their texture, see Plate F 3, 4- of Chapter lA".) These

are the goods ordinarily called tapestries in the merchandise uphol-

stery trade. The all-cotton ones are vcri/ iucwpcusivc, even those

with landscape and figures in addition to verdure, like the one illus-

trated on Plate I, which is twenty-seven inches high. In greater

height, and finished with an applicjuc border or woven gilt frame, come

larger and more elaborate copies of real tapestries and paintings,

particularly those of peasant scenes designed by the famous seven-

teenth century painter, Teniers. Sometimes these jacquard tapestry

panels are sold as real tapestries at a price as ridiculously low for

what they are implied to be, as it is high for what they are. I have

several times been asked to pass on such tapestries, once by a pur-

chasing agent whose client was willing to part with ten thousand

dollars on account of the Ch. Le Brun Pixxit woven into the fabric.

Other imitation tapestries are those block-printed by hand, like

"hand-blocked" chintzes and wall papers, but on a coarse horizontal

rep in simulation of real tapestry texture. Tlie general effect is much

more tapestry-like than that of the jaccjuards, all but the simplest of

which resemble i)ctit point needlework, having a square point with

lines running both ways instead of strongly marked ribs. The

printed tapestries come in sets of sixty-inch widtlis tliat hang vertically

like wall paper, and are so planned that widths can l)e omitted or

repeated to accord with the wall space without si)oiling the continuity

or apparent completeness of the picture. The effect of these printed

tapestries on a large scale, seen at a little distance, is far more agree-

able than that of the jacquard tapestry panels described above. They
also are very inexpensive. One set of the prints is based on the

ancient Gothic fifteenth century Trojan AVar series of tapestries;

another shows the Foundation of Rome.

THE WEAVE OF KEAL TAl'ESTKIES

On the simplest form of primitive tapestry loom, the weaver's

left hand pulls the leashes (Ihscs) that form the new shed of the

warp, while his right hand passes the bobbin that carries the weft,

and passes it only as far as the colour that it carries is to show on

the face of the finished cloth. On the way out (to the left) the weft

covers the even warps; on the way back, the odd warps, thus form-

ing a complete pim. The warp threads being hard-spun and com-
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TAPESTRIES AND THEIR IMITATIONS

paratively coarse, and the weft threads fine and soft, the latter when

pressed home with the point of the bobbin or with the comb, cover

and completely hide the warp threads that make their presence mani-

fest as ribs. In other words real tapestries are ribbed or rep fabrics

Avith surface consisting entirely of weft threads. They are also cxactlt/

alike oil both sides (except for the loose irregular loops of thread on

the back). In this they are unique.

Between the real tapestry loom as still used at the Gobelins and

Eeauvais, Aubusson and Merton, New York, Rome, Madrid, Berlin

and elsewhere, and the ordinary type of hand loom, the difference is

fundamental. In the latter the bobbin is not passed with the hand,

but thrown or knocked the full width f)f the warp in a shuttle. Real

tapestry is a bobbin fal>ric; the woven imitations are shuttle fabrics.

SHUTTLE AND NEEDLE TAPESTRIES

Of these shuttle imitations, the cleverest and best are like the

one illustrated in Plate \. They are made on a special kind of hand

loom, xvith a double xcarp. Each warp consists of two threads, the

one coarse and the other fine, which are sometimes treated as one

in the process of weaving, and sometimes separately. In tlie latter

case a double cloth is formed and the surface shows a deliglitful

irregularity and a texture resembling, or rather suggesting the qual-

ities of, ancient Gothic pieces that have been softened by the rough-

ness of the hand of Father Time. Shuttle tapestries of the double-

warp type can be made only in comparatively simple verdure and

landscape designs, and in no way compete with real-tapestry picture

panels. But they are decoratively superior to new real-tapestry

verdures of the same grade.

Another imitation of real tapestry is needlework tapestry, so

much used to upholster furniture in the English styles of the seven-

teenth and eighteenth centuries. It is in cross stitch, and does not

have strongly marked ribs running in one direction, but a square

point and lines running in both directions. When part of the surface

is in fine stitch (petit point), such tapestries are properly called petit

points (Plates VIII b, XIV, XVIII, XIX, XXIII in Chapter VI) .

PAINTED TAPESTRIES

Still another kind of imitation tapestry is made by painting on

canvas, usually ribbed to give the suggestion of tapestry texture.
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TAPESTRIES AND TirEIR IMITATIONS

These painted imitations range from half-size copies of the famous

Lady with the Unicorn set of Late Gothic tapestries at the Cluny
Museum in Paris, to the detestahle "Gobehn panels," the manufacture

and sale of which brouglit ])rosperity for a numJ)er of years to a New
York shop now extinct, whose i)roprietor used to repeat witli great

gusto a certain quotation from P. T. Earnum about humbugging the

jjublic. It is a favoi-ite di\ersion with the editors of Sunday news-

pa2:)ers to print long stories about the success of some young lady in

making with the l)rush, re])r()(hu'tions of ancient Gobelin and Flemish

tajjestries that "cannot be told from the original, even hy an expert."

In a carpet and rug store, tapestry is an imitation of brussels,

made by printing the Avarp before weaving; or the imitation of that

imitation, made l)y printing after weaving (Plate VII in Chap-
ter VIII).

AUBUSSON TAPESTRIES

For over a century the world centre of commercial real-tapestry

weaving, that is of tapesti-y \\ca\ing for the trade and the open mar-

ket, has been the little mountain town of Aubusson in France, two

hundred miles south of Paris (Plate IV). At the Paris Exposition
of 1900, the exhibits of three Aubusson tapestry manufacturers were

of such excellence as to be awarded grand prizes
—the same award

as given to the government works at the Gobelins and at Beauvais,

the product of which is reserved for government l)uildings. Of the

Aubusson reproductions of the Cluiteau de Blois and the Chateau de

St. Germain from the I^ouis XI^^ series of Royal Residences, after

Lebrun; of the panels Venus and Jupiter from Claude Audran's

Portieres of the Gods; and of one of the Hunts of Louis XV, after

Oudry, the jury said: "They are so like the originals as to be mis-

taken for them."

According to local tradition, the tapestry industry was estab-

lished at Aubusson in the year of our I^ord 732, by stragglers from

the Saracen army that Charlemagne's grandfather, Charles JSIartel,

defeated near Tours, thus saving Europe from Mohammedanism and
for Christianity. In 1664 the tapestry makers and merchants of

Aubusson spoke of the industry as "established from time immemorial,

no person knowing the institution of it." There is, however, little

jirobability that picture tajjestry weaving at Aubusson antedated the

fourteenth century development of the art in Flanders, or that any
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I'hite IV—.MODl'.KX AUBL'SSOX VKUDIKF, TAl'KSTUY WITH 1,AXDSCAI'K AXD BIRDS

l'l..lc \ \ i;iil)lK|-. "DOfBI.!'. \V AUl'" l\ll T Al lOX
'J'APESTRY W ITU BOKDIUt

Woven nil a hand Inom
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tapestries of great importance were made in Aubusson and the neigh-

ing town of Felletin before the eighteenth century.

In 1664, according to a report made to Colbert, the manufacture

of tapestries at Aubusson appeared to be in a bad way. The number
of weavers had decreased, there was a hick of good cartoons, the wool

was coarse and the dyes were bad. So it was ordered that "a good
painter chosen by tlie Sieur Colbert, should be maintained at the

expense of the King to make designs for the tapestries manufactured

in the said town; and there should also be established in it a master

dyer to colour the goods employed in said manufactory." But the

order never appears to have been executed, and a few years later in

1685, on the Revocation of the Edict of Nantes, two hundred of the

best weavers of Aubusson had to leave France because they were

Protestants. Not until 17.31 in the reign of Ixiuis XV was a serious

attempt made to revive the industry. Then a painter and a dyer were

actually sent, the painter being Jean Joseph Dumons, who had

acquired fame at Reauvais during the Regence as one of the designers
of a Chinese set of tapestries in six pieces, and who later cartooned

Boucher's Chinese set. More important even than the jjainter and

splendidly supplementing his work, were the designs and cartoons

sent from Reauvais to Aubusson during the next twenty years. From
these were woven, in the eighteenth centmy, Aubusson tapestries of

the splendid type illustrated in Plates VI, VII, VIII, loose in

texture and with luminous grounds, possessing an excellence peculiar
to themselves, but none the less admirable because unlike the product
of Gobelin, Beauvais and Flemish looms. The Aubusson makers had
been authorised in 1665 to use the title "Royal ]\Ianufactory," and
an ordinance of 17.'i2 provided that their tapestries should be distin-

guished by weaving the name of the town and the name or initials of

the weaver into the border. Consequently we need not be surprised
to find many eighteenth century Aubusson tapestries signed in the

bottom selvage in the same manner as the two Chinese tapestries after

Boucher in the Le Roy collection: M. R. D'AUBUSSON, PICON
(Royal Manufactory of Aubusson, Picon). Nor need we be sur-

jirised at all to often find the signature wanting, as the bottom selvage
of a tapestry is the part of the textile that is most apt to wear out or

disappear first.

The Aubusson tapestry illustrated in Plate VII, entitled the

Strife of Agamemnon and Achilles, bears the signature of Babouneix.
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It is one of a set of five tapestries, complete with tapestry rug and

furniture coverings, made in the last half of the eighteenth century

to decorate the room in Greece where they hung for over a century

until recently brought to New York. On account of the draperies in

the style of Louis XVI that frame the top and sides of the different

pieces, the set is commordy called the "Greek drapery" set. Two
other tapestries of this set, the Reception of Paris by Helen, and the

Death of Phaeton, were exhibited at the Buffalo Tapestry Exhibition,

and illustrated on page 2.53 of the February 1915 number of Good

FuRxiTi'RE Magazine. The composition of all the panels is excellent,

particularly of the Agamemnon and Achilles, in which the priest on

the left of the altar exhorts the two disputants to make up their

quarrel. That the altar is that of Jupiter is shown by his image behind,

and by his eagle with thunderbolts in front.

The Birth of Bacchus, illustrated in Plate VI, is not surpassed

by any Aubusson tapestry that I have ever seen. It has the character-

istic Aubusson texture of the period, and surpasses contemporary
Beauvais and Brussels tapestries of finer point and more delicate

effect. Like many eighteenth century tapestries it was woven with-

out a border, probalily to be panelled in the wall with wooden mould-

ing around.

The Transformation of Jupiter, illustrated in Plate VIII, shows

the Royal eagle with thunderbolts in the upper left corner, whilst the

Celestial King himself occupies the foreground in the form of a beau-

tiful white bull, into which, it will be remendicred, he transformed

himself for the purpose of beguiling the maiden Em-opa, with whom

upon his back he swam across the Hellespont, now called the

Dardanelles, where the battleshi])s of the Allies tried to destroy the

Turkish forts on the way to Constantinople, and which Lord Byron,
in emulation of Jupiter, and of Leander, the story of whose love for

Hero is pictured in a set of Mortlake tapestries in the Royal Swedish

collection, swam at the beginning of the nineteenth century. The

Transformation of Jupiter is one of eight tapestries designed for

Beauvais (see Chapter XV) by Jean Baptiste Oudry, the famous art

director of Beauvais and later of the Gobelins, to whose efficiency was

due the extraordinary pros2)erity of the Beauvais works in the second

quarter of the eighteenth century, and consequently of the Aubusson

works that copied Beauvais models. The largest of the five of the

set now in America pictures the Palace of Circe, and all illustrate
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Plate VII—"The Strife of Aganu-iiinnn aiul Aehillcs"

Plate VIII—"The 'Iraiisfonnation of Jupiter"

AUBUSSON TAPESTRIES OF THE EIGHTEENTH (^KXTriiV
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transforiiiatioiis ol" men into beasts, from Ovid's Metamorphoses. The

designs are vivid with hfe and executed with the greatest skill.

WILLIAM MOKRIS AND BURXE-JONES

Still active at Merton, a village near London, in England, are

the taj^estry works established in 1881 by William Morris. Only

recently was completed the Arming of the King, a large historical

tapestry adapted from Bernard Partridge's painting, but started long
before tlie bi-eaking out of the war with Germany. The Merton

tapestry, illusti-ated in Plate IX, Two Angels with Harps, is one of

a pair designed and made for Eton College Chapel. It is interesting

to note in the top selvage the signature of the superintendent, J. H.
Dearie, and of the three weavers, W. Tai/lor, K. EUi.s, J. 3Iartin,

who express the pious wish: X()J)is iiostrifiqKe omiiihii.s prupitictur

(leus (God have mercy upon us and all of ours).

The significance of the JNIerton tapestry works in the artistic

development of tapestry, or rather in the revival of tapestry, has been

nuich greater than woidd be expected from the size of the plant. This

was due partly to the genius of Rurne-Jones who designed the i)er-

sonages for most of tlie imiJortant tapestries, and of Morris who

designed the decorative backgrounds and borders, and put in the colour,

and .superintended the eawcution on tlie loon}, after having trained

first himself and tlien his apprentices. All other tapestry revivals

imported workmen from the centre of tapestry production: The
Gobelins and Mortlake from Flanders in the seventeenth century;

Madrid, Antwerp and Petrograd from Beauvais in tlie eighteenth

centiny; AVindsor and AVilliamsbridge from Aubusson in the nine-

teenth centin-y. Rut Morris did it with his own hands. He had a

loom set up in his bedroom at Kelmscott House in Hammersmith, and
in the early mornings of four months of the year 1879 spent no less

than .510 liours at it. The method lie studied out from an old French

official liandbook of pre-Revolutionary days. Perhaps the best evi-

dence of the successful co-operation of Morris and Rurne-Jones is that

the Holy Grail set of four was awarded a Grand Prize at the French

Exposition of 1900. tlie only non-Frencli tapestries ever so honoured.

AMERICAN TAPESTRIES

In 1893 the industry was established in America by the late

William Raumgarten, and still flourishes at the si^lendidly equipped
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Plate XI—TAPESTRY DESUINKD BY AI.BKUT HKHTER
AND WOVEN IN AMERICA
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I'hile Xll—JAC(^rAI(l) 1 Al'I'.STIilKS WOVEN IN AMEUKA
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Plate XIII—TAPESTRY SCREEN' PANELS WOVEN IX NEW YORK
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PImIc XI\'~I'()L"U eighteenth CEXTL KY SPANISH TAPESTRIES
The upper two after Goya, the lower two in the style of Tciiiers
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plant in Willianisbridge in New York City, under the management
of M. Foussadier, who had been emijloyed at the Royal Windsor

Tapestry Works in England, that were shut down in 1887 after

existing from 187(5 with the aid of royal patronage. The first piece

of tapestry woven in America (excluding the primitive ones made by

Indians, Mexicans and Peruvians) was a chair seat, the exhibition of

which at the Buffalo Tapestry Exhibition excited great interest.

There are AVilliamsbridge tapestries in many American residences,

and of one New York palace they are the most important part of the

fiu-nishing, being used on floors, walls and furniture.

Din-ing the past seven years other tapestry plants that are still

in operation have been established in New York City by Albert

Herter, and at Edgewater, N. J., by L. Kleiser. Especially inter-

esting is the set picturing the Story of New York, woven by the

Herter looms for the McAlpin Hotel, and hanging on the walls of the

mezzanine corridors over the office. But perhaps the best idea com-

mercially is that of the maker whose tapestry reproductions of Old

English needlework are found useful and appropriate for the uphol-

stery of chairs and sofas. Technically the most perfect tapestries

woven in America are the two Boucher portieres that received a grand

prize at the St. Louis Exposition. One of them is illustrated on

Plate X. But this is of course in Gobelin texture of the last half

of the eighteenth century, and the greatest tapestries of the future,

as of the past, will be those woven in the texture of the first (piarter

of the sixteenth century, which William JNIorris tried, with partial

success, to imitate. It is a texture that can be perfectly reproduced

today by those who understand it.

BERLIN, ROME, MADRID, PETROGRAD

The output of the tapestry looms in operation in Berlin, Rome
and Madrid is imimportant as regards both quantity and quality,

although the San JNIichele plant at Rome is a survival of the one

established in 1710 by Pope Clement XI, and the Santa Barbara

plant at Madrid of the one established in 1720 by Jacques Vander-

goten under the protection of King Philip V. The first art director

of San Michele was Andrea Procaccini, who afterwards went to Spain
where he designed for the Santa Barl)ara looms a set picturing the

Story of Don Quixote, recently lent by the King of Spain for exhi-

bition at the Hisjianic Museum in New York City (Plate XV).
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Plate XV—"DOX QL IXOTK KXUIMTKD"
Spanish tapestry designed by Procaccini and woven liy Vandergoten's sons
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The Russian Imperial Tapestry works, established at Petro-

fjrad bv Peter the Great in 171(5, were discontinued in the middle of

the nineteenth century. The primitive and peasant tapestries, and

developments from them, woven in the Scandinavian countries, and

elsewhere by individual workers, have little merit. Most of these are

flat without ribs, and many have vertical warps. None of them show

any comprehension of the value of hatchings, and of what line struc-

ture means in tapestry composition and tapestry execution.

Fortunately we Americans are not ashamed to be ins2)ired by the

greatness of past centin-ies, and are quite as willing to learn from

other peoples' ancestors as from our own. I believe the time has come

for a rebirth of tapestry and the other decorative arts in America,

on a scale equal to that of the Renaissance, provided only that we

shun passionately the errors due to ignorance and inexperience.

Credit for ilhistrations: Plate II, Metropolitan Jluseuni of Art; Plate III, American

Museum of Natural History; Plates IV, V, J. H. Tliorp & Co.; Plates VI to VIII, P. W.
French & Co.; Plate IX, Morris & Co.; Plate XI, the Herter Looms; Plate X. Win. Hainn-

mirten & Co.; Plate XIII, Pottier & Styinus.



CHAPTER XIII

GOTHIC TAPESTRIES

Nearly all of the important tapestries that survive were woven
in the fifteenth century, the sixteenth century, the seventeenth century
or the eighteenth century. They are either Gothic of the fifteenth

century. Renaissance of the sixteenth century. Baroque of the seven-

teenth. Rococo or Classic of the eighteenth. However, the periods

overlapped to some extent, and we find Gothic tapestries still being
woven during the first few years of the sixteenth century, Renaissance

tapestries during the first few years of the seventeenth century, and

Baroque tapestries during the first few years of the eighteenth.

Nearly all of the Gothic tajjestries that survive were woven in

the fifteenth century or the first few years of the sixteenth. From
the fourteenth century we have but one set of tapestries, the famous

Apocalypse set that is preserved in the Cathedral at Angers, France.

Besides this set there are only a few scattered and isolated pieces,

mostly crude and small in size. This in spite of the fact that large
and magnificent tajjestries were undoubtedly woven during the four-

teenth century.

Our study of Gothic tapestries, then, will confine itself almost

exclusively to tapestries woven in the fifteenth century or the first

few years of the sixteenth. It will also confine itself almost exclu-

sively to tapestries woven within two hundred miles of Arras and

Brussels, the first of which cities was the centre of tapestry weaving
during the fourteenth and first half of the fifteenth centuries; the

second of which cities became the centre of tapestry weaving after

Arras was ruined in 1477.

TEXTURE OF GOTHIC TAPESTRIES

Gothic tapestries, more than any others, illustrate the full and

complete virtues of tapestry texture. Gothic tapestries, more than
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-DAVID AND BATHSHEBA TAPKSTKY. PART OF THE FAMOIS EATE
GOTHIC "STORY OF DAVID," IX THE CEL'XY MUSEUM, PARIS
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Plate II—"TITL'S," PART OF A P'lFTEEXTII CENTURY CiOTHIf TAPESTRY
In the Jletropnlitaii .Museiiiii

Plate 111- A (lOTIIlC •.MII.I.E-ELEUR" WITH
ANIMALS

Owned hv the late Alexander \V. Drake
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any others, illustrate the skilful and complete use of hatchings, com-
bined with horizontal ribs in line contrast, to produce the appearance
of form. As every one knows or should know, the surface of wall

tapestries is not fiat but consists of horizontal ribs in relief; in other

words, the surface of wall tapestries is a horizontal rep. The ribs

mark the presence beneath the surface of the warp threads, which are

the threads that run the long way of the loom. These warp threads

do not show on the surface of the tapestry at all, being entirely covered

by the finer weft threads. The weft threads are not put in with a

shuttle, but with bobbins. They all pass in plain vvea\'e over and under
alternate warp threads.

Whilst the surface of the high lights of a tapestry, as well as of

the shadows, is comparatively jjlain and solid in tone like painting, the

middle lights between consist not of solid tones, but of \ertical spires
of colour that etch into each other, blue and yellow, for example,
forming gradations from blue to yellow that are most intricate and
beautiful. This blending of colours by hatching is called "mixing
colours on the loom," and is indispensable if true tapestry texture is

to be obtained.

I have said that the middle lights are made up of hatchings. In
the plain or solid-coloured high lights, the horizontal ribs stand out

boldly; but in the middle lights, the horizontal ribs are concealed

beneath the coloured hatchings. Consequently, there is an extraor-

dinary contrast between the horizontal i-ibs of the high lights, and
the vertical hatchings of the middle lights, as well as between the

vertical hatchings of the middle lights and the horizontal ribs of the

shadows. The result is that the high lights are forced out to the front

by the line contrast, that is to say, by the contrast between horizontal

lines in relief and vertical lines in colour
; are forced out to the front

farther than they can be forced out in any other form of art. We
have, to be sin-e, line contrasts in line engravings, but it is a contrast

of flat lines without relief, and usually in one colour. In tapestries,
the line contrast of horizontal with vertical is intensified by the fact

that it is also a contrast of relief with colour. These line con-

trasts are what make possible the extraordinary drapery effects

obtained in Gothic tapestries like that illustrated on Plate VII. To
my mind this "Prophecy of Nathan" is a perfect exemplification of

the brilliant possibilities of tapestry texture. To be sure, this tapestry
is not rich with gold like the famous Mazarin tapestry long lent by
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IMnte IV--THK REDEMPTION OF MAX," A LATE GOTHIC TAl'ESTKV RICH WITH COM)
Bequeathed to the Metropolitan Museum by the late Col. Oliver H. Payne

I'l.il,- \- llli: SON (»l MAN." A l'OlKTI.i:.\ III

ClA'TrUV GOTHIC TAPESTRY
Ol the faniou.s Apocalypse set at .\ngers, France
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Plate VI- -LOWER RIGHT CORNER OF "THE REDEMPTION OK MAN"
Picturing Moses with the twelve commandments
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GOTHIC TAPESTRIES

Mr. INIorgcan to the jNIetropolitan Museum and now owned by Mr.

Widener and hanging in his home in Phikidelphia. Nor is it as fine

in texture as the Mazarin tapestry. But because of its comparatively

coarse texture and j^ronounced hatchings, it does illustrate what can

be accomplislied by Hne contrast much more ol)viously than that can

be illustrated in finer texture.

DESIGNS OF GOTHIC TAPESTRIES

It will be noticed that Early Gothic tapestries seldom have a

border. It will also be noticed that I^ate Gothic tapestries usually

have a narrow flower-and-fruit or mille-fieur border about six inches

wide. Instead of border, the earlier Gothic tapestries often have

captions at top and bottom, in Latin at the bottom, and in Old French

at the top. with nothing at the sides. The only Early Gothic tapestry
with which 1 am acquainted that originally had a border all around

it is the famous "Seven Sacraments" tapestry, five fragments of

which, about half of the original tapestry, were presented to the

Metropolitan INIuseum several years ago by the late J. Pierpont

Morgan. This tapestry did originally have a border all around, con-

sisting of a brick wall with fioriation outside. This brick wall and

the way it was handled made a very interesting study that was pub-
lished by me in the English Burlington Magazine in December, 1907.

When Gothic tapestries have a sky-line at all, it is very high,

that is to say, there is very little sky showing. There are no plcin air

effects. Every inch of the surface is filled with ornament or design.

There are no blank spaces. Tapestry texture does not flourish on

blank spaces. A painter utilizes blank sj^aces to get contrasts between

shadows and high lights. Blank spaces and ])lciii air effects come

natural to paintings. They do not come natin-al to tapestries, and

when they were introduced into tapestries in the course of the six-

teenth century, and more fully and completely in the seventeenth

century, tapestry gradually lost all of its best (jualities, and finally

in the eighteenth century came to be hardly more than a woven imita-

tion of jjainting. In the fifteenth century, tapestry texture was so

thoroughly understood and so much in ^ogue that one might rather say
that painting imitated tapestry than that tapestry imitated painting.
In those days e^ery gentleman had real tapestries, which were then

called arras (named after the little city of Arras that was the chief

centre of production) in his residence, while those mIio could not



Plate VllI—DNK OF THK FAMOUS HARDWICKK HAM, IHXTINC; TAI'KSTHIFS
Owned liv the Duke of Devonshire.

Plate IX "THK \VO()D-C TTTF.HS,"
In the Musee des

A FAMOL'S l.ATK GOTHIC lAPI'.S THY
Arts Decoratit's in Paris
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Plate X—GOTHIC HUXTIXG TAPESTRY
In the Minneapolis Museum of Fine Arts
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Plate XI—PART OF THE "ST. PETER" SERIES
Given to the Beauvais cathedral in 1460

Plate XU "JOSEPH PRESEXTINO ,IA(()li TO I'HARAOir
A fifteenth century Gothic tapestry lent to the Boston
Jluseiun of Fine Arts bv Mr. Frank (lair M.iconil)er
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GOTHIC TAPESTRIES

afford real ta2:)e.stry utilised 2)ainting.s instead for the decoration of

their walls. These jjaintings they called counterfeit arras.

Of course, the general effect of Gothic tapestries is like that of

Gothic cathedrals, a vertical effect. This \ertical effect is produced
not only hy the j^redoniinance of the vertical hatchings of which I have

just been speaking, but also by the main lines of the figures and of

the composition. There are introduced a great many upright figures

and few horizontal lines or bands. Gothic art is a vertical art, as

contrasted with Classic art which is a horizontal vs vertical art, or a

balanced art with the horizontal holding down the vertical.

As tapestries approached the Renaissance, horizontal effects

begin to be accentuated. The sky-line gets lower and lower. The
architectiu'al and decorative ornament, and the costumes, begin
to look more like the Renaissance. Shoes cease to be pointed and

the toes become round, later spatidate. Hats become flatter. Arches

become less pointed and begin to resemble the so-called Tudor arches.

One of the most delightful features of Late Gothic tapestries

are the mille-jleur effects. These mille-fleur effects are illustrated

very beautifully on Plate III: also in the ground of Plate XIII, and

of Plate XVli; and on Plates.XI and XIII of Chapter XVI.

OLDEST SET IN THE AVORLD

The oldest set of tapestries in the world is the Ajjocalypse at

Angers in France, mentioned above, one piece from which the "Son
of Man" is illustrated on Plate V. This tapestry was w^oven in the

latter part of the fourteenth centvny, for the French king's brother,

the Duke of Anjou. The designs were copied from an illuminated

manuscript of the Apocalypse, which the Duke of Anjou borrowed
from his royal kinsman, but never took the trouble to return.

Originally there were seven jjieces in the set, showing ninety seji-

arate and distinct scenes, eighteen feet high with a combined width of

472 feet—in other words, 944 scjuare yards of intricately woven

picture tapestry. Some of the ninety scenes contained each more than

twenty-five personages. Today the height of the set is only fourteen

feet and the total width 328 feet. The floriated band at top and

bottom, and the inscriptions, have worn away in the course of five

hundred years. Of the ninety scenes, seventy remain intact, and there

are fragments of eight others, while twehe have entirely disajjpeared.
The subject of the scene illustrated on Plate V, from the
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Plate XIII—"THK CRUCIFIXIOX, LAST SLPPF.K AXD RESURRKCTION"
A fiftceiitli century Gothic tajiesti'v in the ('hicajj.o Art Institute

Presente<l In' the Society of Antiquarians

Plate .\I\' C;UTHIC "CHKno" TAPKSTRY
In the Boston Museum of l''ine Arts
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GOTHIC TAPESTRIES

AjiocalyiJse is to be found in Chapter I, verses 12 to 20, ol' the Book
of Revelation.

Esjiecially interesting, and typical of the war-like tapestries of

the first half of the fifteenth century, is the "Captm-e of Jerusalem

by Titus" tliat hangs in the armour room of the Metropolitan Museum,
New York. Only part of this tapestry is illustrated on Plate II, but

in it Titus can be seen scej^tre in left hand, crown upon his head, while

one of his generals draws his attention to the Ark of the Tabernacle,

and to the i-icli plate wliicli has been taken as plunder from the Jewish

temple.
One of the most striking scenes in the rest of the tapestry is

where the soldiers are represented as searching the Jews who flee

from the captured city, or city about to be captured, for their money.
Titus in his generosity had decreed that all the Jews who gave up
what money they had, be allowed to go free. But the soldiei-s heard

that some of the Jews swallowed their gold and silver in order to be

able to take it with them through the Roman lines. The scene in

question shows the soldiers searching the .Tews for the money thus

concealed. The scene would be gruesome in painting, or indeed in any
form of art except tapestry, but because of the peculiarly decorative

texture of tapestry, the gruesomeness is so toned down as hardly to

be offensive at all.

HARDW^ICKE HAI.L TAPESTRIES

The most important Gothic tapestries in England are the four

so-called Hardwicke Hall tapestries, belonging to tlie Duke of Devon-
shire, and lent ])y liim to the Victoria and Albert INIuseum at South

Kensington. These hunting tapestries exemphfy wonderfully the

effectiveness of tapestry texture, and also throw vivid light upon the

customs of the time, especially upon the hunting customs, at a period
when hunting and hawking were tlie favourite sports of royalty and

nobility. One of these famous tapestries is shown on Plate VIII.
A particularly keen interest is attached to this set of four tap-

estries for America, because of the fact that the late director of the

Metropolitan Museum, Sir Purdon Clarke, first suggested that they
be re-assembled out of the fragments into which they had been cut

for use as portieres. Under his direction the fragments were assorted

and repaired, the colours being slowly and with difficulty studied out

from the unfaded back, and reproduced in coloured thread ui)on the
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Plate XV—"THE TRIUMPH OF THE VIRGIN"
Gothic tapestry in the Royal Sjianish collection
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GOTHIC TAPESTRIES

surface. This, of course, illustrates the fact that the backs of tapestries

fade less than the faces; indeed, tliey often fade not at all, being

shielded from the light.

I'EiVt'E TAl'ESTRIES

Plate XI illustrates tlu'ee scenes from a famous set of tapestries

presented to the Cathedral of Beauvais in 1460, by the then Bishop
of Beauvais, Guillaume de Ilellande. The coat-of-arms of the

bishopric of Beauvais is seen in the upper right and lower left corners,

whilst the family coat-of-arms of Bishop Guillaume de Hellande is

seen in the upper left and lower right corners. The reason for the

poiiV that appears so many times on the surface of the tapestries, not

only of this tapestry. I)ut of the whole set. was the Bishop's joy at

the termination of the Hundred Years AVar between England and

France.

The scenes illustrated are:

1—St. Peter's Vision at .To])])a, 2—Cornelius Baptised at

Cjesarea, 3—St. Peter Imprisoned l)y Herod at Jerusalem.

This is a most extraordinary set of tapestries, several of which

are still missing. One of those formerly missing is now in the Museum
of the Gobelins. Two of the missing ones, which had been lost since

the time of the French Revolution, were recently brought to the

United States, and constitute what is one of the greatest Gothic

treasures in this country still to be acquired by some great museum.

IIIXXEAPOLIS, BOSTON AND CHICAGO

Plate X illustrates an exijuisite jjiece of Gothic hunting tapestry

given to the IMinneapolis INIuseum of Fine Arts, at the suggestion of

the Director, Joseph Breck. INIr. Breck Avas very wise to select this

piece. He very rightly suggests that it was probably woven at the

same time and place as the famous Hardwicke Hall tapestries. It

may be part of one of the set. Xotice particularly the costumes of

the gentlemen and of the ladies, and most of all, the light that is

thrown on the royal sport of falconry.

Plate XII illustrates a scene from the "Story of Joseph" lent by
Mr. Frank Gair ISIacomber to the Boston Museum of Fine Arts. It

pictures the presentation of Jacob to Pharaoh by his son Joseph. The

story is told by the old French verses above in Gothic lettering, and

the different characters are identified by having their names woven
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Plate XVI—"THE AUUHATIUN Ul' THK MAGI"
Late German Gothic tapestry in the Metropolitan Museum

Plate X\ 11—"THK MAS8ACRK OF THE IXXOCENTS"
Formerly in the Hoentschel-Morgan collections
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GOTHIC TAPESTRIES

into their garments, joscpJi, r,chiiliiii , pluiraoli, Icvi, Jtidas, rciibcu.

The Latin inscription reads, translated: "In the year of the

World 2500 came Jacoh as ordered. Pharaoh made great joy over

him, and as a reward to Joseph gave his father the land of Goshen

for which he asked."

The tapestry illnstrated on Plate XIII, belonging to the Chi-

cago Art Institute, resendjles closely (although it is much smaller)

the famous Crucifixion now in the Brussels Museum which was bought
at the Somzce sale in 1001 for $14,000. The arrangement of the two

taj^estries is similar. The Crucifixion is in the middle, with the Resm--

rection on the right; but on the left the Brussels tapestry has the

Bearing of the Cross, while the Chicago tapestry has the Last Supper.
Instead of the two thieves that appear in the Brussels tapestry, the

Chicago one has two angels and fewer personages, as is consistent

with its size.

One of the most important tapestries in the world is the Gothic

Crucifixion with other scenes, the gift to the Boston Museum of Fine

Arts of Mrs. ,Tohn Harvey \Vi-ight. This tapestry illustrated on

Plate XIV was purchased in Sjjain in 1881). It has been carefully

studied by Miss Flint, the curator of textiles at the Boston Museum
and was illustrated and ably described by her in the IVIuseum Bulletin

for February, 1909. The tapestry was woven near the end of the

fifteenth century, probably in lirussels, and is foiu'teen feet two

inches high by twenty-seven feet three inches wide. There are four

scenes sejjarated by Gothic jewelled columns. The two outer scenes

are widest, the one on the right picturing the Crucifixion, the one on

the left the Creation of Eve. The two inner scenes pictm-e the

Baptism of Christ and the Nativity. At the top of the Baptism panel

appears God wearing the Imjierial Crown, the Imperial Globe and

Cross in 'His left hand, dominating not only that panel, but also the

three others.

The lower third of the tapestry is occupied by eight seated per-

sonages whose rich robes give wonderful colour, and conceal the lower

part of the jewelled columns, thus tying the four panels closely

together. These eight personages, whose names Gothic captions make

clear, are paired Old Testament with Xew Testament, from left to

right: Jeremiah and Saint Peter, David and Andrew, Isaiah and

James, Hosea and John—prophets and apostles intimately associated

with the life of Christ. All l)ut Isaiah are luxuriously robed in bro-
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GOTHIC TAPESTRIES

caded velvet; he is dressed like a nuxM of action, short coat and

trousers, with a sword stuck by his side. Bands of letters adorn his

clothing, letters the meaning of which is not clear. Jeremiah is rep-

resented as an aged man. clean sha\'en and wearing a slouch hat. St.

Peter, who faces him, wears spectacles and is reading a scroll which

bears his name. David holds a sceptre and wears a crown. Isaiah

kneels opposite James, who is ajjparently conversing with Hosea.

MADRID, NEW YORK AND PARIS

One of the most exquisitely l)eautiful and technically perfect

tapestries in the world is The Triumph of the Virgin, illustrated on
Plate XV. It is a Gothic tapestry in the Royal Spanish collection,

and closely resembles in style and execution the famous Mazarin

tajjestry. The centre of the tapestry is occupied by the Virgin, while

behind her is figured God with sceptre in His right hand. On one

side, above her, stands Christ; on the other side the Holy Ghost.

Very interesting it is to note this method of representing the Holy
Ghost. Frequently in Eate Gothic tapestries the Holy Ghost is rep-
resented in the form of a do^e; not infrequently the three. Father, Son
and Holy Ghost, are represented as three Kings, all with the same
features, and all with sceptre and globe-and-cross of Empire, except
that Christ, when seated, always has the globe-and-cross of Empire
at His feet, and His sceptre turned down to show that He abnegates

Temporal Power.

The tapestry illustrated on Plate XVII and formerly in the

Morgan collection is one of those comparatively small but extremely

interesting pieces woven in the fifteenth century to hang above choir

stalls. The subject is "The Massacre of the Innocents." On the left

Herod is seen in the act of giving orders to the executioners, whilst in

the middle scene the executioners are carrying the orders out, and on
the right Joseph and Mary are seen in the famous Flight to Egyj^t.

The small portion of a tapestry reproduced on Plate I shows
on a large scale the hatchings which are such an important and vital

part of almost all tapestries, but particularly of Late Gothic tap-
estries. Note particularly the vertical colour lines in the draperies
back of Bathsheba, also the vertical hatchings on the skirt of David's

robe. The series of ten. of which this tapestry is one, is now at the

Musee Cluny, Paris, and was wo\en in Flanders at the beginning of

the sixteenth centmy.
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CHAPTER XIV

RENAISSANCE TAPESTRIES

Renaissance tapestries differ radically from Gothic tapestries.

The style of design has entirely changed and has become Italian

instead of French-Flemish. The sky line has dropped and open air

and perspective effects have been introduced boldly. Shadows are

used with considerable freedom and in consetpience the scale of orna-

ment has become larger. Especially is the contrast noticeable between

the tiny flowers and leaves of Gothic millc-ficur backgrounds and

borders, and the backgroiuids and borders of Flemish Renaissance

tajjestries. As comjjared with the line designs of the Gothic centin-ies

and the sculptural designs of the Baroque seventeenth century, the

designs of the Renaissance might be described as paint designs, in this

resjiect resembling the Rococo and Classic Revival designs of the

eighteenth centm'y.

RENAISSANCE BORDERS

Especially do Renaissance tapestries differ from Gothic tapestries

as regards their borders. The borders of Gothic tapestries are either

non-existent or narrow as in Late Gothic tapestries, which lune flower

and fruit borders from five to six inches wide. The borders of

Renaissance tapestries start narrow but within a few years jump to

ten or even eighteen or twenty inches wide. Many of the Early

Renaissance borders were from ten to twelve inches wide. The borders

from seventeen to twenty-two inches wide were inspired by the vertical

woven pilasters originated in Raphael's studio for the Acts of the

Apostles tapestries designed by Raphael for Pope Leo X to hang
in the Sistine Chapel. These woven pilasters Raphael's favourite

pupil, Giulio Romano, developed into the full borders for both sides

and bottom, that we see in the set of Acts of the Apostles tapestries

woven for the Emperor Charles V and now in the Royal Spanish col-
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RENAISSANCE TAPESTRIES

lection (Plate II; also Plate I of Chapter XVI). These borders

were not flower-and-fruit borders, but compartment borders, each

comijartment containing some allegorical figure, like Charity or

Prudence, with the Latin name often spelled out beneath in Roman
letters.

Of these compartment borders there are two types, the Italian

Renaissance type as it came direct from the pencil of Giulio Romano,

and the Flemish Renaissance type as it was modified in Flanders by

Flemish designers and weavers. Distinctive of Flemisli designers

and weavers is their l()\'c for floriation and verdure. Of this the

famous Gothic miUc-jlvur.s are s^jlendid evidence. Consequently they

were not satisfied with the plain and bare backgroimds of the Italian

Renaissance compartments, but proceeded to fill them up with

Flemish Renaissance fiowers and leaves. The border of Plate II

illustrates the Italian Renaissance type of compartment border; the

border of Plate XV illustrates the Flemish Renaissance type of com-

partment border.

NUDES AXI) WHISKERS

Renaissance designers not only introduced moi-e sky, more land-

scape and more building into tapestries, they also multiplieil the use

of nudes. The Gothic centuries were modest centuries. In the

famous Seven Sacraments tapestry presented to the Metropolitan

Museum by Mr. Morgan, even the traditionally nude figures of Adam
and Eve are clothed—not heavily clothed, it is true, but still clothed—
not entirely nude. The Renaissance, with its study of ancient statuary

and imitation of ancient painting, changed all this. Even if Giulio

Romano did not illustrate Aretin indecently, as has been said by

some, yet in all his designs there is a passion for the nude, a fondness

for the unclothed, which definitely distinguishes the spirit and motifs

of the sixteenth century fi'om those of the fifteenth. The personages

of Late Gothic tapestries, such as the Prt)phecy of Nathan, illustrated

on Plate VII of Chapter XIII, were magnificently and splendidly

draped in long and all-concealing robes. The costumes of the Renais-

sance, more or less borrowed from the ancient Romans, re\'eal much

more.

Whiskers also distinguish Renaissance tapestries from Gothic

tapestries. The fifteenth century had been a clean-shaven century.

Men's faces had seemed completely innocent of hair and their heads
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Plate III—"SAINT PAUL BEFORE AGRIPPA AND BERENICE"
Early Renaissance tapestrj' in the Royal Spanish collection

l-lalc l\ MO.Si:!'!! SOI.i) liV I IKS BI< I'.Tl I R I'.N"

A Renaissance ta|U'strv, in the I'^oulUc collcclion
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burdened but liglitly witb liair. Towards the end of the fifteenth cen-

tury, however, hair began to be worn longer, and after the first few

years of the Renaissance, long hair and wliiskers liecanie quite the

fashion.

RAPHAEL AND HIS PUPILS

The most famous Renaissance designer of tapestries is Raphael,

and the most famous set of Renaissance tapestries is his Acts of the

Apostles. The example illustrated, however, on Plate II, is not one

of the original set which hangs now in the Vatican, but one of the

Royal Spanish set. The story pictui-ed is the Blinding of Elymas
as told in verses VI to XII of Chapter XIII of Acts. Elymas
was a sorcerer who tried to turn away the Roman deputy from the

true faith. But Paul said: "Oh, full of all subtle things and all

mischief, thou child of the devil, thou enemy of all righteousness, wilt

thou not cease to pervert the right ways of the I^ord? And now,

behold, the hand of the Lord is nptni thee, and thou shalt be blind,

not seeing the sun for a season." And immediately there fell upon him

a mist in the darkness; and he went about seeking someone to lead

him by the hand. Then the deputy, when he saw what was done,

beheved, being astonished at the doctrine of the Lord.

So that the important part of the story is not so much the Blind-

ing of Elymus as the conversion of the deputy, as told in the Latin

inscrii)tion in the tapestry which reads, translated: "Lucius Sergius

Paulus, Proconsul of Asia, embraces the Christian faith through the

preaching of Paul."

OUR LADY OF SABLON

One of the most interesting tapestries in the world is Our Lady
of Sablon, now in the Brussels Museum. It formerly belonged to the

Spitzer collection, and is one of a set of four, each having three scenes.

The story interest of this tajjestry is very great. The two personages

carryhig the litter in the middle panel of the tapestry (Plate VII)
are the brothers Charles and Ferdinand, both emperors later, the first

as Charles V and the other as Ferdinand I. The old gentleman in

the foreground of each of the three panels is the Imperial Postmaster,

Francis de Taxis, whose name appears on the facade of the new

New York City postoffice on Eighth avenue, jjlaced there by the archi-

tects, McKim, Mead & White, because of the great services rendered

by him in the development of communication by post.
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RENAISSANCE TAPESTRIES

The personages who kneel in the right panel of the tapestry are

Ferdinand, his four sisters, and his aunt and guardian, Margaret of

Austria. The coat-of-arnis in the middle of the top border of the

tapestry is that of Margaret of Austria.

Our Lady of Sablon is, of course, the Virgin borne upon the

litter. In the middle of the fourteenth century, a poor woman had

found this image neglected in the Church of Notre Dame at Antwerp.
She took it to a painter who enriched it with gold and precious colours.

Then she restored it to the church, where it immediately inspired
devotion in all who beheld it and attracted many worshippers. Then
the Virgin appeared to the old woman and bade her carry the statue

to Brussels. When the warden tried to prevent her from taking it,

he was struck with paralysis. She went to the harboiu- and embarked
in an emj^ty boat. The lioat, as if guided by the Virgin's own hand,
stemmed the current and brought the sacred image safely to Brussels.

Hei'e the old woman was received by the dignitaries of the city, and
the image was carried in triumphant procession to the Church of Our

Lady of Sablon.

In designing the story for presentation in tapestry, the artist

not only modernised the costumes but also substituted for the ancient

actors of the fourteenth century, the contemporary ruler of the

Netherlands, Charles, and bis bi-other Ferdinand.

GIULIO ROMANO

The two most lirolific tapestry designers of the Renaissance were

the Italian Giulio Romano, who was Raphael's favourite pupil, and
the Fleming Bernard van Orley, who is said to have also worked in

Raphael's studio.

The Scipio designs created by Giulio Romano in illustration of

Livy's History of Rome were wonderfully popular, and were not only
themselves re2)roduced with more or less fidelity in tapestry during
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, but also inspired a host of

other Scipio tapestries along similar lines. Parts of the story that had

seemed neglected or treated briefly in Giulio Romano's designs, were

expanded and developed into complete stories. Giulio Romano's

designs pictured scenes from the second Punic War between the

Carthaginians and the Romans (B. C. 218 to 202) in which Publius

Cornelius Scipio, called Africanus because of his victories in Africa,

won the empire of the world for the Romans.
27r>
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By some delightful turn of Fortune's wheel, part of the finest

set of Scipio tapestries with Avhich I am acquainted is now in New
York, recently brought here from Madrid, where others of the set

still remain. The set is Early Renaissance in every detail of design
and execution and all the tapestries of the set are luxuriantly rich

with gold, inserted with mar\ellous skill in plain and basket and

couched weave, the last producing in the robes brocaded effects that

are incomparably magnificent.

These tapestries are in every way equal to the greatest tapestries

of the period, the Acts of the Apostles sets at the Vatican and in the

Royal Sjianish collection ; the Abraham sets at Hampton Court, in the

Imperial Austrian collection, and in the Royal Spanish collection; the

Moses set in the Imperial Austrian collection; the Mercuiy and Herse

tapestries in the possession of the Spanish Duchess de Denia, and of

Mr. George Blumenthal.

An extraordinary fact about the four tapestries of this Scipio
set now in New York, is that they have not been injured by the hand
of time; they are as fresh and in as perfect condition as when they
first came from the loom. It is saiil that they have passed most of

their existence in huge cedar chests, protected from light and wear as

well as from moths. These tapestries are complete evidence that the

weavers of the first half of the sixteenth century understood how to

make pictiu'e tapestries that did not require aging to become beau-

tiful. Never since then have weavers displayed the same skill. Prob-

ably the first Scipio tapestries made from the designs of Giulio

Romano were the Francis I set, rich with gold, in twenty-two pieces,

four French amies high with coml)ined width of a hundred and twenty
French aunes (roughly, 16 by 480 feet), woven in Brussels by Marc
Cretif and burned for the gold they contained in 1797. [Note: The

length of a French aune is 46% inches, roughly 4 feet or one and
one-fifth metres.]

The most conqjlete descriptive list that we have of Francis I's

Scipio tapestries is from a royal inventory of about 1660, rejjroduced

by Reiset in his "Desseins au Musee Imperial du Louvre, Paris, 1866."

The widths of the different tapestries are given in French aunes. The
first thirteen of the tapestries pictm-ed the Deeds of Scipio; the last

nine the Triimij^h of Scipio.

By some strange and fortunate chance fifteen of Giulio Romano's

original Scipio drawings (i)etits patrons) have been preserved and
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I'latf \11-"()LK 1,AJ)V OK SAIU.UN"
All eiii-ly Renaissance tapestry in the Brussels .Musciiii

Plate VIII—THE DOLLFUS CRUCIFIXION'
All earl) Itenaissanee tapestry rich with jrold, desiirned by Bernard van Orley,

and Miiw owned liv Mr. Wiclener
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can be seen at the Louvre. These drawings average in size 17 inches

high by 22 inches wide. Nine of them iUustrate nine scenes of the

Triumph of Scipio mentioned above; the other six, six of the Deeds
of Scipio. They were formerly in tlie collection of Everhard Jal)ach,

from wliom they were purchased for Louis XIV by Lebrun.

Of the full-size cartoons in coloin- (grands patrons) there is one

in the Louvre 11 feet 7 inches high by 21 feet 2 inches wide, repro-

ducing scene number two of the Triumph of Scipio. This is one of

four cartoons presented to Louis XVI in 178G by the English painter,

Richard Cosway, who bought them in Venice, where they had been

taken in 1630 when the palace of the I^uke of INIantua was pillaged

by the Imperial troops.

Another famous set of Early Renaissance tapestries, also prob-

ably after the design of Giulio Romano, is the Story of Abraham, of

which there is a set of ten in the Imperial Austrian collection signed

by the famous Brussels maker of tapestries, William van Panne-

maker; a set of seven in the Royal Spanish collection, signed by the

same maker; and a set of eight at Hampton Court. In 1.548 the

whole set of ten Avas still at IIam[)ton Coiu't, when an inventory was

taken of the effects of Henry VIII "Tenne peces of newe Arras of

Thistorie of Abraham." The Si)anish set formerly belonged to

Charles V's daughter, Joanna, and numbered only seven in the inven-

tory made at the time of her death in li570. The Austrian set has in

the upper part of the jianel, on the right and on the left, the Lorraine

coat-of-arms with the Cardinal's hat of Duke Charles of Lorraine-

Vaudemont who died in 1.587. The borders of these Abraham tap-
estries are divided into compartments, after the fashion of the com-

partment borders described above. The story of each tapestry is told

in a Latin inscription on a goat's hide in the middle of the top border.

BERNARD VAN ORLEY

The most famous set of tapestries designed by Bernard van

Orley is the Himts of Maximilian in twelve pieces, one for each month
of the year (

Plate IX
)

. The first set was woven in Brussels, and

now hangs in the Louvre. It was long in the possession of the Duke
de Guise, and for that reason is often called IvCs Belles Chasses de

Guise. While these tapestries are definitely in the style of the

Renaissance, they show few traces of the paint technique that

injured so many of the tapestries woven from Italian Renaissance
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Plate IX—ONE OF THE "HUNTS OP^ MAXIAULIAN"
A series of twelve tapestries designed by Bernard van Orley, now in the Louvre

Plate X "HERCULES KILLS THE DRAGON OF
THE HESPERIDES"

One of a set of Renaissance tapestries in the Imperial
Austrian collection
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Plate XI—"CHILDREN PLAYING"
Renaissance tapestry after Giulio Romano



Plate X1I^"THK TRIUMPH OF VENUS"
Renaissance "grotesqne" ta])e,stry in tlie French National coUcctiim

Plate XIII—"MARSYAS FLAYED BY APOLLO"
Renaissance tapestry in ttie Royal Spanish collection

Plate XIV—"THE CREATION OF EVE"
Renaissance tapestry in the Tapestry Gallery at Florence
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RENAISSANCE TAPESTRIES

designs. The fact is that Bernard \an Orley, living in Brussels

as he did, thoroughly understood tapestry texture, and all of his

tapestries, even those that are most Italian, are full of the rich effects

inherited from Gothic tapestries. It is interesting to note that the

Hunts took place in the vicinity of Brussels, and that the Maximilian

named Mas the Emperor Maximilian who was the grandfather of

Charles V.

TAPESTRY SIGNATUKES

The signatures of Renaissance tapestries are exceedingly interest-

ing. Gothic tapestries were seldom signed. In the second quarter of

the sixteenth century the hahit of signing tapestries hecame general.

Indeed, in the year 1528, the practice was confirmed legally hy the

Emperor Charles V for Brussels, and in 1544 for the rest of the

Netherlands. During the sixteenth century Brussels tapestries were

signed with the Brussels mark, two cajjital B's in yellow on each side

of a red shield, in the hottom selvage, and usually on the left side of

the tapestry ; and ^ith the wea\'er's or maker's monogram in the right

selvage of the tajjestry.

Among monograms that have been identified, perhaps the most

famous is that of William van Pannemaker, who wove the famous

Tunis tapestries for the Emperor Charles V, picturing the Emperor's
successful and victorious expedition to Tvmis.

.
The designs were by

Vermeyen, who accompanied the Emperor for the purpose of sketch-

ing the scenes on the spot where the action took place. A full-length

portrait of the designer appears in the first tapestry of the set, and the

story of each tapestry is told by long Spanish captions in the top

borders and by long Latin captions in the bottom borders. The orig-

inal set is in the Royal Spanish collection, but in the Imperial

Austrian collection there is a set woven a hundred and fifty years

later by I. De Vos, whose name, together with the Brussels mark,

appears in the bottom selvage, in the same form as in the bottom

selvage of the Parnassus tapestry of the Stuart collection in the New
York Public Library.



CHAPTER XV

GOBELINS, EEAUVAIS, MORTLAKE TAPESTRIES

During the seventeenth century, owing to the pohcy of "pro-

tecting and encouraging lionie industries" of Henri IV, Louis XIII
and Louis XIA^, and of the wise and efficient prime ministers, Riche-

lieu. INIazarin and Colbert, manufactiu-ers floin-ished in France and

Paris became the decorative capital of the world. During the Gothic

and Renaissance centuries, first Arras, then Brussels, had been the

centre of tapestry weaA'ing. In the Barocjue seventeenth centin\v the

supremacy in tapestry was transferred from Brussels to Paris; and

ever since, the name most famous in connexion with tapestry has been

that of the Gobelins.

The Gobelins is a most interesting institution, open in times of

peace to visitors on Wednesday and Saturday afternoons from 1 to 3.

The trij) is an easy one by automol)ile. or street car, or motor bus,

from the Halles across to the left bank of the Seine, and out the long

Avenue des Gobelins. The entrance to the courtyard, Avith Les

Gobelins on the gate beneath RF, is simple but impressive.

Oddly enough the family of Gobelins, whose name has become

inextricably associated with ta])estries, were not tapestry weavers and

never had anything to do with tapestry weaving. As is shown by the

inscription at the left of the entrance gate: ".lean and Philibert

Gobelin, merchant dyers of scarlet, who have left their name to this

quarter of Paris and to the tapestry factory, had their works here at

the end of the fifteenth centiu-y."

The Gobelin family 2^i'osi)ered. and from dyers finally became

financiers. By the beginning of the seventeenth century dyeing was

beneath their dignity and they were glad to dispose of the property
that had made them rich, and was to make them famous.

As is shown by the inscription at the right of the entrance gate:

"April, 1601, Marc de Comans and Fran9ois de la Planche, Flemish
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Plate I—BKAUN'AIS TAPKSTKY DESIGNED 13V BEUAIN
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GOBELINS, BEAUVAIS, MORTLAKE TAPESTRIES

tapestry weavers, instal their workrooms on the banks of the Bievre."

Theirs is the tapestry phuit often described as the "Early Gobelins"

by contrast with the Gobelins after it became the property of the

Crown sixty years later. The Bievre is the little stream in the rear,

now covered and no longer used, that was greatly cherished by dyers
of red in ancient days, becanse of the special virtues that made its

waters suitable for their purjjose. Frans Van Den Planken (the

Flemish form of the name) came from Audenarde, Marc de Comans
from Brussels. Although the partnership was formed and became

active in January, KJOl, for the manufacture of tapestries and for

other important commercial operations, the royal edict of Henri IV
officially incorporating the business, and granting it large subventions

and important privileges, while imposing on it heavy burdens such as

the training of many ap])rentices and tlie operating of tapestry works

in the 2)r()vinces. is dated 1(>()7. This is the edict tliat Avas used as a

model by tlie pjUglisli a few years later in organising the tapestry
works at JNIortlake.

That the enterijrise jirospered is jiroved by a report on it dis-

covered a few years ago in the archives of the Barberini family of

Rome, as well as by the tapestries that are still preserved : notably the

sets picturing the "Story of Diana" after Toussaint Dubreuil, in the

French National Collection (Plate II) ; in the Royal Si)anish collec-

tion; and in the Morgan Memorial at Hartford, lent by Mr. Morgan.
That the greatest painters were employed is shown by a letter dated

February 26, 162G, from Rubens dunning M. Valaves for money due

on designs of the "Story of Constantine." In the inventory made at the

death of Planche (Planken). these are described as: "Twelve small

designs painted in oil on wood, from the hand of Peter Paul Rubens,

representing the story of Constantine." The designs were woven

again and again, and there are several examples of each in the French

National collection. Another set for which the Early Gobelins is

famous is the "Story of Artemisia," originated to celebrate the widow-

hood of Catherine de Medicis, wife of Henri II, but adapted and

given new borders to comfort Marie de Medicis and Anne d'Autriche,

wives of Henri IV and Louis XIII, in their similar bereavements.

After the death of Fran(,'ois de la Planche. his son Raphael drew
out his interest, and set up a rival establishment in the Faubourg-
Saint Germain. Twenty years later another low-warji plant with

Flemish weavers was established l)y Foucquet at IVIaincy, near his
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GOBELINS, BEAUVAIS, MORTLAKE TAPESTRIES

wonderful estate Vaiix-le-Vicoiiite. These three low-warp jjlants,

together with the ancient but smaller high-warp ones of the Trinite

and the IjOu\re. formed the nucleus of the "Royal Furniture Factory
of the Crown" formally established by royal decree at the Gobelins hi

1667, with Charles Lebrun, wlio had previously been the unfortunate

Foucquet's decorator and jjainter, as art director.

LOUIS XIV AND I-EBRUX

Tlie organisation of the Gobelins, from 1662 to 1667, owed every-

thing to the energetic care and forethought of Louis XIV's great

minister, Colbert. He was the moving spirit behind it all, and he saw

that the sinews of art in the form of money were not lacking. The
workmen received quarters on the premises, together with the small

gardens that are still one of tlie attractions tending to reconcile them

to small wages. The different shop managers worked each on his own
account. The Crown supplied them with wools, silks, gold and silver

tinsel, the cost of which was retained out of the finished tapestries paid
for at a i"ate fixed in advance. The shop managers were not, however,

restricted to work for the Crown. They were allowed to accept com-

missions from dealers and from individuals. They paid their men by
the piece at a i-ate varying for the different portions of a tapestry,

according to the difficulty in weaving and the skill required.

The greatest series of tapestries woven at the Gobelins after it

became a state institution, and the one that first suggests itself to

all who know about Gobelin tapestries, is the "Story of the King,"
after Lebrun. Here we find pictured in fourteen huge webs the solemn

and ofl[icial glorification of the more important events of the life of

Louis XI'S", amongst them his: "Coronation in 1654," "JNIarriage in

1660," "Entrance into Dunkirk after its recovery from the English,
in 1662," "Renewal of the Franco-Swiss Alliance, at Notre Dame in

1663," "Siege of Tournai in 1667," "Capture of Lille in 1667," "Visit

to the Gobelins in 1667," "Capture of Dole in 1668." The first set,

rich with gold and woven on high-warp looms, was 16 feet 6 inches

high with an average width of 24 feet 6 inches. The other three sets,

rich with gold but woven on low-warp looms, were oidy three-fourths

as high and narrower in proportion.
Other sets designed by Lebrun are:

(1) "The Royal Residences," in twelve pieces, one for each

month, each showing one of the royal palaces, the Louvre, the
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GOBELINS, BEAUVAIS, MORTLAKE TAPESTRIES

Tuileries, Versailles, Chambord, etc., backgrounding hunting scenes,

promenades, cavalcades and balls, appropriate to the season, framed

on each side with colunms and pilasters, and above with massive entab-

lature, while in the foreground valets in the royal livery spread rich

stuffs over a balustrade. During the King's life, this set was rewoven

at the Gobelins more often than any other.

(2) The "Elements" and the "Seasons," each in four pieces,

with Latin captions and allegorical emblems in the Renaissance

fashion. They were reproduced six times at the Gobelins in the

seventeenth century, and often copied at Brussels, Aubusson and

Felletin, and in England.

(3) The "Child Gardeners," in six pieces, in an entirely dif-

ferent sjjirit, light and gay and humom-ous, woven five times in twenty

years on low-warp looms.

(i) The "Story of Alexander" (Plate III), an esjiecial

favourite at Court because of tlie allusion in it to events in the life of

Louis XIV. It was reproduced eight times at the Gobelins, and often

at Brussels, Audenartle, and Aubusson, and in England. Lebrun

painted the five huge pictures entirely with his own hands, one of them,
the "Family of Darius at Alexander's Feet," at Fontainebleau, in the

presence of the King himself. The other scenes were the "Passage of

the Granicus," the "Battle of Arbela," the "Battle with Porus,"

"Alexander Entering Babylon." The three battle scenes were so

large that each was woven in three pieces. P^our tapestries of the set,

lent by the French government, were recently exhibited at the Brook-

lyn Museum, together with several modern Gobelins, and two ancient

Louis XIV savonneries.

As the King grew older and France less successful in war and
in commerce, the subjects of tapestries changed their character. There

was a distinct movement away from contemporary and back to Biblical

and Greek and Roman history, and to Renaissance designs. Instead

of the "Story of the King" we have the "Story of Moses," in ten

pieces, eight after Poussin and two after Lebrun. Already Rajihael's
famous "Acts of the Apostles" tapestries designed by Pope Leo X
had been copied at the Gol)elins. Now, the weavers reproduced also

Raphael's "Chambers of the Vatican" and "Sujets de la Fable";
Giulio Romano's "Story of Scipio" and "Fruits of War"; Bernard

van Orley's "Hunts of Maximilian"; the "Arabesque Months"; the

"Months of Lucas."
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GOBELINS, BEAUVAIS, MORTLAKE TAPESTRIES

When Lebrun died in lOOO, he was succeeded by Pierre Mignard,
who had ah'eady undermined his power. The only important tapestries

by Milliard are the set of six copied from his paintings in tlie Gallery
of Saint Cloud: Spring, Summer, Autumn, Winter (Plate IV),
Parnassus, Latona.

The "Indies" is a set of eight vigorous animal tajjestries copied
from paintings "painted on the spot" and presented to the King by
the Prince of Xassau. In honour of the visits of the Czar Peter the

Great to the Gobelins in 1717, the first high-warp set of the "Indies"

was presented to him. A set based upon old Brussels tapestries

called on the books of the Gobelins "Rabesques de Raphael," is the

"Triumphs of the Gods," after Noel Coypel.

Among the most successful of the new sets, after the period of

inactivity at the Gobelins from KiO-t to 1697, due to lack of money in

the royal purse, were the "Four Seasons" and the "Four Elements"

(the "Portieres of the Gods") after Claude Audran. Other sets

begun in the declining years of I^ouis 'KIY were the "Old Testa-

ment," in eight pieces, after Antoine and Charles Coyjjel; the "New
Testament," in eight pieces, after Jean Jouvenet and Jean Restout;
the "Metamorphoses of Ovid," in fifteen pieces, after different

painters.

I.OUIS XV AND COYPEL

Upon the death of Louis XIV in 171.5, he was succeeded by his

five-year-old great-grandson Louis XV, during whose minority,

Philip, Duke of Orleans, was Regent. Compared witli the age of

Louis XIV, the jjeriods of the Regency and of Louis X\" were

frivolous. In his youth Louis XI^^ had worshipped war and glory;
in his old age, religion and the Church. During the reign of Louis

XV the hearts and minds of men were less exalted and set more on

the joys of the present. Instead of the "Story of the King" after

Lebrun, we have the "Hunts of I^ouis XV" after Oudry. Domestic

and pastoral life was idealised, as in the story of "Daphnis and

Chloe," designed by the Regent himself, assisted, some say, by Charles

Coypel. Another Regency set was the "Iliad" in five pieces, by
Antoine and Charles Coypel.

Of all eighteenth century Gobelin tapestries, the Don Quixote
series in twenty-eight scenes, l)y Charles Coypel, was most achnired

and most frequently rejiroduced. The first scene was designed by
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Plate VI "THE TOILET OK ESTHKK"
hoiiis XV Gobelin tapestry designed by De Troy
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Coypel in 171-t when he was l)arely twenty; the last, in 17.51, a few

years before his death. Tlie frames f)f these Don Quixote tapestries,

of whicli there are five perfect examples in the Metropolitan Museum,
lent by Mrs. Dixon, are quite as important as the pictures and take

up much more room. Indeed, the pictures are but miniature medal-

lions set in a decorative mat that is framed inside and outside with

woven gilt mouldings in imitation of wood. One of the five tapestries

was presented by Napoleon in 1810 to the Prince of Hesse-Darm-

stadt; the other four, by Eouis XVI. in ITTi, to the Archliishop of

Rheims, who had baj^tised him, given him first communion, and

married him, and who crowned him at Rheims the following year. All

five were acquired by the late J. Pierpont Morgan from the estate of

Don Francisco d'Assisi, grandfather of the present King of Spain.

Other tajjcstries originated at the Gobelins in the reign of Louis

XV, were Charles Coypel's "Opera Fragments," in four pieces; the

"Story of Esther," in seven pieces, after Jean Francois de Troy
(Plate VI) ; "Daphnis and Chloe," in seven pieces, after Etienne

Jeaurat (of which three pieces were recently sold at auction in New
York) ;

the "Arts," in four pieces, after Jean Restout; "Stage Scenes,"

in five pieces, after Charles Coypel; the "I^oves of the Gods," twenty-
two pieces, of which "Venus and ^^ulcan," "Cherubs," and the "Genius

of the Arts" were by Boucher.

Subjects designed by Boucher for the Gobelins after he became

chief inspector in 1755, were "Vertumnus and Pomona," "Ne2)tune
and Amymone," "Venus at the Forge of Vulcan," "Venus Leaving
the Water," "Fishing," the "Fortune Teller," "Jupiter and Callisto,"

"Psyche Looking at Cupid Asleei^," and four that tell the "Story of

Amintas and Sylvia." Like the Don Quixote series of Charles Coypel,
most of these were reproduced small, with wide damasse mats between

woven mouldings. The frames were by Jacques and Tessier.

During the last half of the eighteenth centin-y, the Gobelin shop

managers executed many portraits in tapestry; notably Audran, the

one of Louis XV, after Vanloo. Also, as a result of the influence of

Madame de Pompadour, many furniture tapestries
—seats and backs

of chairs and sofas, and panels for screens—were made after the

models of Tessier, Jacques, and Boucher.

The only new sets originated at the Gobelins, during the reign
of Louis XVI (1774-1792), the "History of Henri IV," in six pieces,

after Vincent; the "Seasons," in four pieces, after Callet ;
the "History
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Plate VII—"THE FARM"
Beniivnis tapestry (lesifnied by Iliii't

Plate VIII THK "PARNASSUS" TAPKSTRV IN THE NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY
A Louis XIA' Brussels woven by .Iiulociis cle Vos who signed it
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of France," in nine pieces, after different painters, Avere unimportant
from the tapestry point of view.

Since then, few great tapestries have been originated at the Gobe-

Hns, although it still continues to be the artistic centre of tapestry

weaving. JNIodern Gobelin tapestries folloAV too closely the technique
of the jjiiiiited cartoons, and even the spirited Joan of Arc series

suffers greatly in its execution by comparison with Gothic and

Renaissance texture.

THE BEAUVAIS TAPESTRY WORKS

On August .5. 16(54, three years before the incorporation of the

"Furniture Factory of the Crown" at the Gobelins, the King signed

an edict subsidising and conferring special 23i'ivileges on "The royal

manufactures of high- and low-warp tapestries established at Beauvais

and other j^laces in I'icardy." This was the origin of the Beauvais

Tapestry Works, founded by a native of Beauvais, Louis Ilinart, who
was an experienced maker and merchant of tapestries, having a shop
in Pariswhere he disposed of the goods made at his factory in Flanders.

Although the King was exceedingly generous with his subventions

and also purchased many tapestries from Hinart, the latter was unable

to make the enterprise prosper at Beauvais, and in 1684 was obliged to

retire.

Cronstrom, the Paris agent of the Swedish Crown, says that the

reason Hinart's creditors forced him into bankruptcy was that

Madame de Montesjian had entrusted the factory established at Paris

by Philip Behagle of Tournai, with the execution of the tapestries

after Berain she was having made for her son, the Count of Toidouse,

and that Hinart's best workmen left him to go with Behagle. How-
ever that may be, when Hinart retired, Behagle succeeded him as

proprietor of the Beauvais Tai)estry Works, and made good from the

first. Among important sets M'oven by him are the "Conquests of

Louis the Great," rich with gold, two pieces of which are in the posses-

sion of Signor Candido Cassini of Florence; the "Acts of the Apos-
tles," after Raphael, signed by Behagle and still preserved at the

Beauvais Cathedral; the "Adventures of Telemachus," in six pieces,

after Arnault; the "Story of Achilles," the "Grotesques," on yellow

ground (Plate I), and the "INIarine Divinities," all after Berain; the

"Battles of the Swedish King, Charles XI," after Berain, a set rich

with gold still preserved in the Royal Swedish collection.
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Plate IX—"LE DEPIT AMOLHEUX"
Beauvais tapestry designed liy Oiidry, formerly in the Morgan collectii
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Although Behagle left the business in a flourishing condition

when he died in 17()(), his widow and sons were not equal to the task

of keeping it up, and in 1711 were succeeded by the brothers Filleul,

who, in 1722, were succeeded by Merou. The most important set

originated under the brothers Filleul was the "Chinese Set" in six-

pieces, after Vernansaal, Fontenay, and Dumons, one of which was

shown at the Buff^alo Tapestry Exhibition. Neither the brothers

Filleul nor Merou were able to make a success of the business, and

in 1734 the latter retired in favor of Nicholas Besnier.

GUDRY AXD BOUCHER

Besnier was a practical man of affairs who splendidly seconded

the artistic efforts of Jean Baptiste Oudry, whose appointment as art

director of the Beauvais Tapesti-y Works in 1726 had been the most

important event of ^Nlerou's administration. Any tapestry signed

Besnier et Oudry in the bottom selvaje is worthy of close attention.

Under Merou, Oudry had delivered the cartoons of the "Chasses

Nouvelles" in six pieces (the Wolf, the Stag, the Fox, the Wild

Boar, the Hound, the Deer) ; the "Anuisements Champetres," in

eight pieces; the "Comedies of Moliere" (Plate IX), in four pieces,

three of them formerl>- on exhibition at the Metropolitan Museum of

Art, lent by Mr. JNIorgan, and before that in the Kann collection. The

most important sets designed by Oudry for Beauvais after 1734 were

the "Metamorphoses" (Plate VUl in Chapter XII), in eight pieces;

the "Fine Verdures," in ten pieces; the "Fables of Lafontaine," in

four pieces.

Undoubtedly, tapestry owes more to Oudry than to any other

man of the eighteenth century. Although his point of view on tap-

estry texture, and on the imitation of painting by tapestry, was abso-

lutely and hopelessly wrong, his brilliant work at Beauvais revived

the industry there and brought him the appointment of art director

at the Gobelins also.

Even more important than Oudry's own designs for Beauvais,

were those he secured from other painters, notably Francois Boucher

who was resj)onsible for no less than six sets in forty-five pieces, repro-

duced seven or eight times; in 1743, the "Chinese Set," for which

Dumons painted the cartoons after Boucher's sketches; in 1749, the

"Loves of the Gods," in nine pieces; in 1752, "Opera Fragments,"

in five pieces; in 1755, the "Noble Pastorale" (Plate X) , in six pieces,
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Plate X—"FISHING"
Beauvais tapestvv desijrncd liy Boucher. One nf the famous "Xulile Pastorale" set
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the set of which formerly in the Kami collection, now hangs in a

private residence in Los Angeles. There is a perfect example, the

"Bird Catchers," in the Whitney Collection in New York City.

Boucher's work for Beauvais aroused the jealousy of the weavers

at the Gohelins, and in a memorial to the administration dated INIarch

10, 1754, the three shop managers, Audran, Cozette, and Neilson,

wrote that "to prevent the decadence of the Gobelin factory, it would

be necessary to attach to it Sr. Boucher, and that for nearly twenty

years the Beauvais factory has been kept up by the attractive paint-

ings made for it by Sr. Boucher." It is interesting to note that the

appeal was listened to, and that Boucher was detached from Beauvais,

and attached to the Gobelins, but never made any tapestry designs

of great importance thereafter. Fine Beauvais-Boucher tapestries

in good condition are worth today from $100,000 to $250,000 each.

Besnier's death in 1753 preceded that of Oudry by two years.

Besnier was followed as proprietor of the Beauvais Tapestry Works

by Andre Charlemagne Charron, who was able to continue his suc-

cesses. Among sets originated under Charron were: "Scenes from

the Iliad," in seven pieces, after Deshays; the "Russian Games," in

six pieces, after Lej^rince; the "Bohemians," in four pieces, after

Casanova.

In 1780 Charron was followed by De Menou, a tapestry manu-

facturer from Aubusson. who was able to increase the numlier of

workmen from 50 to 120. Amongst sets originated under him were:

"Pastorale with blue draperies and arabesques" (Plate VII), in ten

pieces, after J. B. Huet; "Military Scenes," in six pieces, after Casa-

nova; "Sciences and Arts," after Lagrenee. The D. M. Beauaais,

on the small tapestry "Commerce," in the Decorati\e Arts Wing of

the Metropolitan Museum, is the signatm-e of De Menou.

During the French Revolution, the Beauvais works was taken

over by the French Government, for which it now produces tapestry

furniture coverings on low-warp looms, whilst the Gobelins now con-

fines itself to wall tapestries on high-warp looms. The City of Beauvais

is 55 miles north of Paris, and in times of peace visitors are welcome

at the works every week day from 12 to 4. The Museum is interesting.

THE MOKTLAKE TAPESTRY AVORKS

The success of France in attracting low-warp weavers from

Flanders to the Gobelins, stirred England to imitation. A copy of
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GOBELINS, BEAUVAIS, MORTLAKE TAPESTRIES

the royal edict of Henri IV was secured, and in August, 1619, Sir

Francis Crane, the proprietor of the new industry, was granted the

fees for the making of three haronets. The importation of Flemish

weavers was secretly arranged for, and in 1620 fifty had already
arrived. The manager of the works was Philip de jNIaecht, who had

previously been manager of a sliop at the Gobelins for Comans and

Planche. His monogram appears in the selvage of Early Gobelin as

well as of iMortlake tapestries. The art director was Francis Cleyn,
who had been a student in Italy in the service of Christian IV of

Demnark, and whose work was so much appreciated that after the

accession of Charles I in 1625 to the throne of England, he was

granted a life pension of 100 jjounds a year.

The first important set of tapestries woven at Mortlake, begun
on September 16, 1620. and finished on June 5, 1622, was the "Story
of Vulcan and Venus," from sixteenth centin-y cartoons, in nine pieces.

It was made plain without gold, "except in the piece of Apollo and

for the letters," and cost Charles 2,000 pounds. I>ater. l)ut before

Charles became king, three sets of the same tapestry were woven for

him, rich with gold, at 3.000 pounds apiece. The "Vulcan's Complaint
to Jupiter," lent to the Metropolitan Museum by Mrs. Von Zedlitz,

is a piece from one of the gold sets, and bears the monogram of

Charles in cartouches in the side borders, the three feathers of the

Prince of Wales in the top border; and in the l)ottom border four

sceptres crossed with a riljbon bearing the I^atin inscription Sccptra

favent artes, the favetit being an error for fovent, and the meaning:

"Kings foster the arts." Tliis tapestry also carries in the liottom

selvage, now misapplied on the right, the ]Mortlake shield and the

monogram of Philip de JVIaecht. The three "Vulcan and ^"enus"

tapestries, formerly lent to the Metropolitan JNIuseum by Philip Hiss,

belong to a later set, without gold and of smaller size, but having a

most romantic history. (See my 1912 book on Tapestries.)

Another set of Renaissance cartoons copied at Mortlake was

"certayne drawings of Raphaell of Urbin, which were desseignes for

tapestries made for Pope Leo the X," for which Prince Charles

instructed Sir Francis to send to Genoa. These are the seven (out of

the original set of ten) famous Raphael cartoons now on exhibition

at the Victoria and Albert Museum. A set of the tapestries woven
from them, rich with gold, is preserved in the French National

collection. It is a splendid monument to the skill of Mortlake weavers.
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GOBELINS, BEAUVAIS, MORTLAKE TAPESTRIES

The cartouche in the bottom border bears the inscription (Plate XII)
Car. re. rcg. Mori., whicli, spelled out, is Carolo rcgc rcyuantc Mort-

lakc, and means "At IVIortlake in the reign of King Charles."

Other famous sets woven at Mortlake were: The "Xaked

Boyes," after Giulio Romano; "Hero and Leander," after Francis

Cleyn; the "Horses," after Francis Cleyn; the "Twelve Months,"
after Lucas van Leyden. The Royal Swedish collection contains the

only set that has been preserved of "Hero and I^eander." It is rich

with gold. The "Triumph of Julius Ciesar," after the nine jjaintings

by Mantegna, still preserved at Hampton Court, appeal's to have been

put on the looms in the reign of Charles II, from cartoons ordered by
Cromwell.

The death of Sir Francis Crane in 1636, and the troubles of

King Charles, ended the prosperity of the Mortlake Tapestry Works,
which dragged out a precarious existence during the rest of the

century, and was finally dissolved in 1703. The most successful man-

ager during the last half of the seventeenth centin-y was Francus

Poyntz, whose signature appears in the battle of "Solebay." in three

pieces, in the Prince of ^Vales bedroom at Hampton Court.

Credit for illustrations: Pliite I, V. W. Frcinh lS; Co.; Plates II, III, IV. V. \l. \ll, XII,
the Freiieh National Collection; Plate \'1I1, the New ')'ork Pulilie I.ilirary; Plates IX. X, the
Kami Collection.



CHAPTER XVI

TAPESTRY FURXITURE COVERINGS

Of all furniture coverings, tapestry is the most durable. Even
the ridiculously inexpensive all-cotton jacquard imitations, woven

like the one illustrated in coloiu' in Chapter XII, or the verdures with-

out personages, of the same material and weave, long outlast cheap
damasks and brocades and twills and leathers and embroideries, whilst

of the real iapestries, made by blocking in the colours with a bobbin,

without a shuttle, even those of coarsest texture like that illustrated

in Plate V, have such a com])lete interlocking of coarse hidden warp
with fine weft, that they resist rubbing and bruising almost indefinitely,

and do not tear or ravel even when cut. Age and ordinary wear

merely increase their beauty and value.

Unfortunately for the jacquard imitations, they are less beautifid

even at the start. The texture of the finer ones is not ribbed, but

is a monotonous surface of isolated points, wliich, as it grows old,

decreases, instead of increasing, in beauty. The jacquard imita-

tions look best when mounted on highly varnished or polished wooden

frames; they do not look well against weathered oak, or natural oak,

or any Ijackground that has character in its texture. Their chief

mission, it seems to me, is by contrast to emphasise the virtues of

real tapestry, and make the name familiar.

Real tapestry is not cheap. The cheapest that I know of in the

American market retailed at six dollars a s(juare foot before the war.

It was designed by an American maker to meet the eomjjetition of the

clieaper grades imported from Aubusson, and as the situation necessi-

tates, has been simplified to the utmost, witli only ten ribs to the inch,

and verdm-e pattern composed for ease of weaving. A delightfid tex-

ture is attained, and as tlie tapestry costs less even than the imported
double icarj) shuttle tajiestries, one of which is illustrated on Plate V
of Chai^ter XII, it should supplant them for use on furniture, because



Plate I—TAPESTRY CHAIK BACK, RICH WITH GOLD
Made under my own direction tci illustrate tlie practicability of weaving

today witli RcMiiissancc technique
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Plate II—SOFA COVERED W ITH AXCIKXT FLEMISH VEUIHHE TAPESTRY

Pl.ilo III .MII.I.E-FI-Kl'R TAPESTHY (< )\- I'.li I\(;S
Jliulc in America
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TAPESTRY FURNITURE COVERINGS

it will wear better on account of its more completely interlocked weave.

The range of ^^ossible patterns is about the same.

THE GOBELINS AND BEAUVAIS

The great development of tapestry furniture coverings took place

in the eighteenth century at Beauvais, the Gobelins and Aubusson.

This was coincident with the development of furnitvu-e itself, particu-

larly of chairs, and with the multiplication of smaller pieces of every

conceivable shajje for every conceivable use. During the Middle Ages,

as in the Orient today, residences were very scantily furnished. The

chest was the piece de resisiance, with bed and dresser and chairs for

the master and the mistress, a trestle table and a cupboard for the

main living room, and benches and stools for the lesser personages.

Din-ing the sixteenth century, particularly in Italy, the nund)er of

chairs increased, whilst in both Italy and France two-story cabinets

began to take the place of chests. By the seventeenth centm-y, case-

like shapes for chairs had been replaced by skeletonised frames, and

attached upholstery had become common.

In the last half of the seventeenth century verdure tapestries of

the Louis XIV type, like the one illustrated in Plate II, began to be

used by upholsterers, although still surpassed in pojjularity for chair

and cushion coverings by grotesciue (incorrectly called arabescjue)

designs more or less modified from their Italian Renaissance (Plate I
)

and ancient Roman originals. Of these Louis XIV grotesques, the

best ancient examples in America are those after Beraiu on the sofa

and chairs in the Altman collection at the Metropolitan Museum.

These covers were woven at Beauvais, and the repeated and reversed

monogram P.C. woven into the backs is probably that of the "Grand

Conde" who built the Chiiteau de Chantilly, and won the glorious

victories of Rocroi, Fribourg, Nordlingen and Lens. In the seats

appears the crowned double L, the monogram of the King. Ajjpar-

ently these coverings were woven by order of Louis XIV as a present

for Conde. Of especial interest to tapestry lovers is the sofa design

that shows apes playing with tapestry yarns and bobbins.

Tapestries are especially heli)ful in teaching the details of the

historical styles. The chair back and seat on Plate IX, from 2)art of

the great Hoentschel collection presented by IVIr. Morgan to the

Metropolitan Museum, are one of the most vivid definitions of Rococo

I have ever seen. They might have been designed, and perhaps were,
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by Juste Aurele IVIeissonier himself. The asyninietrical twists, and

naturalistic forms and motifs, are splendidly emphasised by the classic

architecture and vases. This is Rococo at its extreme and also at its

best. It is Rococo like this that appears in a few of the earlier

plates of the great Italian engraver, Giovanni Battista Piranesi, and

the feeling of which, retained in his imagination and in his fingers,

warmed in later years the details of his wonderfid illustrations of

ancient and modern Roman classic architecture.

During the past forty years an incredibly large number of ancient

tapestries have been cut up for use on furnitin-e, as well as for can-

tonnieres to frame doors and windows. How Renaissance panels and

borders of the grotesque tyjje are employed as screen panels is shown

by Plate XII. They are equally pleasing as seats and backs for

sofas and chairs, particularly tliose in the style of the Italian Renais-

sance, and as covers for tables and benches and stools and sofa pillows.

But they are not inexpensive. Fine Renaissance tapestry borders

from 16 to 20 inches wide sell quickly for one hundred dollars a

running foot, and are steadily appreciating in value. Even at that

price it no longer pays to mutilate Renaissance tapestries by detach-

ing the border from the pictiu'e panel inside, as was the common prac-

tice for many years. The borderless panels that remained were then

panelled into the walls of modern residences, with wooden mouldings
around. Now the tapestries are more valuable in their complete

form, because we are once again begimiing to build residences that

contain at least one dignified apartment large enough to provide a

background for several tapestries of full Renaissance size.

AUBUSSOX

Since the revival of interest in—and knowledge of—tapestries

in the last quarter of the nineteenth century, Aubusson has been the

centre of production of tapestry furniture coverings for the whole

world—Russia, Germany and the Argentine, as well as England and

America. And whilst some of the shops have exploited goods inferior

in structure and materials and dyes, as well as in design, it gives me

great pleasiu-e to testify to the general excellence of Aubusson repro-
ductions of French eighteenth century furniture coverings, particu-

larly of those after Oudry and Boucher. Plate VII illustrates

the type I mean, inspired by or copied from the tapestry seats and

backs illustrating Lafontaine's fables, originated by Oudry for
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Pliitci IV -INKXPKXSIVK TAl'KSTKY CHAIK SKAT
Made in America

Plate V—TAPESTRY CHAIR SKAT, OLD ENGLISH
Made in America

NEEDLEWORK STYLE
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I'lalf \ll Al'IiUSSOX TAPESTRY COVERINGS
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TAPESTRY FURNITURE COVERINGS

Beauvais. No wonder they have never lost their vogue. They are so

charming in treatment, and so just in scale, that they turn chairs and

sofas into framed pictures of exquisite texture, without detracting at

all from their use value. These modern Aubusson tapestry coverings
in the stj'Ie of the French eighteenth centuiy, are usually sold in the

United States on appro^jriate Louis XV and Louis XVI frames

made in America.

The chair illustrated on Plate XI bears the name of Thomas

Thierry, the famous French historian, because the original set of

tapestry covers was presented to him by the French government in

ai)preciation of his historical researches and publications. The covers

were first mounted about 1870 when the frames, in the style of the

Regence, were designed and made. The original set, now in the

Louvre, consists of a sofa and eight arm-chairs.

Ancient tapestry coverings woven in the eighteenth century at

Aubusson, such as those shown on Plates VIII and X, have the

texture characteristic of Aubusson at that period
—loose weave with

luminous background ; and they are sijlendidly preserved. The Louis

XVI coverings on Plate X are part of the "Greek drapery set" con-

sisting of five wall tapestries with tapestry rug and furniture cover-

ings to match. One of the wall tapestries is illustrated on Plate VII
of Chapter XII.

The success of Aubusson in the eighteenth century was directly

dependent upon that of Beauvais. As I wrote in Chapter XII,

designs and cartoons, together with a painter and a dyer, were sent

from Beauvais to Aubusson in 1731. The painter was Jean Joseph
Dumons who, during the Regence, had been one of the three designers

at Beauvais of a Chinese set of wall tapestries, one of which appro-

priately serves as the background of Plate VIII. That tapestry fur-

niture coverings jjicturing Chinese life, like those shown on the sofa in

Plate VIII, should lune been woven, perliaps under his direction and

from his cartoons at Aubusson as one result of his work there, is only

natural.

Of the tapestry furnitiu'e coverings woven in America since the

industry was established here in 1893, most have been in the style of

the French eighteenth centiny, which is not to be wondered at when

we recall that the weavers and the superintendent of the works came

originally from Aubusson. The majority of these American-made

furniture coverings are of high quality. Indeed, the set of chair and
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sofa coverings woven for the drawing room of tlie late J. Pierpont

Morgan compares well with any wo\en anywhere in the last century
and a half.

MODERN CHAIR BACK IX ANCIENT TEXTURE

As regards the future of tapestry Cuniiture coverings, and also

of wall tapestries in America, I believe that it depends upon a return

to more ancient traditions and styles of weaving. What I mean is

illustrated hy Plate I. In the tifteenth and sixteenth centuries,

designers and weavers co-operated to produce tapestries that were

distinguished for the ((ualities that differentiate tapestries from paint-

ings, rather than for the qualities that tajiestries share with paintings.

In those centuries the possibility of producing extreme contrasts by
means of horizontal ribs and vertical hatchings was taken advantage
of to the utmost, and as a result Gothic and Renaissance tapestries

have a texture totally unlike the texture of tapestries of the eighteenth

century, when paint effects were imitated and the highest praise went

to the weaker who reproduced the cartoon most exactly in all its

paint values.

The chair back on Plate I. with background of gold in basket

weave, was made under my direction to illustrate the practicability

of weaving today with Renaissance technifpie. Ribs and hatchings
were used to accentuate the folds of the robe, and hatchings were

employed to "mix colours on the loom" in precisely the same manner
as in the sixteenth century. 'I'he design is reproduced from one of

Giulio Romano's borders for the Acts of the Apostles set in the Royal

Spanish collection.

GOLD IN TAPESTRIES

At this point I should like to answer a question that is often

asked by the members of my lecture promenades at the Metropolitan
Museum: "Is this gold, real gold?" It is. but real gold in very small

quantity. The gold threads used are not gold wire or even wire

plated with gold; they are yellow silk threads wound around with

gold tinsel, aiul the effect when the tinsel breaks away in tiny points
from the silk underneath is exceedingly pleasing, much more so than

when the surface still remains all shine and sheen of gold. The gold
thread of ancient Renaissance tapestries has come down to us in very

good condition as a rule, but the gold thread of the seventeenth

century
—

particularly that used at Mortlake—is usually tarnished,
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witli little or none of the gold left. I fear that sometimes the silver

rihbon used as a base got its golden yellow not from the king of metals,

but like illuminated leathers, from yellow lawiuer (see Chapter XX).
The base used for the tinsel today is copper, that grows old more

gracefully. If I had my way I would introduce gold into all except

the very coarsest tapestries, so nuich do I admire the effect of its con-

trast Avith the roses and blues in silk, and the flesh colours in wool.

VKRUVKKS

Amongst the most interesting tapestries ever woAcn are the Late

Gothic mille fleurs that inspired so many of the tapestries designed by
Bin-ne-Jones and Morris, and made in England at Merton near

Ijondon in tJie last (juarter of the nineteenth century. One of these

English tapestries is illustrated on Plate IX of Chapter XII. How
two American makers have adapted Late Gotliic mille-fleurs for use

as furniture coverings is illustrated by Plates III and XIII. The

coverings in the former are based on a wall tapestry belonging to the

late Alexander W. Drake. The coverings in the latter are from a

wall tapestry in the nmseum at the Gobelins. The chair back in the

former, which would be described as "mille fleur with birds," shows

a crane supine beneath a falcon. The sofa back in the latter, which

would be described as a "mille fleur witli personages," jiresents a

garden party with a lady at the tiny organ ujjon the curb of the foim-

tain, whilst a youth picks the mandolin. Mille-fleur coverings are suit-

able for Late Gothic and Early Renaissance frames, being flat in

drawing and having the ground covered with tiny leaves and flowers

(whence their name, mille-fleiu- or thousand-flower tapestries).

Very dift'erent are these Gothic verdures from those that were

developed in the latter part of the seventeenth century, and flourished

through the eighteenth, like the coverings illustrated on Plate II.

The latter are distinctly paint style, relying for their principal effects

upon contrasts of light and shade, with line and colour both weak.

Examples of verdure tapestries executed in England at the

Mortlake works near London in the last half of the seventeenth

century, are the coverings of the Charles II sofa, chair and stool of

Plate VI which are to be seen in the Victoria and Albert Museum
at South Kensington. It will be noticed that the details of these

English seventeenth century weaves are lai-ger in scale than are the

details in the Gothic mille-fleurs, and the eighteenth century verdures.
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AMERICAN INNOVATIONS

With the tapestries frciin American looms, ilkistrated on Plates

IV and XIV, I am especially pleased. The_\- take their inspiration

from Old English needlework, hut in such a way as to produce the

charm of innovation ratlier than the suggestion of imitation. With-

out losing the fascinating character of tapestry texture, they have

introduced variety and special interest into it l)y the addition of some

of the ([ualities found in ancient needlework. From the texture point

of view, they are delightful, and constitute an important addition to

tajiestry technique. From the commercial point of view they are a

success, selling for a little over half the cost of modern needlework

of the same fineness, and heing nuicli more durable. Especially do I

admire the chair seat on Plate IV.

An especial interest attaches to the coverings on the Chinese

Chippendale sofa of Plate XI^', because they were designed to meet

an actual condition. The American maker of the frame wanted

upholstery more appropriate than anything he had been able to ])ro-

cure, and admits that he got it. The fact that many individuals will

mistake this tapestry for needlework is no argument against it. They
are the same persons who now mistake needlework for tapestry.

Besides, it is almost certain that the so-called petit points were in their

origin merely imitations of woven tapestries.

The obvious difference between the two is in the siu'face textiu'e,

that consists of ribs in woven tapestry and of points in needlework

tapestry. Also, in needlework tapestry the background is often in

coarse point (gros point ) while the faces and hands and other parts

of the figures are in fine point (petit point), an eflfect that has

recently been for the first time imitated in real tapestry, and by an

American maker who uses fine warps doubled for the background,
and single where the j^ctit points come. Furthermore, while the lines

of the surface of woven tapestry run only one way (with the warp),
those of the surface of needlework tapestry run both ways (with the

weft, as well as with the warp ) , and are less pronounced. The basis

or starting point of needlework tapestry is coarse canvas or etamine

or buratto or some similar hard-spun fabric in loose texture.

MODERN DYES

I am often asked about the dyes of modern tapestries. Are they

vegetable or aniline, and will they last as well as the old ones?

S19



Plate XIII—MILLE-FI.ELK TAPK.STKV CU\KKIXGS
Alade in America

PLATE XIV—MODERN TAPESTRY-COVERED SOFA
Made in America
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I am glad to be able to answer that iicarli/ all of the inodeni establish-

ments weaving tapestries use exclusively the same dye materials as

were used in the sixteenth century, and compound them in the same

manner as they were compounded in the sixteenth centmy. For illus-

tration of these materials, see i)age 2.53 of my book on Tajjestries.

Tapestries, the wool of which has been properly washed—with enough
of the lanolin left in to keep it alive—and the wool and silk of which

have been skilfully dyed with these vegetable dyes, are just as per-

manent in colour as ancient Gothic and Renaissance tapestries, and

much more permanent than most of those of the seventeenth century,

and many of those of the eighteenth century. Tapestries of wool or

silk that have been dyed with aniline dyes are not worth house room.

Any tapestry maker who admits the use of anilines in his work should

be avoided.

JIODERN CARTOONS

Another point with regard to the weaving of modern tapestries

for either fm-niture coverings or wall panels: The taste of the cus-

tomer, be he dealer or individual, or jjainter or architect, should never

be consulted with regard to the full-size coloured cartoons. His

opportunity for criticism should be confined to the original small

colour sketch (petit patron ). and to the finished tapestry. The grand

patron he should never see, for he will not understand this technical

tapestry pattern any more than he would understand a dress pattern,

and by insisting on paint qualities in the cartoon, and on having the

weaver copy the cartoon exactly, he will prevent the production of a

tapestry tapestry.

Credit for illustrations: Plates I, III, XII, Wm. Baumgarten & Co.; Plates II. VIII, X,
P. W. French & Co.; Plates IV, V, XH', the Edgewater Tape.strv Looms; Plate VI, the

Victoria and Albert Museum; Plates \II, XI, the Palmer & Embury .Mfg. Co.; Plate IX,
the Metropolitan Museum of Art; Plate XIII, Pettier & Stymus.



CHAPTER XVII

CHINTZES AXD CRETONNES

Cliiutz is the Eiifi^lish word, cretonne the French word, for drapery

prints. Consequently, when tlie two words are useil side by side, we
are apt to find the English jjrints, particularly those of many colours,

fine texture and small floral designs, called chintzes, whilst the French

prints of larger design on heavier cloth are called cretoimes. The
chintzes used in England are often glazed, but the difficulty of having
them freshened by re-glazing in America, has prevented glazed
chititzes from becoming popular here.

The French word cretonne is said to be derived from the Norman

village of Creton, which was once famous for the weaving of drapery
cloths. However, tlie term commonly used in France in the eighteenth

century for French jjrints as well as for the Oriental ones that they

imitated, was indiennes or persiennes (Indians or Persians). The

English word chintz is already a pliu'al. though now through long
error used as singular. The original singular was cliint, as illustrated

by Pcpys in his famous diaiy under date of September 5. HH'tH:

"Bought my wife a chint, that is a painted Indian calico, for to line

her study." The word is Hindoo. deri\ed from the Sanscrit cliitra,

meaning "many-coloured." JNIurray's great dictionary defines cliintz

as "(Originally, name of painted or stained calicoes imported from

India; now, cotton cloths fast printed with designs of flowers, etc.,

generally uot less than five colours and usually glazed."

While both the French and the English cloth prints of the seven-

teenth and eighteentli centuries were imitations of the Oriental

product, the process of making was entirely ditt'erent. In India the

patterns were painted or pencilled on, in the form of direct colours or

resists, or mordants, while in France and England blocks of wood or

flat 2)lates of cop])er were used—the wood blocks carved in relief, and

the copper-plates in intaglio like those that produce modern engraved
3-22
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Plate I- HAXI)-PAI\TF,n COTTON OF THK SEVENTEENTH CENTURY FROM AMBER, INDIA
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visiting cards. The copper plates were used for printing on silk

(Plate XXX), and for the finer and more intricate designs on linen

or cotton.

Both of these processes, though undoubtedly known and occa-

sionally practised in China for centuries liefore, were fully devel-

oped only in Europe, and in the eighteenth century, to imitate

the Oriental "painted calicoes." The memory of this is still pre-

served in the French word for wall papers (papiers peints), as well

as in a phrase often used for printed cloths (toiles peintes). Cloths

were, for the most part, jxdntcd in India and Persia and China; but

in France and Enghuul and Germany they were printed from hloeliS,

thus illustrating the tendency in Eiu-ope to substitute mechanical

processes whenever possible for the hand woi-k of Asia. Furthermore,

if we classify the various arts according to their origin and develop-

ment, we shall be obliged to admit that printing is, after all, merely
a mechanical block method of painting or draioing or writing.

PLINY ox CHINTZ

Very properly did Pliny, writing in the first century A. C, in

book 35 of his Natural History, classify Egyptian chintzes under

painting. He describes them as follows :

Pingunt et vestes in ^Egi/pto inter paiiea niirabili genere, eandida

vela postquam adtrivere illincntes non coloribus, .sed colorem sorbent-

ibus medicamenti.s. Hoe eum fecere, non adparei in velis: sed in

cortinam pig menti ferventis mersa, post momentum extraiiiintur picta.

3Iirunique, cum sit unus in cortina colas, ex illo alius atque alius fit in

veste, accipientis medicamenti qualitate mutatus. Nee postea ablui

2)otest: et cortina non dubie confusura eolores, si pietos acciperet,

digerit ex uno, pinguitque dum eoqnit. Et adusttv vestes firmiores

fiunt quam si non urerentur.

"They also paint clothing in Egypt in a manner extraordinarily

marvellous. After they have finished the cloth white, they line it not

with colours, but with mordants that absorb colours. When this is

done, it is not apparent on the cloth; but when the cloth is dipped in

the dye jjot, after a moment it comes out painted. And the strange

part is that although there is only one colour in the ])(>t, that colour

produces several on the cloth, varying according to the (juality of the

mordant that it receives. Xor can it afterwards be washed out. So

the dye pot, that would undoubtedly blend the coloiu's together, if it
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Plate II—HAXD-PAINTED COTTON OF THE SK.VENTEENTH CENTURY FROM AMBER, INDIA

From the Brooklyn Museum collection
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Plate III—GOTHIC ANTEPENDIUM (ALTAR FRONTAL) PRINTED IN BLACK
FROM NINE BLOCKS

Sliowing Christ, Saint Barbara, Saint George, Mary and Jolin, with Gothic inscription and
ornamental border. Tyrolian of tlie fifteenth century

Plate IV COITON I'KIN IS OK Till', SlXlll ( I.N II Id' A. I). IliOM KC^ I'l

At Aehmin have lieen foinid two of the tiny wooden hlocl<s from wliieli sncli clotlis were |iriiilcil,

one of them sliowing two peacocks facing a tree; the other, a spool with |>att<'rn

on eacli vud, 1 i/.'> Indies higli witli diametiT of I 3/.") inelies.
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Plate V—THIKTKKiVTH OK ! C)L HTEKiNTH e'KNTL KY I'KINI Kl) I.IXKN IX BLACK
From Cologne

'^^mj
Plate VI—ROMANESQUE, TWELFTH OR THIR- Phite VII—GOTHIC WALL HANGING PRINTKO
TEENTHCENTURY, IN SILVER ON BLUE LIXEX IX THREE COLOURS

From till- lower Rhine Freneh-Flemisli of the fifteenth century
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Plate VIII-l'AKl Ol AX IIAl.l AX lOUUTKKNTH CIATIRY WALL HAXIUXG
Three feet high, in bhick and red on linen. In the upper row are men and women dancing; in the middle

row, knights and Saracens fighting; in the lower row, the story of (Edipus (Edip) whose ankles are pierced

by the king's servants (Famvliere), and who, when exposed for death, is rescued by King Polypos (Polipvs).

Plate IX—RHKNISH SI XTKKXTH CKXTUKV
PR I XT

In black on white linen

Plate X CHALICE COVER IX BLACK t)X
WHITE LIXEN

With 1. H. S. (Latin initials for Jesus Saviour of Men)
and the date, 1606, Ciermany
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Plate XI—EIGHTEENTH CENTURY PERSIAN PAINTED PANEL ON LINEN
34 X 51 Inches
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DECORATIVE TEXTILES

received them already painted, selects them from one single colour and

paints while it boils. And the dyed cloths are firmer than if they

were not dyed."

CHINTZES FROM INDIA

Fifteen centuries later "painted cloths" (Plates I, II, XI, XII,

XIII) were introduced into Europe from India l)y the several East

India companies. The first in the field were the Portuguese who dis-

covered the way around the Cape of Good Hope in 1408, and thus

captured much of the trade that had previously been handled by the

Venetians and the Genoese via the Persian Gulf, Busra, Bagdad,

Aleppo and Beyrout. In the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries Bruges
was the distributing centre for northern Europe, succeeded in the last

half of the fifteenth by Antwerp, and towards the end of the sixteenth

by Amsterdam. In the seventeenth centiu-y, with the organisation of

the Dutch and London East India companies, and later, in KUi-t, of

the French East India Company, the Portuguese lost their monopoly
and there was a lively contest between the different nations for control

of the Oriental trade.

In 1093, Dr. Havart, a Dutch botanist, long resident in India,

remarked: "The jiainting of chintzes proceeds in the most leisurely

manner in the world, in a manner similar to the crawling of snails,

which appear to make no headway. Anyone who would represent

patience and had no other model, could use one of the chintz painters

of Palicol."

In 174<2, Father Coeurdoux, a Jesuit missionary resident at

Pondicherry, wrote home to Europe:
"The painter or artist, having prepared his design upon paper,

next has to transfer it on to the cloth. He begins by pricking the main

outlines of the design with a fine needle, then lays his paper t)n the

cloth and passes over it a pad containing charcoal powder which, pene-

trating through the pricked holes, by this means transfers the main

features of the design on to the cloth." He then continues as follows

(abbreviated) :

(1) Black. First, l)lack made from iron filings is pencilled in

over the charcoal tracing and made to set fast with boiling water.

(2) Blue. Next a wax resist is painted over the parts where blues

or greens are not to appear and the cloth is sent to the indigo dyer.

(3) Red. Next a wax resist is pencilled in where white tracery is to



Plate XII—HAXD-PAINT]<U) COTi'OX OF THE SEVENTEENTH CI<;NTU11Y FROM
INDIA, USED FOR COVERING WALLS AND CEILINGS

FroiM Die Hruoklyn Mustiini ((illcctiiiii
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DECORATIVE TEXTILES

appear over reds, pinks or lilacs; and red, pink and lilac mordants

are apjjlied by painting or pencilling in the manner described by Pliny
seventeen hundred years before. The places on the cloth for the reds

are painted with a stronger enudsion of alum than tlie places for the

pinks, whilst the violets have a mixture of alum and iron liquor. Then
the red dye pot develojjs the reds just as it did in the days of Pliny.

(4) Yellow. Finally, the yellow is applied direct, being painted over

the places where yellow is recjuii-ed, and also where the blue is to be

turned green. At this point, it should be explained that the Indian

jiencils (more jjroperly called pens) are made of bandxu), sharpened
and split at the end.

I agree with the English manufactin-er and authority on painted
and printed cloths, George Percival Baker, that no modern method

of printing in direct colours can produce results so fine, so solid and

so beautifid as have been achieved by the ancient Egyptian and Indian

process of "dye-painting."

IX THE \^'EST

Not long after the middle of the seventeenth century the cloth

printing industry began to develop in England. In 1677 Sir Josiah

Child, a director of the London East India Company, states that

goods in the grey were then coming from India to be printed on in

imitation of Indian chintzes. In 1700 the importation of the real

article from India was prohibited by Parliament in order to jjrotect

and encourage the home manufacturer. In France not only the

imported but also the domestic iiidictnicfi were prohibited until 17.59,

so that the development of French printing on linens and cottons oidy
became important then.

Pliny's is not the only evidence as to the early use of painted
cloths in the ^Mediterranean countries. Herodotus says that the

Caucasians woi-e garments into which representations of animals had

been dyed so as to be tub-fast. Fragments of cloth from Achmim, in

Egypt, about three centuries later than Pliny, show patterns and

figure subjects stamped from blocks (Plate IV). Especially inter-

esting is a block-printed cotton from the grave of Bishop Ctesarius,

who was buried at Aries, near Marseilles, A. D. 5-18. An especially

important fragment is that found in an ancient tond) at Quedlim-

burg, in Germany, which Dr. Lessing called Sassanid-Persian of the

sixth or seventh century.
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Plate XIV—AN'CIKXT POUTrC.UKSR BLOCK PRINTS
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CHINTZES AXD CRETONNES
GERMAN AND ITALIAN

According to Dr. Forrer of Strasbiirg, whose two books in Ger-

man on Fabric Prints are the most important piibhshed, the art of

ornamental block cutting was developed in median'al Rhenish

monasteries. The initial letters of thirteenth century manuscripts
sometimes had their outlines stamped from blocks. German docu-

ments of the fourteenth century bear the names of block cutters and

cloth printers as witnesses. From the eleventh century on, the rich

damasks and brocades and figured velvets of Sicily, Byzantium and

Italy were imitated in German block jjrints on linen, the earlier ones

with free use of gold and silver (Plates III, VI, X). The prhiting
of textiles in Europe precedes by several centuries the printing of

books. (A French-Flemish colour print of the fifteenth century is

illustrated on Plate VI). In the seventeenth century Augsburg was

famous for linens printed largely in ancient j^atterns and in the ancient

Rhenish manner, and supplied many craftsmen for the development
of cloth printing in Alsace and in Switzerland, as Alsace and Switzer-

land did later to France.

However, the oldest written instructions on the block printing of

cloth are not German but Italian (Plate VIII) and are contained in

Chapter 173 of Cennino Cennini's late fourteenth century "Treatise

on Painting/' There Cennini describes the engraving of intaglio

wooden blocks for printing in black the outline of the pattern that is

to be coloured up later with the brush. He heads the chapter with:

"The way to execute jjaintings on cloth with the block," and begins
it with: "Because to the art of the brush there still belong certain

works painted on linen cloth, which are good for boys' and children's

robes and certain church pulpits, here is given the way to execute

them."

Also interesting are the directions for block printing gi\'en in a

fifteenth century German manuscript preserved in the public library
of Nuremberg and evidently based on much earlier treatises. The

manuscript was originally preserved in the Convent of Saint Catherine

in Nuremberg, and in the sixteenth centm-y, as the dedication shows,

was presented by the Prioress of the convent to one of the Sisters.

The book is in three parts, the first dealing with church vestments,

the third with stained glass and the second with the "printing silver

and gold and of wool and of all colours, and how one prints pictm-es
of paper."
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CHIXTZES AXD CRETONNES
JOUY PRINTS

In the last half of the eighteenth century, as soon as tlie govern-
ment restrictions were removed, France (Plate XXV) (|iiickly

equalled and surpassed all that had been done before. The leader in

the new industry was the famous Philip Oberkampf, born in Ansbach

in 1738. His father practised cloth printing and dyeing rather unsuc-

cessfully in several parts of Germany, and finally settled down in

Aargau, Switzerland. The son was trained in his father's business

and after having also had some experience with Kochlin and Dollfus

at Miilhausen, in Alsace, went to Paris at the age of nineteen, liad him-

self naturalised, and in 1758 or 17.59 set up a small \vorkshop in the

little village of Jouy near Versailles. As his entire resources were

not over 600 livres, the whole equipment was necessarily exceedingly

primitive.

Obei'kampf himself built the printing tables, designed the pat-

terns, cut them on wood and personally looked after the printing as

well as the dyeing and all the other details. His success was almost

inmiediate and before long his jjrinted cloths (Plates XV, XVI,
XVII) attained such vogue as to be especially mentioned in auction

catalogues, such as that of ]M. Parseval in 1782, "iin meuhle de salon

d'ete en toile dc Jouy," or that of Sieur Larsonnier, "lits de toUe de

Jouy." In 1783, Oberkampf had the honour of receiving a formal

visit from Louis XVI, who spoke in high terms of his goods and his

enterprise, ennobled him and raised his establisliment to "Manufac-

ture Royale." (See the signature of the fabric illustrated on Plate

XV, "580" being the number of the pattern; Les Colomhes, "the

Doves," the name of the pattern; and P. N. G. the man who did the

actual printing.)

From that time on, Jouy jjrints were the \'ogue not only at court

and in the palaces of the nobles, but also in the houses of the rich

middle class. The sales and the profits were immense. The number
of employees reached 1,500. Oberkampf gave them their own houses,

hospitals and old age pensions, and looked after their interests in

every way. Constantly the quality of the product improved and soon

outclassed the German, Alsatian and English prints. Oberkampf
shrank from no expense to improve his processes. He sent agents

everywhere, even to the Orient, in order to discover the secrets of the

brilliant colours of India and Persia. In 1806 he received a ffold

medal at the Paris Exposition.
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Plate XVI—JULY COPPER PRINT I\ RED
Made about 1785, and signed "Manufacture Royale de S. M. P. Oberkampf," pietuiing

Oberkanipfs factory, together with the processes of plate and roller printing

Plate XVII~A JUIV PRINT, THE UNITED STATES RECEIVED AMONG
THE NATIONS
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Plate XVIII—THREE Hl'F.T DESIGNS FOR ,I()LY PRINTS
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I'hiU- \I\ Till'. FOUR SKASOXS
Kroni a oop])cr-])latf engraving- of one of Huefs designs for .louy prints
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CHINTZES AND CRETONNES

Napoleon is said to liave consulted him frequently and to have

called him "Seigneur de .louy." Once when Napoleon was visiting

Oberkampf s factory, he is said to have asked him if lie had yet

received the cross of tlie Eegion of Honour. When Oherkam])f
answered "No," Napoleon took the one on his own breast and gave
it to Oberkampf, saying: "No one deserves to wear it more than

you. You and I are fighting a good fight against the English, but

your fight is the best." Both men had risen high from small begin-

nings and both fell together.

In 1815, when the army of the Allies passed through Jouy, they

pillaged and destroyed the magnificent factory. "This siglit is kill-

ing me." said the grey-haired Oberkampf, as he gazed upon his idle

and starving men. His healtli bi-oke down and on the fourteenth

of October, 181.5, he died.

Oberkampf's establishment served as a model for later ones. In

1785, he was the first to introduce roller printing on the Continent,

assisted by a mechanic who came from Great Britain, where the

process had been invented by a Scotchman named Bell. It was first

applied there in a large way at Mousey, near Preston, also in 1785.

The Jouy print reproduced on Plate XVI shows copper-roller print-

ing and copper-plate printing side by side, the latter in the upper
right corner, the new roller printing in tlie foreground. The river in

the upper left corner, flowing past the factory, is the Bievre that also

supjjlied the Gobelin works in Paris with good water. The three

workmen with flails are beating and cleaning the cloth to jjrepare it

for j^rinting.

The style of Jouy prints accommodated itself to the fashion of

the hour. The earliest were mostly in red and distinctly "Chinoiseries."

A few years later come peasant scenes inspired by the paintings and

tapestries of Teniers; and still later, allegorical and nni;hological sub-

jects, and scenes from contemporary history, especially from the

beginning of the French He\()lution and from the American War of

Independence. Many of the best designs of the later period were
executed for Oberkampf by Jean Baptiste Huet, so many of whose
sketches are preserved in tlie Musee des Arts Decoratifs at Paris.

MORRIS AND AVEARNE

The great designer and maker of linen and cotton and worsted

prints in the nineteenth century was William Morris (1834-1896),
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Plate XXII—1,ATK EIGHTKKXTH CENTLRY PKIXTS .\IADK, IX FRAXCE
Depicting tlie triuniph of Wasliingtoii, antl probably made for the American market
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CHINTZES AND CRKTOXNES

whose work was so good that, Hke the woi-k of Oherkaiiipf and Huet
at Jouy, it is still printed and used (Phites XXVIII and XXIX). It

was printed mainly from wooden blocks. For the modern reproduc-
tion of Morris's cloths, as well as those of Oberkampf and others, the

original ])locks are still used.

Today in Ihe Ignited States, on account of labour conditions, the

block printing of textiles is impracticable. Nevertheless, we have block

prints (Plates XXVI and XXVII) in l)()th new and old designs,

which, though 2)i-inted in England, were (jriginated in New York by

Harry Wearne, head of the ancient Zuber works at Rixheim in the

heart of the war zone, from which Mr. ^Vearne, who is an English
citizen, escaped into Switzerland just as the British ultimatum to

Germany expired. Mr. Wearne, whose American connexions have

been close for many years, and who has passed much of his time here,

has now taken up his residence permanently in the United States and

may now be able here to exercise as important an influence as Morris

did in England diu-ing the later nineteenth centin-y.

MODERN PROCESSES

The principal methods now used for printing on cloth are:

(
1

)
From wooden blocks with pattern in relief.

(2) Perrotine block printing.

(3) From copper jjlates with pattern in intaglio.

(4) From copper rollers with pattern in intaglio.

(5) Stencilling.

(1) Hand block printing gives extraordinarily i-ich and soft

effects, particulai-ly in large patterns. The blocks are of box or pear
wood backed with i)ine. The larger surfaces are filled in with felt

and the fine details are executed in copper ribbon or wire driven into

the wood. In this process each colour dries before the next is applied.

(2) The "perrotine" is a machine named from Perrot, who
invented it in Rouen in 1884.. It handles three blocks at a time, impos-

ing the second and the third cohnn-s while the first is still fresh. It is

limited to three colours and to comparatively small patterns.

(3) JNIost of the copper i)late jjrints executed by Oberkampf
were in one coloin-, thus eliminating the necessity of exact register,

which is a great disachantage of the plate j^rocess.

(4) In roller printing the size of the j^ivttern is limited by the
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(1) (J)

(3) (+)

(5) («)

(I) ;iM<l (.') Jouy prints; (3) and (4) Rouen; (j) I'rench about 1830;

(()) iModfrn re))rocluction, ])i'inte<l from tlie orif;inal block of
an eiglitrcntli cfntury l''ngli.sli print

Plate XXV AXCIKXT I'HIXTF.D CLOTHS
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Plate XXVI—PHEASANT AND LAHCH
Originated in America and jiriiited in ]'",ng'land on linen, from wooden blocks

(1) Grinling Gililion .strii)e (-2) Old-fashioned English stripe

(3) Chinese cockatoo (4) Chinese honeymoon

Plate XXVII—MODERN BLOCK PRINTS
Printed in England but originated in America
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(1) Hose

(-') Strawberry Thief, in bright colors (3J Brer Ralibit, in iiliic

Phite XX\ III THREE BLOCK PRINT DESIGNS BY WIl.l.IA.M .MORRIS
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CHINTZES AND CRETONNES

circumference of the roller, which is usually 1.) or 18 inches. The

rollers, which were anciently engraved by hand, are now etched or

milled. In the etching process an enlarged image of the design is

thrown upon a zinc jjlate with an enlarging camera, and then painted

in the proper colours and the outline of each colour engraved by
hand. Then the pantograph transfers and reduces the design from

the zinc plate to the varnished surface of a copper roller in the form

of tiny holes through which the etching acid reaches the copper and

eats the design into the roller. In the milling jiroces.s the pattern is

engraved by hand on a small, soft steel roller, which is then hardened

by plunging when red hot into cokl water. This is the die from which

the mill is made. A soft steel roller is rotated against the die initil

it receives the design //( relief. This is the "mill" that when hardened

and tempered makes cojiper rollers galore by being i-evolved against

them.

(.5) Stencilling is really painting as distinguished from print-

ing, and uses cut-out patterns through which the colours are applied

with the brush.

The printing of falirics may be either direct or indirect. The
four principal methods are :

(1) Direct printing from blocks, plates oi' rollers.

(2) Mordant printing.

(3) Resist printing.

(4) Discharge printing.

The first method actually deijosits the colours. The second

leaves mordants that afterwards in the dye pot make the dye take

where the mordant has been printed. Compare Pliny's description of

mordant painting. The third method leaves resists that prevent the

dye from taking where they are applied. The fourth method deposits

acids or alkalies that eat away the coloin- where they have been applied.

Bre'r Rabbit, on Plate XXVIII, was made by discharge printing on

a cloth previously dyed blue.

Plate XXX shows an extreme example of fineness of detail

and exquisite blending of colour. Indeed, the result looks more like

painting than like printing, except for its accentuation of exactness.

Certaiidy, from the engra\er's point of view, nothing better could be

done. The plates are ancient ones from Miilhausen, and the modern

printing with them was done in France.
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(1) African .Marigold

(J) Wamlle

(I!) Iloni'vsiu'kle

Plate XXIX—THIJKK CHINTZES BY WILLIAM MORRIS
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Plate XXX—MODERN SATIN, PRINTED IN BRIGHT COLOURS
From ancient copper plates

TLitc XXXI—JUJDKRX CIIIXT/. OX LINEX
Printed from the ancient blocks
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(1) (-')

(i) (i)

Plate XXXIl—FOUR .MODHKX A.MEKICAX SILK I'HIXTS
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Plate XXXIII—COTTON' CLOTH ON WHICH AMERICAN MAKERS PRINT
WITH COPPER ROLLERS
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CHINTZES AND CRETONNES
AMERICAN ROLLER PRINTING

Silk printing has niude a wonderful advance in America in the

past ten years. The high artistic quality of some of the drapery

designs is shown on Plate XXXII. No. 1 repnxhices an ancient

European museum hrocade; No. 2, an Asiatic mosque, birds and

trees; No. 3 is a design adapted by a New York girl from an old Rus-

sian wall jjaper; No. 4. a Chinese children's tea party.

Plate XXXIII shows some of the various cotton weaves used by
American printers to secure various effects. The obvious peculiarities

of the weaves are:

(1) Homespun, fine warp with coarse, irregular weft, that

gives a ribbed and homespun look to the surface. (2) Sivansdoxcn, an

open, jjlain A\'eave with fuzzy yarn that gives a fleecy surface. (3)

AhnoH silk, a silkoline embossed to increase the lustre. (4) Ticking,

a firm and heavy warp twill for hard wear, as the name implies.

(5) Crejmline, a sateen embossed to increase lustre and give crepy

effect. (6) Scrim, a plain, open weave. The sample illustrated is

striped by the inserticm of extra warps. (7) French rep. fine warp
and coarse weft that produces the rep effect. (8) Antoinette rep,

a coarse, flat rep produced by inserting the coarse wefts in pairs.

(9) Voile, like scrim, but finer and liarder spun. (10) Tuileries

cloth, a cotton taffeta figured by floating the wefts.
(
11

) Marquisette,

a net formed by warps twisting in pairs around the wefts. (12)

Krinkle cloth, a plain, open weave embossed to give the crinkly effect

to Austrian shades. (13) Standish cloth, a firm and durable plain

weave with diagonal ribs formed by coarse wefts that interlace pairs

of warp.j. (14) Terry cloth, a shaggy, irregular weave with twisted

and uncut warp pile. (1.5) iJ/rtr/rrt.y, marquisette (see above) figured

by weaving in pairs of soft extra wefts and then cutting away the

floats. The rough side is the right side. (16) Silkoline. a cheaiJ, plain,

oj^en weave of fine yarn, finished to look as silky as possible. (17)

Dimit//, warp twill stripes in relief on ground of plain weave. (18)

Crash, plain, loose weave of irregular yarn. (19) Sateen, a coarse

cotton satin with weft instead of warp surface. (20) Norman cloth,

a cotton taffeta with tiny relief figm-es formed by floating the wefts.

Credit for illustrations: Plates III to X and XVI, XVIII, XIX, XXI 5, XXII, the

Library of the Metropolitan .Museum; Plates XI, XV, XXV, XXVI, XXVII, Harrv Wearne;
Plates'XXVIII and XXIX, A. E. Bnlkelev and Morris & Co.; Plate XXX, A. E.' Bulkeley;
Plate XXXII, Cheney Bros.; Plates XXXIII and XXXIV, Elms & Sellon.



CHAPTER XVIII

WALL PAPERS

Theik Ouigin, History and Manui-actuke

Papers used to cover side walls and ceilings are called "wall

papers." They are usually attached directly to the walls with paste,

but are sometimes backed with uuislin or canvas before pasting, or

before being attaclied to battens like fabric wall hangings. The latter

method is prefei'able foi' scenic and picture ])apers of great value, as

it preserves them from injury by possible dampness of the walls, and

enables them to l)e safely removed and rehung in case of necessity.

Most paper is now made by machine in contimious rolls that are

cut apart to the length recjuired. Knglish wall papers are usually

sold in rolls 12 yards long and 21 inclies wide; French and German
wall papers in rolls 9 yards long and 18 inches wide; American wall

papers in doulile rolls 1(! yards long and 18 inches wide. Previous to

the nineteenth century
—

paper being made by hand only and in small

sheets—wall papers were either printed and sold in small sheets, or

rolls were made In' pasting together sheets before printing.

The invention of paper is commonly attributed to the Chinese,

despite the fact tliat the word jxtpcr is derived from papi/rus, one of

the two sacred i)lants of the ancient Egyptians, the other being
the Jotits that Professor (xoodyear, of the Brooklyn Museum, has

exploited in an epocli-making book. As a matter of fact, the Egyp-
tians used j^aper made from the papyrus more than 8,000 years before

the Chinese discovered how to make ])aper from the mulberry and

the baml)()o. Also, both the Greeks and the Romans used Egyptian

paper made from tlie papyrus, and continued to use it until the fifth

century A. D., when the arts of western ELurope were subnierged
beneath the hordes of wandering barbarians. After that most of the

writing done in Ein-opean monasteries appeared on the polished skins

of sheep and other animals (j)archment and vellum)-
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Plate I—"THE ORIGIN OF WALL PAPKR"
A Cliinesf ])aiating in the styk- of Kien-liMif;-, |)ietui-ing the Taoist fairy,

Mo-l\u-lisicn, with atti'iidaiit (leer
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WALL PAPERS

During the Dark Ages, from tlie fifth to the tenth centuries,

paper making declined in Egypt, and came practically as a new art

when brought west by the Mohammedans, who acquired it in Central

Asia from the Chinese in the eiglitli century.

Here it is interesting to note tliat the Chinese paper was su2)erior

in quality and durability to the papyrus paper of P^gypt, having a

smoother surface with fibres more completely macerated. Evidence

of the ac(|uisition of the art by the jNIohammedans are the numerous

Arabic manuscripts on paper, wliich have l)een preserved, dating from

the ninth century. By the Mohammedans the manufacture of 2)apcr

was established in Sicily and in Spain, and. upon the Christian occu-

pation of tliese coiuitries, was taken over by the Christians and intro-

duced into Italy and France. In Italy, the first place to become

famous for paper making was Fal)riano, where mills were set up in

1276, and where papers like the ancient ones are still made and

exported to New York and elsewhere. Diu'ing the second lialf of

the fourteenth century, the use of ])aper for literary ])ur])oses became

common in all western Europe, and before the end of the fifteenth

century it had entirely supplanted parchment and vellum.

Technically, paper may l)e described as thin sheets or rolls com-

posed of cellulose fibres that have been felted together under water.

The forms and condiinations of ])aper are various but the constituent

materials (carl)on, hydrogen and oxygen) are always the same and

in the same proportions. Linen and cotton rags consist of such fibres

from which the inqjurities are easily eliminated, but wood, straw and

esparto re(|uire elaborate chemical treatment with great heat. Until

the middle of the nineteentii century most European paper was made
of rags.

THE ORIGIN OF WALL PAPERS

While wall papers are of Chinese origin, the Chinese themselves

never used them as wall papers, and only recently have begun, like

the Hindoos, to imitate a fashion set by Europeans. Plate I, in colour,

entitled "The Origin of Wall Paper," reproduces not a Chinese wall

paper but a Chinese painting. In otiier words, the origin of JCiuropean
wall papers is to l)e sought in the Chinese paintings on paper which

were brought to Europe in considerable quantities in the seventeenth

century. Such paintings, instead of being framed in the European
fashion, are mounted by the Chinese on rollers and hung around the
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Plate III- I AMOLS I'ICTIKF, WAl.I. I'Al'ERS
Printed in Paris from the ancient liand lilocks
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WALL PAPERS

walls of a room as temporary, but never as permanent, decorations.

Chinamen are born brush in hand and write, not with a pen, but

with a brush. The brush is the national method of expression in

China and every Celestial takes his brush in hand just as recklessly as

we take the pen. Consequently, painting is so connnon in China

that every family of any position has hundreds of rolls of paintings,

which are opened about as often as we open the books in om- book-

cases. The monotony of seeing the same pictures hanging on the

same walls week in and week out, year after year, woidd shrivel the

artistic souls of those whose familiarity with the brush keeps them

from slavish adoration of the images that it produces.

AVall paper as wall paper is a European development of the

eighteenth century, started by the European vogue of Chinese paper

paintings. As soon as Europeans began to attach papers per-

manently to walls, and use them as all-over wall decorations, and to

have papers painted to order in China (Plate II shows such a

paper that is now in the Metropolitan jNIuseum of Art), and ])l()ck

printed in Europe, wall paper had been invented. Before that wall

papers did not exist. Before that the papers used to decorate walls

were separate pictures like oin- water-colour drawings, engravings
and prints of today.

The genius of Europeans is different from that of the Chinese.

Whilst many of the earliest European imitations of Chinese papers
were painted with the brush, the extraordinary development of print-

ing in Europe (prevented in Cliina by the cmiibersomeness of the

Chinese alphabet) had prepared Europeans to print what the Chinese

usually painted. So wooden blocks were cut for each colour of the

design and the block printing of wall papers became an important

industry in England and in France.

Side by side with the block-printed papers there continued to be

used the Chinese painted papers, which had first been imijorted in

small quantities by the Portuguese in the sixteenth century and in

larger quantities by the Dutch, French and English in the seventeenth

century. Macky, in 1720, speaks of Sir Richard Child's residence as

having "a parlour finely adorned with China paper, the figures of men
and women, birds and flowers, the liveliest I ever saw come from that

country." Sir Joseph Banks wrote in his Juurnal in 1770: "A man
need go no further to study the Chinese than the China paper, the

better sort of which represents their persons and such of their customs,
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dresses, etc., as I have seen, iiuist strikingly like, tlioug-h a little in the

caricatin-a style."

Such papers were customary <>it'ts from ambassadors and mer-

chants in China to their friends at home. Many boxes, each usually

containing twelve lengths, have in recent years been disco\ ered unused

in the attics and lumber rooms of old English country houses. Also,

man\- of them are still on the walls where they were first hung, notably

the one in the l)e(lroom at Badminton: and the one in the Baroness's

loom at Coutts's Bank on the Strand, brought to England by Eord

Macartney, the British envoy to China, who immortalised himself by

refusing to "kowtow" to the Chinese Emperor. In ITSO a paper

representing the various trades and occupations of China was hung
in the drawing room of Brasted in Kent. l)y Dr. Turton, favourite of

King George III. who is said to have received it as a present from

the Em])eror of China.

AVall papers played havoc with the phuis of those whose devotion

to the Italian Renaissance as expressed in Italy by Palladio, ititro-

duced into England l)y Inigo Jones, and revived by Sir William Kent,

demanded that interiors be accentuated with architectural ornament

in relief. Isaac Ware, in his ])ook on "Classic Architecture," pub-
lished in 175(). was peculiarly distressed by the fact that "paper has

taken the place of sculpture," by paper meaning wall paper, and l)y

sculptiu-e, architectural coknnns. pilasters, pediments and mouldings
in stone or wood or plaster. A large proportion of the early French

and English papers bore designs that were either Chinese (more or

less Europeanised) or Chinese and Rococo mixed. Probably Ware
was less hostile to the crimson fiock papers, some plain and some with

Genoese \'elvet patterns, because the// could be used in Classic

interiors. These fiock papers, made by covering paper Avitli a sticky

substance and then dusting the sm-face with powdered wool, had l)een

u.sed to line boxes and furniture and as screen fillers as early as the

fifteenth centiny, and in small panels on walls perhaps as early as

the first half of the seventeenth century.

Wc also have many interesting items al)out the use of Chinese

papers in France in the eighteenth century. In 1770 there were

advertised for sale in Paris "twenty-four sheets of Chinese paper, with

figures and gilt ornaments, each ten feet high liy three and a half

wide, at twenty-four livres a sheet." In 1779 an apartment in Paris

was advertised to let, having "a pretty boudoir with China paper in
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Plate IV—"THE CHINESE GARDEN"
A hantl-lilocked landscape paper, made in Alsace about 1840, after designs by French artists

The illustration shows two widths out of the ten forming the complete picture
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(1) The .Macaw frieze designed by the gifted French painter, J. Francois

Aubertin. the favourite pii])il of Puvis de Chavanncs
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WALL PAPERS

small figures representing arts and erafts, thirteen slieets with height
of eight feet ten inches and combined width of thirty-seven feet." In

1781 "a China wall ])aper, glazed, blue ground, made for a room

eighteen feet stinare, with gilt moulding."

THP: FOI.l.OT fOl.I.ECTIOX

The most interesting exhibition e\er made of ancient wall papers
was by the late Felix FoUot at the Paris Exposition of 1900. The
writer was fortunate enough to have lent him a cojn* of the ])rivately

jn-inted little book jn-epared by M. Follot with the title "Papiers

peints, a I'exjjosition universelle internationale de 1900." At this

jjoint it is important to note that the French name for wall 2)apers is

still papiers pcinf.s (painted 2)apers), inherited from the })eriod when

they actually were painted.

M. Follot had spent forty years in getting together his collec-

tion, and the honour of organising the exhibition was only a just
reward. According to M. Follot, thei-e was a maker of "Hock pajjers

for hangings" at Rouen, in 1610, named I^e Francois. Also, in 1(588,

Jean Pajsillon, an engraver, invented the kind of wooden block that

is still used in printing wall papers. M. Follot adds that, despite the

invention of the block, certain papers for screens, furniture and hang-

ings continued to be illuminated by hand until 1793.

Oddly enough, it was at a wall {)aper factory, the famous Royal
Manufactory of Reveillon, that the French Re\olution bn)ke out on

April 18th. 1789. Reveillon employed over 300 workmen and bought

designs from Huet and other famous artists. A rumoin- had been

circulated that the workmen were to be taxed 15 sous a day and that

"bread was too good for them." A mol) assembled and proceeded to

pillage the factory, throwing the furniture and fixtures out into the

street. The troops were called out, and then, as Carlyle puts it:

"What a sight! A street choked up with lumber, tunudt and
endless press of men. A Paper-Warehouse eviscerated l)y axe and
fire ; mad din of revolt ;

musket volleys responded to by yells, by mis-

cellaneous missiles, ])y tiles raining from roof and window, tiles,

execrations and slain men!—There is an encumbered street, foin- or

five hundred dead men; unfortunate Reveillon has found a shelter in

the Bastile."

Reveillon fled to London, where he passed the rest of his life.

In 1791, Jacquemart & Benard succeeded to his business and brought
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WALL PAPERS

out many important scenery papers, amongst them the "Stag Hunt,"
which has hung for about a century on the walls of a room in the old

Andrew Safford house at Salem, Mass., and which, when illustrated

in Couiitr// IJfc in America, in November, 1911, was identified by

Harry Wearne. Another famous wall paper maker of the period
was Joseijh Dufour, who in 1814, brought out the famous "Cupid and

Psyche" series, which is still being reprinted from the original blocks

(Plate III, 2).

Amongst the first wall paper makers in America was Josiah Bum-
stead, of Boston. He travelled in France in 1824 and in 18;}4, and

left behind him an interesting diary which his son kindly lent to a

friend of the writer. Bumstead visited the Zuber works in Alsace

and writes that Zul)er had succeeded, in 1829, in making the first

paper in continuous rolls at his paper factory in Roppersvviller, and

had sold the English rights for five thousand dollars. In 1850, Zuber

brought back from Manchester, in England, the first wall paper print-

ing machine used in France (like the chintz roller-printing machine,

with rollers around the circumference of a huge drum), and in a few

years almost all wall jJapers were machine printed in designs that were

mostly bad.

WILLIAM MORRIS

The first note of efi'ective protest was sounded by William

Morris, some of whose wall papers were shown at the exposition in

London in 1862. Eight jjapers designed by William Morris are

illustrated on Plates XII and XIII. Morris regarded wall papers
as of prime significance in the decoration of a house and in his lecture

on the "Lesser Arts of Life," says:

"Whatever you have in your rooms, think first of the walls, for

they are that which makes yom- House and Home, and if you don't

make some sacrifice in their favoin- you will find yom- chambers ha\e

a kind of makeshift, lodging-house look about them, however rich and

handsome your movables may be."

Even more attractive than Morris's own papers are some of those

designed by one whom he inspired, Walter Crane (Plates X, XIV).

WALL PAPERS IN AMERICA

The early use of wall papers in America is established by the

following letter printed in the British Decorator of December, 1909.
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(1) Miiller's fariKiiis Host's pajier (2) Delia Rohlila blue groiiiul with
Classic caiiico frieze in tjrev

(:i) Relief effects i[i wall paper

(l) (Djiicd fr.nu an nld drajjer}'

print

{.-.)
A tleliphtful quilted effect

of ISK)
(li) Wiirstcd lirocatellc in »al

paper

Plate IX—SIX WALL I'Al'I.HS MADK IX FHAXCK
All hand-blocked exce]it 5. 1, 'X (i are fmni the urifiiiial blocks
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WALL PAPERS

Evidently the paper was to be painted by hand in water colours in the

Chinese style.

On January 23rd, 1737, Tlionias Hancock, of Boston, Mass.,

wrote to John Rowe, Stationer, I>ondon, as follows: "Sir: Inclosed

you have the Dimensions of a Room for a Shade Hanging to be done

after the same pattern I have sent per Captain Tanner, who will

deliver it to you. It's for my own House and entreat the favour of

you to Get it Done for me to Come Early in the Spnng, or as soon

as the nature of the Thing will admit.

"The pattern is all was Left of a Room Lately Come over here,

and it takes much in ye Town and will be the only paper-hanging for

Sale wh. am of opinion may Answer well. Therefore desire you by
all means to get mine well Done and as Cheap as Possible, and if they

can make it more l)eautiful by adding more Birds Hying here ami there,

witli Some Landskips at the Bottom, Should like it well. Let the

Ground be the same Colour of the pattern. At the Top and Bottom

was a narrow Border of about 2 Inches wide wh. would have to mine.

About three or four years ago, my friend Francis ^^'^ilks, Esq., had a

hanging Done in the Same manner but much handsomer, sent over

here from Mr. Sam Waldon of this place, made by one Dunbar in

Aldermanbin-y, where no doubt he. or some of his successors may be

found. In the other part of these Hangings are Great Variety of

Different Sorts of Birds; Peacocks, Macoys, Squirril, Monkys, Fruit

and Flowers, &c.

"But a greater Variety in the above mentioned of Mr. Waldron's

and Should be fond of having mine done by the Same hand if to be

mett with. I design if tliis pleases me to ha\e two Rooms more done

for myself. I Think they are handsomer and Better than Painted

hangings Done in Oyle, so I Beg your particular Care in procuring
this for me, and tliat the patterns may be Taken Care of and Removed
with my goods."

Just as I am writing this chapter, comes the announcement of the

death of my friend, Kate Sanborn, who was the historian in America

of "Old-Time Wall Papers." With wonderful patience she per-

severed year after year in collecting photograplis of ancient papers,

mostly picture papers and mostly imported, that had hung for gen-
erations on the walls of American homes. These she has preserved

for all time on the eighty-three plates of the only important book

that has ever been published on the subject.
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DECORATIVE TEXTILES

Miss Sanborn's enthusiasm for pictm-e wall papers was due to

early inspiration. She was born at Hanover, X. H., in a room dec-

orated with scenes from the Bay of Naples, illustrated on Plates

58-62 of her book. As she herself writes:

"Although a native of New Hampshire, I was born at the foot

of Mount Vesuvius, and there was a merry dance to the music of

mandolin and tambourine round the tomb of ^'irgil on my natal morn.

Some men were fishing, others bringing in the catch; farther on was

a picnic party, sentimental youths and maidens eating comfits and

dainties to the tender notes of a flute. And old Vesuvius was smok-

ing violently. All this because the room in which I made my debut

was adorned with a scenic jiaper."

Other papers illustrated by Miss Sanborn are:

Plates 12, 13, 14, The Cultivation of Tea, a hand-iiainted
Chinese paper imported about 1750. Plates 12, 13, Stencilled papers
from Nantucket. Plates 22, 23. PajJers with landscape repeats at

Clarendon, N. H., and in Salem, Mass. Plate 28, Washington
memorial paper. Plate 29, Dorothy Quincy wedding paper, imported
for her marriage to John Hancock in 1775, and still hanging on the

walls of the north parlour of the Dorothy Quincy house in Quincy,
Mass. Plates 34, 35, Pizarro in Peru, in the Ezra Western house at

Duxbury, Mass. Plates 36, 37, Tropical Scenes, from the Ham
house at Peabody, Mass. Plates 38, 39, On the Bosporus, from a

home in ISIontpelier, Vt. Plates 56, 57. Scenes from Paris. Plates

65-69, The Adventures of Telemachus. Plates 71-76, The Olympic
Games, made in France, and imported to Boston about 1800, but

never hung. Plates 77-79, The Lady of the Lake, scenes illustrating

Scott's famous poem, and still hanging in good condition on the walls

of houses in Greenbush, Mass.; AVayland, JMass. ; Portsmouth, N. H.
Plates 81-83, The Seasons, a grey monotone on the library of Pro-

fessor Young at Hanover, N. H.

BAXDBOXES

Nor should I forget the "little sisters" of wall papers, bandboxes,

so many of which were adorned with scenes block-printed on j)aper.

A large collection of these was made by my friend, the late Alex-

ander W. Drake. Many of them bear the names of the wall paper
manufacturers who printed them. The most important part of this

collection was acquired for the New York Cooper Union Museum.
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Plate X—WAI.TKR CRANE'S "MACAW"
In many respects the most delightful paper i)roclucecl by the famous English firm that William Morris

founded. Note the strength of the design and the gentleness of the colouration. Walter Crane
stands at the head of all modern designers of wall paper, in the opinion of many
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WALL PAPERS
ANCESTORS OF AVALL PAPERS

From the design point of view there are three principal types of

wall papers :
(
1

) Picture papers ; (
2

)
Pattern papers ; (

3
)
Texture

papers. The texture papers are those that imitate or suggest the

textm-e of other materials, such as velvets, tapestry, emhroidery, satin,

damask, leather, Avood, stone, plaster, etc. (Plates XVIIL XIX).
From the decorative jjoint of view the ancestors of picture wall

papers are not only detached paintings and prints on canvas and wood
as well as paper, hut also picture tapestries, and especially the paint-

ings and drawings that have heen. in all ages from the cave man down,

applied direct to walls. The most important examples are the coloured

paintings, some flat and some in low relief, that have heen preserved
on the walls of the mastabas, pyramids and temples of ancient Egypt
(as illustrated by the inner Avails of the mastaba of Perneb at the

Metropolitan Museum of Art
) ; the mural paintings of ancient Rome,

Avhich inspired Raphael and Giulio Romano, as well as Robert Adam,
Huet and David (as illustrated by the Boscoreale frescoes at the

Metropolitan Museum) ; and the glorious mm-al frescoes of the Italian

Renaissance Avhich have immortalised the names of Botticelli, Ghir-

landajo, Mantegna, Da Vinci, Michelangelo and a score of others

(as illustrated by Pollaiuolo's Saint Christopher at the Metropolitan
Museum of Art).

Vividly do the Boscoreale frescoes sIioav Avhat the ancient Greeks

and Romans used instead of Avail paper. Buried in the year A. D. 79,

in a Roman country house near Pompeii, by the eruption of Vesuvius,

these, frescoes lay concealed for over 1800 years, until excavated in

1901 and brought to this country in 1903. The richness of the colours

is surprising. Dried into the plaster over eighteen hundred years ago,
the reds and yelloAvs, greens and blues are still Avonderfully alive.

The way in which they contrast and blend testifies to the skill of the

journeyman mural painter of the period.
The walls of one whole room have been set up at the Metropolitan

Museum of Art in what is said to be their original position. The walls

are without relief, all the columns and architectural details being

painted on flat plaster with forced perspective and forced shadows to

give the semblance of form and reality. The room looks much larger
than it really is. This is the result of deliberate intention. On every
side the eye is met by out-of-door scenes, Avith distant sky. The
illusion is splendid. Those familiar Avith the famous Alsatian "El
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(1) Comptoii (2) Lily Mini I'Diiu'eranate

(4) Fruit

Plate XII -FAMOIS I' AI'F.IiS RY WILLIAM MORRIS
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(1) Garden tiiHp (9) Ii-is

(3) Trellis (+) Honeysuckle

Plate XIII—FAMOUS PyVPERS BY WII.I.IA.M MOHlilS
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DECORATIVE TEXTILES

Dorado" wall paper Avill have a good mental picture of what I mean.

The architecture pictured in the Boscoreale frescoes is not

realistic. In fact, much of it is impossible. The artist has made
columns graceful at the expense of strength, and has piled structural

masses where they would be theatrically effective. He was avowedly
not imitating nature but producing decoration. This is shown not

only by the faucifulness of the architecture, but also by the repetition
of scenes. Repetition is what separates decoration from the art that

imitates or interprets nature. Nature seldom repeats and never

exactly. Of ornament and pattern, repetition is the backbone. In

repetition, as in most other things, excess is easy
—

particularly if it

is done by machine. Modern wall papers sin-round us with obtrusive

stupidities repeated a thousand times. No wonder that many of the

wall paper manufacturers bring out a new set of patterns every year.
In this Boscoreale room, that consists of main room and alcove—

the alcove being the part next to the windowed wall—the repetition
is sufficient to make ornament without making monotony. The north

and south walls of the main room are alike, each consisting of three

panels, the outer two of which are the same reversed. That is to say,

only two different panels appear on the two walls, panel A and

panel B, the former foiu- times and the latter twice.

The symmetry, however, is not exact. The mask and the god-
dess in the middle panel of the north wall are not the same as the

mask and the goddess in the middle panel of the south wall. There is

also variety in the masks and the statues of the outer panels and many
minor differences, some of which were clearly intentional. As in

Oriental rugs and Renaissance tapestries and other examples of

genius in ornament, the repetition that brings balance and reduces

natural forms to human terms is relieved by happy variety in detail.

The west or windowed wall of the room consists of three panels,
the outer two of which are the same, reversed. The middle one shows

a bowl of fruit with parrot above. The outer two show a grotto,
fountains and bright-coloured birds.

The Boscoreale frescoes would be interesting to rejjroduce on

modern walls, with the brush on canvas or with the block paper.

PATTEEN AND TEXTURE PAPERS

Chinese wall papers and those based on them (Plates II, IV)
occupy an intermediate position between picture papers and pattern
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Plate XIV—FAMOUS PAPERS DESIGNED BY WALTER CRANE
In tlie ii))|)fr left eonier. Fig- and Peacock; in the upper right. Golden Age; in the lower left corner. Wood

Notes inspired by Shakespeare's Midsummer Night's Dream; on the right. Peacock
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WALL PAPERS

papers. The absence of accentuated light and shade and of the archi-

tectural perspective so pronounced in Classic papers like "Psyche

at the Bath" (Plate III. 2) gives Chinese pictures an effect that

lessens the illusion and brings them nearer to decoration, even when

there is much less repetition than in the Boscoreale frescoes. Also,

the Chinese passion for nature and for the pastel colours in nature,

contrasts strongly with the Classic preference for architecture and

strong colours.

The wall paper and chintz patterns of the last half of the

eighteenth century illustrate wonderfully the commingling of the

artistic souls of the East and of the \Vest. We have, indeed, many
bas-relief effects in grey monotones and duotones which are purely in

the Classic vase-style (Plate IX, 2, 3), yet we have even more con-

tinued-story scenes done in the Chinese manner but with Classic motifs

and details. Striking examples of this mixed style are the patterns

of Huet and his school.

In the Empire period and the first half of the nineteenth century,

we discover papers approaching nearer to the large illusions of Euro-

pean mural paintings and tapestries, and the Chinese influence dis-

appears from floral patterns like Miiller's famous "Roses'" (Plate

IX, 1), and from verdures (Plate III, 1).

In drawing the distinction between the Chinese and the Classic,

we should not exaggerate undidy if we made the statement that

Chinese decoration is produced by the elimination of relief and shadow.

Classic decoration by repetition and balance. Characteristic of the

style of the Italian Renaissance but even more of those of the Louis

XVI and Empire periods are diaper patterns with tiny repeats, the

very minuteness of which prevents the monotony from being irksome

or offensive.

By the middle of the nineteenth century the development of

roller printing was producing in chintzes and wall papers the same

diminution of motifs that the jacquard attachment was producing in

damasks and brocades. Also, the cheaper methods of making paper
and the poverty of the world caused by the Napoleonic wars favoured

wall papers as compared with chintzes. Most significant of all, the

blind and stupid adoration and imitation of ancient Classic had caused

artists to neglect decorative art in their yearnings after the supposedly
miraculous mysteries of representative art.

Finally came the voice of William Morris, crying in a decorative
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desert. He worked himself witli the bol)])in and with the block, in

order to get close to the processes and the techniques appropriate to

the materials. He designed wall papers that are still justly in vogue
and printed from the original blocks (Plates XII, XIII), and

together with Walter Crane (Plates X, XIV), revivified wall paper

design in hand-blocked papers so splendidly that the result was

apparent even in the machine papers.
Fifteen years ago the wall paper industry in America was in

a sad way, and justly. The patterns were mostly bad and badly
executed. Wall paper manufacturers and salesmen talked price so

vociferously that quality was frequently overlooked. Xearly all of

the so-called designers were mere manijjulators of jjattern and utterly

void of inspiration and of art.

Since then there has been a wonderful uplift (Plates XVII,
XX). The vagaries of Art Nouveaii, which, for a time, hindered

the development of American wall papers alarmingly, have been

forgotten and from the idiocies of the European Futurists we have

remained aloof. Instead of merely rehashing modern European
papers our designers are now studying the documents of the past

—
damasks, brocades, velvets, chintzes, tiles, decorative paintings and

tapestries and wall papers
—and producing patterns adapted for the

comparatively small repeats of roller printing today. Freely during
the past ten years have they borrowed from contemporary chintzes

and cretonnes, sometimes tciselij, but often with a slavish fidelity that

encouraged the use on the walls in jjaper, of the same pattern that in

chintz upholstered and draped the furnitine and windows, paralysing
the occupants of the room with constant bombardment of monotony.

Monotony is, of course, an easy sin for wall paper to commit.

It is easy to paste the walls, over with a pattern a thousand times

repeated of which even a himdred reiietitions are too much. It is

easy to make too large and too noticeable a pattern that in miniature

is inoffensive or even pleasing. It is easy, in trying to secure hand-

blocked or textile effects, to exaggerate the oddities whilst losing the

virtues. One can get more pattern for one's money in wall paper
than in other material. Consequently, most apartments and houses

overwhelm one with the noise of the designs papered on the walls.

The dining room moans in dark verdure ; the living room screams with

a polychrome trellis ; the reception room threatens with an exaggerated

stripe, and the chambers suffocate with tiresome florals.
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No wonder that many architects and decorators turn with relief

to the pajjers that emphasise texture and minimise pattern, such as

the ingrains with their f'elt-hke surface; the grass cloths with their

reproduction of the strong line effects of the Japanese originals; the

very remarkable imitations of plain and illuminated leathers; the

flock papers with their coating of silk or woollen powder reproducing

plain and figured velvets; tekko and the other papers that simulate

satins and damasks and moires; the reproductions of verdure tapes-

tries, most of them not in real tapestry but in needlework tapestry

texture produced by overj^rinting with short vertical and horizontal

lines; and, last but not least, the imitations of marble and tiles, and

plaster, and stone. Especially are the tile effects appropriate for bath

rooms, and the Caen stone effects for halls and for connecting rooms

that must be "jjulled together" with a background that has architec-

tural dignity. (For texture papers, see Plates XVIII and XIX) .

Amongst the best of the modern American papers copied from

those used in America over a century ago are the ones that hang in the

Octagon room of the Jumel Mansion
(
Plate XVI

) ; the Canton

paper, from the Lee Mansion in Marblehead, Mass. ; the Cordova

paper from the Captain Taylor house in Chelsea, Mass. ; the Cervera

paper, from the house in New Hampshire where Mrs. Larz Anderson

was born; the Stanwood-JNIansfield paj^er, in Chinese Chippendale

design from the Mansfield house in Gloucester, Mass.; the Paul

Revere paper from the Paul Revere house at 19 North Square,

Boston; the papers in the Longfellow birthplace, Portland, Maine.

Papers that everyone should know about are those picturing the

flags, shields and banners of the United States and our allies. There

is a magnificent one of Old Glory, with red and blue in flock, which

contrast richly with the white stars and white alternate stripes that

are in plain paper. For indoor display of patriotism, paper flags are

not only effective l)ut also inexpensive, especially at the jiresent time

when bunting is in such small supply and great demand.

HOW WALL PAPERS ARE MADE

The four principal methods of making wall paper are: (1) with

the brush; (2) with brush and stencil; (3) with blocks; (4) with

rollers. The brush method, inherited from the Chinese, is seldom

employed in Europe or America, for lack of artists having sufficient

mechanical dexterity. The stencil method is used principally in the
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WALL PAPERS

manufacture of ])ic'turt' friezes, many of which are in every way
achiiirahle and should he hetter known than they are. Block printing,

which is done entirely hy hand, is intermediate in rapidity and effect

between brush work and roller work. The blocks are of wood and

from 18 to 21 inches s(|uare. The design is carved in relief on the

surface, sharp lines being 2:)r()diiced by copper ribbon and dots by

copper pins driven into the wood. There is a separate set of blocks

for each colour of the design, and each colom- is separately printed

and the roll allowed to dry before the next colour is ap])lie(l. AVhile

the rollers used in the machine printing of chintz and cretonnes are

of copper with the jiattern incised, the rollers used in the machine

printing of wall |)a})er are of wood with the pattern in relief. The

outlines are formed by copj^er ribbon driven into the wood, and the

body of the design is filled in with felt. The dots are formed with

copper pins, as in the hand blocks.

In roller-printed papers, the size of the pattern unit (the repeat)
is absolutely limited by the size of the roller (its width and circum-

ference). In block-printed 2)apers, whilst there is theoretically no

limit to the size of the design, practically it is limited by the cost of

the blocks, which in very large scenic and picture pa])ers run into the

hundreds. With the brush, there is no reason for any rejjcat at all

except such as is called for by the laws of good taste.

Machine-printed papers, on account of their very limitations,

are safer for the average paperhanger to use. Picture and large-

pattern papers are difficult to space and arrange in rooms much cut

up by windows and dooi-s and often come out badly at the corners.

But even with machine-printed pa|)ers it is possible to secure panelled
and frieze and crown effects by the use of a])pH(iues, borders and

friezes and detached motifs being printed on a separate roll, cut apart
with a very ingenious aijplique cutting machine and pasted around,

above or over the regular side w^all paper. The development of these

applique papers is of recent date and due principally to an American
firm who have made a noteworthy success of "carrying coals to New-
castle;"' in other words, of exporting wall papers to London. The
same firm's leather papers also deserve especial mention because of

their unusual merit (Plate XIX).
With wall papers are very properly grouped those cloths that

are specially sized or prepared by different manufacturers for appli-
cation wath paste by paperhangers. Some of them with glazed sur-
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WALL PAPERS

face are tor hatli rooms and kitchens, and some are ailapted to serve

as gronnd for decorative painting or stencilling. Some emphasise
the texture of tlie basic muslin or canvas oi- burlap, whilst others add

metal effects or imitate the textiu'e of leatlier or Japanese grass cloth,

or are overprinted with small wall ])aper ])atterns. The surface effect

of these prepared cloths is much softer and more agreeable than that

of most plasters and wall papers.

Credit for illustrMtidMN: Pliites I, l\ to \III, W, Harry Wcanu-; I'late II. the .Mctrci-

l)()lit;in Aluseiiin of Art; I'liitfs I \'. X, A. I,. DiMineiit & t'o., Aiiiericari re])reseiitatives of
Defossc (.S; Kartli; Plates X, XII to XI \', A. K. Bnlkelev, American rejireseiitative of .Morris &
Conipanv; Plates X\'I to XX. .\l. H. Bivfie .S; .Sons Co'.



CHAPTER XIX

DRAPERY AND FURNITURE TRUMMINGS

Gimps, Galloons, Braids, Borders, Cords, Tassels, Tufts and
Other Upholstery axd Drapery Ornaments

Trimmings are made-iip ornaments applied to costumes as well

as to upholstery. The French word is j)assemcu(iric. and the French

excel in the creation of thenu The French also imderstand how to

use them, and seldom err on the side of "too much" or "too little."

To some pretentious and contentious ^Americans, trimmings are

taboo. They do not regard them as sufficiently "structural." They
maintain that whilst self-fringes are legitimate, a sewed-on fringe is

insincere and dishonest. In other Avords, they think in phrases

instead of in facts, and trust to memory instead of taste for their

decorative decisions.

The growth of the trinmiing business in New York diu'ing the

past ten years has been extraordinary. The improvement in

designs has also been extraordinary, and has been acc()m])anie(l by

equal improvement in processes of manufacture, especially in dye-

ing and matching colours. The ram2)ant tassels and fringes that once

were admired as "rich and elegant," have long since been removed from

the sample lines and are illustrated on Plates IX and X merely to

show from what depths we have I'iscn.

The most numerous ancient trimmings that have survived are

those made in Egypt from the third to the tenth centuries, and called

Co])tic, from the native name of the country. These Coptic trimmings
are borders and galloons, mostly figured in tapestry weave, made for

apijlication on garments, or woven as an integral part of them. Some
of the garments are self-fringed and others have tapestry panels
framed in bands of long loops of linen wefts, which look more like

midtijjle bullion fringes than like the uncut velvet which they really

are. Similar tapestry borders and galloons were also made in Amcr-
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DRAPERY AND LPHOLSTKR^ TRlMxMlNGS

ica centuries a'j^o l)y tlie Penn-ians. and there are ini])ortant collec-

tions of them in the ^letroijolitan and other American and European
museums, notably in the Natural History Museum of Xew York.

The fringes on the Peruvian examples ai-e noteworthy. One of them

shows a double row of pendent triple tassels.

The evidence for trimmings earlier than the Coptic is mainly

pictorial and literary. The ancient Assyrian l)as-reliefs show trim-

mings not only on royal robes, but especially on the trappings of the

horses, which are (juite as elaborate with large tassels as is the ancient

Japanese armour displayed at the INIetropolitan and other nuiseiuns.

Greek and Roman costumes Avere less adorned tlian those of the

Orient, but from the Greek \ase-i)aintings we can see clearly that

woven galloons were in common use. The Egyptian statues and

painted reliefs show us that long before the Assyrians flourished,

trimmings were used to make beautifid Egyptian costumes and espe-

cially Egyptian head-dresses.

This evidence, however, concerns cost nine trimmings. Evidence

about ancient upholstery and drapery trinnnings is conspicuous by its

absence. Even in the fiimous sixth century inosiac portraits of

Justinian and Theodora and their courts, still preserved at Ravenna,
in Italy, few of the trimmings adorn the (h'aperies. Byzantine paint-

ings and ivories, which give us so many costume tassels and galloons,

are comparatively silent about upholstery. Not imtil we reach the

Gothic fifteenth century do the tapestries and the ilhnninated manu-

scripts and other paintings picture adeiiuately the kind of fi-inges and

galloons and tassels emjiloyed to adorn canoi)ied tin-ones and beds,

and royal tents and carriages. Most of these trimmings were rich

with gold and were, of course, used in liai'inony with the slender

vertical effects of the Gothic style until, at tlie end of the fifteenth

century, Renaissance horizontal liands and borders began to introduce

classic balance. The best illustration of fifteenth centuiy tassels with

which I am acquainted is in one of Jean Fouc([uet's manuscript
miniatures. It shows square velvet pillows carrying a lieavy tassel

at each corner.

The heyday of ti-inniiings, and the period from which most

ancient ones have been preserved, is the Baroque seventeenth centiu'v.

Towards the end of the sixteenth centvn-y people began to get tired

of the flatness and straight lines and narrow plain and tasselled fringes

of the Renaissance and endeavoured in large curves and bold reliefs to
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express their idea of tlie p]-inei])les tliat slinuld dominate art. Rubens
and Renihraiidt are the representative painters, and Bernini and

Bori-onn'ni the representative airhiteets. All owed niueh to IMiehel-

angelo, wliose seulptural genius I'oreed the seid])tural point of view

into the fields of arehiteeture and painting and trinmiiugs, as well as

sculpture. Indeed, the Rarocpie style of the seventeenth century

might justly he described as the sculptural style, distinguished l)y

I^assion for a wealth of oi-nanieiit in relief. l)in-ing the Itenaissance

the fa(,'ades of houses had l)een comparatively flat, but as soon as the

Baroque influence l)ecame dominant every window had to have a

heavy jjcdiment or tabernacle all its own, and buildings fairly ])ristled

with heavy arcliitectural mouldings. The point of \ iew was (juite like

that of the architect who recently in Country Life in America claimed

that wood i)anelling is the logical covering for the interior walls of a

room, "because the mouldings cast a shadow." Naturally, the flat

ornament of tapestries and wall papers would be quickly defeated in

a shadow contest.

Being the sculptural style par excellence, Barocjue is natin-ally

the style of "Tassels Triumphant" and "Fringes Ram])ant" (Plates

IX and X). Not until the last half of the nineteenth century could

the world be persuaded again to adopt the monstrosities of the seven-

teenth. Hut in adopting them the nineteenth century lost the symmet-
rical dignity of the originals, and ])lastei'ed the ancient models over

with fussy details and detached gewgaws which the seventeenth

century woidd never have accepted.

In the minds of the vulgar, not to like tlie style of Louis XI^'
is a proof of good taste and democratic simplicity. Eiven more than

the Rococo of I^ouis X^" is it disdained by the decorative penny-a-
liners of the jiublic prints. Vet, as a matter of fact, the style of I^ouis

XIV, though massive and magniflcent, is so well balanced and justly

proportioned and excjuisitely executed as to be a liberal education for

those who wisli to put themselves en rapport with the best that has

been thought and ilone. Louis XI^' fringes and tassels and borders

are the result of good taste winnowing out the vices and preserving the

virtues of Italian and Flemish Baroque; and Louis XIA^ trimmings
are vastly superior to those of the flrst half of the seventeenth century.

With the eighteenth century the world of styles received a new
orientation. The impulse away from the hea\y classicism of Baroque
towards nature, and towards Chinese art, introduced the unsymmet-
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DRAPKH'S' AND UPHOLSTERY TRIMMINGS

ricul forms of Rococo, lowered tlie relief effects and made them

uneven, and, by lessening- the scale of decoration, made interiors and

furniture more human and more homelike. The trimmings of Louis

XV are lighter in weight and in colour, and less regular in shape, than

those of Louis XIV.
With Louis XVI the world returned to straight lines and to

classicism, hut retained all the delicate pastel colours and the exquisite

grace that imder the Chinese inHucnce had develojied in France in the

reign of Ivouis XV. liOuis X\"I trimmings are slender and Hat and

straight as compared with those that preceded them, and though

avowedly cojjying ancient Classic and Renaissance, are less emphatic
than either. Rut, of course, there are many fringes and tassels which

are just as good Louis XVI as they are Renaissance. Louis XVI
and the corres]K)nding Lnglish style of Adam preferred cut fringes,

usually with delicate ornamentation, to the elaborate bullion fringes

of the Raroque seventeenth centin-y, and of Regence and Georgian
Rococo. Heavy bullion fringes and heavy tassels came into vogue

again under the Kmpire, and under the vSecond Km])ire were exag-

gerated into grotescjue perversions of the types illustrated on Plates

IX and X.
At this point it is, j^erhaps, well to explain that a bullion fringe

is uncut and has twisted loops, so that as compared with a cut fringe
it is full of curves, and is heavy-looking. It is the sort of fringe that

would natiu'ally be most popular in a Haroque period.

The most important single word in the world of ti'immings is

gimp. Gimj) cord is the dominant feature of the majority of uphol-

stery and drapery trimmings, which without it would lack bodi/.

Gimp has the same initial uu'diiiiig as the French guipure, which is

a cord idiippcd (guipe) or twist-covered with silk. Rut gimp has

introduced bewilderment into the minds of many l)y l)roadening its

meaning from the twist-covered cords to the ribbons and galloons
made by twisting and braiding and sewing and crocheting and weav-

ing them together. Galloons are apt to be made of metal, and the

word suggests military costume trimmings e\'en when it falls from

upholstery lips. Rraid suggests the process of braiding or pleating,

though often used for woven ribbons and tapes whose texture

resembles that of braid. Very wide gimj) bi-aids are often called

borders.

The most imjjortant machines in a ti'imming factory are the spin-
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DRAPERY AND UPHOLSTERY TRIMMINGS

ning alley and the hand looms, the former for making gimp cords,

the latter for making gimp braids. In weaving some of the more

complicated gimps, the jac(|nard attachment is used. Generally, how-

ever, treadles lift and depress the slender silk warps which bind and

cover the cords, and which sometimes are looped over wires to form

cut or uncut velvet figiu'es. The coarse cords of the weft are usually

passed back and forth by hand in a small shuttle. In making fringed

gimjjs the weft cords loop over a hook while they are being bound by
the warps into the heading. About both the loom and the all-hand

processes employed in a trimming factory, there is an infinite variety

which is fascinating and even bewildering. The possibilities seem

endless.

Endless also are the uses of gimps, not only of the cheap and

insignificant and often perishable ones carried in stock in large quan-
tities by upholstery and drapery depai'tments, but also of permanently

dyed and artistically conceived and skilfully executed gimps like

most of those selected for illustration. It is not only a question of

hiding tacks on upholstered furniture and box lambrequins ;
it is also

a question of introducing line and coloiu" effects that are an impor-

tant jjart t)f the composition and that make the chair seem more like

a chair, and the lambrequin more like a lambrequin, and the lamp
shade more like a lamp shade. Certainly the silk fringe that depends
from many large silk shades not only seems appropriate but is also

eminently useful from the illumination point of view. Bell cords

elaborately tasselled are no longer the sine qua non of a pretentious

parlour, even of a hotel parlour, but cords and gimps are freely

emjjloyed to hold back draped curtains. Pillows, imfortunately, are

now seldom tasselled, ])ut silk and metal gimps often finish the seamed

edges. The stems of chandeliers are still twisted over with silk cords

and often tasselled, sometimes above the lamps, sometimes below.

Seldom do we use the elaborate canopies beneath which the beds of

our forefathers groaned, yet in the completion of sofas and couches

and wall panels we often find ti-immings necessary, whilst some of our

best architects and decorators bestow much time and trouble upon
balls and cords and tassels for the shades and curtains and portieres,

and even for the mirrors and pictures of fine interiors.

It is much like eating with your knife. If you are merely a rich

owner, or an amateur or uneducated decorative salesman, cheap trim-

mings of weighted silk or mercerised cotton or plain cotton may seem
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to you good enough to adorn the most elegant homes; but if your

knowledge has been extended by the successful experience of others,

you will have in trimmings another detail to think about and worry

over, and you will endeavour by the study of ancient books and

engravings and paintings to supplement the evidence that is accessible

in the form of ancient trimmings that are still preserved to be studied.

In this way trimmings will acquire for you a deep decorative meaning.

Unfortunately, the collections of trimmings that exist in the

Metropolitan Museum of Art and in Cooper Museum are compara-

tively small and imimportant, whilst those in Dresden and Berlin and

Vienna are full of "horrible examples" developed in the nineteenth

century from Baroque originals. Furthermore, the literature on tlie

subject is scanty, and the treatment in books bearing broader titles

is faulty and inadequate. Invaluable to the trade and consequently

to the public \vould be a careful study of the relation of laces and

embroideries to upholstery and drapery trimmings, furnishing as they

have so many motifs that are still employed by the makers of gimps.

Just as cutwork in Italy developed into full-fledged needlepoint lace,

so lace insertions and edgings and embroidered and woven borders

and knotted and other self-fringes were thickened and strengthened

witli gimps into trimmings easy of application, specialised for the use

to which they are put, and costing from fifty cents to fifty dollars a

yard.

Plate I shows three elaborate fringes of unusual excellence. The

upper is of golden yellow silk figured with green and black, for appli-

cation on light-weiglit fabrics. Tlie middle one. for damasks and bro-

cades, has a heading of gimp lattice work figured with velvet, and a

bullion skirt witli hangers of silk-covered flat co2)per wire. The bottom

one is a hea\y fringe for velvets, with heading of red velvet on gold

warp ground, and skirt of tassels strimg one above another. It is

interesting to note that the weave of loom-made gimp braids tends

to jjroduce rep grounds.

Plate II shows a group: (1) a curtain loop; (3) a flat silk-

twisted skirt with tassel ends himg by two cords from a cross bar;

(2) and (4) show two Cliinese tassels of American design, one con-

structed on a wooden, the other on a plaster form; (5) a Venetian

tassel. Plate III illustrates velvet figured gimps; Plate IV, velvet

figured l)orders; Plate V, openwork gimps; Plate VI. tassel edgings;

Plate VII, l)ullii)ii fringes; I'late ^'1II. cut fringes.
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Plate XI shows fringes from the collection of the ancient Eng-
lish decorative firm of Morant, who, it is said, never sold a sample
and for many j^ears confined their business to reproductions from

their ancient sample line: No. 1, in red silk with ball and vellum

fancy hangers ; No. 2, the reverse of a red and gold spaced fringe with

running tied trellis; No. 3, in red and gold twist, shajjed and tufted;

No. 4, in cream terra cotta, with knotted tufts; No. 5, in red, with a

gold twist trellis front; No. 6, a red silk galloon, with velvet figures,

tufted top edging and tufted fringe crocheted and tufted; No. 7, in

cream and rose, red and green, trellised and tufted; No. 8, a green

fringe, shaped and tufted.

In the introduction to the catalogue of the Morant collection of

velvets, damasks, brocades, etc., M. Jourdain, the well-known Eng-
lish writer on embroidery, lets fall the following remarks anent

trimmings :

The stools at Knole, besides the upholstered seat, have the frame-

work of wood tightly covered with velvet, and the feet trimmed with

a short tufted fringe. One of the Knole X chairs shows the character-

istic fringe with a trellis heading. The other X chair has arms, seat

and stretcher ornamented with a deep fringe, fastened by large gilt

nails, whilst a short tufted fringe finishes the seams of cushions, arms

and seats. The Elizabethan fringes were straight; also those of James
I and Charles I, but shorter in the latter reign. Handsome fringes

are characteristic of Jacobean ujjholstery, extremely thick and of

twisted silk, frequently with headings of figured velvet and knotting.

Full tasselled fringes came in with the Restoration ; the short-stranded

tassels were carried around the top and sides of the tall padded backs

coming into use. whilst the back and chair seat have the hanging fringe,

which is often caught up in festoons. In the reign of William and

Mary a flat galloon often took the place of the full fringe and event-

ually displaced it, and this galloon was used to form panels upon the

upholstery, which was often of two colours of velvet, with the galloon
between. Gold fringes wei'e frequently used in great houses. During
the Queen Anne period the movable upholstered seat was sunk, and

therefore nails, galloons and braids became unnecessary features. In

1756 Mrs. Delany writes that "Lady Hillsborough has a very good
house furnished all with yellow damask with an open border of

burnished silver that edges all the hangings." Hepplewhite, in the

last half of the eighteenth century, says that leather seats and backs
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UKAPKKV AXD UPHOLSTERY TRIMMINGS

should l)e tied down with tassels of silk or thread. A bed at Hare-

wood, of about 1774, shows the drapery of the deep valance weighted
with its heavy straight fringe, and also the cords with large tassels,

which were a feature of the upholstery of the period. A second bed

in the same house, which was designed by Robert Adam, has two

valances of velvet: a jdain u])per one, scalloped and fringed and hung
at every lap with heavy tassels, and a lower draped valance caught

up in the centre by cord and tassels, as in the window draperies of

Sheraton's plan of a drawing room (1793). Sheraton's book also

shows several other similar arrangements of festoons, heavy fringes,

cords and tassels. During the Empire period in England, the chair

back and seat were stuffed and braids and borders framed the cushion.

Braids were used to hide the nails, and ball fringe was much used.

Plate XII shows two interior views from the residence of James

Deering, at Miami. Florida, planned and decorated by Paul Chalfin.

I introduce them because this residence represents the best that has

been accomplished in original trimmings on this side of the Atlantic.

Insjjired by familiarity with French trimmings, ancient and modern,
Mr. Chalfin, with the enthusiastic co-operation of an American manu-

facturer, created scores of fi'inges and tassels and galloons and edg-

ings that adequately finish furniture and draperies of surpassing
merit. Especially are the colour effects noteworthy. It goes almost

M'ithout saying that a man of Mr. Chalfin's experience and training,
which are none the less practical because backgrounded by scholarship
and travel, would employ gimps and braids and fringes effectively to

accentuate the outlines of damask wall panels, silk covers and spreads,
valances and side curtains. Rut he has done more than this; without

losing any of the desired line and pattern effects, he has so composed
the colours of his trimmings, and so contrasted and blended them with

the colours of the surfaces they adorn, that the result is colour harmony
as vivacious as it is complete. Let those who will lean on the charts

fathered or grandfathered by Chevreul; Mr. Chalfin has proved in

the actual materials that for matching colours most of the so-called

chromatic laws end where gocxl taste begins.

Amongst the numerous trimmings in the I.iOuis XA^I Chinese

room illustrated on Plate XII. the two varieties of Chinese tassels are

prominent. These two tassels, one shaped over a plaster, the other

over a wooden model, and illustrated in detail on Plate II, are, of

course, totally unlike any tassels ever conceived by the Chinese them-
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DRAPERY AND UPHOLSTERY TRIMMINGS

selves, who like them long and slender and cut; but they do most

admirably fit into Eurojieanised Chinoiserie of the type that dom-

inated France and England in the eighteenth century. The shape of

this tassel is based on the keynote of Chinese architecture, the roof,

derived from the ancient square tents with centre and corner posts,

which in China jireceded more nearly permanent buildings of wood
and tiles. The oval pendants complete this idea admirably.

The other interior on Plate XII, built around an ancient iron

bed, and rhyming with Louis XV rather than Louis XVI, is free

from Chinese suggestion but trimmed with equal completeness. The
embroidered bell pull and its tassel are ancient, though they agitate

the lover of modern electric candles ; and the painted satin that forms

the ground of the bed draperies is also ancient; but the other fabrics

and all the trimmings Avere made in America. The tassels on the plat-

form spread are elaborate and beautiful. The large rosettes on the

pulls that hold the bed ciu'tains are intricate with colour which picks

out and gives a thrill to the faded tones of the adjacent painted pat-
tern. The numerous fringes speak for themselves, even though repro-
duced on such a small scale, and without colour. Visible, too, in the

illustrations are the tassels and other trimmings of the window

draperies, and the gimps that adorn the skii-t of the bed
;
but the tiny

tufts that supplement the edging of the net over-spread hardly show

at all, though significant, even important, in the colour scheme of the

bed as a whole.

Perhaps the most interesting, at any rate the most generous, use

of tassels in this residence is in the room where they hang from trellised

cords to form the valance of the window draperies, which down below

they tie back in pairs, whilst from the lighting fixtures of the ceiling

they depend beneath each candle and the centre.

Amongst books on the subject of trimmings the most pretentious
are two portfolios published, one in Dresden, the other in Austria,

and both illustrating the taste of twenty or thirty years ago. The
German one is entitled "Posamenten fiir Mobel imd Dekorationen,"
and was jjublished by the Dresden "Zeitschrift fiir Posamenten-

Industrie." The Austrian one was published by S. O. Czeiger.
Volume III of Emanuel Bocher's "Manuel des travaux a I'aiguille"

is devoted to tassels (glands); and Volume IV to cords, braids and

knots (cordcs, tresses, nwuds), with detailed description and illustra-

tions of how to make them. The small collection of trimmings in the
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DRAPERY AND UPHOLSTERY TRIMMINGS

Nuremberg Museum is listed in the eatalogue of "Stichereien, spitzen

und pozamentier-arbeiten." The article on "La Passementerie," by
P. Verneuil in Volume XXIII (1908) of the magazine "Art at

Decoration," treats the archaH)logy of the subject interestingly, and

then illustrates and describes ultra-modern trimmings. In the

Connoisseur for 1909 there is a short article on Spanish trimmings
entitled "Puntas and Passementeries." Macquoid, in his monumental

work on English furniture, illustrates many gimps and fringes as

they appear in actual use on ancient chairs and couches, and, of course,

the ilrapery portfolios of Lenoir and many others show trinmiings as

part of curtains, portieres and lambrequins.

The author is indebted for Plates I to VIII and XII to Edward Maag; for Plates IX
and X to S. O. Czeiger; for Plate XI to the Moraiit collection.



CHAPTER XX
TOOLED AND ILLUMINATP^D LEATHERS

Texture is Latin for weave. Texture means surface qualities

as distinguislied from colour and form. Texture is only skin deep.

Texture means those qualities that in textiles are pre-eminent,

reaching- perfection in damasks and brocades and velvets and tap-

estries. It is only by analogy that we speak of the texture of wood

and marble and metal. Compared with textiles, wood and marble

and metal have little texti re.

But with leather it is different. I^eather seems even to surpass

the textiles on their own ground. Leather, when shaped with dies

and stippled and carved with punches and chisels, and then illuminated

in colours, especially with gold and other rich lacquers applied upon
a ground of silver leaf, acquires a texture that in luminosity outshines

the surface of damask and velvet, and in richness does not pale before

tapestry or brocade.

Of course, there are leathers and leathers. Some of them are

mere painted imitations of the reality. Some of them have no texture

at all, and might just as well be painted canvas or paper, like the

Japanese and wall paper leathers.

But with the imitations, near or remote, this account has nothing

to do. All of the leathers illustrated are real leathers, made rich in

texture by actual tooling and illumination.

Extraordinarily rich and beautiful is tlie leather illustrated in

colour on Plate I, from the house of Titian, the famous Venetian

painter of the sixteenth century. This piece of leather was brouglit to

this country by tlie late Henry G. Marquand, president of the board

of trustees of the Metroijolitan Museum of Art, to whom was due the

attempt to develop in America the art of tooling and illuminating

leather in the ancient fashion, an attempt made successful by the

co-operation of the great architect and decorator, Stanford White.
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decorativp: tp:xtiles

The texture of this })iece of leather is a revehition to those who
know only leathers of modern inspiration. The design in gold has

heen exalted against the flat, blue ground marvellously by the tooled-in

lines and tiny circles and i-aised outlines. In nothing but leather, and

in nothing but yellow and blue lacquers on silvered ground, could

such colour and such texture be produced. It rivals and suri)asses

the texture of the richest brocades and the most sumptuous tapestries.

It is one of those decorative documents that are an immediate and

complete answer to those who ignorantly and impertinently ask:

"Why seek inspiration in the past?"

Plate VI shows, also in colour, another piece of sixteenth century
Italian tooled and illuminated leather. Very remote this from the

rough oxhides and tinted moroccos attached to the seats of nuich

modern furniture. Here we have the innate possibilities of leather

taken advantage of to the utmost. The illustration shows the upper

part of a leather pilaster, the lower part of which is also preserved.

The spiral bands of the column are differentiated from each other

even more marvellously than in the original marble that was the

inspiration of the leather. The colours are a liberal education in

polychrome eom])osition: gold outlined in black for the colunm. with

red backgi-ound between it and the straight, nai'i-ow border; gold on

green for the capital at the top and for the liorizontal band of

acanthus leaves below; red lined with black cii'cles for the jewel in

the centre of the leaf at the very top: all possessing the peculiar toned

and crackled lustre that time produces on leather that has been

lac(iuered in colour on silver. Uniquely beautiful would be a mantel

panelled or a room framed in leather columns like this.

Of course the leather industry is an ancient one. Shaggy hides

were used for coats and blankets ages long before the development of

the loom. Dressed and dyed and painted and beaded leather belts

and clothing and tents and draperies are likely to have long preceded
woven ones. Hut the designs show that tonk'd and illuminated

leathers were the descendants rather than the ancestors of elaborate

weaves, and were in fact at first an atteiiq)t to re])roduce the glories

of gold damasks and l)rocades.

ITnfortunately the monk Theophilus in tlie twelfth century did

not make the tooling and illuminating of leather one of his divcrsdnnn

tiiiitnii. But lie did, in Chapter XIX of liook I, sliow how to jjrepare

leather for iihiiiiination by ])ainting it with gv])sum whiting.
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Mate III—AXCIKXT I'OKTUGUESE CHAIK-HACK IN CHISELLED LEATHER
Sliiiwiii};- tlu- tvec design with doulilet lions

I'l.il,- l\ IICIITEEXTH CKNllKV Sl'ANlSll Li: All I I.I! I'AXI'.L

In gold iind l>lue on }rrcen
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TOOLED AND ILLUMINATED LEATHERS
Tl)e lirst part of Europe to acquire a rejiutatiou for decorated

leathers was Spain. Spain is just as much the home of leather as

China of silk, Egypt of linen, India of cotton, and Flanders of wool.

Yet, oddly enough, guadamacis and guadamacUcs, the conunon

Spanish names for figured leathers, are not Siianish hut Moorish.

They are derived from the name of the city of Ghadames, in the

Sahara, which is still an important leather market, and which a

twelfth century Arabic writer speaks of as "Ghadames, the city that

ghadamesian leather comes from."

In 1107 Alfonso the Ninth, in presenting the town of Castro de

los Judios to I^eon Cathedral, fixed the taxes to be paid at two hun-

dred sueldos, a fine hide, and two guadamacis. These taxes had
existed since the reign of Ferdinand the First, that is to say since

the middle of the eleventh century. So that the common belief in

Spain that guada/nacileria, or the art of decorating leather, crossed

from Mohammedan Africa into Spain in the early INIiddle Ages seems

to have a very definite basis in fact.

However, none of the eleventh or twelfth century Spanish
leathers are known to be in existence, so that the details of the work-

manship must be left in obscurity, lint at the Cluny Museum there

are two small coffers, dating from the fourteenth century, adorned

with animals cut out of leather and apj^lied on velvet. Ramirez de

Arellano, in a bulletin of the Spanish Sociedad de Excursiones, says
that the earliest guadamacilcrus were accustomed to imitate brocade

upon their leathers, employing beaten silver together with the colours

red, green, blue, black, white and carmine, applied in oils, or some-

times (contrary to law) in tempera. The guadamaciJeros tanned the

hides themselves, stamping the pattern from a wooden mould, and
then engraving on the leathers with chisels and punches. The hides

were those of rams. The spaces between the ornament were some-

times left natural, but usually coloured red or blue. Gold in the

place of silver is said to have been first introduced between 1529 and

1543. It was applied as follows:

The guadamacUeros smeared witii oil the parts they wished to

be figured in raised or sunk relief, and then imposed the gold leaf.

Upon this they applied heated iron or copper moulds and stamped the

pattern. The moulds required to be moderately hot, because if over-

heated they burned the hide, and if not hot enovigh the gold was not

permanent. The superfluous gold was wiped away with lint.
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TOOLED AND ILLUMINATED LEATHERS

The sixteenth eeiiturv Ordinances of Cordova tell us much about

the industry. They ^jrovided that every applicant for a license as

quadamacilcro must prove himself, in presence of the examiners,

able to mix his colours and design with them; and to make a canojjy

with fringe, as well as "a cushion of any size or style that were

demanded of him; nor shall he explain merely by word of mouth

the making of the same, but make it with his very hands in what-

soever house or jilace shall be appointed by the mayor and the over-

seers of the craft aforesaid."

It was also provided by these Ordinances that the pieces of

leather were to be dyed, not with Brazil-wood, but with madder, and

that the size, whether the hide was silvered or painted, was to be

strictly uniform, namely, "the size of the primitive mould," or "three-

quarters of a yard in length by two-thirds of a yard, all but one inch,

in width." The Ordinances of 1.567 established the penalty of death

for every guadamaciJcro who should seek in silvering his wares to

palm off tin for silver.

These leathers were used, not only as hangings for the walls, and

as carjjcts for the floors of palaces and castles, Init also as table covers,

counterpanes, bed and window and door draperies, cushion covers and

pillow toj^s, and as upholstery for the seats and backs of chairs and

benches and travelling litters.

The ancient romantic poem of that characteristically Si^anish

hero, the eleventh century Cid Campeador, tells us that the two chests

with which he deceived the Jewish money lenders, Rachel and Vidas,

were covered with guadamacis. As the poem reads:

"With your .-Klvice I wish to buihl two cliests.

Filling them with s;ind that they may he very heavy.

Covered with guadiimacis and well loeked.

The guadamacis red and tile loeks well gilded."

However, the chest preserved at Biu'gos as one of these "coffers

of the Cid," in which the archives and other sacred treasures of the

cathedral have been deposited for many centuries, and which imdoubt-

edly dates from about the lifetime of the Cid, is not covered with

leather.

At the beginning of the seventeenth century, Cervantes, the

author of Don Quixote, introduces a yuadainaci into his play entitled

Viejo Zelozo:

"Enters Hortigosa carrying a guadamuci and in the skins of the
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DECORATIVE TEXTILES

four corners should be painted liodamuntc, Mandricardo, Rugero
and Gradaso (from Boriardo's Orlando Innamorato and Ariosto's

Orlando Furioso). Rodamonte should have her face veiled.

"Hortigosa—Lord of my soul, moved and impelled by the great
fame of the great charity of Your Grace, I have had the ])oldness to

come and supplicate Your Grace to do me a great mercy, charity, alms

and good works, by buying this guadamaci. Just see how fine it looks.

The pictures seem ahiiost alive."

This guadamaci of Ceiwantes was apparently much like the seven

now in the Cluny Museum, which were installed in a house at Rouen
at the beginning of the seventeenth century, and were described by
M. de la Queriere in 1830, in his "Recherches sur le cuir dore,

anciennement appele or basane." These guadaniacis, which the spell-

ing of the names would indicate as of Spanish origin, picture Rome
and the heroes of Rome, Scanola, Codes, Torquatus, Calpurnius,
Curtius (Curcio) and Manlius, on jjanels six feet seven inches high by
three feet four inches wide. The background is in gold stippled with

tiny triangles, and the figures with their clothing, arms and armour,
and other accessories have all been patterned with irons of various

figures. The rest is painted like an ordinary jHcture. Xo part shows

the stamjied impression of a block. Especially noble is the figure of

Rome, with the attributes of Pallas, surrounded by military trophies,

and with the wolf at her feet nursing the divine twins. Of Spanish
seventeenth century guadamacilcs, the South Kensington Museum
has an interesting collection ornamented with flowers, and foliage,

birds, cupids, pojnegranates, on green, white, blue and gold grounds.
The first European city to acquire a sjjccial rej)utation for

leather was Cordova. It was so far ahead of Seville, Barcelona,

Ciudad Real, Valladolid and the others, that their decorative leathers

also were known througliout the world as cucros dc Cordoba (Cor-
dova leathers), or cordovanes. Ambrosio de Morales wrote in the

sixteenth century: "So many guadanutcis ai-c made in Cordoba that

in this craft no other capital can compare with her; and in such ([uan-

tities that they supply all Europe and the Indies. This eiu'iches

Cordoba and also l)eautifies her, for the gilded, wrought and painted
leathers being fixed upon large boards and placed in the sun in order

to be dried, by reason of their splendour and variety make her prin-

cipal streets right fair to look upon."
On August 20, l.)<i7, before the mayor of Cordo\ a and the two
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TOOLED AND ILLUMINATED LEATHERS

inspectors of the trade, Pedro de Blancas was officially examined and

approved in "cutting, working and completing a guadamaci of red

damask with gold and silver borders on a green field, and a cushion

with green and crimson decoration, faced with silver brocade."

Halls in the sixteenth century in Spain were often embellished

by sin-rounding them with arches wrought of leather in relief and

superposed on leather. As a rule the arches were gilt and silvered

and rested on pilasters or columns
( compare Plate VI

)
. AVhen

pilasters were used, their centres would be ornamented with Italian

devices such as flowers, trophies, cameos and foliage. Landscajies
with a far horizon and no figures, known as hoscaje or piniura verde,

were painted on the sjjaces between the arches, so that the general
efFect was that of a pavilion with arches on all sides, displaying every-
where a wide expanse of fertile country.

Especially in Spanish churches and cathedrals in the sixteenth

century were qiiadanuicilcs used as tapestry and carpets, also some-

times as altar frontals like the one that hangs in the chapel of San
Isidro in Palencia cathedral, and in at least one instance as the crown

for an image of the Virgin.
The names of more than forty of the old Cordova guadamacUcros

have been preserved. Four of them made a contract in 1.5.57 to pre-

pare cut and painted guadamacUes for a palace at Rome. In 1587,

two of them, together Avith two painters of Cordova, contracted to

make a number of guadtunacis for the Duke of Arcos, the guada-
macUcros receiving three rcalcs for each 2:)iece, and the painters two

and a half rcalcs, the money paid by instahnents as the work pro-
ceeded.

In Venice the art of gilding leather was highly developed in the

sixteenth century, and the patterns are similar to those of the textiles.

A splendid example is one illustrated in colour by Francis Lenygon
in the Art Journal in 1911. Fioravanti, in 1.564, writes that "all

important people are now interested in the work, and it is the height
of fashion in Rome, Naples and Bologna." Montaigne says that at

Rome rooms are ordinarily better furnished than in Paris, especially
as the walls are hung with a great deal of gilt leather. Mission,

travelling in Italy at the beginning of the eighteenth century, notices

the gilt leather hangings in the houses of the nobility and wealthy citi-

zens of Venice. During the seventeenth century there were seventy-
one shops in Venice engaged in the business, and the makei's of
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UECORATIVE TEXTILES

cuoiidoro fonned an important bi-anch of the guild of painters, but

during the eighteenth centiu-y the number of shops dwindled to four.

Long before Italy and Flanders and France and England began
to copy the Spanish guadamaciles, they had their own leather indus-

tries, and the leather trunks, chests, cotters, cases, sheaths, bottles,

saddles, chair seats and backs for the nobility were often made of cuir

houilli, stamped and tooled and painted in gold and polychrome, and

of the most exquisite workmanship. Indeed, leathers in the JNIiddle

Ages had an importance relatively nuich greater than ever since, in

spite of the wonderful development in the sixteenth century in Italy

and the Netherlands, as well as in Spain, of gilded leathers of the

guadamaci variety. Nor did the develojjment of tapestries in France

and Flanders, in the fourteenth century, and the extraordinary vogue
of tapestries during the fifteenth and sixteenth centiu'ies, seem at all

to hinder the increasing use of leather on walls and floors.

An extraordinary assemblage of mediicval European leathers

was that of the famous Spitzer collection, catalogued with rare

wisdom, by Alfred Darcel, in 1891. With regard to the phrase cuir

bouilli (literally "boiled leather") ISI. Darcel shows that it is descrip-

tive of the process that made heavy leathers ready for stamping and

tooling, soft at first and growing hard with time. Savary's Diciion-

naire du Commerce, published in 1748, says of cuir bouilli: "It is a

strong leather that has been boiled in wax mixed with certain gums,
resins or sizes, which are understood only by those who use them, and

which they keep secret." The phrase is one employed particularly

by makers of sheaths and cases and bottles, etc. The statutes of Paris

of 1560, say that "no master of said trade of sheath maker shall make
bottles of leather excejjt of cow oi- ox leather, l)ecause other leather

is not suitable and said bottles shall be boiled in new wax and none

other."

Amongst the most remarkable of the seventy-five pieces of leather

work in the Spitzer collection is an Italian cross case, eighteen by six

inches, of the early foin-teenth century. It is made of pieces of black

leather engraved and stamped and sewed together. The ornamenta-

tion consists of maple leaves and s])iral stems framing a unicorn,

dragons, a deer, a hare, a boar and birds. On the sides and top,

thrice repeated, is a coat-of-arms, that of the Aldobrandini, sur-

mounted by mitre and crozier. An Italian fourteenth centmy case

for an ivory diptych is eleven bj' nine inches, and in brown leather,
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TOOLED AND ILLUMINATED LEATHERS

stamped, painted and gilded. ^Vniongst the painted ornaments are a

dog, a rabbit, birds, swans, etc., vivaciously modelled and standing out

boldly against a ground engraved in spirals. An Italian book box of

the fifteenth centin-y is delightfully adorned with a large eagle and

rinceaux, and has silver lock and hinges in the shape of double tleur-

de-lis. A Spanish hunting bottle of the sixteenth century, ten inches

high by eight wide, by foui- and one-half thick, bears characteristic

arabesques in orange, brown, black and white leather, stitched on to

brownish-red ground. Besides the main mouth of the bottle above,

there is a tiny spout for poiu'ing, at the side. An Italian bookcase,

of the end of the fifteenth century, nine inches by seven, bears the

arms of the Duke of INIilan and the initials of the Duke G. M. A
most precious Spanish wooden cabinet of the sixteenth century,

twenty-two inches high by thirty-one wide, and foiu'teen deep, has the

door in the centre and the faces of the surroimding drawers panelled
with tooled and gilded leather, whose golden ornaments rise on a

ground painted azure. The panel on the door carries a fountain sur-

mounted by Cupid and flanked l)v fidl-length figures of Philip II

and his queen, JNIargaret of xVustria. A French cofi'er of the end of

the fourteenth century, four and one-half inches high, by twelve long,

by nine deep, is in brown leather with painting and gilding almost

gone. The cover shows a lady and a gentleman in costumes of the

period of Charles VI, separated by banderoles bearing inscriptions

that are illegible. The handle and elaborate lock are of copper, and

copper bars attach the leather that is engraved in concentric rinceaux

of delicate form.

Amongst interesting instances of the early use of leather in

interior furnishing are the following: In 1380. Charles V of France

gave to his brother, the Duke of Orleans, a house that contained "twenty-
four pieces of vermilion leather of Aragon. and carpets of Aragon
leather, to put on the floor in summer." In 1-116, the Duke of Berry
had a room of red leather, adorned with coats-of-arms; and Queen
Isabella of Bavaria had leather carpets to match the summer hangings
of one of her rooms. In 1496, Jehan Garnier, a saddler of Tours, had

the sum of four livres, fifteen sous tournoys, granted to him for "a

large white ox-skin, delivered and consigned by him to a painter
whom the king Charles VIII had sent for from Italy, whom the queen
had ordered to make and paint the hangings of her bed."

The inventory of Catherine de Medicis, published byM.Bonnaffe,
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liejinKUicfd from the hack of an Italian cardinal's chair
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TOOLED AND ILLUMINATED LEATHERS

gives some idea of the richness of ilhuiiiuated leather in France in the

last half of the sixteenth century. We find here gold and silver hang-

ings on an orange ground, \\itli the queen's cipher; others with orange

mountings, gilded or silvered, on a violet ground; others, again, sea-

green, with mountings similar to the preceding, or else red. with gold
and dove-colom-ed moimtings; or blue, with gold, silver and red

mountings; not to speak of the many funeral hangings, in which

silver figures rise against a black background.

MAKING GILDED LJ^ATHERS IX FRANCE

The only satisfactory treatise on the art of making gold and silver

leathers was written by ]M. Fougeroux de Bondaroy, and published
in 1762, as part of Volume XVII of the great Description dcs Arts

et Metiers, of the French Academy of Sciences. It has illustrations

of tools and processes and an excellent glossary of technical terms.

He says:

"The hangings of gold leathei- that come to France from Flanders

are ahnost all made at Ijille, Brussels, Antwerp and Malines, the last

being the most esteemed, ^"ery beautiful ones are made at Venice,

which we try to imitate. The industry Avas established in Paris about

two centuries ago, by workmen from Flanders, and has been con-

tinued by their successors. But because of prejudice, the hangings
from Holland and Flanders have had the preference, although those

made here were quite as good and (juite as beautiful. It nuist, how-

ever, be admitted that our hangings have never been able to equal in

perfection the gold leathers coming from England, as well as those

coming from Venice. We are compelled to admit that these last two

surpass ours in brilliancy, beauty of design and durability. A great

advantage of leather hangings is the fact that they are less damaged
than cloth and wool by dampness and insects; they lose little of their

brilliance with age; they collect little dust, and that little is easily

removed by washing with a sponge ; they do not furnish nests for the

moths in summer that lay their eggs in other tapestries. Yet their

ancient vogue no longer continues, and nowadays we see them rele-

gated to the entrance halls of country houses. Leather hangings are

made of skins of calf, kid or sheep, which seem gilded; which are

silvered, raised in relief and sewed together. In Paris, sheepskins are

usually used, although calf and kid are more beautiful and more

durable; but they cost more. After the skins are softened and made
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smooth, they are cut to fit the engraver's block or die, usually about

sixteen by twenty-three inches. Then the side where the hair was,

which is smoother and firmer than the other, is sized with great care;

and leaves of silver about three and one-fourth inches square are

applied and beaten home with a fox's tail. The parts of the surface

that are to be gold or red or blue are varnished with the proper

lacquers. The one that produces gold is a light brown (Fougeroux

gives the receipt for making it
)

. and the result is so much like gold

that even an expert must examine closely to tell the difference. Gold

leaf is seldom used, l)ecause it costs too much, but sometimes imitation

gold leaf (copper), or imitation silver leaf (tin) are employed.
Besides the reliefs received from the block or die in the press, other

ornament is often tooled in from chisels or patterned punches called

'irons.' The patterns are tiny florals, rosettes, scjuares and circles."

The museums of Belgium and Holland, especially the Rijks
Museum at Amsterdam, and the Antiquarian Museum at Utrecht,

are rich in ancient leathers, some of the sixteenth, but more of the

seventeenth centmy. The drawing room of the great Flemish painter,

Rubens, was hung with green leather, adorned in gold with chimeras

and children grouped around vases and pillars. That prince of dec-

orative style, Foucquet, whose magnificence aroused the jealousy of

his king, Louis XIV, had at his famous chateau Vaux-le-Vicomte "a

rich hanging of ta])estry of ciiir (lore from Flanders, consisting of

eight pieces." In the last half of the seventeenth century, the great

prosperity of Holland enabled every burgomaster to have a gilt

leather room in his house. Possibly they preferred leather because of

its cleanliness, the hygienic standards being higher among the Dutch

than elsewhere at this period. In the last half of the eighteenth

centm-y the Dutch still continued to use leather, when in England
and France it had been crowded out by wall paper. The designs of

Dutch leathers run to tulips and carnations.

Plate II is interesting, not only because it is English Georgian,
but especially because it is one of the few "flock" leathers that have

survived. The process of figuring leathers in flock is similar to the

process employed on wall papers, or in Germany on linens for the

imitation of Italian velvets, long before paper was practica])le. Plate

III shows a Portuguese chair back bearing the tree design with lions,

an echo of the ancient Assyrian tree design, preserved in the carved

stone tablets of the ninth century B. C, lent by Mr. Morgan to the
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Metropolitan Museum of Art. Plate V shows an ancient Si^anish

leather panel with zigzag halo and large pomegranate. Plate VIII
is a splendidly typical French leather of the Regence period. Plate

IV is a Spanish eighteenth centm-y leather in gold and blue on green.
Plate IX is a screen composed of ancient Spanish leather pictures

from Avignon. Plate X is an ancient liouis X^^I painted leather

screen, in six jjanels of four pictures each, now at Biltmore. Plate XI
shows a modern portfolio with design from the back of an Italian

cardinal's chair, in gold leaf on antitpied calf. Plate XII shows

leather edgings of the kind used today on bookshelves and tables.

Plates XIII and XIV show two modern leather screens, one in Per-

sian, the other in Louis XV design.

The author is indebted for the illustrations of this iliapter to Charles R. Yandell & Co.



CHAPTER XXI

WORKING BIBLIOGRAPIIV OF DECORATIVE
TEXTILES

Books, All of Which Ake ix the Library of the Metropolitan'

Museum of Art, Neav York

Esi^ecially do I wish to acknowledge my appreciation of IMujeon.

I^es Arts (hi Tis.su (Paris, 1909), a most useful and readable hand-

book. It has inspired me to attempt in English what its author, the

Curator of Mediaeval and Renaissance Art in the Louvre, accom-

plished in French. Because of its simplicity of arrangement and

lucidity of style, it continued to render me invaluable assistance

long after my own book had far outgrown the scale of its predecessor.

M. Migeon's book contains 175 illustrations; separate bibliographical

lists on "Decorative Silks," "Embroideries," "Tapestries and Rugs,"
and "Laces" and an index of names.

E(|iially important as a constant com])anion of students and

amateurs of Decorative Textiles is Errkra, Ktoffcs Ancicnncs ct

Modernes (Brussels, 1907), the small but invaluable catalogue of the

Textile Collection of the Brussels Museum, prepared by JNIadame

Isabelle Errera, and containing no less than (iOO halftone illustrations.

Noteworthy for its wealth of illustrations of historic silks is Cox,
Soicrics d'Ari (Paris, 1914), the text of which is such as would be

expected from the learned Director of the I^yons Textile Museum.

Splendidly instructive historically is the introduction to Rock,
Ttwtilc Fabrics, a descriptive catalogue of the woven stuffs in the

South Kensington Museum (London, 1870).
But the best British handbook on the subject is Cole, OriKiiiniit

in European Silks (London, 1899), generously illustrated and with

an adequate index.

Most im])()rtant of all books on the subject, with over 600 large
and superior illustrations, some in colour, is Falke^ Kunstgcscldchte
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(ler Seldcinccherci (Berlin, 1013), whicli is all the more valuable

because backgrounded by the 330 monumental plates of Lessing,

Gcrcebc-Saininlidif/, tiuit reproduces with wonderful detail of pattern

and texture, and largely in colour, the principal woven treasures of

the Berlin IMuseum.

Cox. I^'Art (Ic Dcciircr Ics Tissiis (Lyons, 1900). is back-

grounded by the magnificent textile collections of the Lyons Museum,
and has splendid plates, many of them in colour, and an important
historical preface and descrij^tions by Raymond Cox, who prepared
the work for the Chamber of Commerce of I^yons, to serve as a monu-

mental guide to the masterpieces contained in their Textile Museum.
The illustrations include Coptic and other Tapestries, Oriental Rugs
and Laces, as well as Byzantine, Persian, Sicilian. Italian and later

Damasks, Brocades and Velvets.

Backgrounded mainly by the textile collections of the Vienna

Museum is Dkeukk, Kiin.stlcrischc Enttciclihnig dcr Wchcrci und

Stickerci (Vienna, 1904), with one vohnne of text, two volumes of

plates, and an excellent index.

Indispensable to all who wish to become accjuainted with the

textile collections of the Metro])()litan ISIuseum of Art is the supple-

ment to the Bulletin of the Museum (May, 1915), entitled "The

Textile Collection and Its Use."

Large volumes of coloured plates are: Dupont-Auberville,
Onicment dcs Tissiis (Paris, 1877), and Fischbach, Ornamcntc der

Gctccbc (Planau, 1882). The author of the latter was Director of

the Art Industrial School at St. Gall in Switzerland, and the book

was also published in England, with plate descriptions in P^nglish as

well as the original German. Fischbach, Wichfigstcn Wehe-

Ornamcnic, with 214 coloured plates and an historical introduction

(Wiesl)aden, 1901), was a much more ambitious attempt, and

included hundreds of patterns made accessible during the intervening

generation by the extraordinary growth and development of textile

collections in European nuiseums. Fischbach's own collection, it is

interesting to note, is now a part of the collection of the New York

Metropolitan Museum of Art, and contains many examples that were

reproduced in his books.

Textiles and Textile Designs, including Tapestries, Laces and

Rugs in the Paris Musee des Arts Decoratifs, will be found illus-

trated, but imperfectly and without adequate descriptions, in Series
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IV, VI, XII of the Nouvclles Collections dc VUnion Ccntrale pub-
lished in Paris serially by Giieriiiet. See also Volume VII of Le
Musee des Arts Decoratifs, also issued serially by the same publisher.

Finely illustrated volumes ai-e: Pasco, Catalogue of the Badia
Collections (Barcelona, 1900), which is now a part of the Morgan
collection hi the New York Cooper INIuseum; Cokxu, />« Collection

Besselievre (Paris, n. d.), the cataloguer being the l^ibrarian of the

Musee des Arts Decoratifs, and the 11(5 examjjles taken mostly from

the XVI, XVII and XVIII centuries, with a few from the XV and

XIX; GuiFi UEY-MiOF.ox, La Collection Kelekian. 100 plates of

Venetian and Oriental damasks, brocades, velvets and rugs (Paris,

n. d.) ; Cluny Museum, Etoffes Ancicnnes, mostly of the XVI,
XVII, XVIII centuries; Du:m()nthieb, Ktoffs d'Ameuhlement

(Paris, 1909 and 1914), two separate books on Empire Decorative

Textiles bv the Administrator of the French Mobilier National;

Du.AiONTHiEK, Ktoffcs ct TapisseHes, on French Decorative Textiles

and Tapestries of the XVII and XVIII centuries by the same author;

Kltmsch, Bluster Orientalische Getvebe und Drnckstoff'e (Dresden,

189.3), illustrating 212 patterns of Oriental woven and printed fabrics

in the Dresden Museum.

Clouzot, Le Metier de la Sole, is an illustrated history of silk

weaving in France from 1-166 to 1815, together with the history of

Toile Lmprimee (Chintzes and Cretonnes) in France from 1759 to

181.5 (Paris, n. d.) ; Michel, Etoffes de Sole (Paris, 1852), is an

exhaustive literary historj', with splendid index, of the commerce,
manufacture and use of Silk, Gold and Silver, and other precious
textiles in the Occident, principally in France, in the INIiddle Ages;
Pakiset, Industries de la Soie (Paris, 1890), is a history of silk,

largely from the industrial point of view.

Blaxchet, Tissus Antiques (Paris, 1907), illustrates and dis-

cusses learnedly Coptic, Early Medijvval, and early Swiss textiles.

AlgouDj Le Velours (Paris, n. d.), is a volume devoted entirely

to Velvets, with a valuable preface and splendid illustrations. On
velvets as now made in England, see Vallance. "N'ehets, Velveteens

and Plushes (Art Journal, 1891, p. 230 +).

SPANISH, MOHAMMEDAN AND PERSIAN

Artixaxo, Tejidos Espanoles (Madrid, 1917), is the sumptuous
illustrated catalogue of the Madrid Exposition of Spanish Textiles;
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Sarke-Martix, Miihnmmcddui.scher Kunst (Muiiit-h, 1912), is three

splendid volumes containing 257 ])lates, partly in colour, with impor-
tant and extensive text, illustrating amongst other ohjects exhibited

at the world-famous Munich, 1910, Exhibition of Mohammedan Art,

Damasks, Brocades, Velvets, Embroideries and Oriental Rugs;

Martin, Pcr.si.srJw Staffe (Stockholm, 1899), is a volume devoted to

Persian Textiles with Personages, dating from 1550 to 1060; Martin,

Pcrsischc PracJit.stoff'c (Stockholm, 1901), a volume devoted to the

splendid Persian fabrics in Castle Rosenborg at Copenhagen.

CHINESE AND JAPANESE

TiZAC, Etoffes de la Chine (Paris, n. d.), is devoted by the

Curator of the Musee Cernuschi to the woven and embroidered silks

of China. Verneuie, Japanese Textiles (Paris and London, 1910),

in 80 coloured plates illustrates 200 choice woven examples for

importers, museums and private collections; Tokio Museu.m, Orimon-

liuizan, in ten volumes and in colour, illustrates vividly Okl Japanese
Textiles and Wall Coverings.

SHAWLS AND COVERLETS

Blair, Paislei/ Sliarcls (Paisley, 1904), is devoted by the Chair-

man of the Textile College of Glasgow to the history of the now
extinct industry that so successfully reproduced on the shuttle loom

the effects of the Oriental Cashmere shawls made on the tapestry

loom, or by the embroiderer in small pieces ; Hall, Handwoven Cover-

lets (Boston, 1912), helps to immortalise "Hickory Leaf," "Lee's

Surrender." "Sally Rodes," "Old Ireland," "Downfall of Paris,"

"Declaration of Indejjendence," and many other Colonial patterns,

illustrating many of them in black and white and in colour.

More ambitious in what they attempt than in what they accom-

plish are Harmuth, Dictionarij of TeLvtiles (New York, 1915),
which is nevertheless of great importance as a record of names actually

used in the American market; Heiden, 2\\rtilkiiihst des Alterthums

his der Netizeit (Berlin, 1909) ; Heiden, Haudtvorterbuch der

Textilkunde (Stuttgart, 1904).
The best book for technical students of mechanical weaves is

Watson, Textile Design and Colour (London, 1912) . An up-to-date
modern technical handbook is Nystrom, Textiles (New York, 1916).
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LACES AND EMBROIDERIES

The largest book on Laces is Ricci, Anilchc Trine Italianc

Bergamo, 1908), in two volumes, the first devoted to Needle Lace,

and the second to Bobbin Lace, and both carrying a wealth of illus-

trations and text which bring out the facts about the Origin and

Development of European Laces in Italy in the fifteenth and six-

teenth centuries. An English translation has been published by J. B.

Lijipincott Company of Philadelphia.

An excellent small book is Jackson-Jksurum, History of Hand-
madc Lace (London, 1900). Besides the general history of Laces, it

contains valuable dictionar// of Laces (pp. 107-206), as well as a

glos.sari/ of terms and an excellent index. It is richly illustrated,

has an excellent descripti\ e bibliograjihy in Chapter XI, and entirely

supersedes Pali.iser, Histori/ of Lace, the third edition of which was

published in London in 187.5. Also helpful is Joukdain, Old Lace

(London, 1908) . Indispensable because of its illustrations is Pollen,

Seven Centuries of Lace (London, 1908).

A good introdnction to the study of French Laces is Lefebltre,

Denteltes. constituting his report on Class 84 at the Paris Exhibition

of 1900, and translated into English (Xew York, 1912) by jNIargaret

Taylor Johnston. The little volume is well illustrated. Larger and

more comprehensive is Lapavze, Le Poinet de France (Paris, 190.5).

Laces of the Paris Musee des Arts Decoratifs arc illustrated in

Series VII of the Nouvelles Collections.

Dreger, Ent-cvickllings yeschichte der Spitze (Vienna, 1910), is

backgrounded by the Lace collections of the Vienna Museum.
An excellent illustrated catalogue is that of the Ricci sale of six-

teenth and seventeenth century laces, Xew York, 191.5.

For the history and descrijition of machine-made Laces see

Felkin, Hosiery and Lace (London, 1876) ; Henon^ Tulles et

Dentelles Mecaniques (Paris, 1900).

A magazine devoted to Laces and Embroideries is the BuUentin

of the Xeedle and Bobbin Club (Xew York, 1916).

embroideries

The most useful single book on Embroideries is Errera,

Broderies linden nes, a richly illustrated catalogue of the collection in

the Brussels ]Museum (Brussels, 190.5). The practical side is well

treated in Christie^ Embroider
ij
and Tapestry Weaving (London,
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1912); Day-Buckle, Art in Needlervork (London, 1914), and

Haxds, Church XeedlctvorJx (London, 1909). A peculiarly domestic

and Colonial form of art is treated in Webster, Quilts and How to

Make Them (New York, 1915).

Lei'ebi'ke, Euil)r()ideri/ and Lace (London, 1888), translated

from the French and annotated by Alan S. Cole, combines two arts

not unskilfully in small space, while Ai.fgrd, Needlework as an Art

(London, 1886), with fine illustrations of splendid pieces, such as

the Syon Cope and Charlemagne's Dalmatic, scants lace but also

admits tapestry and furnitm-e, while giving the main space to

Embroidery.
Other helpful books on Embroideries are Kendrick, English

Emhroiderij (London, 190-1) ; Jourdain, English Secular Embroid-

eri/ (London, 1910) ; and Towxsexd. Embroider//, or the Craft of

the Needle (London, 1907).

Martin, Stickereien aus dem Orient (Stockholm, 1899), shows

18 plates of Persian, Bokhara and Anatolian embroideries from his

own collection. Quaint and interesting are the subjects treated in

Huisir, Samplers and Tapestry Embroideries (London, 1913).

carpets and rugs

The most important book on Oriental Rugs is Martin, History

of Oriental Carpets l>efore ISOO (Yienna, 1908). Here alone is the

story of the historical tle\'ek)2Jment of the art told adequately. Here

the work of Lessing and of Bode is brought to its full fruition. If a

museum can afford but one book on the subject, this should be the

one. It is luxm-iously illustrated, with text illustrations of other

forms of historic art, which help to explain the design course of

knotted Hoor coverings.

The largest book on Oriental Rugs is Clarke, Oriental Carpets,

the English edition of the three huge volumes containing 148 photo-

gravure plates, besides much introductory text, published in Yienna

(1892-90) by the Austrian Commercial Museum. A supplementary
volume containing 25 plates in colour, with introduction by Bode, text

by Frederick Sarre. and descriptions by Dreger, was published in

Leipsic in 1908.

Other books containing large plates of Oriental Rugs are:

Robinson, Eastern Carpets (London, 1882) ; Henuley, Asian

Carpets, XYI and XYII century designs from the Jaipur palaces
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(London, 190.5) ; Andrews, One Hundred Carpet Designs from
Various Parts of India (London, 1900).

The best American book.s on tlie .subject are those of Mumford.
Leavis and Hawley, the latter being preferable for classification pur-

poses. Very helpful is the catalogue prepared for the Tiffany Studios

by INIrs. Ripley (Xew York, 1907), the subtitle of which is "Hii(/s of

the Chinese Empire. A mile-post in American connoisseurship is 1)k.

Valentiner's Early Oriental Rugs (New York, 1910), the cata-

logue of a loan exhibition held in the Metropolitan Museum of Art.

Imi)ortant also is the catalogue of the Ballard Collection of Ghiordes

Rugs (St. Louis, 1916), and the sale catalogue of the Clarke Collec-

tion of Chinese Rugs (New York, 1915).

Indispensable as a small handl)ook of the subject is the illus-

trated Guide to the Collection of Carpets of the South Kensington

Museum.

machine-:mai)k carpets and rugs

Humphries, Oriental Carpets (London, 1910), contains an

important chapter on Joseph INIarie Jacquard and machine-woven

rugs. Still more important on the same subject is the article The

Making of Tapestry and Brussels Carpets (Art Journal, 1895,

p. 237+), and Millar, The Making of Carpets (Art Journal, 1908,

p. 19+). The early history of Savonneries is told in Dupont,

Stromatourgie (Paris, 1632).

TAPESTRIES

The best handbook on the subject is my own Tapestries, their

Origin, History and Renaissance (New York, 1912), with 4 illus-

trations in colour and 147 in black and white, a comprehensive name

and subject index, besides a separate index of Bibliography, chapters

on the Bibliography of Tapestries, the Tapestries at the JMetropolitan

Museum, the Texture of Tapestries, the Bible in Tapestries, History

and l{omance in Tapestries, Tapestry Point of View and Perspective,

The Care of Tapestries, Tapestry Signatures and Makers, Tapestry

Design and Cartoons, French Tapestries, Flemish Tapestries, Eng-
lish Tapestries, Gothic Tapestries, Renaissance Tapestries, American

and other Tapestries.

The first two handl)ooks on the subject were MiixTZ, La

Tapisserie (Paris, 1881), with English translation (London, 1885);
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and GuiFFKEY, Histoirc dc la Tapisscric (Tours, 1886). The next

was Thomson, History of Tapestry (London, 1906), who added

much to our knowledge of Enghsh tapestries; and added still more
in 1914, when he jjublished his finely illustrated Tapestry Weaving
in England.

A monumental and definitive work on the Gobelins is Fexaili.k.

Etat General de la Manufacture des Gobelins, in five volumes (four
volumes already published), with hundreds of large ijhotograjjhic

illustrations and a wealth of documents and records giving everything
that could throw light on the activities and products of the Gobelins.

A perfect small handbook of the Gobelins is Guiffrey, Les Gobelins

rt Beauvais (Paris, 1908), with 94 illustrations in halftone; Badin,
Iai Manufacture de Tapisseries de Beauvais (Paris, 1909). illustrates

30 Beauvais tapestries, and jirints many documents bearing on the

history of that establishment.

The best book on Gothic and Renaissance tapestries is Guiffrey,
Les Tapisseries (Paris, 1911). in the ^Moi.ixier series of Arts

Appliques a I'Industrie, with splendid illustrations and an excellent

index.

The most important illustrated works on the collections of dif-

ferent countries are: (1) Spanish, Valencia, Tapices de la Corona
de Espafia (Madrid, 1908) ; Tapestries and Carpets from the Prrado

(New York, 1917) ; (2) Austrian. Hikk, Niederlander Tupeten und

Gobelins, published in the first four \'olumes of the Vienna Jahrbuch

(Vienna. 1883-G) ; (3) French, Guichard, Les Tapisseries Decora-

tives du Garde Mcubic (Paris, 1881); Saktor, Les Tapisseries de

liheims (Rheims, 1912) ; Loriquet, Les Tapisseries de la Cathcdrale

dc liheims (Paris. 1882) ; Les Tapisseries dc la Cathcdrale d'dingers

(Leipzig, 1892). containing 72 photographs of the Apocalyjjse set;

(4) Swedish, Boettiuer, Svenska Statens Samling af Vdfda T'apcter

(Stockholm. ) ; Italian. Mr'xTZ, Les Tapisseries de Raphael au

Vatican (Paris. 1897); (.5) iVmerican. Ffoulke, Collection of Tap-
estries (New York, 1913) ; ((>) Swiss, AVeese, Die Caesar Teppiche
(Berne, 1911).

Important ])ooks on Flemish Tapestries are: Wauters, Les

Tapisseries Bruxelloises (Brussels, 1878); Soil, Les Tapestries de

Tournai (Tournai, 1892).
The best museum catalogue is Destree, Les Tapisseries des

Musees Royau.v du Ciu(iuantcuairc (Brussels, 1910), with many
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illustrations. The best national inventory is Guiffkey, Lcs Tapis-
series du Garde Meulde (Paris, 1900).

The first important book liublished on Tapestries was Jubinal,
Les Anciennes Tapisseries Histoirees, in two volumes, with 123 large
hand-coloured line plates from drawings by Victor Sansonetti

( Paris,

1838). Tlie largest book on tapestries is the great Ilistoire Gciicrale

de la Tapisserie (Paris, 1874-84); the French volume by Guiffrey;
the Flemish volume by Pinchart; the Italian. Cierman and English
volumes by Miintz.

The most extensive bibliography is Guiffkey, La Tapisserie

(Paris, 1904), with 1083 titles and an excellent index.

Splendidly illustrated exhibition catalogues are: Wauters^ Les

Tapisseries Histoirees a VExhihition Beige de 1880 (Brussels, 1881) ;

Destkee. Tapisseries a I'EcrJiibifioH d'Art Aneien Bru.reUois, lOO.J

(Brussels, 1906); CJiefs-d'Oeircres d'Art Aneien a J'Exposition de

la Toison d'Or, Bruges, 1007 (Brussels, 1908).

Catalogues of important American exhibitions are those of:

Boston, 1893; Washington, ; Brooklyn, 1913; Avery Library,
Xew York, 1914; Buffalo. 1914; Philadelphia. 1915.

The best sale catalogues are those of the Somzee sale, Brussels,

1901; the Spitzer sale, Paris, 1903; the Berwick and Alba sale, Paris,

1877; the I^owengard sale, Paris, 1910.

Important American sale catalogues (all Xew York) are the

^Manjuand, 1903; White. 1907; Poor, 1909; Garland. 1909; Yerkes,

1911; Hoe, 1911; Robb, 1912; Lydig, 1913.

The best catalogues of private collections are: Spitzer, 1890;

Gaillard, Paris, 1904; Le Roy, 1908; Kann. 1907; Hoentschel (now

part of the Morgan Collection in the ]Metrop()litan ^fuseum of Art),

1908; ]Morgan. Paris, 1913; Tuck. Paris. 1910.

CHINTZES AND CKETOXNES

The most important illustrated works on the subject are:

Ceouzot, Ilistoire de la Toile Iinpriinec en Franee. ])rinted in the

same volume with Ci.orxoT, I^e Metier de la Soie. listed above;

Ci.ouzOT, Ija Manufaeture de Jaiii/, in ten parts, oi' which five have

already been published, at ^"ersailles; HuETj Dessein.s pour la Manu-

faeture de Joui/—two portfolios illustrating the designs made by the

famous Jean Baptiste Huet and other lesser lights for Oberkampf
to use on printed cloths at Jouy, now preserved in the Paris ]\Iusee
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des Arts Decoratifs, and ijublished as Series IX and IX bis of the

NouvcUcs Collection de I'Union Centrale; Forrer, Die Zeugdrucke
der byzanti.sclien, romanischen, gotliischen und spdteni Kunstepochen

( Strasburg, 1894) ; Forrer, Die Kunst der Zeugdrucke vom Mit-

telalter bin ziir Einpirezeit (Strasburg, 1898).

RouFJ'AER, De Batik-kiinst in Nederlmuhelt-Indie (Utrecht,

191J.), is a monumental vohime on Batik work.

economic and legislative history of the industry in France in the XVII
and XVIII centuries.

WALL PAPERS

The two books on the subject are Sanborn, Old Time Wall

Depitre, La Toile Peinte en France (Paris, 1912), is an

Papers (New York, 1905), with many illustrations of the European

hangings used by our American forefathers; Jennings,

(London, ), an illustrated handbook for dealers.

Important historical studies are: Clouzot, La T^radition dii

Papier Feint en France (Gazette des Beaux-Arts, 1912) ; Clouzot,

Papiers Feints de I'Epoque Napolienne (Gazette des Beaux-Arts,

1914) ; FoLLOT, Papiers Feints a I'Exposition de lOOO, the privately

printed report of the committee that organised and installed the

exhibit of historical wall papers.

Other magazine articles are: Bruehler, Die Tapete und

Elsass (Das Kunstgewebe in Elsass—Lothringen, Strasburg, 1900) ;

Vallance, Wall Papers (Magazine of Art, 1904) ; Vallance, Neto

Designs for Wall Paper (Art Journal, 1902).
For modern processes of manufacture see illustrated articles in

the Decorative Furnisher and in the Wall Paper Xews
(
New York

)
.

A valuable portfolio illustrating modern reproductions of his-

toric French Wall Papers, most of them printed from the original

blocks, has been published by the American agents, A. Ij. Diament

& Co. (Philadelphia, ).

The literatiu-e of Trimmings and Illuminated Leathers is scanty
and unsatisfactory. I have given some references in the text of Chap-
ters XIX and XX.



INDEX AND (;L()SSARV

The illustrated definitions of textile terms contained in this

volume, supply a long and t're([uently expressed want. To facilitate

their use as a Glossary, the Index has heen made unusually complete.
For obvious reasons the Index does not include the plate pages, or the

chapter on Bihliograjjliy. exce|)t as regards the heading, ^luseums, to

which special attention is called.

Abbeville—163
Aclimiui—3S2

Adam. Robert—149, 377, lO.I, HI
Afglian rugs

—185

Afghanistan
—223

Aleazar carpet factory
—

1 IS, 1 ii5

Alen9on lace—97
Alexander the Great—13, 197
Alfonso IX—421

Altman Collection—208. 213, 223. 309
American decorative silks— 8-11. 357
American ^^'ar of Independence

—343

American tapestries
—239. 2 k)

Annnanus Mareellinus— 1 3

animal patterns
—

3o. 37; t

177; Turkish rug
— 197;

—204, 208

Anjou, Duke of—259

Anne, Queen—109

a])|)li(jue: lace curtains— 101

.irabe (arabian) laces— 105

Ar.ibian Nights
—37

Arabic letters used decoratively
—31, 213

Ar.agon
—431

Arcos, Duke of—127
.Vrdcbil rug

—20S
.\retin—271
Ariosto—424
Aristotle—11, 13

Aries—332
armure— 1 1, 69
Arras tapestries

—248, 255, 281; coun-

terfeit—259

418

liinest— 175,

Persian rug

[—391
wall papers

Art Nouveau— 156, 385

Assisi, Francisco d'—295

Assyrian
—

22, 106. 397, 435

Asterius, Bishop
—23

Aubusson tapestries
—233, 235, 237, 309;

designs
—235; dyes

—235; rugs
— 156;

savonneries— 155 ; signatures
—235

Augsburg—335

aune (English ell)
—277

Aurelian— 13

Axminster— 145, 1 IJ)

B

Bagdad—31, 217
Baku—189
bandboxes—374
Barberini family

—287
Barcelona—424

Barnuin, P. T.—233

Baroinu
—

45, 47, 248. 28 1. .•i9:. K)l. KIS

basket weave—57. (),0. 115

Bastille—369
Batum— 189

Bayeux tajjcstry
—

115, 121

Be.auvais tapestries
—233, 235, 237, 297-

301. 309. 313

Beauvais-Bouchcr ta|)estri(N .'idl

liclouche rugs
—185

Bergamo rugs
—

19.9

Besiiir Bokiiaras— 185

binders—77, 171

block-printing, origin of—322, 324, 335,

363, 369. 391
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block-priutLtl tapestries
—228; chintzes—

324, 335, 317, 385; wall papers
—

363, 385

bobbin— 1, 2, 25, 5(5, 85, 9[), )28, 306,
385

bobbin fabrics—2, 57, ()1. 231

bobbin laces—95, 97, 105

body brnssels— 1()7

Bokliara rugs
—183-185

Bologna
—39

bonnaz machine— 101, 106'

Boscoreale frescoes—377, 380
Boston—263, 265, 373
braids—105, 1.07, 109
brides—97
brocades, weave of— (i. 61. 6'), IHi, H8
brocart—6

brocatelle—2, 5

broche—63, 69, 183

broche— 1, 63

Bruges
—39

Bruges lace—97, 105, 330
brush—363, 387
Brussels mark—283
Brussels tapestries

—237, 24.8, 283, 284
brussels carpets

—7. 156, 157, 163, l65;
laces—97; lace curtains— 101

Buddhist symbols
—175

Buffalo tapestry exhibition—237, 245

Bumstead, Josiah—371
bullion fringes

—
405, 408

Burano—97
buratto—91, 95, 319

burlap
—

56, 57

Burne-Jones— 106, 239, 317

Byzantine
—

23, 109, 397

Byzantine Eni])ire
—

13, 18, 23

Cabistan rugs
—193

Caen stone—387

Caesarius, Bishop
—332

Cairo—31

camel's hair—217

Carlyle—369

carpeting
— 139. 163; origin of brussels

—156
carpets and rugs (for hand-made, see

rugs), brussels— 157, 163, lC5; chen-

ille axminster—157, 158; cross-stitch—157, 171; cut and uncut— 163;
embroidered rugs

—171; European and
American machine-made — 157-173;

hooked— 157, 171, 173; ingrain
—

157,

160, l6l; leather—423, 431; sehna

axminster— 169, 171; Smyrna—158,

160; spool axminster— 167, 169; tap-

estry
—

157, 167; velvet— 157, 167;
Wilton— 157, 163, 165

cartoons—277, 279, 287, 303, 321

carved leather—1'16

Cashmere (Kashmir)—133

Cashmere rugs
—

l'J5

Caucasian rugs
—

186-195, 223; designg
and colours of—191

Cennini, Cennino—335
Chaillot— 147, 149, 153, 155

Chalfin, Paul—411

Charlemagne
—29, 30, 35. 10.0, 233

Charles Martel—30, 233

Charles 1—303, 409
Charles 11—305
Charles V, Emperor— 15, 143, 186, 268,

273, 275, 279, 283; of France—431
Charles VI—431

Charles VIII— 15, 431

chenille axminster— 157, 158

Chevreul—411

Chichi rugs
—193

Chicago
—265

China famous for silk— 11, 15, 18, 91,
421

Chinese—2, 11, 18, 21, 32, 35, 47, 48,

401, 411. 413; brush—363; Chippen-
dale— 127; cloud band—208, 211, 213;
colour symbolism

— 177; letters used

decoratively
—21, 213; painting

—361-

363; paper
—358, 361; \>en

—36S ; por-
celain— 18, 21; rugs

— 174-183; silk

designs
— 21; symiiolism

— 177; tap-
estries—227; wall paper—361, 363, 36i

Cliinoiseries—342, 413

chintzes and cretonnes—228, 322-357,
385; cloths used—357; origin of the

words—322; painted
—322, 324, 330,

332; Indian—330, 332; English
—332,

343, 347; French—332, 337, 343;
German— 335; Italian— 335; Jouy
prints

—
337, 343; jjrocesses

—343, 347,
351

;
silk—357

cliintz designers: Huet—343; Morris—347; Wearne—347
chiselled effects in rugs

—211

Christ—109
Christian IV—303
Cid Cam|)eador—123

Clarke, Sir C- Purdon—174

449
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Classic—259, 310, 3(jl., 383

claw and ball foot— 177
Clement XI—215

chiny laces—99
cisele \elvet—11

Coeurdoux, Father—'J'M

Colbert—153, 235, 28 1, 289
Colonial—133, 171

colour harmony—H 1

comiiartnient borders—271; rugs
—211

Conde—309
Confucian symbols

— 175

Constantine— 13

Constantinople—23, 30, 186, 189

copper
—435

copper-plating ])riiiting
—

S-IS, 347

Coptic—7, 29, 85, 109, 227, 397
corded—97
Cordova—423, 424, 427
cords—405, 407

corduroys
—7

cotton— 1, 11, 35. 5(), (J9. 7<), 101, 179,

199, 204, 208, 211, 221, 228, 3(il. 407,

421

Crane, Sir Francis—301, 303, 305

Crane, Walter— 106", 371

crash—56

Crefeld Textile Muscuui— 15

Crete—105

cretonnes (see chintzes)
crewels—106, 127, 133

crocheting
—85, 105

Cromwell—305

Cuiic—31, 199
cuir bouilli—430; dore—435

cuoridoro—430

Cumberland, Duke of— 147

cut work—91, 408

D

Daghestan rugs
— 193

damasks—63, 73, 77, 79, 409, 416;
weave of—5-6, 61 ; definition of— 1 ;

origin of word—29

damasks, brocades and velvets — 1-53,
335

Uarcel, Alfred—130

Darius—29, 1()6

Dark Ages—361

David—377
decorative art. philosopliy of—380

denim—57, 61

dentelle—91

450

derby damask—77

design motifs, animal—35; Chinese—21;
Chinese and Rococo—48 ; doublet—22 ;

Empire—49, 53; Louis XVI—49;
Persian — 37; pomegranate — 41

;

Sicilian—37; vase—11; Wnetian—39

designers (see chivls designers, tapestry

designers, and wall paper designers)

diaper (dias])re)
—9

Dionysius Periegetes
—18

Directoire—53

discharge printing
—351

Donegal
— 149

Don Quixote—245, 423
doublet l)atterns

—
22, 23, 27, 31

double warp tapestries
—306

dragon
—

175, 177, 211

Drake, Alexander W.—374

draperies
—

394, 397, 407, 113, 118, 423
draw loom—2

drawn-work—91, 95
Dufour. .Joseph

—371

Dupont. Pierre—153; Louis— 155

dye-painting
—332

dyes—319, 321, 330, 332, 394, 423

E

East India companies
—330

Ecbatana—2 1 7

Egyptian — 157, 227; chintzes — 321;

paper
—358, 36 1 ; trimmings

—394, 397

Egypt famous for linen— 11, 421
Elizabethan—133, 409
ell (French aune)— 1 63, 277
embroideries— 106, 138; American—133;

Chinese— 133; English
—

121, 127;
Flemish—121 ; Florentine—121 ; Indian— 133; origin and definition— 106. 109;
tools and stitches— 138

embroidery machines—99, 101

Empire—49, 53, 155, 165, 383

esparto
—36l

ctamine—56, 57, 105, 319

Fabriano—36l
Felletin tapestries

—235
Ferdinand I, Emperor of Spain—121

Fereghan rugs
—

204, 217
filet italien lace—77, 91, 95

filling
—51

Flanders famous for wool— 1 1
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Flanders lace—97, 105

flax velours— 1

Flemish Renaissance—271; laces—97;
Icatiiers—i;i3, J.3;5; wool—421; tap-
estries—32

fleurs-de-lis—27

floated effects—69
flock papers

—361; leatliers and limns— 135

Florence—39

Follot, Felix—369
Foucquet, Nicolas—28 t, 287, 435 ; Jean

—397
Fougeroux on leathers—'1'33

I"'rancis I— 15, 277
French lace curtains—101

French Revolution—369

fringes—91, 179, 183, 391.. tol, 407,

408, 409, 423
Fulham—147
Futurists—385
friezes—391
frescoes—377

G

(ialla Placidia—29

galloons
—

394, 397. 405. 409

gauzes
—

31, 73, 105

Genoa—41, 91, 364

George III—364
Germain. Saint—29
Ghadames—12 1

Ghiordes rugs
— 197; knot— 183, 19*). 201

gimp—405

glazed chintz—322; cloths—391. 393

globe and cross of Empire—267
Gobelins— 147, 153, 155, 233, 237, 239,

309, 284-297

gold
—

63, 79, 95, 109, 115, 133, 315,

317, 397, 408, 409, 4l6, 418, 421,

433, 435

Golden Fleece—121

Goodyear, Professor—358
Gorevan rugs

—223
Gothic—39, 41, 45, 248, 259, 268, 271,

315, 321, 397

grass cloths—387, 393

grass rugs
—171

Greek language
—23

Greek textiles— 109, 227; paper
—358

grosgrain
— 11, 57, 63

grosgrain damask—9

gros point
— 133

grotesque ornament—45, 310

guadamacis—421, 423, 424, 427, 430

guadamacileros
—

421, 423, 427

Guenje rugs
—193

guipure
—91, 97, 10], 405

Guise. Duke de—279
Guli Hinnai motif—204

gyi)sum
—118

Gyze, George
—199

H
Hamadan rugs

—217
Hancock, Thomas—373

hangers
—408, 409

hangings, leather—433
Harewood—4 1 1

Harold—121

Harun-al-Raschid—37

hatchings
—227, 251, 255, 315

headings
—408, 409

hemp— 1 1

Henri II—287

Henry III—97, MO
Henri IV— 15, 153, 281, 287

Henry VI—38

Henry VIII—127, 279

Henriques rug
—143

He])plev.']iite
—409

Herati motif—204, 213, 217
Herez rugs

—223
Herodotus—332
Hesse-Darmstadt. Prince of—295

higli warp—56, 228, 231, 289
Hindoo—138, 322; wall papers

—361

Hispanic Museum—247

Hispano-Moresque
—

30, 3 1

Hoentschel Collection—155, 309
Holbein rugs

—199

Holy Roman Empire—30, 38
liom (tree of life)

—22

Homer— 109
Honiton lace—97
hooked rugs

—157, 171, 173

Huet, Jean Baptiste
—

301, S69, 377
Hundred Years War—263

I

iconoclastic—35

illumin.'ited leathers (see leathers)

India—133; chintzes—322, 330, 332;
home of cotton— 11, 421; rugs

—
223,

226
indiennes—322, 332

ingrain carpets
—

157, l6o, l6l

451
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Irish point lace curtains— 101, 10 J

Isi^ahan rugs
—221

Italian Renaissance (see Renaissance)
Ital\-— 15, ,S9, iOS; paper

—S6l ;
leather

— 1 18, 427, 135

Jacobean—iOJ)

Jacquard, Joseph Marie— 15; attachment

2, 99, 165, 169, 383, 407; tapestries—

9, 69, 227, 228, 306

Jacquemart et Benard—369

Japan, sericulture in— 11, 15

Japanese— 11, 387, 393, 397, 416

jasi)e
—56, 57, 73, 77

Jeiighiz Khan—32

Jerusalem—30

Jewish— 106

Joainia tlie Mad—279
John ti)e Baptist— 121

Jones, Inigo
—364

Josepii II— 155

Jourdain. M.—399
Justinian— 13, 15, 22, 23

Jute—II, 56, 79

K
Kang-hi— 179
Kann Collection—299

Karadagh rugs
—204

Kashan^37
Kashan rugs—204, 208, 221

Kazak rugs
— 191

Kent, Sir William—364
Kliorassan rugs

—223

Kliotan— 1 1

Kidderminster— 145. 160

Kien-lung
— 179

Kirman rugs
—221

i-LTiitting-85, 105

Knok—409
knotting

—
85, 105

knots, rug
—

183, 199. '-^Ol

kowtow—364
Kuhlai Khan—32

Kiilali rugs
— 197

Kurdistan rugs
—204, 221

laces—83-105.408; Memish—97; French

97: Italian— .91. <)7 : machine—97, 99.

105; origin and definition of—85;

origin of hobhin laces—95; origin of

tile n.inie—91

hicis—91

lace curtains—83, 85. 101. 105

lace macliincs—97, 99, 101, 171

lacct-91

lacquers-416, 418, 435

Ladik rugs
— 199

Laf'ontaine—310

lambrequins
—107, 415

lampas
—

2, 6

Latin language
—23

leathers, tooled and illuminated—116

437; Cordova—423, 424, 427; Flemisli—433, 435; French—430, 431, 4.'i.'i.

435; gold and silver—133, 435; origin
of—418, 421; Spanish

—
121, 423,

424. 427; V^enetian 127

Leavers, John—99

Lebrun, Charles—47, 279. 289
Leo X—268, 291, 303

I.esghian rugs
—193

light and shade—251, 401

line contrast—251

linen— 1, 7, H, 29, 35, 101, .'Uil. 421

lisses (leashes)
—

2, 56, 228

loom, development of — 2-5; 54-56;

trimming
—407

Louis XIII—45, 153, 284, 287
Louis XIV—17, 97, 179, 284, 289, 2.93.

309, 401, 435
Louis XV—47, 48, 49, 179. 293. 295.

313, 401, 405, 413
Louis XVI—49, 163, 179, 295, 313, 337,

,'583. 405. 411, 413, 437

Lourdet. Simon— 153; Philip
— 153

low warp—56, 289
I-ucca—39

Lyons—15

M
M.ic.irtiu V, Lord—364
machine l.ices—97, 99, 105; rugs

— 157-

173; wall papers
—391

made in America—8

madras— 105

Maiitegn,a—305, 377
Marco Polo—32

Marie Antoinette—8

Mantua, Duke of—279
M.irquand, Henry Ci—116

M.irtial-109
Martin. Dr. F. R.—174, 213

.M.irg.iret of Austria—275, 431

ni.ateri.als-

357
r7, 235, 28<). 310. ;il5, 321,

1-52
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Maximili.-ui—'279, 283

iMazarin—281

Mecca—30

Mechlin lace—97

Medicis. Catherine and Marie de—287,

431

mercerized— 1. 61, 63, 77, 407
Merton tapestries

—
239, 317

M ichelangelo
—40 1

xMiddle Ages
—421

Milan—39; Duke of—131

millt-fleur—21, 32, 35. 156, 259, 317
Mina KJiani motif—204

Ming period
—21, 179

^linneapolis
—263

mohair— 1

Mohammedan (Saracenic)
—29, 30, 31,

35, 37, 38, 115, 186, 197, 233, 361, 421

Mongols
—32

monk's cloth—56
Moorish— 143, 421

nioquette
— 163. 165

Morant—409
niordints—332, 351

Morgan, .J. Pierpont
—

155, 267, 271,
287, 295, 309, 315, 435

moroccos—1'18

Morris, William—53, 106, l69, 239,

317, 371
Mortlake tapestries

—237, 239, 287, 301,

303, 305
Mosul rugs

—217
Mt. Vernon— 156, l63

mulberry tree— 11, 15, 17, 23

Miilhausen—337, 347, 351

muslin—3 1

MUSEUMS
and Public Collections

(See also credit notes and l)il)liograph\'.)
Amsterdam—1'20

Angers
—248, 252, 259

Auxerre—26

Baveaux— 110, 115

Beauvais—263

Berlin—9. 18. 20, 22, 23, 26, 29, 143,

199. 201. 408, 439
Boston— 109, 258, 260, 263, 265

Brooklyn— 138, 323, 325, 331, 333, 358
Brussels—8, 9, 12, 14, 18, 20, 25, 265,

273, 278, 438, 442
Buffalo—237, 299

Chicago
—

18, 260, 265

Cincinnati— 127, 138

Cologne
—

23, 79
Crefeld— 15, 18

Dresden— 18, 408, 410

Diisseldorf—9, 18

Florence—9, 18, 281

Gobelins—263, 284, 317

Hamburg—9, 18

Le Mans—22

London: British—121; South Kensing-
ton (^'ictoria and Albert)

—
8, 9, 18,

22, 27, 121, 143, 145, 208, 225, 256,

261, 303, 317, 321, 424, 438, 444;

Hamjitcm Court—277, 279, 305

Lyons— 18, 27, 211, 438, 439
Madrid (Royal Spanish Collection)

—31,

150, 262, 267, 268, 270, 272, 274, 277.

279, 281

Maestricht—20, 22, 27
Maidstone—127
Metz—29
Milan— 18

Minneapolis
—257, 263

Mt. V^ernon— 154, 156, l63, 173
Munich— 18, 205
New York: Cooper Union—18, 375,

408, 440; Hispanic
— 247; .luniel

[NLansion—384, 387; Metrojiolitan
—7,

17, 18, 36, 40, 52,82,109,118,127.138,
143, 155, 171, 173, 202, 207, 208, 211,

212, 213, 215, 223, 226, 229, 247, 250,

252, 253, 255, 261, 264, 266, 271, 29^,

301, 303, 309, 316, 321, 357, 360, 363,

376, 377, 393, 397, 408, 416, 437, 439,

444; Natural History—232-, 247, 397;
Public Library

—296

Niiremberg
— 18

Oldenburg—9, 18

Paris: Cermischi—432; Cluny
—

8, 18.

25, 27, 35, 233, 267, 421, 424, 440;
des Arts Decoratifs— 18, 256, 343, 43.9,

440; French National Collection—156,

281. 287, 288, 290, 292, 294, 303, 304,
305. 4M); Louvre—29, 279, 280

Phil ulelphia
—18

Portland, .NLiine (Longfellow)
—387, 390

Rome—9. 18, 27, 109, 277
Sens—27
Stockholm (Royal Collection)

—305
Tekio—141

Turin—9

Utrecht—435

Venice—18

453
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Viiniiji (Iiii|jcri;il Austrian Collection)
—

18, 38, 115, 121, 206, 207, 277, 279,

280. 283, 408, -i-39, 142, 113

\\'()rcestcr— 121

N
Napol.on— 15, 53, 295, 3-13, 383

Ncbucli.uliK'zzar—29
needle—85, 91, 106. ^-^31; laces—95, 105,

108
needlework—3 1 9 ; tajjcstry

—23 1

New York Public I.ibrar.v"
—283

nottin<;liani laces—99; lace curtains—
101

novelty l.iee curtains—105

nudes—271

o

Oberkani])!", Pliilip—337, 313

Orleans, Duke of—293
Ovid— 109

papyrus
—

358, 361

papiers peints
—

324, 369

Pajjillon, Jean—369

l)arclunent
—

358, 361

Paris tapestries
—284

Paris, Matthew—140
Parisot, Peter—147, 149

])assementerie
—394, 1 1 5

])atterns: animal, Molianiniedan and
Christian—35, 37; Baroque

—
1'5, 47;

IJyuantine Roman—23, 25, 27, 29;
Chinese— 18, 21 ; chintzes and cre-

tonnes—343, 347; Coptic
—29; Direc-

toire and Empire—49, 53 ; Gothic

pomegranate
— 41 ; ingrain

— 160;
Italian—39, 41; leather—424, 427,

431, 135; Louis XIV—47; Louis XV
and Chinese—47, 48; Louis XVI, 49;
Mohammedan—29, 30, 31 ; Moham-
medan Persian—37 ; nineteenth and
twentieth centuries—53

; Oriental rug
—175, 177, 183, 185, 191, 193, 195,

197, 203, 204; Renaissance vase and

grotesque
—

41, 45; Sassanid Persian—
21, 22, 23; Sicilian—37, 38; tapestrv

—309, 317

pattern papers
—

377, 383

|)atterns, psychology of—380, 385, 391
Peace ta))estries

—263
Pekin—32

Pembroke, Earl of—147

454

pen
—363

Percier and Fontaine— 155

Perneb—377

perrotine blocks—347
Persian— 11, 21, 22, 23, 31, 32, 35, 37,

39. 106, 138, 139, 155, 171, 179, 1-37;

rugs
—203-223

Persian-Chinese—32, 1 83

l)ersiennes
—322

Peruvian—85, 227, 394, 397
Peter the Great—247, 293

petit point— 106, 127. 133, 228, 319

Philip the Good—121

Philip 11—127, 431

l)iiopnix
—

175, 177, 211

phulkaries
—133

picture papers
—

377, 383

pile^7, 8

Pinde Bokharas—185

Pisa—39
Piranesi—310

plain weave—56, 61

jdasters
—393

Pliny— 13, 109, 324, 332, 351

point
—91; d'angleterre

—97; de flandrcs—97 ; de venise—97

l)ole medallion—217
Pollniuolo— 121, 377

|)(inii'granate designs
—41

Pompadour, Madame de—295

|)ortraits in tapestry
—295

Pompeii—377

Portuguese—330, 363, 435

pouncing designs
—330

prayer rugs
—

197, 213
Princess Bokharas— 185

])rinecss lace—105

|)rintcd rugs
—167; cliintzes and cre-

tonnes—322-357; wall pa|)ers
—363-

393

]>unto in aria—91

jjyre
—22

Q
(luarter (of a yard)

—163

Qucdliiiiburg
—332

R
-171

-85

rag carpets-

rags
—36 1

Rameses tlie Great-
ramie— 1 1

Rapliael—268, 270, 293, 303, 377

Raphael cartoons—303
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Rcgencv (Regence)—179, 293, 313, Wo,
437

Renaissance—41, 45, 127, 133, 247, 248,

259, 2()8 f , 303, 309, 310, 315, 321,

36"4, 377, 383, 397, 401; laces—105;

tapestries
—268-283

rep (rib)-2, 56, 57, 228, 231, 251, 408

resists—330, 351

reticella—85, 91

Reveillon—369

Rheinis, Archbisliop of—295
Richelieu—284

rocaille—48

Rococo—48, 248, 309, 310, 364, 401

Roger II— 15, 37, 38

roller-printing
—343, 347, 351 ;

Amer-
ican—357; making the rollers—351;
wall papers

—371, 383, 391
Roman designs

—109; paper
—358

Roman Empire— 18, 91, 186

Romano, Giulio—268, 271, 275, 377
rose point

—
97, 99

Royal Bokharas— 1 85

Rubens—287, 435

rugs
—32, 139, 156; American hand-

knotted and tapestrj'
— 155, 156;

definition of carpets and—139; Eng-
lish— 140, 145, 147, 149; finger—7;
French savonnerie—153; German and
Austrian hand-knotted— 155; Irish—
149; origin of hand-knotted—7; (jile

-139, 140, 145, 156, 157; Spanish—
140, 143

rugs. Oriental—169. 171. 174-226. 380;
classification of— 189. 191; chiselled

effects—2 1 1

Russian Caucasus— 1 86, 1 89
Russian tapestries

—247

Sampler—133

Sanborn, Kate—373, 374
San Miehele tapestries

—245
Santa Barbara tapestries

—245
Santa Sophia

—25

Saracenic—115

Saruk rugs
—221

Sassanid Persian—21-23, 31, 79, 332
sateen—61

satin—54, 57, 61

satin, weave of—5

satin derby
—6l

satin damask—9
savonneries—147, 149, 153, 155, 157

saxony brussels and wilton— 165

Scandinavian tapestries
—247

schiffle machine—99, 101, 106

Scipio
—275

scrim— 105

sculpture
—

364, 401

seamed carpets and rugs
—163

sehna knot—133, 169, 199, 204
Sehna rugs

—213

selvages
—

179, 183

Serapi rugs
—223

Serelaend rugs
—

203, 217
Seres— 13, 18

Seville—424
Shah Akbar—223
Shah Abbas motif—203, 201, 208, 211

shed—2, 56
shikii—56
Shiraz rugs

—223

Shirvan rugs
—193

shuttle—2, 54, 56, 69, 157, 231, 306,

407; fabrics—2, 57, 61, 145, 231

Sicily— 13, 15, 37, 38, 91, 115

Siena—39
silk—77, 95, 133, 179, 821, 407, 408;

growing of— 11, 13, 15, 17; etymology
of the word— 13; mania—17; printing—357; tapestry

—9; weaves— 1, 57;
worm— 11, 13, 23, 25

silver—416, 418, 420, 421

skirt—408

Smyrna rugs
—

158, 160

soie brochee—9
Soliraan the Magnificent

—186

Souniak rugs
— 195

Spain
— 15; home of leather—121; king

of—295
Spanish Renaissance—127; leathers—-

421, 423, 424, 427

spiders
— 105

Spitzer Collection—130

sjjool exminster— 167, 169
stained glass

—35

stani|)ed leathers—421, 431, 433, 435

stenciling—347. 387, 391, 393

sti|)pled
—41 6

strapwork
—47

straw—361

Stromatourgie
— 153

Strzygowski
—29

Stuart Collection—283

Swiss lace curtains— 101

Syon cope
— 121

Syria
—13
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Tabriz rugs
—231

taffeta—57, 69
tambour lace curtains— 101

Taoist symbols
—175

tai)estri."s—.'W, 35, 109, 139, 2-Z7-3-2\,

101, 116, 418, 433; American—239-

215, 313-315; Aubusson—233-239,

310-313; Beauvais — 297-301, 309;

block-printed
— 228 ;

borders— 228,

237, 255, 268-271, 310; borders and

trimmings
—391-397 ; captions

—255,

279; cartoons—277, 279, 321. 287.

303; definition of— 1, 2, 237-233;

designs
—235, 255, 309;; double warp

—231, 306; dyes
—235, 312; fading

of—26l, 279; furniture coverings
—

306-321; German—245; Gobelins—
284-297. 309; gold in — 315-317;
Gotbic—248-267; higb warp and low

warp—56, 228. 231, 289; imitation—

227-228; Italian—245; jacquard
—

227, 228; Merton—239; mille-fleur—
317; Mortlake—301-305; needlework—231; painted

—231-233, 259; petit

point—231; price of—227, 228, 301,

306, 310; real—228, 231; Renaissance
—268-283, 310; rugs

—156; Russian
—247 ; Scandinavian—247 ; signatures—235, 283, 301; Spanish

—245; tex-

ture—245, 248, 251, 255, 259, 297,

299, 306, 315; verdure—317; weave of
—

1, 63, 228-231; Williamsbridge
—

245 ;
Windsor—245

tapestries, famous—
Arming of the King—239; Birth of

Bacchus—237 ; Capture of .Icrusalem—261; Crucifixions—265; Joseph
—

263; Massacre of the Innocents—267;

]Mazarin^251, 255, 267; Parnassus—
283; Prophecy of Nathan—251, 271;
Seven Sacraments—255, 271 ; Trium]ili

of the Virgin
—267

taj)estries, famous sets-

Abraham- 279; Acts of tlic

Apostles—268, 273, 277, 291, 315;

Ajjocalypse
—248, 259; Beauvais sets

—297, 299, 301; Chinese—235, 313;
David— 267 ; Don Quixote— 245 ;

Foundation of Rome—228 ; Ciobelin

sets—289, 291. 295; Grecian drapery—237, 313; Hardwicke Hall—26l ;

H.ily Grail—239; Hunts of Maxi-

milian—279, 283, 291 ; Hunts of Louis
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XV—233; Lady with the Unicorn—
35; Mercury and Herse—277; Meta-

morphoses
—

237, 239; Mortlake sets—
301, 303, 305; Moses—277; Our Lady
of Sablon—273, 275 ; Portieres of the

Gods—233; Royal Residences—233,

289; St. Peter—263; Scipio—275,
277, 279. 291 ; Trojan War—228;
Tunis—283

tapestry brussels—167

tapestry carpets
—

157, 167

tapestry, definition of the word—227,

228, 231, 233

tapestry designers
—

Audran—233, 293; Berain—297, 30i»;

Boucher—235, 245, 295, 299, 301, 310;
Callet—295; Casanova—301; Cleyn

—
303, 305; Coypel

—
293, 295; Deshays—301; Dubreuil—287; Dumons—235,

299, 313; Fontenay—299 ;
Herter—

245; Huet— 301; Jacquer
— 295;

Jecurat— 295 ;
J o u v e n e t— 293 ;

I.agrenee
—301 ; Lebrun—28.9, 291 ;

Leprince
—301 ;

Lucas—305 ; Man-

tegna
—305 ; Meissonier—3 10; Mig-

nard— 291; Orleans— 293; Orley
—

275, 279-283; Oudry—233, 237, 293,

299, 301, 310; Poussin—291; Pro-

caceini—245; Raphael—268, 273, 291,

293, 303; Restout—293, 295; Romano
—268, 271, 275, 305, 315; Rubens—
287; Tessier—295; Troy-295 ;

Van-

loo—295; Vermegen—283; Vernan-

saal—299; Vincent—295

tapestry makers—
Audran—295, 301; Behagle

—297;
Besnier—299; Charron—301; Comans
—284, 287, 303; Cozette—301; Cretif

277; De Vos—283; Filleul—297,

299; Foucquet
— 287; F'oussadicr—

245 ; Hinart— 297 ;
Kleiser— 245 ;

Maccht—303 ;
Menou—301 ; Merou—

299: Morris — 239; Neilson — 301;

P a n n e m a k e r—279 ;
Picon—235 ;

Planche—284, 287, 303; Poyntz—305

trimmings
—

American—394, 411; Assyrian
—397;

Baroque
—

397, 401 ; books on—113.

415; Byzantine
—397; Coptic

—394;

Egyptian
—397; Empire—405, 411;

English
—409, 411; Gimps—405, 407;

Gothic—397 ; Greek—397 ; illustra-

tions described—108, 411, 413; Louis

XIV—101 ;
Louis XVI and Adam—
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405 ;
Louis XV—401, 405

; making of—
405, 407 ;

museum collections—408 ;

Peruvian—397 ;
Renaissance—397

tapis
—140

tassels—394, 397, •iOl, 408, 413

tatting
— 105

Taxis, Francis dc—273
Tekke Bokharas— 185

tekko—387

tempera
—421

Ten Commandments—35

Teniers—343

textiles, use of—83

texture— (see Preface); also 248, 251,

255, 299, 315, 377, 387. 393, 41(3

Theophilus—418

Tiiierry, Thomas—313
Tiffany Studios—175

Tiflis— 1 89
tin—423, 435

tiraz—37
Titian—116

toiles peintes
—324

tooled leathers— (see leathers) ;
the

jjrocess
—116, 418, 435

Toulouse, Count of—297
Tournai—163

tram—54

treadles—2, 56, 407

Trinity in tapestries
—267

Turkey carpets
— 149

Turkey work— 145, 171

Turkish rugs
—

195, 202; designs and

colour of—197
Turks—30, 37, 138, 186

twill—54, 57, 61

Two Sicilies—38

u
unicorn— 127, 17.'

upliolstery
—394, 123

283

valance—113

Vandyke— 145

van Orley, Bernard-227, 275, 279,
vase designs

—11, 45

vellum—358, 361

velours—7

velveteens—7

velvets, Coptic
—7 ;

cut and uncut—7

163; double-woven—8; Cienoese—8

41; modern reproductions
—79; Per

sian—39; Venetian—8, 39

velvet carpets
—

157, l67; pillows
—397

velvets, weave of—6-8, 163, 411, 416
Venetian—38, 39, 91, 97, 427
verdures—227, 228, 317; wall pajaer

—
387

Vesuvius—374, 377

Vinciolo, P'rederic—97

Virgil
—109

Virgin, the—121, 127

w
wall papers

—228, 401 ; American—385,

387; ancestor of—377; band-boxes—
374 ; Chinese—361, 363, 364, 380, 383 ;

English
—363, 371; European

—363;
flock—364, 369, 387; French—369,
371 ; in America—371, 373; making of—

387, 391 ; monotony of—385; rolls—358; texture pai)ers
—387; width of

358
wall paper designers :

American—387; Crane—371, 385;
Huet—369; Morris—371, 38.3, 385;
Miiller—383; Wearne—371

wall papers, famous—
Adventures of Telemachus—374; Bay
of Naples

—274; Canton—387; Cor-

dova—387; Cervera—387; Cultivation

of Tea—374; Dorothy Quincv—274;
El Dorado—377; Jumel—387; Lady
of the Lake—374; Longfellow—387*;

Olympic Games—374; On the Bos-

porus
— 374 ; patriotic

— 387 ; Paul
Revere—387; Pizarro in Peru—374;

Psyche at the Bath—383; Roses—383;
Scenes from Paris—374; Stag Hunt—
371; Stanwood-^L^nsfield—387; Trop-
ical Scenes—374

Ware, Isaac—364

', 54, 57, 69, 99, 157,

251, 407; reps
—

57,

179,

63;

-163

371

warp-
204, 228,

velvets—7

Washington, George-
Wearne, Harry

—347
weaves—

armure—69 ',
brocade—6, 69 ; burlap—56; chintzes and cretonnes—357;

damask—5, 6, 73-(- ; damask and bro-

cade—61-69; denim—57; derbj'
damask—77; etamine—56; gauze

—73;

jacquard tapestry
—

69-|- ; modern—
69-|- ; plain

—
56-|- ; plain, twill and

satin—54-61 ; satin derby
—61 ; rep

—
457
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56, 57; taff"eta—69; tapestry
—56;

twill and satin—57; velvet—6-8, 79
weft—2, 7, 54, 57, 157, 228, 407; reps—

57, 251; velvets—7

whiskers—271, 273

White, Stanford—tl6

Whitney Collection—299
Whittv—149
Whytock, Richard— 167
\\'illiam the Conqueror

—
115, 121

William and Mary—409
Willianishridge tapestries

—245

Wilton— 145, 147, 149, lo6

wilton carpets and rugs
—

7, 157, 163,

165; velvets—167, 169
Windsor tapestries

—245

wood—36 1
; panelling

—401

wool—], 5, 11, 179, 183, 199, 204, 321,

421

woollen damasks— 1

Yerkes Collection—208, 211

z
Ziilier wall paper works—371
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